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Welcome Address by the EuroSPI General Chair
EuroSPI is an initiative with 4 major goals (www.eurospi.net):
1. An annual EuroSPI conference supported by Software Process
Improvement Networks from different EU countries.
2. Establishing an Internet based knowledge library, newsletters,
and a set of proceedings and recommended books.
Dr Richard Messnarz

3. Establishing an effective team of national representatives (in
future from each EU country) growing step by step into more
countries of Europe.
4. Establishing a European Qualification Framework for a pool of
professions related with SPI and management. This is
supported by European certificates, exam systems, and online
training platforms (www.ecqa.org).

EuroSPI is a partnership of large Scandinavian research companies and experience
networks (SINTEF, DELTA, STTF), the ASQF as a large German quality association,
the American Society for Quality, and ISCN as the co-coordinating partner. EuroSPI
collaborates with a large number of SPINs (Software Process Improvement Network)
in Europe.
EuroSPI conferences present and discuss results from software process
improvement (SPI) projects in industry and research, focusing on the benefits gained
and the criteria for success. Leading European universities, research centers, and
industry are contributing to and participating in this event. This year's event is the
16th of a series of conferences to which international researchers contribute their
lessons learned and share their knowledge as they work towards the next higher
level of software management professionalism.
The greatest value of EuroSPI lies in its function as a European knowledge and experience exchange mechanism for Software Process Improvement and Innovation of
successful software product and service development. EuroSPI aims at forming an
exciting forum where researchers, industrial managers and professionals meet to exchange experiences and ideas and fertilize the grounds for new developments and
improvements.
EuroSPI also established an umbrella initiative for establishing a European Qualification Network in which different SPINs and national initiatives join mutually beneficial
collaborations (EU Certificates Campus www.eu-certificates.org, European Certification and Qualification Association www.ecqa.org).
A cluster of European projects (supporting ECQA and EuroSPI) contribute knowledge
to the initiative, including currently EU Cert (EU Certificates Campus), iDesigner (integrated mechatronics designer), MONTIFIC (Financial SPICE Assessor), ELM (elearning manager), CROMEU (EU Managers in South eastern Europe), etc. A pool of
more than 20 qualifications has been set up.
Please join the community of cross company learning of good practices!
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Welcome to Spain by Prof. Juan Cuadrado Gallego and Dr Ricardo
Rejas Muslera
The University of Alcalá (Spanish: Universidad de Alcalá) is a public
university located in the city of Alcalá de Henares, to the east of
Madrid in Spain. Founded in 1499, it was moved in 1836 to Madrid.
In 1977, the University was reopened in its same historical
buildings. The University of Alcalá is especially renowned in the
Spanish-speaking world as it presents each year the highly
prestigious Cervantes Prize.
Today's University of Alcalá preserves its traditional humanities
faculties, a testimony to the university's special efforts, past and
present, to promote and diffuse the Spanish language through both
Prof. Juan Cuadrado its studies and the Cervantes Prize, which is awarded annually by
Gallego, University of the King and Queen of Spain in the Paraninfo (Great Hall). The
Alcala, Spain
University has added to its time-honoured education in the
humanities and social sciences new degree subjects in scientific
fields such as health sciences or engineering, spread out across its
different sites (the Alcalá Campus, El Encín, and Guadalajara), all
of which, together with the Science and Technology Park, are a key
factor in its projection abroad, while also acting as a dynamo for
activities in its local region.
Prof. Juan Cuadrado Gallego is a well known expert in the field of
measurement and mathematical models used to measure
processes and products. He has opublished numerous scientific
papers in this field.
Dr Ricardo Rejas Muslera has done extensive research work in the
Dr
Ricardo
Rejas use of assessment and improvement models for legal aspects, so
Muslera, University of called legal assurance processes.
Alcala, Spain

We are welcoming EuroSPI 2009 to Alcala, a historic place with one of the oldest
universities from Spain. University of Alacala is a member of international research
networks and actively contributes process and product measurement knowledge to
the European SPI community. We believe that this joint conference will fertilize the
grounds for empowering networks and partnerships in SPI between the Spanish and
the European wide communities.
Please join our Spanish SPI community and lets create connections Europe wide!
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Welcome by DELTA, Editors of the DELTA Improvement Series
DELTA has been working with Software Process Improvement
(SPI) for more than 15 years including maturity assessment
according to BOOTSTRAP, SPICE and CMMI. DELTA has also
been a partner in the EuroSPI conference from the very beginning
16 years ago. We are now for the 2.nd. time the publisher of the
Industrial Proceedings from EuroSPI making it part of the DELTA
series about Process Improvement.
Jørn Johansen is Manager of the DELTA Axiom department at
DELTA. He has an M.Sc.E.E. from Ålborg University and more than
28 years experience in IT. He has worked in a Danish company
with embedded and application software as a Developer and
Project Manager for 15 years. Mr. Johansen has been involved in
all aspects of software development: specification, analysis, design,
coding, and quality assurance. Furthermore he has been involved in
the company’s implementation of an ISO 9001 Quality System and
was educated to and functioned as Internal Auditor.

Jørn Johansen,
DELTA, Denmark

For the last 14 years he has worked at DELTA as a consultant and
registered BOOTSTRAP, ISO 15504 Lead Assessor, CMMI Assessor and ImprovAbility™ Assessor. He has participated in more than
40 assessments in Denmark and abroad for companies of all sizes.
He was the Project Manager in the Danish Centre for Software
Process Improvement project, a more than 25 person-year SPI
project and Talent@IT, a 26 person-year project that involves 4
companies as well as the IT University in Copenhagen and DELTA.
Currently Mr. Johansen is the Project Manager of SourceIT an 18
person-year project focusing on outsourcing and maturity. Mr.
Johansen is also the co-ordinator of a Danish knowledge exchange
group: Improving the Software Development Process, which is the
Danish SPIN-group.
Contact: Jørn Johansen, DELTA, Venlighedsvej 4, DK 2970 Hørsholm, Denmark, phone +45 72 19 40 00 or e-mail : joj@delta.dk
Mads Christiansen has an M.Sc.E.E. from DTU (Danish Technical
University) and more than 30 years experience in product
development and IT. He has worked for 19 years in a Danish
company with embedded and application software as a Developer
and Project Manager. Mr. Christiansen has been involved in all
aspects of software development: specification, analysis, design,
coding, and quality assurance and managing outsourced projects in
Denmark and USA.

Mads Christiansen,
DELTA, Denmark

For the last 11 years he has worked at DELTA as a consultant in
SPI (requirements specification, test, design of usable products and
development models). Currently Mr. Christiansen works with
eBusiness and as Innovation Agent. Mr. Christiansen is also
ImprovAbility™ Assessor and Trainer of ImprovAbility™ project
Assessors.
Contact: Mads Christiansen, DELTA, Venlighedsvej 4, DK 2970
Hørsholm, Denmark, phone +45 72 19 40 00 or e-mail :
mc@delta.dk
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Additional Requirements for Process
Assessment in Safety-Critical Software
and Systems Domain
Mika Johansson 1, Risto Nevalainen2
1

Tampere University, Pori Unit, Finland
and FiSMA ry, Finland
2
FiSMA ry, Finland

Abstract
Certification of safety-critical software is a multi-disciplinary topic. Process assessment is an
essential part of that, but is not enough for software certification. Certification employs also
several other method families, like inspections and reviews, independent V&V, conformance
with selected reference standard(s) and use of selected measurements and analyses.
Process assessment supports directly qualification of safety-critical applications but is less
relevant for certification of platforms and environments. Anyway, qualification and certification
are closely related, because certification as a whole supports qualification and makes it more
effective. It is possible to adapt and evolve process assessment so, that it supports both qualification and certification.
Typical process assessment is done for improvement purpose. In qualification and certification
that is not so relevant as conformance and management of risks. In this paper we discuss
about possibilities to develop process assessment to achieve that goal. In most cases assessment is a combination of several approaches.

Keywords
Safety-critical software, process assessment, conformance with standards
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1 Introduction
”National Nuclear Power Plant Safety Research 2007-2010, SAFIR2010” is a Finnish four-year research programme. The objective of the programme is “to develop and maintain the nuclear safety
expertise and deterministic and probabilistic methods to assess safety so that new matters related to
nuclear safety appearing their significance can be assessed without delay” (SAFIR2010 2006). The
planning period for national research on nuclear power plant safety up to 2010 contains granting licenses for the four power plants in use and that under construction. Know-how developed in publicly
funded research programmes can be applied in licensing processes.
A research area of automation and control room in the research programme includes three on-going
research projects, one of which is the “Certification facilities for software, CERFAS”. The main purpose
of CERFAS is to develop facilities for a consortium called Software Certification Service. Conditions
for services of consortium are the application of diverse expertise and effective evaluation tools. This
leads into networking both in the project and in the certification services.
Certification can be based both on generic sets of criteria and domain specific requirements. Our goal
is to combine these two approaches. Most important nuclear specific requirements are standards,
which include requirements for safety critical systems and software. The most relevant is IEC60880,
which can be used also directly as a reference for certificate. Qualification and licensing of safety class
2 I&C systems includes a conformance statement against IEC 60880, and that is already a kind of
certificate. The other main reference is IEC 61513, which is based on generic IEC 61508 (functional
safety). [Harju2008]

Software Certification Service
Licensing

Plant
Certification Body
Software
Product Certification

Qualification

Conformance
to standards

Safety
Cases

System

Evaluators

Certification

Dynamic tests

Static analysis

Fault
injection

Reviews

ISO process
assessment
Model
Checking

Software

ISO product
assessment

21

Figure 1: Main areas of topics in CERFAS project [Harju2008]
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In process assessment we apply ISO/IEC15504 in quite similar way as in several other domains (automotive, medical devices, space for example). Anyway, process assessment does not work in isolation and is not enough as such. It needs to be integrated with several other approaches in software
certification, as safety cases, conformance assessment and software measurement. These topics are
covered in chapters 3 – 5 of this article. The concept is illustrated in Figure 2, showing some typical
process assessment related topics.

Figure 2: Process assessment related topics in safety-critical software domain.
Figure 2 contains two types of topics. Some of them (clouds in figure 2) are heavily interconnected
and are always part of process assessment, more or less. For example, development process defines
directly what are the most important processes in assessment scope. Again, it defines what is the
most essential documentation. It leads to product evaluation. Conformance with standards is always in
core of certification, because certification is based on some defined reference.
Some topics are more focused (some typical ones are shown as circles in figure 2). They are sometimes mandatory elements in certification, like proper validation of development tools. Some others are
more judgement-based, like human competences and their role in developing and validating safetycritical software. Traceability and product metrics are examples of topics, which have high relevance
as evidences for safety case. Note that only some relationships (arrows) are presented in figure 2,
mainly for illustration purpose.

2 Additional requirements in process assessment
2.1

Basic types of assessment

In CERFAS, we have specified three different basic types and “use cases” of process assessment
(see figure 3). They are needed typically as a sequence:
x

Short “ability assessment” to check overall readiness to develop and deliver safety-critical
software. If overall ability of software organisation is low, then it leads to cancellation of the
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certification process or additional time to restart it.
x

Full-scale “certification assessment” to support preliminary software qualification and provide
evidence for software assurance and safety case during software certification process.

x

“Gap fulfilment assessment” to prevent and fix potential causes of non-conformances of products and processes and their related risks when identified during certification process.

Figure 3. Typical sequence of different process assessments during quaification and certification of safety-critical software

2.2

Ability assessment

Ability assessment is typically quite short, even only some days of effort. It can vary a lot, depending
on the current level of software organisation and its products. Typical examples are:
x

Assessment of software development processes (mainly ENG category in ISO/IEC 15504 Part
5).

x

Review of core documentation, or documents from a chosen specific topic, as evidences of
process capability and conformance with selected reference standard(s).

x

Conformance with selected reference standard(s), for example IEC61508 Part 3 or IEC60880.

Quite often ability assessment is also a combination of several topics. In Figure 2 we presented some
of them. To avoid heaviness and complexity of ability assessment, typical combination is only with two
topics. An example could be conformance check + current implementation of bi-directional traceability.

2.3

Process assessment

Process assessment in CERFAS context is quite normal, SPICE – type process. Of course, it is more
formal than most improvement oriented assessments. Evidences are collected and recorded systematically, and they are a solid basis for data collection, validation and ratings. Rigour of assessment is
near to Scampi-A method in strictness and formalism [ARC1.2]. Results are reported as gaps to target
level. Each gap can be classified by magnitude and risk, as defined in [ISO/IEC15504-4].
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One additional stakeholder in process assessment is the certification body. Typical responsiblity is that
customer organisation orders certification from a certification body. They decide together which references and methods is used in certification. One basic requirement is independent team for process
assessment. Each team member has to fulfil competence requirements. Stakeholders and their relationships in qualification/certification driven process assessment are presented in figure 4.

Figure 4. Stakeholders, their main activities and typical workflow in qualification/certification
oriented process assessment and conformance evaluation
One other additional requirement is satisfaction of accreditation rules. They are defined in ISO17020
family of standards. Most requirements for process assessment are same as for management system
standards (for example ISO9001). Assessment process must be documented and include competence
requirements. Assessment must contain audit trail between assessment phases and intermediate
results. Finally, if assessment leads to process certificate, it must be publicly available for intended
audience.
Most of accreditation requirements are built in process assessment standards and models. Both
SPICE and CMMI model families have such guidance.

2.4

Gap fulfilment assessment

Third basic type of process assessment in CERFAS context is check of process improvements
needed to get product certificate. This is needed in such cases that software is incomplete or erroneous during any phase of certification. Typical example could be design errors found during independent tests. Then the software organisation needs to change specification and/or design process so that
errors can be prevented in advance or detected during design phase. Typical process improvement
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would be better inspection or quality assurance during early phases of software lifecycle. Sometimes
also more formal process would be needed, maybe with model checking type quality assurance.
These changes in development process must be verified, and one easy and straightforward way is
focused process assessment. There is nothing specific compared to normal SPICE – type process
assessment in this phase.

3 Additional requirements in models and references
3.1

Standards for safety-critical software and systems

In CERFAS context the primary standard for safety-critical software is IEC 60880, software aspects of
computer-based systems performing category A functions, or in Finnish legislation, safety class 2 (the
highest one were digital systems are allowed). IEC 60880 sets requirements and also recommendations for the development processes. Each phase of the lifecycle is addressed. The largest amount of
requirements is in software design and construction topics. In the latter there are special clauses for
tools and 3rd party software components like COTS.
Although many requirements of IEC 60880 are for processes, the standard claims that the most important aspects of software safety are two product-related technical features or design principles, namely
self-supervision and avoidance of common cause failures. The annexes have very detailed design and
programming requirements for the software product, from architectural approach to the memory usage.
The other standard used is IEC 61508, functional safety of electronic systems. The part 3 addresses
software, while part 1 defines general requirements for functional safety management system. As in
IEC 60880, the software lifecycle has been divided into phases, and there are specific requirements
for each phase.
Although IEC 61508 claims that it is for safety related systems, some of the requirements are more
strict than in safety-critical IEC 60880. For example, competences must be managed in more details,
verifications are stricter and there must be independent audits during the project.
Neither of these standards have the concept of process capability nor maturity. Safety integrity levels
in IEC 65108 are not comparable on process capability levels by any means. Requirements can only
be divided into mandatory and optional ones, and they are either fulfilled or not. [IEC60880]
[IEC61508-1] [IEC61508-3]
There are lots of other standards, from IEC 61508 based domain specific standards to many military
models, but these have not been included in CERFAS.

3.2

Additional processes in generic PAM models

The software lifecycle phases in IEC 60880 and in IEC 61508 are rather basic ones, and they can be
easily mapped to ISO/IEC 15504-5 processes and process’ indicators. These standards include are
also some requirements, where existing ISO/IEC 15504-5 processes are too open for interpretation, or
are non-existent.
In the Table 1, most relevant ISO/IEC 15504-5 processes are listed, and they are mapped with most
suitable chapter(s) in safety standards [Halminen 2007]. In the end of the table there are some requirements, which are not addressed in detailed enough way in part 5. These new process areas are
software security, pre-developed software (PDS), development tools and safety life cycle management
[Johansson 2009].
PDS and tools could be assessed using existing SUP.6 Product evaluation, but the process doesn’t
explicitly bring up multiple phases of the evaluation process, nor very important aspect in safety development, analysing and collecting the operational (usage) history data. Safety lifecycle management
could be assessed using MAN.3 Project management with many additional notes, but since it is one of
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the key processes, it is better have own process for it. This process can also be used as one option for
the ability assessment. Security is not addressed in part 5 at all. In practice, the content of the process
is about requirements management, but it seems that there are benefits in separating safety or security requirements management from normal requirements. The last row, functional safety assessment,
has been left out in CERFAS context, since the assessment is (typically) performed by an independent
organisation. [Johansson2009].
Interesting finding is that measurement is not not a separate topic in safety standards.Many kinds of
analyses are required, and they require lots of collected data. In this topic safety standards belong to
previous generation and need to be updated. ISO/IEC 25000 standard may help in this, because it
provides a quality model and a set of measures for software and systems. Safety is one topic there,
but not yet well covered.
ISO/IEC 15504-5
Process
ENG.1
ENG.2

Process Name

IEC 60880 ref.

ENG.3
ENG.4
ENG.5

System Architecture design
Software requirements analysis
Software design

ENG.6

Software construction

7, Annex B

ENG.7
ENG.8
ENG.9
ENG.10

Software integration
Software testing
System integration
System testing

7
8
9
9.3

ENG.11
SUP:1
SUP.2
SUP.3
SUP.7
SUP.8
SUP.9

Software installation
Quality assurance
Verification
Validation
Documentation
Configuration management
Problem resolution management

SUP.10
MAN.3

Change request management
Project management

MAN.4
MAN.5
MAN.6

Quality management
Risk management
Measurement

12.1
5.5
8
10
Annex F
5.6
9.4
10.4
11
5.3
5.4
5.5

New process
New process

Software security
Development tools

New process
New process
NA

Pre-developed software
Safety lifecycle management
Functional safety assessment

Requirements elicitation
System requirements analysis

6.1, Annex A
7, Annex A, Annex B

(some metrics in
Annex B)
5.7
7.2
14
15
5 (partly)

IEC 61508-3 ref.
In IEC 61508-1
In IEC 61508-1 and –
IEC 61508-2
In IEC61508-2
7.2
7.4.2
7.4.3
7.4.5
7.4.2
7.4.6
7.4.7
7.4.8
7.4.8
7.5
7.3
7.7
7.1
7.9
7.7
5
6.2.3
(7.8)
7.8
7.1
6
61508-1

(weakly in IEC 61508-1)
7.4.4
Annex D
7.1.2 IEC 61508-1
8

Table 1: Mapping between 15504-5, IEC 60880 and IEC 61508 [Johansson2009]
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4 Additional requirements in assessment results
4.1

Conformance vs capability results

Conformance result is typically flat and linear, based more or less Yes/No scale. Each nonconformance is recorded separately and the evaluation result consists mainly from those findings. So,
it is a kind of list of negative findings. This kind of evaluation is typical when an organisation is evaluated against some requirement standard. Typical example would be ISO9001 or ISO20000 audit.
Process assessment result is much more structural. It consists from a list of processes, and each of
them has a number showing the achieved level. Additionally, each process may have more technical
results, like process attribute ratings. Rating scale is more continuous, as a minimum 4-point NPLF
scale. SPICE- and CMMI-models have also an additional presentation, organisational maturity.
Safety standards, like generic IEC61508 and nuclear IEC60880, are conformance oriented. They may
have and/or require also advanced calculations and analyses, for example to evaluate reliability of
software and system. IEC61508 is done around concept of safety integrity level, and typical SIL is 3 or
4 for safety critical systems. It employs typically a set of corrective and preventive actions to achieve
required reliability.
The regulatory authorities primarily need conformance results, to ensure that the system fulfils legal
requirements. Finnish regulator in nuclear power industry (STUK) has its own requirements for licensing of safety-critical systems, called YVL5.5. It has requirements for technical processes and V&V, and
they can be covered by conformance models. But YVL5.5 has requirements also for (quality) management system in the supplier organisation. That leads to some kind of combined multi-model solution, to cover all YVL5.5 requirements.
The licensee organisation is interested, in addition to conformance results, in the basic process capability results with risk analysis based on gaps. That can be done in several ways, but capability determination mode of ISO/IEC15504 is one specific and sophisticated model for that.
Combination of conformance and capability result is possible to achieve by classifying each evidence
in both model types. Also models must be mutually mapped to cover all requirements. One problem in
mapping is, that generic requirements are often more abstract and then more open for various interpretations. They are often more strict, at least when taken literally.

4.2

Assessment results and safety case

In many industry areas, including nuclear industry, the safety of the system is documented in one or
more safety cases. Bishop et al. define safety case as “A documented body of evidence that provides
a convincing and valid argument that a system is adequately safe for a given application in a given
environment”. [Bishop1998] One of the key characteristics common to safety case and process assessment is that they both rely on objective evidences. Typically these evidences are more or less the
same ones, but assessment and safety case might look after different aspects from the evidence. For
example for code review report, process assessment module might see that the review is done according to process, software measurement module calculates the total coverage of code review and
module testing, and competence module checks if the reviewers have had appropriate skills for the
task, as shown in Figure 5.
Assessment results as such (full or partial result sets, or risk analysis based on the gaps) can also be
used as one evidence in safety case, claiming that system is (or is not) programmed properly, and
thus increase the confidence that the overall system is (or is not) safe. For example, one might be
more confident on the quality of the end product, if engineering processes are at capability level 3
rather than 1.
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Figure 5: Same evidences are consolidated into different modules for certification. The final
claim that system is (or is not) safe consists of one or more safety cases.
How the actual consolidation is done is still in a conceptual phase. Any of the standards do not give
detailed requirements. For example, they can require a certain metric to be collected, but the target
values of the metrics are never defined. Also, the modules in figure 5 could be arranged and linked in
many ways, for example so that the “final result” would be Software Assurance Case.

5 Conclusions
This article has introduced some aspects of process assessment when it is used as part of software
certification. The concepts have been piloted in the field, and they will be tested further in the next
year. CERFAS project will be finished in the end of 2010, and the Software Certification Service is
immidiately launched based on the project research results. The drivers for the project have been both
legal and economical. The Finnish Nuclear Power Guide requires certified software in the highest safety class, so there is a need to develop a national certification scheme and certification service. Certification also shortens the actual qualification and licesing process, when the software based systems
are deployed in the plant. Currently the qualification process is very costly, so all the methods and
models which can support it can mean a huge savings to plant operators.
Process assessment, according our current knowledge, provides interesting insights in the safety
aspects of a software product. For example, if there are gaps found in the relatively light-wight assessment, heavier methods like model checking can then focus on those weaknesses trying to find if
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they are endangering the actual safety. Also the ability assessment fulfills one of the industry needs,
since a well documented method to get a the first go/nogo decision in purchasing process saves resources at later stages. Still, the process assessment is only a complementary method when the final
validity of the product is analysed.
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Abstract
There are many development techniques used to assist development teams to achieve required levels of product quality such as safety, security and performance. These ``Quality Attribute Techniques'' (QAT) aim to identify, eliminate, reduce, control and minimise potential
quality problems in the development of critical systems. Although widely used, these techniques are not normally well represented in software process models. This paper proposes
two alternative representations of Quality Attribute Techniques using the SPEM metamodel
and Eclipse Process Framework (EPF) Composer and shows how these techniques can be
incorporated into software development process models. Safety techniques have been selected as a case example for evaluation. The evaluation identifies advantages and limitations
of the SPEM and EPF Composer in terms of their ability to support representation and integration of Quality Attribute Techniques. Some improvements to SPEM and EPF Composer are
suggested.

Keywords
Quality Attribute Techniques, SPEM, EPF Composer
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1 Introduction
The quality of software products need to be developed and assured throughout the development
process [1, p.27]. According to [2, p.60], software product quality is defined as ``the degree to which a
system, component, or process meets specified requirements, customer or user needs or expectations''. Examples of product qualities include safety, performance, and security. Specific techniques
are available to achieve product quality in the development of critical systems. In this paper, we call
these techniques ``Quality Attribute Techniques''(QAT). Examples of QAT for safety include hazard
analysis techniques such as Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA) and Fault Tree Analysis (FTA).
QAT are used in software development in order to achieve required levels of product quality requirements such as safety and performance. There are many complementary and alternative [3] and it can
be difficult to choose the most appropriate techniques. There are some existing guidelines and approaches to help development teams to meet specific product qualities. Examples for safety-critical software systems are [4-8]. Most software processes tailoring methodologies are designed to address
issues such as project characteristics, size of the organisations, standard compliance in process tailoring and the technical and social suitability of the organization [9-11] QAT are used but not represented in detail or not incorporated well in software development process models [12, 13]. These guidelines and approaches usually target one specific group of QAT and may not be appropriate to be applied for other QAT. There have been no general approaches proposed for QAT representation and
integration with software processes. It is difficult to communicate, monitor and analyse the relationship
between QATs and other process elements if QATs are not well presented in process models. A good
representation that allows effective ``change'' mechanisms is also needed to support process tailoring,
by facilitating the selection of QAT for inclusion into process models that target specific product qualities.
A number of metamodels such as Software Process Engineering Metamodel (SPEM) [14,15] OPEN
Process Framework (OPF) [16], OOSPICE metamodel and Standard Metamodel for Software Development Methodologies (SMSDM) [17] have been developed to specify the concepts, rules and relationships used to define software development processes and their components. In this paper, SPEM
has been selected to represent the main characteristics of QAT and the relationship of QAT with other
process elements. EPF Composer is a process modelling tool based on the SPEM metamodel and is
used in this paper to define QAT and incorporate QAT into the OpenUP process model.
The following two research questions are the focus of this study:
x

How can QAT be represented using EPF Composer and the SPEM metamodel?

x

What are the tailoring features in EPF Composer that can be used to integrate QAT into software
process models?

This paper proposes and evaluates two approaches for representing QAT for better integraton of QAT
with process models in SPEM and EPF Composer. Safety techniques have been selected as a case
example for evaluation. The outline of this report is as follows. Section 2 discusses QAT, SPEM and
EPF Composer. Section 3 describes the two alternative representations of QAT. Section 4 discusses
the evaluation of the two alternatives. Section 5 discusses the evaluation and suggests some improvements to SPEM and EPF Composer. Section 6 presents the conclusion of this study and discusses
future research.
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2 Background and Overview

2.1

Quality Attribute Techniques

QAT are techniques that are used to identify, eliminate, reduce, control and minimise potential quality
problems in the development of critical systems. For examples, safety critical systems are concerned
with a measure of the hazards to life, property or environment, and security-critical systems focuses
on resistance to external threats and malicious actions against its integrity [3] and performance-critical
systems emphasize response time or throughput [18]. However, QAT are not represented in detail in
software development process models. Also, QAT are not well integrated with other process elements
such as tasks, roles and work products in different stages of a process model.
QAT for safety-critical system have been selected as a case for initial evaluation in this paper because
the area of system safety is well-established. There are many existing procedures, handbooks, standards, books and other references. In safety-critical systems, techniques are available to perform hazard evaluation, control and analysis. A hazard is a state or set of conditions of a system that, together
with other conditions in the environment of the system, can lead to an accident or loss event. [3]. Safety techniques can be grouped into different categories such as hazard identification, hazard analysis
and safety testing.
An initial investigation has been conducted in safety area to capture characteristics of QAT. Some
important characteristics which provide detailed information of QAT and crucial to integrate QAT into
process models have been extracted from the literature: [3,19-22]. An example of using these characteristics to describe the FMEA technique is shown below:
x

Technique Name: Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA)

x

Aims: Primarily used for subsystem and system hazard analyses. It also helps to identify critical
items in terms of safety and reliability.

x

Description: FMEA analyses which failures in a system can lead to undesirable situations. The
probability and seriousness of the results for each failure mode are calculated. Corrective actions
are prioritised and recommended.

x

Main performer(s): Safety Engineer

x

Optional Performer(s): System Analyst, Design Engineer, End User, Project Manager

x

Step(s): 1. Define the system to be analysed and determine the scope of the analysis. 2. Analyse
and organise potential failure modes and their effects. 3. Identify and prioritise corrective action.

x

Input: Design drawings, functional diagrams, previous analytical data, system descriptions, lessons-learned data, PHL, PHA report

x

Output: FMEA worksheets, FMEA reports, Critical Item List (CIL)

x

Guidance Documents: FMEA Worksheet Template, FMEA Guideline

x

As Source Data for (optional): Fault Tree Analysis (FTA)

x

Category: Hazard Analysis

x

Benefits: Thorough and systematic approach, quickly reveals critical single-point, reliability can be
evaluated in detail

x

Limitations: Does not consider system effects or human error, detailed and expensive to apply to
large systems

x

Cost of Application: Moderate (week)

x

Expertise: Moderate training (strongly dependent on analyst's understanding of the failure modes)

x

Phase(s): Subsystem and system hazard analysis during design phase
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x

Team/Individual approach: Team

x

Single/Multiple Failures Analysis: Single

Two alternatives are shown in section 3 to represent these important characteristics of QAT and incorporate them into process models.

2.2

SPEM Metamodel

SPEM is a metamodel for defining processes and their components using UML as a concrete notation
[14,15]. Fig.1 illustrates parts of SPEM metamodel.

Figure 1: SPEM Metamodel (adapted from [14,17]). ModelElement is a super-class of the other
classes in this diagram.
The core idea of SPEM is that a development process is a collaboration of multiple process elements
to achieve a specific project goal. A development process lifecycle can be structured into phases and
iterations. Work definition describes the activity (i.e. tasks, operations and actions) performed in a
process by a process role. An activity can be subdivided into Steps. Work products or artefacts (e.g. a
piece of code, a document, a mode and source code) are produced, consumed, or modified when
mutiple roles interact or collaborate during the process execution. Process components called Disciplines are used to categorise activities which share a common theme. Each activity is grouped under
a Discipline. A Guidance element can be attached to any of the process elements shown in Fig.1 (e.g.
Activity, Step and Process Role). More detailed information of a process element can be provided by
Guidance elements (e.g. checklist, guideline, practice, report and template).
SPEM has been selected to represent the important characteristics of QAT and integrate QAT into
process models. Section 3 discusses two alternative representations of QAT based on the SPEM. The
ability of SPEM in supporting representation and integration for QAT are evaluated in section 4.

2.3

EPF Composer

EPF Composer is a process modelling tool platform and extensible conceptual framework based on
SPEM [15] for authoring, maintaining and customising software development processes [23]. Follo-
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wing SPEM, reusable method content is defined separately from its use in processes in EPF Composer. EPF Composer also provides three sample process frameworks, i.e. OpenUP/Basic, Extreme
Programming and Scrum. Users can choose and customise existing process frameworks or create
new ones. These frameworks can be transformed into Electronic Process Guides (EPGs). This provides convenient access and assists navigation of the process model for process performers.
In section 3, EPF Composer is used to define two alternative representations based on SPEM for QAT
and incorporate QAT into process models. OpenUP/Basic has been selected as an example of process model in this paper. The evaluation of the ability of EPF Composers to support representation
and integration of QAT is discussed in section 4.

3 Representation of QAT Using SPEM Metamodel & EPF Composer

3.1

Overview

Two alternatives are shown in this section to represent important characteristics of QAT and integrate
them into process models. The first alternative represents a QAT as a Step and the second alternative
represents a QAT as a Task. These two process elements have been selected to represent QAT because the important characteristics of QAT can be represented in more structured formats. Additionally, the relationship between QAT and other process elements can be defined clearly. Guidance element and its supported Guidance Kind are less structured to represent important characteristics for
QAT. As a result, Guidance is only used to describe additional information for QAT. The process element Activity in SPEM (see Fig.1) is similar to the process element Task in EPF Composer. A Task
consists of a number of Steps. Safety techniques are used as case example for these two alternatives.
For both alternatives, a new method plug-in that based on OpenUP is defined to customise method
content without directly changing the original content of the OpenUP. It comprises new method content, Disciplines, and Capability Patterns to represent new safety processes. The new components will
be reusable for new releases of OpenUP plug-in. Four kinds of Content Variability mechanisms allow
process engineers to create new plug-in that contribute, extend, replace or extend-replace new definitions to the tasks in the original plug-in [23].

3.2

Alternative 1: Step-Based Approach

In the Step-Based Approach, a QAT is represented as a Step in a Task. The main characteristics of
QAT are added in the the step's description in EPF Composer. Alternatively, information of QAT can
be described with Guidance documents such as guidelines, templates and worksheets. Hyperlinks to
these Guidance documents need to be added to description editor for QAT Step. If another Task also
use the same technique, manual duplication of the content is required by adding new Step and attaching Guidance documents to this Task. Step cannot be reused in other Task. This approach aimed to
incorporate QAT as a step into a task in process models. QAT can also be added as a Step in new
Tasks added to achieve specific product quality goal such as safety and security.
Safety techniques are used as case example for Step-Based Approach. New content packages such
as risk assessment, risk control and general safety have been defined to categorise and maintain safety tasks. Under each content package, new safety Tasks such as Preliminary Hazard Identification
(PHI), Preliminary Hazard Analysis (PHA), Subsystem Hazard Analysis (SSHA) and System Hazard
Analysis (SHA) are created to represent safety-critical project specific processes. Safety techniques
are added as Steps in appropriate safety Tasks. Important characteristics captured for each safety
technique can be added manually to step's description or provided by using guidance documents such
as guidelines, examples and templates.
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3.2.1 Tailoring Feature(s) Used
To integrate QAT into process models, the new QAT Step is attached to one Task. Content Variability
mechanism ``contribute'' can be used to append a new QAT step to the original content of an existing
task without changing original content. The sequence of this step can be changed in the parent task to
show the most appropriate order to perform this technique. Disciplines have used to categorise Tasks
that share the common quality goal and use QAT. A new software development lifecycle have been
defined to include new QAT Step. Three options of process variability are available to copy these processes: Copy, Extend or Deep Copy. ``Deep Copy'' function has been used because the sequence of
these tasks can be reorganised after selecting them into Work Breakdown Structure (WBS). As a case
example, five ``Disciplines'' are used to group safety project specific processes: hazard analysis, safety coding, safety design, safety review and safety test. A new software development lifecycle,
``SafetyProcessLifecycle1'' has been defined to include existing OpenUP process and also appropriate safety tasks from the five disciplines.

3.2.2 Process view
A new project configuration has been defined to build new process without making changes directly to
the original plug-in. A custom category has been added to generate a new process view to customise
he process content and methods to be published. For the case example, new safety plug-in and Open-UP plug in was added to this configuration. SafetyProcessLifecycle1', safety disciplines and safety
roles have been selected to populate navigation views and new EPG for safety related projects.

3.3

Alternative 2: Task-Based Approach

In the Task-Based Approach, a QAT is represented as a Task that describes what needs to be performed by different roles and what work products are used as input and output to achieve a specific
quality goal. The main characteristics of QAT is added in different attributes of a Task in EPF Composer. Additional information of QAT can be provided by using Guidance documents such as worksheets, templates, guidelines and examples. This approach aims to incorporate QAT as a new Task in
process models. Alternatively, new QAT Tasks can extend, contribute or replace original content of
existing task in process models.
As a case example, new Tasks are created to represent different safety techniques such as FMEA
and FTA. New content packages such as risk assessment, risk control and general safety have been
defined to categorise and maintain safety technique's Tasks.

3.3.1 Tailoring Feature(s) Used
Two ways have been used to integrate QATs Task to processes. The first is using Content Variability
mechanisms to ``contribute'', ``extend'' or ''replace'' QAT information to a base task in process models
to avoid modifying the original content. Both content from contributing QAT Task and base Task will
become unified in new browsing view. As a case example, ``contribute'' or ``replace'' mechanisms
have been used to respectively append or replace the new content of a QAT task to the original OpenUP content.
Another way of integrating a QAT Task to process models is using Capability Patterns. These Process
Patterns can be used to categorise different types of QAT Tasks. Additionally, Capability Patterns
allow process engineers to indicate the flow of tasks and create activity diagrams for project specific
processes. They can be reuse and applied to many different lifecycle processes. As a case example,
six Process Patterns have been defined for safety technique Tasks: Preliminary Hazard Analysis, Safety Design, Safety Testing, SSHA and SHA. A new software development lifecycle, ``SafetyProcessLifecycle2'' has been defined to include appropriate process patterns, safety technique's Tasks and
existing process content from OpenUP plug-in.
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3.3.2 Process view
In the approach, a new project configuration is defined for new processes without directly changing the
original plug-in. A custom category is added to generate a new process view to customise the process
content and published methods. In the safety example, a new safety plug-in and Open-UP plug were
added to the configuration. SafetyProcessLifecycle2, a new safety process pattern and safety roles
were selected to populate navigation views and to create a new EPG for safety-related projects.

4 Evaluation
This section evaluates the capability of SPEM metamodel and EPF Composer in supporting two alternative representations shown in previous section. The evaluation identifies advantages and limitations
of the SPEM and EPF Composer.

4.1

Evaluation Criteria

Four criteria have been selected for the evaluation based on the criteria for effective process models
defined by Humphrey and Kellner [24]. They highlight that, ``process models must represent the way
the work is actually (or is to be) performed, provide a flexible and easily understandable, yet powerful,
framework for representing and enhancing the process and be refinable to whatever level of detail is
needed'' [24, p.332]. For the purpose of this studies, we focus on how the two alternatives represent
characteristics of QAT, how easy to integrate QAT into process models, the reusability of process
elements and contents defined by the approach and maintanability to manage the representation and
integration.
x

Representation: How well the important characteristics of a QAT can be captured with the approach?

x

Ease of Integration: Is it easy to integrate QAT to a development process model using the approach?

x

Reusability: When using the approach, can the QAT be applied for different processes?

x

Maintainability: How convenient is it to manage the representation and integration using the approach?

4.2

Evaluation for Step-Based Approach

x

Representation: A QAT can be easily added as a simple Step in a Task. The main characteristics
of each QAT can only be added manually in a Step description or represented as guidance documents such as guidelines and templates. These guidelines and templates can be attached to the
Task or put as hyperlinks in the description of the Step created to perform this QAT. There is no
specific format for the guideline, any information can be entered for a specific QAT. The approach
fails to show the relationship of this QAT with other process elements like Roles and Work Products. Users are not able to have a clear understanding about who will perform this QAT and what
kind of input and output artifacts are required for this QAT.

x

Ease of Integration: Adding Step to a Task is a simple way to integrate a QAT to a safety Task or
an existing OpenUP Task. If a Task needs two different QAT, an additional Step to present the
second QAT can be added easily to this Task. However, duplicate copies of the Step need to be
created manually for multiple Tasks which use a same technique. Additionally, Content Variability
mechanisms do not allow users to ``contribute'' a new QAT Step to more than one existing Task in
process models. It is also difficult to show the relationships of a QAT with other process elements.
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x

Reusability: New safety Tasks can be reused but a Step which has been used to integrate a safety technique with a Task cannot be shared with other Tasks. User must manually duplicate the
Step and link or attach guidance documents to every Task which requires the same technique. Alternatively, user can reuse the same technique by attaching Guidance documents of this technique to any Task without adding a Step. However, some Guidance kinds such as template, roadmap, practice and term definition cannot be added to a Task in EPF Composer. Additionally, Content Variability mechanisms which are used to ``contribute'' new QAT Step to an exisitng Task in
process models do not allow users to reuse same QAT to multiple Tasks.

x

Maintainability: New safety Tasks such as hazard analysis has been defined to represent safetycritical project specific processes when no generic OpenUP Task is relevant to the QAT Step. Extension or contribution can be done to existing Tasks or new safety Tasks. It is easier to maintain
the project specific Tasks by adding extra Tasks in new method plug-in.

4.3

Evaluation for Task-Based Approach

x

Representation: Most of the main characteristics of a QAT can be represented well in a Task.
Attributes in a Task allow process engineers to include detailed information for the QAT such as
purpose, main description and steps to conduct this QAT. Additionally, these QAT were able to relate with other process elements such as Work Products and Roles. A clear relationship can be
shown. Process performers are able to find out who will perform this QAT and what kind of input
and output artifacts are required for this QAT. However, when a QAT Task contributes to an existing Task, some of the important information of this QAT like presentation name will not be
shown. Process performers may not be able to differentiate the main information of a QAT from
the original content of an OpenUP or a safety lifecyle Task. Additionally, if more than one QAT
contribute to a Task; the content of this Task will become more complicated.

x

Ease of Integration: The first way of integration a QAT Task to an existing Task by contributing,
extending or replacing a QAT description to an existing task. However, a QAT Task cannot contribute, extend or replace multiple existing tasks. A more flexible method for integration is using Process Patterns to include QAT Tasks and OpenUP Tasks. A QAT Task can be applied to different
Process Patterns which require the same technique.

x

Reusability: The first way of integration a QAT Task to an existing Task by contributing, extending
or replacing a QAT description to an existing task. However, a QAT Task cannot contribute, extend or replace multiple existing tasks. A more flexible method for integration is using Process Patterns to include QAT Tasks and OpenUP Tasks. A QAT Task can be applied to different Process
Patterns which require the same technique.

x

Maintainability: Another configuration needs to be defined in order to show the Process Patterns,
QAT Tasks and contributed content of a safety technique. This is because the main configuration
will only show the original content of the process element. This is a way to avoid overriding the original content of an element.

5 Discussion
Both alternatives have their own advantages and limitations. The Step-Based Approach is a structured
and simple way to integrate a QAT to an existing Task in a process model. However, adding a Step is
hard to highlight the main characteristics of a QAT since all the information need to be added as links
to guidance documents or entered manually in the Step's description. Additionally, relationships of
QAT with other process elements such as work products and roles are harder to recognise since they
were added as hyperlinks in the descriptions of the Step. The Task-Based Approach which uses a
Task to show the characteristics of QAT is a more structured way to represent QAT. Relationships of
QAT and other process elements such as Work Products and Process Roles are able to be modelled
clearly in EPF Composer. Process Patterns are more useful to integrate and categorise QAT in different delivery processes. A Process Pattern can be reused in many parts in a delivery process with
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individual customisation (e.g. remove unnesscary tasks or add new tasks) for the pattern's content.
Based on the evaluation, the main limitation for both alternatives is that some problems exists when
manual duplication is required to reuse the same technique for different processes. Process engineers
can copy whole or parts of existing processes from a method content library for duplication. However,
some of the content (e.g. relationship with other process element) which are inherited from original
method contents cannot be modified. Content Variability mechanisms only can contribute, extend or
replace content of QAT to a Task in EPF Composer. Contribution, extension or replacement of QAT's
Step or Task to multiple Tasks in process models are not allowed.
The basic concept of SPEM regarding clear separation of method content from how it is used in processes is useful for the integration of QAT into software development process models. This provides
flexibility to incorporate QAT Tasks or Steps into any part of process models. There are some limitations of existing SPEM metamodel and EPF Composer to support the representation of a QAT and also
to incorporate it into process models. Selection strategy and tailoring method for more effective QAT
selection and integration with software processes are out of the scope of this paper. The following
suggestions may improve this:
x

Each Step in a Task requires different Performers, contribute different Work Products to a task
and also need different Guidance elements to provide more detailed information to practitioners.
SPEM can be extended to allow process engineers to assign Performer(s), Work products and
Guidance elements to a specific Step in a Task in a more structured way.

x

A new type of GuidanceKind can be added in SPEM for QAT. It can include attributes to represent
important characteristics of QAT in a more structured way. This new GuidanceKind should be able
to attached to multiple Tasks or Steps that using the same QAT in processes.

x

Multiple tasks or steps may use the same technique. The Content Variability mechanisms in
SPEM can be extended to support contribution, extension or replacement of a QAT's Task or Step
to multiple existing Tasks.

x

New attributes can be added to the Task element in EPF Composer to represent some important
characteristics of QAT.

x

EPF Composer can provide a more flexible approach to support the improvements of SPEM, reusability of a QAT and at the same time provide strong capability to maintain the consistency of
process models after any change.

x

Besides the important characteristics of QAT, Guidance documents such as guidelines, templates
and examples can be used to provide additional information for practitioners to execute the QAT
efficiently and accurately.

6 Conclusion and Future Work
The goal of using QAT is to identify, eliminate, reduce, control and minimise potential quality problems
in the development of critical systems. QAT are used to improve product qualities such as safety, performance and security. However, QAT are not well integrated into software development process models. A good representation allows development teams to communicate, monitor, control and analyse
the integration of QATs with software processes effectively. This study has investigated how the
SPEM metamodel and EPF Composer can support the representation of characteristics of QAT for
better integration into software process models such as OpenUP. Two alternatives - a Step-Based
Approach and a Task-Based Approach have been proposed for the representation of QAT and integration with software process models. Safety techniques were selected as a case example for an evaluation. Based on the evaluation, there are several benefits and limitations of the SPEM metamodel
and EPF Composer in supporting the two alternatives. The concept of separation of method content
from processes in SPEM is useful to define charaterisctics of QAT and incorporate QAT into different
processes in process models. However, there are still some limitations especially when the process
content of QAT are manually duplicated to be reused for different processes. Some content inherited
from the original method content cannot be modified.
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Process models which are defined based on metamodels are expected to be more extensible, reusable, configurable and tailorable to specific project needs. Some of the future challenges of metamodels and process modelling tools are to include providing improved support for process component
reuse, representation of QAT and integration of a process element into process models. Future work
of this research are developing a tailoring method to incorporate appropriate QAT into software development process models. SPEM metamodel and EPF Composer will be extended to support the integration approach.
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Abstract

Software embedded in safety equipment often requires certification for its deployment in critical systems such as trains, airplanes, etc. The selection of a certification standard for the software depends
on the marketplace of the respective critical system. For example IEC 61508 is a generic safety standard used in a large variety of markets and DO-178b is specific to aeronautic market. Multi-standards
certification is therefore a key challenge for organization producing this kind of software. Currently,
there is no rational method to reduce the costs incurred in the multi-standards certification. This paper
addresses this problem by presenting a generic approach for reducing certification costs in the context
of multi-standards certification.

Keywords
Certification, IEC 61508, DO-178B, standards, Gap analysis

1 Introduction
Enterprises developing software for safety equipments require certification of their products in order to
assure the functioning of their safety features. A market-specific certification of these products implies
the choice of an appropriate standard. However, the selection of such a market-specific standard puts
a ceiling on company’s access to other markets that require different certification… For example, the
IEC 61508 safety standard [1] is not defined in a way that makes this standard compatible with other
safety standards such as DO-178b standard [3]. This situation gives rise to a new challenge for companies to adopt a certification process that compliant their products to multi-standards.
The problem of multi-standards certification is not fully addressed in the existing literature. The link
between the certification of a critical system and the software embedded in this system is presented in
[5]. However, it does not address the problem of certifying the software following different standards.
The reusability in the context of a specific standard is addressed in some papers [6, 7, 8], nevertheless extending the reusability to multi-standards has not been addressed. Cost reduction of certification is explored in [9] that present a formal gap analysis to identify alternate strategies for reducing the
cost of compliance). But the certification in a multi-standards context is still a barren land in the need
of cultivation.
We have designed a conceptual framework to find a way out of this impasse. Our proposed framework
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compares and brings closer various safety standards. This framework is used in IEC 61508 [1] and
DO-178b safety standards [3]. Based on this comparison work, we have built a certification methodology for a product following IEC 61508 requirements and is compatible with the future DO-178b certification. This methodology is supported by a gap analysis and a tracing tool.
The contribution of this paper is to propose a methodology to address multi-standards certification.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the comparison method used in this
work. Section 3 describes the conceptual framework defined to bring closer the standards. This framework is used as a mean to compare different standards. Based on this framework, we propose an
alignment between IEC 61508 and DO-178B safety standards in the section 4. This alignment allows
us to define common requirements and variations between these standards. Section 5 presents the
methodology to address multi-standards certification. Some conclusions are drawn together with a
description of our future directions in the section 6.

2 Comparison Method
This section presents the method we have used to compare different safety standards according to a
generic quality assessment framework that was particularly instantiated for safety critical software.
First, the general approach behind this framework is described. Secondly, we explain how it can be
used in practice for comparing different standards.
Our aim is to instantiate a generic quality assessment framework for safety critical software. This
framework should have to fix the terminology, to compare different standards and to identify the conflicts between what is advocated by the standards and the ground situation in a company. Moreover,
the framework should continuously evolve with the standards and the new business needs.
The framework (Figure 1) is decomposed into three levels, each corresponds to a specific concepts:
Quality assessment-related concepts, Software-related concepts and Safety-related concepts. We do
not assume that the defined concepts are complete or without ambiguities. We claim that comparing
those concepts with concepts proposed in different standards will help to standardize the terminology
and consequently to make the framework evolve. In addition, the framework concepts are not defined
from scratch. They are based on existing terminologies. For instance, the terminology defined in the
IEC12207 International Standard [2] is extensively reused to define software-related concepts.
In practice, this framework is used to analyze and compare different software quality standards with
their respective terminologies and principles. On the other side, it also allows relating company specific concepts to concepts defined in different standards. It allows aligning concepts, studying their
differences and if necessary updating the concepts’ definitions proposed in the framework. In addition,
it facilitates the understanding of the standards and helps to position them with respect to each other.

2.1

Map one standard to the framework

The definition of framework concepts is followed by its instantiation with the standards. These standards can be international or local ones. The framework instantiation is realized according to the context where quality should be assessed. The quality assessment process or certification process is
strongly dependant on the context. Many factors may influence this process such as the company; the
projects; the products; the organization; the people; and their responsibilities.
It is quite difficult to identify which concept in the standard can be an instance of a concept in the
framework. We call it concept alignment. This alignment of concepts is complex and quite subjective.
One method to facilitate this task is to analyze the definitions of the respective concepts defined in the
different documents and to position them in accordance with the framework structures and the standard. However some concepts can not be aligned to the framework. The main reasons are either that
the incriminate concept does not exist in the framework or that the incriminate concept partially covers
one or several concepts of the framework.
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2.2

Comparison of different standards according to the framework

Once the framework has been instantiated with several safety standards, their respective concepts
can be aligned using the concepts of the framework as a backbone for the alignment. This allows the
identification of gaps either in the standards or in the framework itself. In addition overlapping between
standards can be identified. In practice, the main job consists of aligning quality requirements that the
different standards suggest to follow. It helps to identify those requirements that are common between
standards and those requirements that are variable. According to the structure of the framework it also
helps to identify the quality aspect a standard is more constraining than other ones and vice versa.

3 Generic Software Safety Quality Assessment Framework
This section describes our proposed framework and highlights its main concepts. We use a top down
approach to present the framework. General concepts related to the quality assessment are presented
in the section 3.1. Their refinement is shown in the section 3.2 with software-specific concepts. Finally,
both general and software specific concepts are refined into safety concepts in the section 3.3.

3.1

General concepts

The main purpose of a quality assessment (or certification) is to verify that the quality target (in
particular a certification target) is compliant with the goals specified in a standard in a specific quality
context (in particular a certification context). Standards often refine these general goals into more
specific and precise requirements. Requirements may concern one artefact or may be transversal to
many. Artefacts are essentially decomposed into two categories: Product and Process. A product is
the result of an activity. A process is defined as a succession of activities. Evidences should be
provided to assess that the goals are fulfilled and thus the corresponding requirements are satisfied.
The evidences assess that the right techniques have been effectively and correctly used to satisfy the
requirements. These evidences are then gathered within a certification report. These concepts are
represented in figure 1 by simple-lined rectangles.

Figure 1 : Safety conceptual framework
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3.2

Software-related concepts

The aforementioned concepts are general enough to cover quality assessment of any process or
product. Our aim is to reduce the scope of this quality assessment framework so that software safety
can be effectively addressed.
Software is the program and other operating information used by a computer. It is an outcome of the
development process. Software information is grouped in several software documentation files. Software is implementing requirements and respect quality requirements. Software specific processes can
be classified as software implementation (Requirement analysis, Architectural Design, Coding, etc.),
software support (Documentation management, Quality assurance, Configuration management, etc.)
and software reuse (Domain engineering, Reuse program management, Reuse asset management).
These concepts are illustrated in figure 1 by double-lined rectangles.

3.3

Software-related concepts

Safety is defined as “a property of a system that it will not endanger human life or the environment” [4].
Whereas certification concerns with safety-critical systems’ other issues that should be addressed with
specific concepts.
The first issue concerns an activity that should be preliminary to safety critical software development.
This activity is named as safety analysis (i.e. hazard analysis) and consists of (1) determining the risks
associated to the actual or potential danger to people or the environment, (2) selecting an appropriate
safety level and (3) specifying appropriate development methods (techniques) to manage those risks.
The second issue concerns the concept of fault. A fault is a defect within the system. Software faults
can be decomposed into specification and coding faults. Essentially, it includes incorrect or incomplete
specification, stack overflows, use of uninitialized variables... Faults in a system are often inevitable
and considered according to three different perspectives.
1. For highly critical systems, no faults are tolerated and expensive techniques are employed to
guarantee this situation;
2. For less critical systems, faults may appear, however, system failures should be avoided;
3. For other systems, faults may result in system failures; however, the associated risk should be
acceptable for the safety-level.
Once the faults have been identified, quality requirements should be defined to avoid, detect, remove
or tolerate them. In general, standards define a set of quality requirements that should be satisfied in
order to (1) drastically decrease the number of occurrences of faults and to (2) obtain the corresponding safety level. Quality requirements may concern various types of software artefacts. Classical examples of safety requirements are: reliability, availability, failsafe operation, system integrity, data integrity, system recovery, maintainability, dependability. In addition, other specific safety requirements
should be devised according to the characteristics of the system. The systems should be studied carefully during safety analysis and all the dangers that could result from its use should be identified.
Safety requirements are then defined to avoid dangerous situations and/or how to control them. These
concepts are presented in figure 1 by dashed rectangles.

4 Standards alignment
Based on the conceptual framework presented in section 3, we have analyzed and compared two
different international certification standards applicable to safety-critical software development: IEC
61508 [1] and DO-178B [3]. In this section, we present these standards and the mapping on some
important concepts as outcome such as software quality requirements and so on.
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4.1

IEC 61508 description

The international standard IEC 61508 [1] Functional safety of electrical / electronic / programmable
electronic safety-related systems (E/E/PES) is intended to be a basic functional safety standard applicable to all kinds of industry. IEC 61508 defines functional safety as: part of the overall safety relating
to the EUC (Equipment Under Control) and the EUC control system which depends on the correct
functioning of the E/E/PE safety-related systems, other technology safety-related systems and external risk reduction facilities. Safety and risk mitigation should be considered during the early phases of
development projects. The risk is a function of frequency (or likelihood) of the hazardous event and
the event consequence severity. A zero risk can never be reached. However, risk should be reduced
to a tolerable level by applying safety functions or adopting safety principles. IEC 61508-3 is specifically dedicated to the definition of safety requirements for the development of software. This part of
the standard proposes different techniques to reduce the risk according to risk level. Theses levels are
called the Safety Integrity Level (SIL).

4.2

DO-178b description

The DO-178B [3] guidelines essentially describe (1) which airworthiness requirements should be satisfied and (2) which certification documents should be produced to obtain the DO-178B certification. The
main requested documents are: the descriptions of objectives for software life cycle processes, the
descriptions of activities and design considerations for achieving those objectives and the descriptions
of the evidence which indicates that the objectives are met.
Different software levels are defined that allow determining degrees of necessary rigor during the
software development process. Annex A of DO-178B/ED-12B [3] enlists the objectives that must be
met for each specific software level. The difference in rigors is determined by the number of objectives
that need to be satisfied, whether a specific objective is satisfied with independence, and the formality
of configuration management of the software data produced during development. The number of objectives to satisfy increases for each safety level, starting from 0 objective (Level E) up to 66 objectives (Level A) to satisfy.

4.3

Standards mapping

The framework is based on generic concepts instanced in the standards. We have considered software and safety concepts of the framework in order to define the mapping. So, safety levels, processes outcomes, software specific processes and software quality requirements have been suited in
each standard and are mapped.

4.3.1 Level alignment
DO178b standard define five software levels based on the consequence for the aeroplane and the
people onboard. These five levels are:
x

level A for catastrophic consequences: Failure conditions that would prevent continued safe
flight and landing.

x

level B for severe consequences: Failure conditions which would reduce the capability of the
aircraft or the ability of the crew to cope with adverse operating conditions to the extent that
there would be: higher workload, serious or even potentially fatal injuries to a small number of
people onboard, etc.

x

level C for major consequences: Failure conditions which would reduce the capability of the
aircraft or the ability of the crew to cope with adverse operating conditions to the extent that there
would be, for example, a significant increase in crew workload or discomfort to passengers,
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possibly including injuries.
x

level D for minor consequences: Failure conditions which would not significantly reduce aircraft safety, and which would involve crew actions that lie well within their capabilities.

x

level E for no consequences: Failure conditions which do not affect the operational capability
of the aircraft or increase crew workload.

IEC 61508 standard defines four safety integrity levels (SIL1 to SIL4). For each consequence considered in a particular domain, a safety integrity level is assigned for each couple of probability of unwanted occurrence, frequency, probability and avoiding the hazardous event. An example of SIL determination is given in the table 1. For example, if we consider a set (C1,F2,E1,P1) the integrity level
associated is SIL1.
Table 1. SIL determination example
Consequence

Frequency

C1

F1
F2

Avoiding

E1
E1
E2

Probability of unwanted event

P1
n/a
SIL1
SIL3

P2
SIL1
SIL2
SIL4

Base on table 1, the mapping is trivial. For each consequence considered in SIL determination, we
have to determine to which DO-178B consequence category the consequence belongs. For example,
in table 1, if consequence C1 could cause a plane crash, it could be mapped to catastrophic category.
Then, the determination of DO-178B level is easy considering the DO-178B definition of level.

4.3.2 Outcome alignment
To align the two standards, we have considered each definition of the outcomes specified in the standards. Table 2 gives a subset of the mapping. Following three situations have taken place:
1. The definitions were closely similar. In this case, the mapping is trivial.
2. Only one of the standards has specified an outcome. In this case, the mapping is incomplete
due to a lack of definition in one of the standards.
3. The definitions are quite similar but some differences exist (italic concept in the table). In this
case, the mapping considers only the common element. The mapping becomes more generic
and some particular details are dropped.
Table 2: Outcome mapping subset
DO 178B

IEC 61508

SW lifecycle
Airworthiness requirements
SW Requirements Data

SW safety lifecycle
Safety requirements specification
SW safety requirements specification
SW safety validation plan
SW architecture design description
SW system integration test specification
Development tools
/

Plan for SW Aspects of Certification
Design Description
SW Verification Cases and Procedures
/
SW Requirements Standards

4.3.3 Processes alignment
The alignment of the processes is quite similar to the alignment of outcomes. The three basic situations occurred also in the case of process mapping. Table 3 gives an example of the mapping. A new
situation took place in this study: process output/input differences. We decided not to treat this case
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because the mapping of outcomes take into account information split in different documents and the
main focus of this comparison is the objectives of the process.
Table 3. Processes mapping example
DO 178B

IEC 61508

Requirements Engineering

SW safety requirements specification
SW design and development;
SW architecture
SW Safety Validation
/

SW design
/
Certification liaison

4.3.4 Requirements alignment
Requirements have been compared in order to align them and to propose a generalization. Table 4
shows an example of requirement alignment. Each standard has a specific interpretation of requirements. To tackle this problem we have chosen to show to the evaluator the generalization form and
the specifics forms of the requirements in order to correctly translate the situation analyzed.
Table 4. Requirements alignment example
Generalization

DO 178B

IEC 61508

Software requirements x High-level
requirements x SW safety requirements
are analyzed for corare consistent.
specification shall be
rectness and testability x High-level
clear,
precise,
unrequirements
equivocal,
verifiable,
are verifiable.
testable, maintainable
x System functional and
and feasible, commeninterface requirements that
surate with the safety
are allocated to software
integrity level
are analysed for ambiguities and inconsistencies.

5 Generic process and tool support
This section shows how the comparative analysis of the standards can be beneficial for companies
that need certification. Most organizations face strong difficulties to obtain a certification, to understand
the requirements of a standard, to align the company’s functioning with the standard and to give
strong assurance that the company conforms to the standard. Once the basic concepts of the standards are understood, they can be implemented within the company.
Based on the results of the alignment of the two standards IEC 61508 and DO-178B presented in the
section 4, we have built a generic process to reduce the costs incurred by a certification in the multistandards context:
x

Cost or overheads generated by the bad initial choice of the target standard. The efforts required for the conformity of the product are perhaps higher than their anticipated return. To
have an estimation of the current level of conformity compared to the considered standards allows to make the adequate decisions in order to reduce this risk

x

Cost of setting in conformity. To reuse a maximum of existing elements makes it possible to
reduce this cost. However, it is necessary to identify these existing elements for their reutilisation later.

x

Cost of setting in conformity for another standard.

Our proposed generic process is composed of three consecutive steps: the gap analysis between
existing elements and various standards of reliability elements, restructuring of the existing elements
to be conformed with the selected standard and the setting in conformity to the selected standard. To
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facilitate the application of this generic process, we propose a tool for gap analysis.

5.1

Gap analysis and tool support

The first step called “gap analysis” consists of evaluating the difference between existing elements
and expected elements according to various reliability standards. It provides an idea of the variations
between the standards’ recommendations and the company’s current processes and thus, to have an
idea of investment which will be necessary to be conformed to various standards. Before starting a
standard specific gap analysis we propose to first position the company according to the different
standards in a relatively higher point of view.
To achieve this goal, we ask the company to fill a questionnaire built upon the framework and the
standard alignments. First specific question are derived from standards. Then considering the mapping through the framework, specific questions of different standard are generalized. Series of questions are proposed for each software process described in the framework. Table 5 gives an example
of the questions. The evaluation of answer is performed by an evaluator considering a textual summary of the answer and using a scale of evaluation.
Table 5 : Example of questions
Generalization

DO 178B

Do you specify and
document the requirements of your software?
Are your requirements accurate and
complete?

Are low-level requirements Are the specified requireconsistent?
ments for software safety
Are high-level requirements clear, precise, unequivoconsistent?
cal,
verifiable, testable, maintainable and feasible,
commensurate
with the safety integrity
level?

IEC 61508

Once this first high level gap analysis has been performed, we can identify the SW processes that
require drastic changes. Moreover, if we want to go into more details, to focus on one specific standard, the task is facilitated since we keep the traceability links between the detailed requirements of
each standard and the general questions. In practice, the questionnaire is defined in an excel sheet.
One specific page is dedicated to the questionnaire and specific pages are dedicated to the different
standards. In our case the standards are DO-178B and IEC61508-3. Once the general questionnaire
is filled, the satisfaction values of each corresponding quality requirements are automatically updated
in the standard specific pages. However, some satisfaction values need to be manually filled as they
are completely specific to one standard. In addition, the satisfaction values can still be manually refined to produce a finer gap analysis. Finally the results are presented within synthetic graphics
(Figure 2).

Figure 2 : Gap Analysis
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5.2

Restructuring

When a target standard is selected, the second step consists of restructuring the reusable elements
which were identified in the first step in order to fulfil the requirements of the selected standard. This
reorganization can be facilitated by the traceability information available in the gap analysis. Templates of documents were also created in order to present available information according to the specific vision to each standard. These templates were completed by information directed towards the
drafting of contents according to the requirements of the referring standard. These drafting instructions
are useful for the third step.

5.3

Setting in conformity

The third step consists of setting in conformity according to a selected level of certification. With this
intention, the drafting instructions make it possible to check the constraints to be respected according
to this selected level. In the same way, these instructions give the directives of drafting for missing
information.
Thus, at the end of these three steps, the elements related to the product to be certified could be put
in conformity compared to a particular standard by avoiding their rewriting. This operation can be repeated to set itself in conformity with a second standard.

6 Conclusions and perspectives
The generic certification process is promising in a context of multi-standards. The amount of work
needed to make a product compliant is insignificant due to the reusability of existing materials. During
the gap analysis phase, the traceability mapping between standards’ requirements and existing materials is created. This allows reformatting the documents followed by the requirements of the target
standard. This is still a manual step but helpful for traceability information.
Our future directions include creation of a semi-automatic tool for making the transformation based on
our conceptual framework. The transformation of document could be made simpler by a “press button
approach” exploiting the mapping between document and the generic model.
A second extension of our work concerns the supported standards. Generic nature of our framework
enables the tool’s extensibility to support new safety standards. The whole IEC 61508 family (IEC
61511, IEC 62061, IEC 61513, etc.) could also be supported. This extension will be useful to broaden
the scope and applicability of our proposed methodology.
Our current work does not consider the hardware part of standards. For example, IEC 61508 has a
number of requirements about hardware. We have only considered the software part of the standards.
In the same way, a dual standard of DO-178b exits about hardware requirements: D0-254. Extending
our framework to the hardware part is interesting in order to reduce the total efforts required for the
certification of embedded systems. We plan to investigate it in the future.
As a conclusion, our work has shown its pertinence for industry. It helps companies to reduce the
amount of work needed to certify a product. Indeed, using this approach, we have mapped existing
material that meets particular standard requirements to a target standard. This work has increased the
reusability of project documentation and has given a systematic way to address translation to a target
standard. Extensions of this work could significantly improve the approach and could further reduce
the certification costs by automation of several reformatting tasks.
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Abstract
Approximately 25 years ago the first electronic control units were introduced in the market and
have since then built a new field in engineering that was called mechatronics for the first time
in the late 1980s. Since then the complexity has increased continuously doubling the lines of
code in the control units roughly every 5 years. In order to handle this complexity there were
developed new processes for the software development to be able to keep the quality leading
to a new European Standard ISO 15504 (SPICE) [1]. About 5 years ago, after it became more
and more obvious that looking at software-processes alone is not enough any more, the
standard had to be increased to the whole system (or product). This involved the complete
mechanic and electronic development. The amount of documentation has come to a point that
is not acceptable for development departments anymore. Therefore it is time to think about not
only re-use in product development and testing results but also in documentation and process
development results.
This paper describes a solution that is based on the principle of a platform strategy that is
quite similar to what has been developed originally on a product level in the automotive
industry some 15 to 20 years ago. It shows solutions for products for a number of different
customers for documentation and development processes on a system level as well as re-use
of software products (programs) for different customers and different products.

1 Introduction
The automotive industry is getting under an ever higher pressure to use the given resources in a
highly efficient way. For the development of new products this means especially a reduction of
development time and time to market. At the same time the complexity of products is rising because of
the introduction of electronics and software to raise comfort and reduce energy consumption. Looking
at the past 20 years the lines of code in a transmission control unit for an automatic full transmission
grew with the factor 10 every 5 years. Therefore the lines of code coming from 1000 some 20 years
ago are approaching 10 million. At the same time the number of control units in a vehicle has changed
from basically 2 or 3 (engine, transmission, brakes) to more than 100.
In order to master the strongly rising complexity, advanced methods for the project management and
product development were developed. One of these methods has become an European standard ISO
15504 (Spice). This standard – originally developed for software development – helps to handle the
complexity of the interaction between software, electronic hardware, and mechanics / hydraulics /
pneumatics. Every developer who has been confronted with these methods and still remembers the
old days of either pure mechanics or just little software involved, will agree, that the amount of
documentation reached a significant part of his time.
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On the other hand the testing has reached a dimension that requires not only a test department
working with test rigs and vehicles but another test department working with software tests and
software integration tests doubling the number of testers needed, and still often leaving a feeling that
too little tests have been carried out by the time of delivery to the customer.
Since software controlled systems can not be tested by putting them for a given time on a test rig, the
European OEMs can not prove the modern systems by looking at this kind of test results. On the other
hand the over all number of tests carried out for software controlled systems makes it also impossible
for the OEM to check whether or not his supplier has done his job sufficiently. The same problem
arises all the way down the supply chain for every one who orders any kind of system (e.g. a supplier
who builds transmissions and buys the control unit with an operating system on it).
The OEMs therefore started to carry out assessments with their suppliers to find out to which degree
(level) they work according to the standard [2]. Although during this assessment not all the code can
be reviewed or every calculation can be checked, they assume that working according to the standard
at a level of minimum 2 will lead to a mature product. This way the OEMs force their suppliers to
develop and document every product to the required degree.

2 Business environment
In most cases the development of a complex product must be based upon a customer order since the
development costs are too high compared to the risk of not developing for the right market. The
development then starts for and together with a so called “lead customer”. The lead customer usually
hands over a technical specification which is more or less precise. In an automotive environment the
specification for diagnosis and CAN-communication is e.g. often down to the most detailed
description level, whereas an overall system description is often very general and left to the supplier
for precise wording in large areas.
Based upon the customer description a tree of requirements is broken down linking all customer
requirements to a system description (so called system requirements) which are linked to subsystem
requirements which again are linked to software- / electronic hardware- / and so on –requirements.
The vocabulary used for the description is usually taken from the lead customer since it makes
communication with the lead customer easier.
After the product has gone through a successful start of production, the wish – if it was not there from
the beginning – comes up very quickly, to sell this product to more than one customer. The effort
needed for this can be called an adaptation development and in order to earn money should be far
less extensive than the original product development.
The key phrase used in this context is “platform strategy”. A platform strategy promises to develop a
part of a product only once and re-use it over and over again in multiple products for multiple
customers. But is this possible for such different things as software tests, documentation or
cogwheels?

3 SPICE and the HIS Scope
According to the „Hersteller Initiative Software“ HIS (OEM initiative software) [3] a reduction of the
original number of processes of the standard was determined. The tailoring includes the following
processes:
ACQ.4 Supplier monitoring
ENG.2 System requirements analysis
ENG.3 System architectural design
ENG.4 Software requirement analysis
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ENG.5 Software design
ENG.6 Software construction
ENG.7 Software integration
ENG.8 Software testing
ENG.9 System integration
ENG.10 System testing
MAN.3 Project management
SUP.1 Quality assurance
SUP.8 Configuration management
SUP.9 Problem resolution management
SUP.10 Change request management
These processes are mandatory in most automotive applications. Each one of the processes has
influence on one or more departments of a company. An analysis of the impact on different
departments in different phases of a product lifecycle is useful to understand at which point of time
who has to do what to minimize the work load of the department. This is because each department
relies on the outcome of processes and is not always the one who is responsible to produce these
outcomes.
In case the development is performed according to the V-Model some things are very obvious:

System requirements
analysis

Systemtest

System architectural
design

System Integration
and Integration Test

Software requirement
analysis

Softwaretest

Software Design

Software Integration
and Integration Test

Software Construction

Figure [1]

V-Model

E.g. ENG. 2 System Design is carried out by the system developer. The result is an input for ENG. 3
Software Requirements Analysis which is usually worked out by a function developer. This can only be
done after the system decision in which field (software, electronic hardware, mechanics) the system
design requirement should be solved.
This – of course – is a very simple and obvious example. But there are some which are less obvious
yet equally important.
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Besides the v-model the following processes influence with their outcome these departments:
SUP.1 Quality assurance

quality-management

SUP.8 Config. management

project management

SUP.9 Problem resolution management

project management

SUP.10 Change request management

engineering, controlling

MAN.3 Project management

management,

ACQ.4 Supplier monitoring

controlling, engineering, management

In order to be able to work according to the v-model it is useful to work with the help of a tool. The
tools on the market are usually a database with frontend. This makes clear, that a tool that is a table
calculation program is not sufficient. The bilateral traceability required by the standard inhibits that.
In these database programs the product requirements are usually represented by a tree structure that
follows the decision levels.
Customer-Requirements

System-Requirement-Specification

Sub-System-Requirement-Specification
SW, Hardware, Diagnosis, Mechanics, etc.

Software-Requirement-Specification

Figure [2]

different levels of requirements

Every time the customer comes to assess a project, he wants to see this kind of tree to show, how his
requirements are broken down to different fields of development. Stepping from one level to the next
always needs a decision on how to realize the requirement and also where. Whereas “where”
expresses simply: Is a certain requirement being realized by developing a Software-function or is
something being designed, etc.? Therefore it makes sense to split up the sub-system into as many
assembly groups or functional groups as the product requires [4].
Since each customer wants to see his requirements on the top-level there is usually one tree found
per product and per customer.

3.1 One Product for multiple Customers
The reason for this is because every so called adaptation development is under as high a time
pressure as the original development project, and it is always easiest to adapt to the customers
vocabulary. To realize this, the logical consequence is to build the documentation tree from scratch.
This is usually done every time the sales department found a new customer for an already existing
product.
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The documentation of the complete system is written not only with the words used by the lead
customer but the description is streamlined for the use in the lead customers system. This again
avoids the possibility to show the system description to other customers. As the working over of the
very detailed description is far to time consuming at a point in time when sales just about plans to visit
possible new customers, sales usually uses a very rough description leading to promises the
developers wouldn’t have agreed to. By the time the specialists start talking, most of the extent that
the next customer wishes is promised to a price and timeframe that causes severe problems. From
that point on the “rowing back” of the development department starts, leading to massive irritation
between sales, development and the project-manager.
This situation leads to an obvious requirement of the description on system level, saying that the
requirements-specifications must be formulated in a general, customer independent, product
describing way. The idea behind is a description of the product for somebody who does not know it. (A
guideline for the product describing the functionality of everything that can be seen and touched).
The description of the Software leads to a different way of looking at the product. To work out a
description dealing with only one product does not exploit all the opportunities a platform offers. This
can be easily understood by looking at simple re-use examples concerning software. A product that is
build into e.g. cars of customer X and communicates in the customers car via CAN, can use the same
driver as a product B build in customer X’s cars. Also the control of for example a clutch may be very
similar for a clutch in product A and product B.
These simple examples show that a platform for system- and subsystem-requirements differs greatly
from a platform for software-requirements. The typical way of building trees for projects that links the
customer requirements to the system requirements which again are linked to the sub-systemrequirements which again are linked to the software-requirements doesn’t work for a platform
regarding the needs of system and software at the same time anymore (see figure [different levels of
requirements]).

3.2 System and Software - one Tree for each
A way to solve this problem is by building one tree for the system and another for the software.
Whereas the system tree contains the functionality of the product for different customers (is product
oriented) and the software-tree contains functions that can be re-used over a number of products and
customers (is function oriented).
Customer-Requirements
Software-architectural-Requirement
System-Requirement-Specification

Sub-System-Requirement-Specification
SW, Hardware, Diagnosis, Mechanics, etc.

Software-Component-Requirement

Software-Module-Requirement

Figure [3]

Software- and System-tree in one Figure
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In order to meet the needs of the software for one product the software architecture is the crucial
point. A re-use can then be established within the software-department by taking any module out of
any product or any customer application and use it in a product specific architecture. A three level
software-tree makes sense because of the different software components e.g. the basis software, the
functional software, the interface software, etc. Therefore there must be different kinds of software
components and software modules described, however only one software architecture per product.
Just as well as there is only one system description but several sub-system-descriptions (e.g.
mechanics, electronic hardware, diagnosis, etc.).

3.3 Different views of Software and System meet in a new
framework
The different views of Software and System are shown below:

Software-View

System-View

Software
Architectural
Design

SystemArchitectural
Design

Generic
System-Req.Spec.
Function
Diagnosis
Hardware/
SoftwareInterface
Actuatoric
Mechanics

Generic
Subsystem
Spec.
Funct.SW

Reuseable
Software
Specification

BasisSW

SW-Component
Function
Modul
Modul i
j

ECU

Parameterisation

Reuseable
Module
Basis / Funct.

Parameterisation

Mech

Figure [4]

System- and Software-View on a Requirements Tree Structure

The arrows show the links that can be found in the trees which are build in the database. The
software-modules can be re-used for different projects by parameterisation. In order to be able to build
the system tree in a way that it is easy to link the requirements to the software tree, a fundamental
understanding of how to describe the requirements is necessary. It is a must to start to look at the
product that is described not out of a part view (or a description of what I see), but out of a purely
functional point of view. In this way the thinking becomes very similar to the way the FMEAs are build.
In the FMEAs the function and failure nets tend to become much more important than the links
between parts. The question that needs to be answered is: What function does a specific part have?
By answering this question the description of the requirements on a system- and sub-system-level is a
description of what the product is supposed to be able to do. In other words: The system requirement
specification is a top level description of the functionality of the product and the sum of the sub-system
requirement specifications is a low-level description of the functionality of the product.
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Coming back to an earlier described problem, it is now obvious that this way the system requirement
specification can be used by the sales department to introduce the capability of the product to a
customer. Since it makes sense to describe the maximum of what my product can do in a platform
description the sales thus has the complete capability and can directly make out any wish of the
customer that goes beyond what is existent. This again leads to a very precise project management
concerning development costs and timeframe.
Of course stepping down the supply chain, the same can be said about every level of negotiation, as
the same is true for the specialists on the subsystem level, as well (e.g. for diagnosis and so on).

3.4 Nothing new in Software-Development?
The structure of the tree forces the software developer to program in a way that makes re-use of
modules possible. The best way of doing this is to achieve the variant handling with the help of
parameterisation.
Since the re-use of software as a product is easier than re-using a part out of metal there were
database tools developed years ago, which have the full database ability with merging and baselining.
Nevertheless the documents for the software architectural design had to be versioned outside of the
database because these databases lacked the ability to include graphics. This leads to a break in the
description chain and to a new baseline of the architectural design for each project. But with the help
of a generic description it is very useful to baseline the software architectural design document for one
product and re-use it in as many adaptation development projects using this product as possible.
Because – as described earlier – the software architectural design for one product is the crucial point
for the product functionality from a software point of view. It describes which software modules are
used in what way to fulfil a certain sub-system functional requirement. This allows the same structure
of requirements database and software-module database.

Customer-Requirements
Software-architectural-Requirement

System-Requirement-Specification

Sub-System-Requirement-Specification
SW, Hardware, Diagnosis, Mechanics, etc.

Software-Component-Requirement

Software-Module-Requirement

Figure [5]

Links between the Documents

4 Testing in a Platform Project
Looking at the V-Model it is apparent that testing is a very important part in development in the SPICEmodel. This can also be found when looking at the engineering processes within the frame of
Automotive Spice in which the first 5 deal with the definition phase and numbers 6 to 10 with testing.
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In the introduced trees for software and system the tests can be easily allocated to the different levels
of definition.

Customer-Requirements
Software-architectural-Requirement
System-Requirement-Specification
ENG.10 System test

Sub-System-Requirement-Specification
ENG.9 System
integration test

ENG.8 SW test

Software-Component-Requirement
ENG.7 SW integration test

Software-Module-Requirement
ENG.6 Modultest

Figure [6]

Tests in the software- and system-tree

It is not necessary to insist on ENG.7 to split between the levels of Software-ComponentRequirements and Software-Architectural-Requirements. Of course it is also possible to allocate them
to the Software-Components-Requirements only. The same is true for the ENG.8 white box and black
box tests.
More interesting in this aspect is the connection between the definition and the test. As long as the
description of each requirement is generic, it is not possible to carry out project specific tests. A
generic description logically has to describe the maximum capability of the product. Therefore the
tests connected must have passed the maximum requirement at least once. This way the description
can be re-used as explained in the previous chapters.
Usually the different customers do not have the maximum product capability requirement in every
single point. This has a high impact on every test that needs to be repeated for projects that use the
platform as basis (e. g. the regression tests). To work around this problem, different fields in the
database need to have different functions. The “description” field e.g. shall not be changed after being
branched. The “acceptance criteria” field should be able to be changed. That is because the
acceptance criteria are the basis for the test description. Each project that has lower acceptance
criteria than what the product is capable of, should be able to change the tests that need to be carried
out for this project to a lower passing level. For a better understanding this shall be described with an
example:
A transmission that has a clutch which has been dimensioned for a torque of 600Nm may be built into
a vehicle with an engine that has a maximum torque of 500Nm. The clutch controller should be tested
to a maximum of 500Nm.
This example shows, that as far as the description is concerned, only one field should be changeable
after the branching, whereas the tests should be able to be changed completely (usually most of the
documentation can be used from the platform and only a few values need to be changed).
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5 Conclusion
Although the complexity of modern mechatronic systems has reached a point at which documentation
uses up a significant part of the time of the development- and test departments it is possible to reduce
this documentation load by using a platform concept that is in line with the ISO 15504 standard.
By using a database tool with a frontend for each member of the development team it is possible to
reach a level 2 for all required processes including the hardware development of mechanics,
electronics, pneumatics or hydraulics.
By describing the requirements of software and system out of a solely functional point of view it is
possible to combine the “software-tree” and the “system-tree”. By building one tree within the
database for the system-requirements and one for the software-requirements it can be achieved to reuse the system tree for multiple customers and one product-line. The same is true for multiple
customers as well as software programs for the software tree. To reach this goal it is necessary to
describe requirements out of a functional point of view in a generic way for the platform basis. This
basis can be branched for every customer. The software-tree can be used with the help of
parameterisation.
The software- and the system tree can be linked as shown in figure [5]. Most important is that links
should exclusively be drawn from bottom up and never from top down.
Since the requirement trees are built in a similar way as the v-model, the tests which are needed
according to the standard can be linked as well. The basis for the tests must always be the highest
requirement whereas the branched “customer” versions “only” need to cover the customer's demand.
The often found “standard” in companies asking for an administration of software-modules and
mechanical drawings separately and picking project relevant parts to combine them for each customer
in order to reach the required level becomes obsolete.
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Abstract
Collaboration skills have become an incontestable necessity of professionals in engineering
teams. Engineering teams are becoming more and more interdisciplinary and distributed,
products and the environments they are created, used and recycled in are increasingly complex. Design engineers, system architects as well as requirements engineers and managers
have to be able to understand the product and its whole lifecycle in order to be able to respect
the constraints and requirements that are imposed on the product by different actors. Many of
these skills have to be developed and improved in the course of a professional career rather
than in initial education. This paper gives insight into the development of one component of a
consistent qualification and certification scheme which is in its entirety particularly targeted at
Integrated Design Engineers in various industrial sectors.

Keywords
Engineering Collaboration, Integrated Engineering, Integrated Design, Quality Improvement,
Certification, Professional Training

1 Introduction
The design of successful and sustainable products is increasingly linked to mastering the challenge of
the complexity and multidisciplinary nature of modern products in an integrated fashion from the very
earliest phases of product development. Design engineers are increasingly confronted with the need
to master several different engineering disciplines in order to get a sufficient understanding of a product or service. Competence in the major aspects of the whole product lifecycle is a key element of the
skills they require to be able to conceive a product design that fulfils the requirements of all the different actors involved in the product’s lifecycle as well as the constraints imposed by their individual environments. Likewise, engineering teams are getting increasingly interdisciplinary, and thus there is a
strong demand for a mutual understanding and collaboration between domain expert team members.
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In this context, collaboration skills assume an increasingly important role in the development process
and in the organisation. These skills reach far beyond the skills that are classically known and trained
as teamworking skills, as collaboration in modern innovative product development organisations happens on inter-departmental, inter-team and inter-project levels [1]. Tools are available that support this
networked collaboration, themselves requiring specialised skills to ensure their effective deployment
throughout the development process.
A significant part of these integrated engineering skills are acquired throughout the professional career
of engineers rather than in initial education, as they require experiences in real working environments
with complex interdisciplinary development projects. Engineers thus have the need of training and
certification programs allowing them to improve and certify their integrated skills along the way. Today,
such internationally recognized training and certification programs for job roles in modern manufacturing do not exist. EMIRAcle [2] has partnered up with the ECQA [3] in order to define and establish job
roles, curricula and certifications in the domain of Integrated Engineering on a European level. The
target is to define and describe the skills that characterise Integrated Engineering in order to provide
skill-specific training modules and the corresponding training material, as well as internationally recognized certification.
This paper focuses on the particular role of collaboration skills of engineers in complex engineering
environments. Section 2 establishes the context with the Integrated Design Engineer job role development. Section 3 discusses the national survey based approach to establish the basis of a set describing the skills demanded in collaborative distributed engineering with a focus on design engineering. Section 4 discusses the need of modern integrated engineering qualification and certification to
take into account skills of using Virtual Technologies to support collaboration. This is highly innovative
in the sense that up until recently these technologies have mainly been used as support of product
development on a management and coordination level.

2 Integrated Design Skill Set Development
Based on the demands of numerous industrial sectors, e.g. [4], a project team composed of members
of EMIRAcle and the ECQA establishes a qualification and certification scheme for Integrated Design
Engineers in the iDesigner project [5]. The relevance of this work to integrated and competitive aspects of other engineering domains—and thus also to EuroSPI²—has been shown e.g. in [6]. Figure 1
gives an overview of the highest level of skills, the so-called skill units [7] of this modern job role.

Figure 1. The Top-level Skill Set Definition of Integrated Design Engineers
For each of these skill units so-called skill elements have been specified, which give details on the skill
requirements, and thus provide the framework for the development of training modules and test questions for the certification.
x

The skill unit “Innovation in Integrated Design” is about driving innovation creatively and systematically in design.

x

“Complex Products and Systems Design” addresses the key skills that are required from Integrated Design Engineers to be able to tackle the complexity of modern products and systems and
the environments they are created and operated in.
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x

“Product Lifecycle Engineering” is about the skills required to be able to take into account the
whole lifecycle of a product in terms of the constraints and requirements imposed on the product
by its different involved actors.

x

“Design Knowledge Management” addresses the formalization and sharing of design knowledge,
as well as the capitalization on such knowledge.

x

“Collaborative Distributed Design” deals with key skills required for engineers to be able to work in
distributed and multidisciplinary teams.

The following section 3 is dedicated to the latter set, in that it points out an approach to identify and
formalize collaboration skills in engineering teams. Section 4 deals with the use of Virtual Technologies to support effective engineering collaboration, which is a subject of the “Complex Products and
Systems Design” unit. In [8] we have introduced our work from the point of view of the “Product Lifecycle Engineering” skill unit.

3 Collaborative Distributed Design
This section shows a practical approach for collecting and processing key information relevant for the
specification of the Collaborative Distributed Design (CDD) skill unit, which is part of the full skill set of
an Integrated Design Engineer, and it is related the particular needs of the engineer to fulfil his professional duties with respect to precise performance criteria.

3.1

Approach to Skill Requirements Identification

The approach presented here has been implemented by a member team involved in the iDesigner
project [5] in order to collect as much and diverse relevant information as possible to define the skill
unit consistently and universally. Figure 2 shows the positioning and the motivation of these preliminary researches in the context of the CDD skill unit definition.

TRAINERS’/
EXPERTS’
EXPERIENCE
INPUT
STUDENTS’
INPUT

Creative process
development

COLLABORATIVE
DISTRIBUTED DESIGN
- CDD
Skill unit definition with
respect to the professional needs satisfaction
– performance criteria

Preliminary
Research

Development of the Integrated European Skills Acquisition System - the ECQA
platform

Create the training material (based on relevant
references) and the exam
questions

Figure 2. The Process of the Development of the Skill Unit CDD
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The research scenario and the development plan consist of the steps which are outlined in the sections below.

3.1.1 Experience Input by Trainers/Experts
The project team members have established a preliminary structure of the CDD skill unit on the basis
of the results of a brainstorming session and expert discussions concerning the skill unit’s practical
aspects in the whole project consortium.
By analyzing the scenario of integrated design team work, experts have concluded that a key characteristic of this working process is linked with the human relationship development, which is why they
have considered the need of a specific skill unit named Collaborative Distributed Design (CDD). This
is linked with designers’ behaviour oriented towards attaining the design process objectives, which is
the final design solution being well accepted by each actor involved in the process that aims at developing and producing products that satisfy customers’ needs in an optimal way.
In the course of this process, the trainers/experts have identified the following main skill elements:
x Design Process Moderation,
x Working in Distributed Engineering Teams,
x Communication with experts from different fields.

3.1.2 Input by Students working in Industry
The next step consists of collecting information from people representing a target group of the
iDesigner project, i.e., the end users of the qualification and certification related to his/her specific
needs as actors/designers in integrated design teams. This preliminary study was conducted by the
“Politehnica” University of Timisoara, Romania as the team member of the iDesigner project which is
in charge of the CDD skill unit development.
The research sample consists of 21 master students (first year of study) from the Integrated Engineering specialization who are at the same time all employees of some prestigious companies from the
Western part of Romania (Timis country), like: CFR, Valeo, Flextronics, Alcatel, HNP, Aton, Moreno,
Hella and Draexlmaier.
The research methodology is a qualitative one, based on group phenomenological analysis and a
technique of non-directly centred group interview parallel with the questionnaire technique. The members of the research sample have been asked to express their professional needs regarding the three
skill elements that were established in the first step of the research. All of them had experience from
discussions in numerous design sessions in their companies, and they were encouraged to give their
opinions and share their experiences.
Table 1 shows the results of the creative session. The items chosen for the “practical needs” were
correlated with the questions of the interview. For all the identified practical needs the importance rate
corresponding to the degrees aij H ^0,1,2,3` has been calculated, corresponding to the following scale:
x

0 – needs of no importance;

x

1 – needs of little importance;

x

2 – important needs;

x

3 – very important needs.

For the interpretation of the research results, the following figures have been calculated:
n

The mean value:

V Di

¦a

ij

,

(1)

j 1

where i= 1 y m is the number of items lines or practical needs, and j= 1 y n is the index associated with
the number of subjects.
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The mean average:

(Di) =

V Di 1 n
= ¦ a ij
n j1
n

(2)

The research results have been influenced by the fact that all the persons of the sample were young
engineers who had graduated in 2008 and had their first working experiences in different companies.
Most of their comments were related to the missing education aspects in the university curricula. They
all emphasized important issues they were confronted with in practical engineering situations, which
they were unable to master due to lack of education.
Table 1: Students’ Input Information - Research Results
Skill Element
Design process
moderation

Practical Needs (future competence prove to attend the
performance criteria)
Negotiation ability
Ability of design activity coordination and monitor – moderation
abilities
Ability for design solutions’ argumentation
Analysis and synthesis as systematic approach
Ability of information interpretation and formalization
Constructive critics as a way of thinking
Self-control capacity (patience)
Diplomacy and flexibility
Creativity
Ability to have a global assembly vision of the design project
Ability to use the team working techniques - Inter-relationship
motivation and group debate for design process

Working in distributed
engineering teams

Communication
with experts from
different fields of
activity

3.2

Ability to operate with different tools for collaborative design
Flexibility and diplomacy
Hard working ability and under the stress conditions
Ability to operate and to work in a design team of specialists
(team working techniques)
Initiative and creativity
Ability to communicate in face-to-face meetings (verbal and nonverbal communication)
Communication using a simple language
Ability to organize and to identify the relevant information
Ability to communicate with specialists from different fields of
sciences (find the common language for better understanding
one each other)
Ability to communicate with specialists from different cultures
(avoid misunderstanding, miscommunication, constructive critics
and awareness etc.)

Di – Degree of
importance
0.929
1.786
0.981
0.529
0.586
0.214
0.257
0.216
0.957
0.916

0.916
1.000
1.375
1.563
1.063
1.133
1.133
1.267
1.400

0.733

0.714

Specification of the Skill Unit

Based on the results of this study and previous research and investigations, an initial design of the
skill unit has been established for discussion in the whole project consortium. It turned out that all the
consortium partners (from four different countries in Europe) shared the same experiences.
By consequence the following skill units and elements have been agreed upon:
1. Design Process Moderation, with the following skills elements:
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x
x
x
x
x

particularities of negotiation in the design process;
argumentation and moderation;
representation of the design solution for different actors’ views;
team working (working group techniques, inter-relationship motivation and group discussions for the design process);
knowledge engineering (knowledge search, design database operations).

2. Working in Distributed Engineering Teams, with the following skills elements:
x human interaction in distributed engineering teams;
x tools for collaborative design (Skype, AREL, videoconference systems, WebEX etc.).
3. Communication with Experts from Different Fields with the following skills elements:
x Team Communication;
x inter-cultural communication particularities;
x multicultural skills development.
The consortium believes that this skill set largely corresponds to the one required in the Software Design Engineering domain, since none of these skill elements is relevant for only a specific engineering
sector.

4 Augmented Design Collaboration
Whereas the skill set developed above addresses mainly traditional aspects of distributed collaborative design, the complexity of modern products and the environments they are conceived, produced
and operated in demand the use of modern so-called Virtual Technologies (VT) to support and leverage the collaborative design process. The following sections outline scenarios that serve as guidelines
for the development of the corresponding Designer skills elements in the iDesigner project.

4.1

Virtual Technologies for Collaborative Design

The interest of using Virtual Technologies in the context of Integrated Design is to enable all the actors
involved in the design process to spend more time and efforts effectively in the problem space of design projects rather than in the solution space. The major Virtual Technologies addressed in this context are the following:
x

Virtual (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR) Environments

x

3D Holographic Tables and Displays

x

Reverse Engineering (RE)

x

Rapid Prototyping (RP)

VR and AR environments, as well as 3D holographic tables allow all the actors involved in the lifecycle
of a product to experience the product and the environments that this product will be operated in before the product and its environments actually exist. The main enablers of such systems are hardware
and software allowing the simulation of all the properties of the product and the environments that are
significant for the targeted users. If they are used at all, VR and AR environments are mostly used as
support on project and program management levels rather than as support for engineers.
RE techniques and devices like 3D scanners allow to feed the virtual worlds constructed in VR and AR
with 3D models from real objects. According to [9] prototyping is important for designers and all actors
in the Product Lifecycle. On the other hand, however, building prototypes is generally considered too
expensive in industry. Rapid Prototyping techniques and devices allow the quick and cheap production
of prototypes in sufficient quality to support decisions in design processes. They thus provide a way
for designers to realize their models constructed in the virtual world in a cheap and immediate way.
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During the design process, designers have to define the structure of their product while considering its
functional definition. This design phase remains little assisted for designers. In addition, as numerous
options have to be considered for the end of life of a product (reuse, remanufacturing, recycling, etc.) it
becomes more difficult to obtain a compromise concerning the final structure of the product. ProductService Co-Design [10] is also leveraged by putting designers into usage environments (make them
live and carry out use cases themselves). The use of VR and AR can be an effective support for designers to transform the functional definition of the product into the design of its structure during the
conceptual design phase [11], consequently helping to improve the final product quality and to reduce
error rates [12]. Methods and techniques allowing the integration of VR as a user interface into the
process of geometric modelling and detailing have been shown and implemented [13].

Figure 3. Dimensions of Product Creation with Virtual Technologies [14]
Figure 3 from [14] shows the various dimensions of modern product development with the support of
Virtual Technologies. The basic IT infrastructure is the foundation for the inter-departmental and intersupplier information management and collaboration tools. We have reported about the involvement of
Integrated Design Engineers in the use of these tools e.g. in [6]. On top of those, different kinds of
CAE, modelling and simulation tools are applied in the mechanical, electrics/electronics, and software
domains. Those tools and models provide the building blocks for the product level. In the third dimension, Manufacturing, Assembly, Services, Disposal and Recycling – short, all phases of the product life
cycle – are linked to the development in the following respects:
x

They impose requirements and constraints to development.

x

They give essential feedback information required to innovate the product incrementally or radically.

x

Simulation models and calculation results from development can be re-used and/or validated and
thus improved in those phases of the lifecycle, where the real product exists.

This subject is further developed in the context of front-loading development tasks by simulation and
Virtual Technologies in [15]. In terms of the subject developed in this paper, it is important to understand that Design Engineers assume a crucial role in this complex process, as they
x

have to take into account the constraints and requirements imposed by all the actors in all lifecycle
phases in their design models;

x

provide the basis for the simulation models developed in other phases.
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Design engineers who lack integrated design skills are unable to act as linking elements in the multidimensional product creation environment in Figure 3.

5 Conclusion
This paper presents the requirements of collaboration skills of engineers, with a particular focus on
Design Engineers. It does this in the context of a project that aims at the development of a skill set for
the qualification and certification of Integrated Design Engineers on a European level. In the first part it
describes the process of the identification of an initial set of skill elements on the basis of a survey
done with a number of young Romanian graduates with experience in international enterprises.
The second part is devoted to the use of advanced Virtual Technologies to support collaboration in
design, again in the context of skill identification. It is shown that Design Engineers without basic skills
in using such virtual technologies to support collaborative design have difficulties in tackling the complexity of design tasks linked to modern products. We conclude that in addition to the qualification of
Integrated Design Engineers in distributed collaboration skills, the qualification in the use of Virtual
Technologies is indispensable in modern product development. As these tools and associated skills
are primarily targeted at improving the understanding of the whole product from different actors’ points
of view, we consider them also highly relevant for all engineers who are supposed to have a holistic,
integrated view on complex systems, e.g. systems architects and requirements engineers and managers.
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A Systems Approach to
Software Process Improvement in
Small Organisations
Diana Kirk and Stephen MacDonell

Abstract

There is, at the present time, no model to effectively support context-aware process change in small
software organisations. The assessment reference models, for example, SPICE and CMMI, provide a
tool for identifying gaps with best practice, but do not take into account group culture and environment,
and do not help with prioritisation. These approaches thus do not support the many small software
organisations that need to make effective changes that are linked to business objectives in short time
periods. In this paper, we propose a model to support such change. We base the model on an analogy
of 'software system as human' and suggest that we can apply the idea of human health to help identify
business objectives and improvement steps appropriate for these objectives. We describe a 'proof-ofconcept' case study in which the model is retrospectively applied to a process improvement effort with
a local software group.

Keywords
Software process improvement, process modelling, systems approach
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1 Introduction
Existing models for software process improvement (SPI), for example, CMMI (Chrissis et al. 2007),
ISO/IEC 15504 (SPICE) (ISO 2006) and ISO/IEC 12207 (ISO 1997), have been criticised by researchers and practitioners as being limited to large, traditional organisations and failing to provide the
necessary guidance for small software groups (CaterSteel 2001, Grunbacher 1997, Huack et al. 2008,
McCaffery et al. 2008). As software groups comprising fewer than 25 persons represent a majority in
Europe, Ireland, Canada, Brazil and elsewhere (Laporte et al. 2008), this is seen as a major issue.
Some characteristics of smaller organisations that may affect the success of SPI adoption include
more informal management and planning, greater need for flexibility, a human-centric culture (Laporte
et al. 2008), 'flatter' structure with imprecisely-defined responsibilities, a lack of exposure to standards
and limited funds (Grunbacher 1997). Such characteristics imply an environment where dependence
upon individuals is high. It has also been observed that existing models state which processes should
be in place, but provide no guidance as to which to implement first (Chen et al. 2008). This means that
the need of small organisations to prioritise according to business objectives (Aaen 2003, Laporte et
al. 2008) is not supported.
We have earlier suggested that a model to support activity selection during software projects must
take into account the business-related objectives for the software project and have proposed that a
more holistic and flexible approach to process selection involves a change in focus from 'defining activities' to 'selecting activities to meet objectives' (Kirk 2007). In this approach, focus is on the whole
system i.e. is not limited to considerations of cost and quality but rather includes consideration of human-related factors. For example, the owner of a small software organisation may be extremely interested in retaining and increasing the knowledge of developers and so may consider 'developer knowledge' to be of importance. This understanding may inform his choice of process and he may, for example, choose informal reviews over unit testing as a means of meeting objectives.
The need to focus on system objectives during software process improvement (SPI) initiatives is also
suggested by others. Aaen (2003) criticises the use of existing assessment models as creating "a
blueprint of a future software process'' without providing any understanding of how processes emerge.
He believes that it is necessary to understand an organisation's values and goals before understanding how it may change and that a preferred approach would be to support process users in deciding
what a specific situation requires. Laporte et al. (2008) have found that one reason for the failure of
small organisations to adopt standard models is that such organisations "find it difficult to relate
ISO/IEC 12207 to their business needs''.
We have suggested that a fruitful analogy to aid understanding of contextualised software systems is
to consider the software system as a human and to apply ideas from human health (MacDonell et al.
2008). With this analogy, the focus is on identifying gaps in values of relevant 'health' factors and selecting activities to close the gaps. In this paper, we extend this analogy and apply it as a basis for a
model for SPI. We explore the potential usefulness of the model by retrospectively applying it to an
SPI initiative with a small, local software group. We then show how we have used the model as a basis for creating hypotheses for more formal investigation in small software organisations.

2 Related work
There is increasing interest in supporting software process improvement in small groups as a result of
the realisation that such groups form a majority in many countries (Laporte et al. 2008). A selection
from the literature is presented below.
The International Standards Organisation (ISO) has established a working group to address the creation of a software engineering standard tailored to very small enterprises (Laporte et al. 2008). The
approach taken is to tailor an existing Mexican standard, MoProsoft, for small and medium enterprises. MoProsoft is based on ISO/IEC 12207, with practices from ISO9001, CMMI, the Project Management Body of Knowledge and the Software Engineering Body of Knowledge.
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The University of Southern Queensland has developed a method, RAPID for software process assessment in small organisations and have applied this method in four organisations (CaterSteel 2001).
The approach involved selecting eight processes based on ISO/IEC 15504 and restricting assessment
to rating levels 1-3.
McCaffery et al. (2008) introduce AHAA, a ''new low-overhead method that has been designed for
small-to-medium-sized organisations wishing to be automative software suppliers''. The method integrates the structured-ness of CMMI and Automative SPICE with the flexibility of agile practices. The
development of AHAA included a restriction of the CMMI process areas most suitable for inclusion in
an SPI model for small-to-medium-sized organisations, based on a number of criteria extracted from
the literature. The four process areas selected for the first release were Requirements Management,
Project Planning, Project Monitoring and Control and Configuration Management.
Pikkarainen et al (2005) discuss deploying agile practices in organisations and applies a framework
based on a continuous improvement ideology that ''addresses the importance of utilizing the experiences of the software developers'' as an important input to SPI. The approach involves selecting the
agile practices to be deployed and the author comments that the ''existing ways to discover the agile
methods to deploy are unstructured'' (Pikkarainen et al. 2005).
In the above examples, the approach is to select a sub-set of process areas from established models
and create assessment models based on this subset. The resulting models have been applied with
some success. However, none supports the ability to choose a project-specific development model
based upon key objectives or to make trade-offs when planning changes (MacCormack et al. 2003).

3 Human health analogy
We have proposed that a useful analogy to aid understanding of software system health is that of the
human system. In this Section, we expand on this analogy in order to provide a motivation for our SPI
model. Some drivers of the analogy are (MacDonell et al. 2008):
x

Human health is established by measurement of indicators, for example, blood pressure and cholesterol levels. We measure the 'health' of a software system (in its broadest sense, as described
in Section 4) by indicators such as cost and defect levels and stakeholder satisfaction.

x

Humans pass through a number of life stages, for example, adolescence and mid-life crisis. Each
stage exhibits some common characteristics. For example, mid-life crisis might occur when the
children leave home and 'business as usual' is no longer appropriate, forcing a struggle to fit in
with new situations and expectations. Software systems may also be perceived as having similar
'life stages'. For example, a step change in technology may result in an established software product no longer behaving as required, forcing efforts to make the product 'fit in'.

x

The relevant indicators for humans and their expected values depend upon the life stage. For
example, an Apgar test is carried out on newborn babies to establish health; the 'normal' pulse rate for an infant is different from the 'normal' rate for an adult. In a similar way, for a software system it is expected that the numbers of defects identified when the system is 'in adulthood' (i.e.
established in the field) will be far fewer than when the system is 'in embryo' (under development).

x

Human health is dependent upon environmental factors. For example, a thin person may be
'healthy' in a hot country with food freely available but may not fare so well in a very cold climate
with low food availability. In a similar way, software targetted for experienced users may cease to
be 'healthy' when the customer base extends to include naive users.

x

Human health can be affected by behaviours. For example, mothers can support a positive outcome for babies by eating well and not smoking. Software systems can also be affected by behaviours. For example, developers can support a positive outcome by following best practices.

x

Once a human becomes unhealthy (as defined by indicators such as blood pressure), considerable effort is required to return to health. Success depends upon the human's willingness to
change behaviours and the availability of opportunities to effect the new behaviours. For 'un-
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healthy' software systems, considerable effort is also required to effect change as factors such as
cost and resistance-to-change come into effect.
We observe that a human may embark upon a health improvement initiative for one of a number of
reasons (MacDonell et al. 2008):
x

Sickness. The person may be experiencing symptoms that indicate sickess, for example, chest
pains or headaches. The physician will probably check a number of key indicators, for example,
blood pressure and temperature, for values that deviate from 'normal'. As a result of findings, the
physician will infer the root cause of the symptoms and suggest a treatment that will remove the
root cause, thus returning indicator values to 'normal' and removing symptoms. During diagnosis
of root cause, the physician will probably take into account the specific life stage of the person.
The suggested treatment must a) take into account the human system in a holistic way and b)
consider the constraints imposed by contexts. For example, medication that lowers blood pressure
but induces depression is probably not an ideal solution; nor is medication that lowers blood pressure for a person who reliably fails to take prescribed medication.

x

Prevention. The person may choose to monitor health in a proactive way, for example, undergo a
yearly check of cholesterol levels and blood pressure. Should values be abnormal, the physician
will generally progress as for 'sickness'.

x

Growth. The person may have some goal that involves improving physical or mental capability, for
example, 'run a marathon'. In this case, the first task is to identify appropriate indicators and the
changes required, for example, 'increase stamina' and the next task is to choose a suitable activity
that addresses required changes, for example, 'running'. Again, choosing a suitable activity involves both considering indicators in a holistic way and identifying factors that may affect success.
For example, if I live on a busy street and lack motivation, I may decide that 'personal trainer at the
gym' will give me a better chance of success than 'running a circuit from my home at 5:30 a.m.'.
However, if I am concerned about financial status, a personal trainer might be too expensive and I
might decide to join a group fitness class instead.

x

Adaptation. The person may be required to move to a new environment, for example, leave the
childhood home or move to a different country. Behaviours that worked well in the original environment, for example, leaving cooking to others or speaking in English, may be ineffective in the
new one. To mitigate the risk of failure-to-adapt, (s)he must identify the gap in key indicators (for
example, `independence') and aim to close the gap by suitable activity selection.

In Figure 1, we illustrate the analogy with an example for each motivation (MacDonell et al. 2008).
Scenario
Sickness
Symptoms
Indicators unhealthy
Find cause and treat
Prevention
Monitor indicators
Preventative action
Growth
Identify objectives
Confounding factors
Make changes
Adaptation
New environment
Indicators gaps
Confounding factors
Close gaps

Person

Software

Headache
Blood pressure
Take medicine

Customers unhappy
Defect numbers
Requirements process

Cholesterol, lipids
Lifestyle change

Defect levels
Process/product change

Run a marathon
Motivation
Training, diet

New innovative product
Processes don’t support creativity
Gap analysis and change

Redundancy
Computer skills
Confidence
Computer course

Business environment
All web-based
No web expertise
Hire web developers

Figure 1: Human and software systems: SPI examples
A key observation from the analogy is that, rather than focussing on processes, as is common for SPI
models, we focus on goals and indicators and it is the indicator values that inform processes. Relevant
indicators are situation-specific and thus appropriate process is situation-specific. For example, if I
want to improve my ability to speak French, I do not need to improve my cholesterol level.
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In the next Section, we introduce a model for SPI based on an extension of the above analogy.

4 Proposed model
We commence our description of the proposed model by overviewing the architecture of a software
system from the perspective of our analogy. A software system comprises a number of components
(see Figure 2) and associated with each of these is a number of representative characteristics.

Software product owner
(Consciousness)
Development
(Stakeholder)

Government
(Stakeholder)
Software product(s)
(Body)

Support
(Stakeholder)

User
(Stakeholder)

Purchaser
(Stakeholder)

Figure 2: Software system components
x

Software product. The 'body' of the software system is the software product or products. Common
characteristics include quality indicators, such as defect density, cost indicators, such as effort,
and content indicators, such as number of features.

x

Software product owner. The ' consciousness' of the software system is represented by the entity
that has authority for making decisions about planned change to the software product or its stakeholders, generally the organisation responsible for creating and deploying the software product(s).
Common characteristics include organisational maturity, size, culture and management style.

x

Stakeholders. The environment for the software system includes all humans with an interest in the
software product. These may include members of the development organisation (for example, developers, project management, QA and support personnel) and the deployment organisation (for
example, purchasers and users). Stakeholders may effect unplanned change to the product environment. For example, experienced users of a product may be replaced by inexperienced users.
Common characteristics relate to skills, experience and personality type.

We now extend the ideas from Section 3 to create a methodology for analysing the health of software
organisations and recommending change. We begin with some definitions:
x

Software system. Comprises the software product, the software product owner and stakeholders.

x

Key indicators. Factors that characterise the various components of the software system and are
identified as being relevant for a specific SPI initiative.

x

Goal indicators. Key indicators that represent the desired level of health of a software system, for
example, relating to cost, quality and satisfaction levels.

x

Context indicators. Key indicators that characterise the software system's ability to change the
values of goal indicators, for example, relating to cost, motivation and skill levels.

x

Software system lifecycle. The stages through which a software system passes, for example,
'Childhood' and 'Adolescence', as defined in MacDonell et al. (2008). Each stage is associated
with changes to some key indicators, for example, 'adolescence' is associated with high levels of
defects discovered in the field.

x

Symptom. Problem reported by any stakeholder.
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x

Prevention. An assessment requested by the software product owner in which no symptoms are
reported, rather the need is to 'check that everything is fine'. The assessment will result in a categorisation of the software system as one of sickness, growth, adaptation or health.

x

Growth. Planned change to product or product owner that is outside ’business as usual’, resulting
in a gap between current and desired goal indicator values. For example, a plan for an innovative
new product may mean that developer and test expertise becomes 'low'.

x

Adaptation. Unplanned change to stakeholders also results in a gap between current and desired
goal indicator values. For example, if naive users are permitted to use a product intended for use
by experienced users, the 'product usability' level will fall.

x

Sickness. Values of goal indicators are lower than expected for one or more of software product,
software product owner or stakeholders and the software system is not in growth or adaptation.
For example, effort or defect numbers may be too high or satisfaction levels too low.

Application of the model involves carrying out the following three steps (see Figure 3). For each, we
present some examples to illustrate the need to take into account context indicators and software system lifecycle stages.
Establish situation
Growth?
Adaptation?
Sickness?

Symptoms
Lifecycle stage
Context indicators

Identify relevant Goal Indicators and values
Lifecycle stage
Growth? - Identify goal and indicators required to meet goal.
Adaptation? - Identify changed environment and related indicators.
Sickness? - Indicators and values for lifecycle stages.
Goal Indicator gap analysis
Recommend changes to close Goal Indicators gap

Context indicators

Analyse Context Indicators.
Select activity changes to close gap.

Figure 3: SPI model steps

4.1

Step 1: Establish if growth, adaptation or sickness

We first interview staff to establish whether the initiative relates to a situation of growth, adaptation or
sickness. We take this approach also in the case of a preventative assessment initiative.
For growth, we look for ‘business-not-as-usual’. For example, a medium-sized organisation, A, is ‘doing well', with a mature product sold to a global market (adulthood). Although management reports
some existing problems with quality, we learn that there are plans to launch a new, innovative product
into a marketplace characterised by rapidly changing technology. We categorise as a growth situation.
A mature organisation, B, with an established product used by experienced personnel would like an
assessment to ‘check things out' (prevention). When interviewing members of the support team, we
discover that an increasing number of issues are being logged by users who ‘do not know how to use
the product'. Further probing with management reveals that downsizing in the client sector has resulted in the product being used by ‘naive' users. The situation is one of adaptation.
Organisation C is a small group with low levels of formal process and reports problems of product
quality (symptoms). In the absence of growth or adaptation scenarios, we categorise as sickness.
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4.2

Step 2: Identify goal indicators and establish gap

We next establish the business objectives of interest within the given situation. We use these to help
inform goal indicators and establish gaps between desired and current values.
Goals for organisation A relate to timely delivery and marketing and selected goal indicators are ‘time
to market’ and ‘number of hits on web page’. Organisation B decides that, as the client base comprises a small number of large clients, it must focus on keeping existing clients happy. Selected goal
indicator is ‘client satisfaction levels'. Goals for C relate to defect levels and the group decides to focus
on ‘defects found during testing’.

4.3

Step 3: Choose activities to close gap

We finally work with the organisation to establish appropriate activities to close gaps between the current and desired values of goal indicators. To help inform choice, we consider relevant context indicators, existing standards such as ISO/IEC 12207 (ISO 1997) and the organisational literature.
Organisation A is structured into marketing, development and QA teams and has in place some sound
development processes. We understand from the literature that “more flexible product development
procedures are important to the success of new products in dynamic environments“ (Carbonell & Rodriguez-Escudero, 2009, p. 32, citing Henard & Szymanski, 2001) and that innovation effectiveness is
supported by the use of cross-functional teams in conjunction with strong management support (p. 29,
citing Cooper & Edgett, 2008). We suggest that such a team be set up and supported by the owner.
For organisation B, possible activities to improve ’client satisfaction levels’ may include upgrading the
product, assigning a client advocate and weekly contact. We learn that a new version of the product is
pending and management, now aware of the dangers of reduced satisfaction levels, chooses to assign a dedicated client advocate to each major client during the transition period.
For C, we identify context indicators and values as 'low process knowledge', 'culture flexible', 'no spare
time' and ’motivated’. We also learn that the source of the problem is believed to be lack of clarity about the product requirements i.e. resides in the interface between product definition, development
and QA. We decide that the most appropriate way to support process change is to provide options
relating to the situation and work with group members to establish the most acceptable option(s). The
group decides to hold a weekly meeting at which uncertainties in features will be identified and a senior member assigned to flesh out features, if deemed necessary.

5 Case study
In this Section, we describe how the model was retrospectively applied in the context of a software
process improvement initiative in a small software organisation in Auckland. For reasons of confidentiality, only relevant aspects of the study are reported.
As is common for small organisations, members of the target team had an in-depth knowledge of the
product and client base. Each member 'owned' one or more roles that included development with both
existing and new technologies, testing and support for the client-facing sections of the organisation.
Management was very happy with the group's performance and simply wanted to confirm that nothing
important was being missed. Interviews aimed at understanding strategic objectives were held with the
management team and individual interviews aimed at uncovering potential issues were held with
group members. These were followed by two group sessions aimed at consolidating and agreeing on
issues and brainstorming appropriate solutions.
The ISO/IEC 12207 model (ISO 1997) was applied in the backgound as reference model. However,
the target team operated at a very immature level with respect to this model, with virtually no process
areas formalised at any level. Regardless of this, the team appeared to function well within the existing
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setup - no-one had any complaints about quality or delivery schedules and the team was largely happy with how things were. The author involved in the initiative first attempted to understand expectations for change, as a knowledge that the status quo was about to change would hopefully help both
management and team to understand the need for implementing some basic processes. Management
had plans for product growth and thought the team 'might grow' but didn't expect this would affect performance. During individual team interviews, the likelihood of team growth was presented and members asked to identify issues that might occur should this happen. Thirty-one issues were identified:
twenty-six relating to growth scenario, one relating to product strategy and four relating to current issues. During team brainstorming, 'solutions' were identified and included, for example, formalisation of
a team space as mitigation for cultural issues on growth, strategies for inconsistent coding style and
gold-plating and the introduction of more formal version control, build, defect tracking and testing processes. Brainstorming effectively addressed contextual considerations.
A simple gap analysis with standard models simply did not help as a result of the immaturity of the
organisation (they 'didn't know what they didn't know'). In order to support progression, it was necessary to establish a motivation for change (increase in size), support the team in identifying pending
issues (goal indicators) and help them brainstorm ways to address these.
Both team members and management appeared 'happy' with resulting recommendations and reported
plans to action these. No followup has been carried out, as yet, and so the success of the initiative is
not yet certain. However, it became apparent during interviews with management that the expectation
was that team would continue to contribute towards product strategic direction, a growth situation according to our model. Athough the approach taken supported recommendations that appeared to be
appropriate for the team at that point in time, our model leads us to believe that very little will have
changed and the success of the initiative will have been minimal.

6 Discussion and future work
The model presented in Section 4 has been created as a result of our experiences with local New
Zealand software organisations. At this stage, the model has been tested only informally. We now plan
to formally test some hypotheses based on the model, as discussed below.
Our first observation relates to the ’manufacturing process’ source of the popular process improvement models, such as CMMI and ISO/IEC 12207. We suggest these models are based on an assumption of stable product development whereas many small organisations are characterised by innovation
and creativity. We believe the mis-match may be a contributing factor in failed SPI initiatives. Application of our model involves first identifying growth (i.e. business-not-as-normal) situations. We hypothesise that small organisations characterised by growth are less likely to achieve successful SPI outcomes because efforts must be focussed elsewhere. Our interest in this hypothesis relates to preventing doomed SPI initiatives with corresponding loss of money, time and morale.
Our second observation concerns the need to identify which goals are most important and focus improvement efforts on meeting these. Traditional models contain an implicit assumption of cost and
quality related goals and the risk is that simple solutions, such as assigning a client advocate to promote client satisfaction, will be missed. The standard reference models mandate which processes are
acceptable and do not support, for example, weekly meetings to clarify requirements. The 'blueprint'
approach of traditional models means that, even if the traditional models were to include all kinds of
activities and key indicators, they simply do not go far enough as they do not help organisations decide which gaps to close. I do not want to improve my testing process if the problem lies in clarity of
requirements or if the test team is overworked and annoyed. We hypothesise that the outcomes of SPI
initiatives are more likley to be favourable if recommendations are based on the identification of goal
indicators, root causes and context indicators.
The key contribution of this paper is the provision of a model from which we may create and formally
test hypotheses with the aim of improving our understanding of the issues surrounding SPI initiatives.
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7 Summary
We have suggested that a suitable model for a software system that will provide support for SPI initiatives is that of 'software system health'. The health of a human changes through time as changes to
body, consciousness or environment occur. In an analogous way, the health of a software system
changes through time as values of key indicators for any of software product, software product owner
or stakeholders change. An SPI initiative may occur at any point in the software system lifecycle and
must take into account the motivation for change, i.e. sickness, growth or adaptation, the goal indicators that inform a focus for change and the context indicators that must be taken into account when
identifying what to change and how to change it. We have applied the model retrospectively to an SPI
initiative in a small local software organisation. We have identified two hypotheses based on the model
and plan to test these within local software organisations.
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Abstract
Most improvement initiatives focus on assessments and a derived improvement plan. However, the effort to really implement and sustain improvements is much bigger than the assessment effort. Also, it is crucial for SPI success that improvements are not just a collection
of formal documentation requirements but show real benefit for the development and help to
optimize the development.
In this paper we describe the relationship between learning organisations and SPI initiatives,
and provide best practice examples of their implementation in industry.
The SPI based learning organisation applies strategies for the design and selection of best
practices, knowledge management, learning portals and learning strategies, to include all
working places in a collaborative SPI knowledge sharing environment.
This paper shows how these principles have been applied and how such learning organisations and underlying platforms have been created.

Keywords
Process Improvement, Learning Organisations, Integrated SPI Learning Platforms, Experiences
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1 Selection and Building of Best Practices – Knowledge Components Collection
A best practice [3] [5] [7] [9] which will be accepted by all levels of staff and which is a useful core
competence in a learning organisation strategy has the following features F1 to F3:
x

F1: For developers the best practice has practical value to improve the existing development work, probably even reduces the effort, and can be demonstrated by development examples.

x

F2: For managers the best practice helps to save time and cost and to increase quality (cost factor x) and can be multiplied in many projects, thus enabling a multiple
benefit of the cost factor x [1].

x

F3: For assessors the best practice helps to demonstrate improved capability.

Only if a best practice fulfils all three F1 – F3 criteria it should become a knowledge component of
the SPI based learning organisation. Too many times we see industry improvement programs
that claim to fulfil F1-F3 but actually only help to prove F3.
Example 1 - Code Reviews
It is relatively easy (for any consultant to recommend) to come up with a code review checklist
and ask for formal code reviews to be planned in the review plan as part of the quality plan. In
practise we always had difficulties to explain developers to actually invest into this effort, especially if 99% of the formally filled review checklists only confirm a simple “ok” and do not identify
problems. In practise we needed to find a synergy between the development environment, the
development approach and the benefit the developers would gain by reviews.
Example Experience: In one case (automotive development) the functional software was developed by a model driven approach and code generators. So we came up with a complexity
metric for the models and measured the design model complexity of modules. Then we
mapped the errors onto the modules and found that with the exception of the input and output
related modules the correlation worked. So we decided that modules above a certain complexity value needed to be reviewed. This approach then led to early re-design of modules that
caused errors. Since the developers experienced the value of this analysis in a complex and
safety-critical development, the project started to plan reviews regularly.
Æ Knowledge Component:
x

How to measure design model complexity and how to automatically extract this
from properties of models implemented in Matlab;

x

threshold levels applied on complexity values;

x

Review performance and review examples.

Example Experience: In another case (Microsoft framework and Internet software) the developers used semantic editors enforcing the coding guidelines (programming guideline mistakes
showed as red) and semantic compilers and tracking of the trend of the semantic compiler error and warning feedback (nightly builds). The coding rules were put into rules for the semantic
compiler.
Æ Knowledge Component:
x

Standard configuration files to be used in the IDE (Integrated Development Environment) to enforce the coding guidelines;

x

how to use e.g. CheckStyle (tool to automatically do a semantic check on the syntax) and how to automatically call analysis tools to provide a report about errors
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and warnings;
x

how to use CruiseControl (Tool to support continuous tests and integration) and
run CheckStyle with every build.

Example 2 - Requirements Management
It is relatively easy (for any consultant to recommend) to come up with what is written directly in
the standard: You must document user requirements and link them with system requirements including acceptance criteria. You must link system with software requirements including acceptance criteria. And so forth. It is much tougher to develop a requirements management process
and solution which helps to achieve higher performance of technical work and saves cost, and at
the same time reaches a high capability level in CMMI / SPICE.
Example Experience: In one case (automotive development) a number of projects were based
on the same core system and core software – a family of products belonging to the same
product line. The idea was to analyse all projects and identify those 90% functions which are
used across products and put together a generic re-usable system and software specification.
Based on that a re-usable test scope including acceptance criteria was developed. The improvement project then delivered consistent requirements and a test scope across a family of
products and saved documentation effort by 90% for future products from that family.
Æ Knowledge Component:
x

Re-Usable Specification across products in a product family;

x

re-Usable test scope across products in a product family;

x

concepts to create and support product lines in a requirements management system.

Example Experience: In a commercial multimedia software development case the customer
(long standing) always provided framework contracts with no detailed content definition
(budget per annum for further development). The project had constant problems in budget
overruns due to the fact that the customer always stressed to include more and more features
with fixed budget. In this case the requirements improvement led to a model for joint requirements workshops (constructive communication with customers) where requirements were put
into a pool of features and jointly prioritized and tagged with effort. This led to a joint view of
expectations and a clear identification of customer priorities (invest in features most important
to satisfy the long standing customer first).
Æ Knowledge Component:
x

How to run requirements workshops;

x

how to create a baseline requirements specification (pool of features) and how to
assign them by priority methods into annual framework master releases;

x

methods to prioritize requirements.

This “bricks of knowledge approach” forms a constructive step by step method to build a library of SPI knowledge with re-usable best practices in a firm [6].
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Figure 1: The knowledge bricks approach

Figure 2: The processes and the knowledge bricks

Processes describe objectives, roles, activities, results, etc. Knowledge bricks describe real
useful and practice oriented work patterns which help to fulfil the technical and process goals
at the same time. This synergy is a major driver that “theoretical” processes get acceptance by
“practical” staff.
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2 Adapting Learning Organisation Models for SPI
As published in previous articles when applying a learning organisation strategy a company becomes
an ORGANISM where through continuous learning spirals the knowledge grows and the core competences increase continuously.
The learning organisation [2] [4] [8] [12] [13] strategies focus on
-

the selection of core knowledge where the company can concentrate their energy in areas
where they excel or where no one else can operate;

-

use of up-to-date IT infrastructure and communication strategies to multiply core knowledge
into many projects / products;

-

the creation of dynamic learning loops to networks and outside partnerships and customers to
continuously build the core knowledge.

This general learning organisation architecture has been adapted to the SPI field in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Integrating Learning Organisation Models with SPI Initiatives

The learning process model includes (see Figure 3):

1. A customer demands an improvement program. The project is being assessed. The project
uses the existing knowledge bricks to practically implement SPICE / CMMI. The improvement
plan describes a project specific set of improvement actions.
2. The SPI team in the organisation (not a project specific but a knowledge brick specific strategy!) defines a solution in form of a knowledge brick which will add value across the projects
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and can be re-used [6]. The knowledge brick must satisfy the F1-F3 criteria mentioned earlier.
3. An up-to-date communication and learning infrastructure is used to multiply knowledge bricks
into the projects.
This approach has a direct impact on the assessment infrastructure [9], because learning from best
practices must be supported.

Figure 4: Example Structure of an Adapted Assessment and Learning Infrastructure
Explanations to Figure 4:
An assessment portal in such a system is usually a multi-user based assessment system
which supports assessment teams, rating, reporting and benchmarking.
Learning management systems are usually supporting online multimedia courses, discussions, exercises and rating of homework done, and guidance for learners. Such systems are
used for the good practices roll out.
In new EU research projects in the LLP (Life Long Learning) [14] area new interfaces have
been developed which allow “cool” learning of best practices through mobile phones with web
browser functions (generations from 2007 onwards). Examples are Ericsson Xperia X1, Nokia
E71, etc.
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3 Implementation Experiences
Capability Adviser is a multi-user and SQL based assessment portal system used in middle sized and
large companies for administering and performing assessments across the divisions. Assessment
teams share data and reports are generated, as well as improvement tracking is supported for improvement actions expected from projects.
The learning management issue was solved by developing an interface module which allows integrating the most widely used e-learning systems with the Capability Adviser. This includes Moodle
(www.moodle.com), DIPSEIL, etc.
To support such a learning organisation an infrastructure for learning has been set up and learning
systems offering best practices have been installed. Experiences were collected from different learning based projects from autumn 2006 onwards.

6. Improved
Capability Level

5. Homework as
new Evidence

3. Upload
Homework
2. Receive
Homework

Moodle LMS
-presentations
-exercises
-discussions etc.

1. Set Exercises
(Homework)

Project

4. Rate and analyse
Homework

Tutoring
-reference project
-improvement project

Figure 5: Overview of Learning Infrastructure Used
Multi-user based assessment portals were used. Selected members from projects (accounts to be
provided) can log in and directly see the assessor recommendations. Project managers can log in and
do self assessments. And a learning section was added which directly allows employees to access the
learning areas.
The learning areas supported:
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-

From each workplace in the company people could attend 30-45 minutes online multimedia
presentations including slides, sound, graphics, and animation. E.g. the course prepared by
the process owner for requirements management could be attended by everyone who had to
use this approach in the project. It was important that the course would be an automatic selfrunning multimedia show so that the presence of the requirements management process
owner was not necessary.

-

Attendees of the course got a homework task to apply this in the own project. They uploaded
the homework to the learning system.

-

The process owner and experts (configured as tutors) had agreed times (every two weeks) to
discuss online 1 hour with the training attendees and give feedback to the homework.

-

The system also allowed giving a grading to homework done. The grading described how well
the principles were implemented.

Figure 6: Access to Courses from Processes in the (Self-)Assessment Environment

Figure 7: Automatic Sign In into Multimedia Course Environment
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Figure 8: Course Environment – Example : Requirements Management Platform / Re-Use Concept

Figure 9: Example – Online Lecture with Sound
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Saving of Cost and Time Related Feedback
-

Usually the expert or process owner is a bottleneck when it comes to roll out a method or best
practice to a number of projects. By using this infrastructure based learning approach it was
possible to disseminate the knowledge to all projects in a format which makes it attractive to
projects. Practical experience showed that the following additional steps are necessary to ensure that projects will really use it:
o

Each project at its start must undergo a training of the best practice knowledge bricks
using the infrastructure and guidance.

o

This kick off training is promoted and requested by management and senior staff.

Technical Integration Related Feedback and Acceptance by Technical Staff
-

This infrastructure based learning approach allowed “work based learning” where people from
each work place can participate. Developers use the environment from their PC, like they use
an IDE (Integrated Development Environment). For technical people learning must be attractive, “cool”, and offer a personal development opportunity. It [14] works best if employees using the learning facility can gather “competence points” (similar to certificates in courses)
which will help in their personal development inside the company (recognition by management).

Core Knowledge Related Feedback
-

The whole system worked well only if the core knowledge bricks fulfilled all F1-F3 criteria. If
the core knowledge is wrongly selected and prepared, the systematic learning approach will
not work.

-

For the selection a win (manager) – win (technical staff) – win (process experts) situation is
important as we have illustrated in the first chapter of the paper.

4 Conclusions & Outlook
In 2006 – 2008 the learning systems approach has been field tested and in 2009 the systematic approach is rolled out to a group of SPI committed organisations.
However, from the experiences we have learned that in 2009 – 2010 our research should focus on
areas where we can facilitate the process of selecting and preparing core SPI knowledge components.
-

Currently an SPI manager qualification (with a European Certificate issued by ECQA –
www.ecqa.org) is developed which will include such strategies [10].

-

Currently an integrated designer qualification (with a European Certificate issued by ECQA –
www.ecqa.org) is developed which will strengthen the idea of collaborative design (product –
system – software) and deciding for improvements which fit both, product improvements and
process goals [10].

-

Currently an e-learning manager qualification (with a European Certificate issued by ECQA –
www.ecqa.org) is developed which will include competencies to establish learning infrastructures [10].

-

Currently we also run a mobile learning research project, where learning through mobile
phones will become possible for SPICE and SPI topics (make the learning a “cool” thing for
developers).

-

Designing a methodological guidance for implementing core knowledge strategies in SPI and
building on a collection of examples [6] [11].
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Abstract

While there is a wide spread knowledge about the performance of assessments the real
implementation of SPI (Software, System and Service Improvement) takes a lot of effort and
experience to achieve an ROI (Return on Investment). Assessor qualification is currently in the focus.
However, to ensure the success of the improvement actions another additional qualification is needed,
which is the (SPI) Software, System and Service Improvement Manager. The paper explains the goals
and procedures of the EU Certification and Qualification Association (ECQA). It describes the EU
qualification scheme for Software, System and Service process improvement professionals and the
need for the SPI qualification. The paper also gives a short overview over the topics of the SPI
qualification and the included job roles.
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SPI; Job Role Committee; Skill Card; European Qualification
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1 Introduction
70% of all SPI initiatives fail [Statz]. The more formal reasons are reported as lack of management
commitment or unrealistic expectations [Statz]. The reasons behind this is an invalid understanding of
the job roles in the SPI context and poor role training and qualification schemes for SPI professionals.
There are qualification schemes available for some life-cycle models like V-Modell XT, and there are
qualification schemes for software process assessments like ESI, SEI, INTACS or IntRSA in place.
But there is no scheme available for the approx. 10.000 people who work on the improvement of
software system or service (S3) processes in the whole of Europe. Therefore, there is a need for a
professional job role scheme. To make it valid for the holders of the certificate as well as the
employing organisations and to stay in line with the development of ISO/IEC 15504, the qualification
addresses the software, the system and the service process area.

2 The EU Certification and Qualification Association
2.1 Europe Wide Certification
 The ECQA is the result of a number of EU supported initiatives in the last ten years where in the
European Union Life Long Learning Programme different educational developments decided to
follow a joint process for the certification of persons in the industry.
 Through the ECQA it becomes possible that you attend courses for a specific profession in e.g.
Germany, Hungary, Poland, etc. and perform a Europe wide agreed test at the end of the course.
The certificate will then be recognized by European training organizations and institutions in 18
member countries.

2.2 Why is such a Certificate of Interest?
European work forces are highly flexible and need to work for industries across Europe (Germany,
France, …). Imagine that you are attending an SPI manager course at a certified training provider in
e.g. Germany and that you perform and pass the test at the end of the course. The certificate will then
be recognized by training institutions and certification bodies and networks in 18 European countries.
This will automatically lead to a higher recognition of the certificate and higher chances of working for
customers in an open European market.

2.3 Access to a Vast Pool of Knowledge
ECQA currently supports 16 professions in Europe and with the continuous support until 2012 by the
European Commission the pool is growing to 21 certified professions in Europe. ECQA offers
certification for professions like IT Security Manager, Innovation Manager, EU project manager, Esecurity Manager, E-Business Manager, E-Strategy Manager, SW Architect, SW Project Manager, IT
Consultant for COTS selection, Internal Financial Control Assessor (COSO/COBIT based),
Interpersonal Skills, Scope Manager (Estimation Processes), Configuration Manager, and SPI
Manager. Currently new professions such as Integrated Mechatronics Designer, E-Learning Manager
and Terminology Manager are being integrated until 2010.

2.4 ECQA Principles
 Skills Sets: A defined set of quality criteria has to be followed to create the learning objectives and
syllabus for new professions. Only skills sets which fulfil the defined criteria are accepted by the
ECQA.
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 Job Role Committees: European consortia are built per accepted professions to annually update
the sills set and create a European wide test questions pool.
 European Test Pool: Assuming that a group of training bodies agreed the same skills set then
students must be able to pass a test, independently from the region or country in a Europe wide
scope. This is the reason why (supported by the former EQN project 2005 - 2007) a Europe wide
pool of test questions for the developed skills sets plus European test portals which computer
automate this test scheme have been set up and allow a cross-European Internet based
collaboration.
 Learning Environment: In the EU Cert Campus Project (2008 – 2010) the existing skills and exam
portals are extended to an online campus for training of trainers and the multiplication of that
approach into more training bodies and more regions in Europe.
 Defined Certification Rules and Procedures: The acceptance of professions and skills sets and the
certification of students is based on defined quality rules and certification procedures.
 Download the ECQA Guide
http://www.iscn.com/projects/eu_cert/documents/ecqa-guide-version3-pdf.zip

2.5 ECQA and SPI Manager
One of the most actual professions and certificates offered by ECQA is the SPI Manager. The Job
Role Committee comprises organisations which implement SPI in industry since more than 16 years
and are coordinators of SPI networks.
A library of SPI knowledge more than 400 peer reviewed reports have been gathered in an experience
pool (see www.eu-certificates.org, section experience pool).
SPI is being launched in Europe in 2009 in the following countries: Germany, Austria, Ireland,
Denmark, Hungary, Finland, and Norway. From 2010 the ECQA network will support its broad
dissemination to all 18 involved member states.

3 Introduction to the SPI Qualification Scheme
Starting in 2007 a group of leading European SPI suppliers formed an ECQA Job role committee to
standardize the job roles and trainings of SPI professionals starting with the SPI manager qualification.
At the beginning of 2009 the current members of the job role committee agreed on a set of topics that
will form the basic knowledge of the skill set. Looking at the basic ideas of ECQA, it is not enough to
train people to use one management cycle like PDCA or a process modelling tool like ARIS. To
support the recognition of this profession a holistic approach is needed that covers all aspects of SPI
and addresses the main cause of SPI failure. The qualification scheme also reflects that process
improvers work in different roles and are focussed on different topics of process improvement.

4 Needs for real SPI Management
When we look at source like the chaos report we have a stable set of up to 30 % of projects that fail
and another 30% with delay, poor product quality and budget overrun. The typical reaction of
organisations:
 Invest in new technologies
 Formalize processes
In most cases this approach ends up in a mail stating that the projects have to use a new tool and that
new and binding processes are published at the intranet.
At the end the projects realise –if they are able to find the new processes in the intranet- that the new
tool provides poor support to the new processes and has insufficient interfaces to the rest of the
software development environment.
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As a result of this the new tool and process is ignored or additional time and budget is spent by the
project to make tool and process suitable for the needs of the project. The effect is delay and budget
overrun. At the very end process performers and management loose confidence in process
improvement.
To change this situation a sufficient improvement in the education of SPI managers is needed to make
sure that the money spent by the management and the support of the process performers does lead to
success and not to frustration.

5 Challenges of SPI Management
If you want to successful improve processes you have to fight several gaps and weaknesses:
 The improvement project is sold to the management with unrealistic promises or the management
introduced the project setting up unrealistic expectations
 The management is not committed to an SPI initiative
 There is no proper KPI system in place that helps to understand the actual and the intended status
 There is no process data available to evaluate the results of an SPI initiative
 SPI performers are not properly trained
 Change resistance at management and performer level
 Lack of ability to deploy processes
 Poor Tailoring
 Poor Training
 Poor Audit Assessment and Feedback
 Process performers are not properly trained
 Roles and responsibilities are not clearly defined
 Training doesn’t fit to the role.
 Poor support for teamwork
 Poor marketing of SPI initiatives
 Lack of understanding other cultures
 Poor conflict management.
All those challenges require a well trained SPI team in which the SPI Manager has an important role.
To set up an adequate training the skill set has to give an answer to the predescribed common
challenges of SPI initiatives.

6 The SPI Knowledge areas
The SPI profession is built up from a wide range of knowledge topics:
 Key success factors of SPI
 Satisfiers and dissatisfiers of SPI
 Knowledge management
 Cultural aspects of SPI management
 Conflict management / mediation
 Organisational change management
 Motivation
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 Teamwork
 Innovation and SPI
 Process, assessment & life cycle models
 SPI strategies
 Process modelling
 Process management
 Process deployment
 Typical techniques used in the SPI context
o

Process description techniques

o

Process improvement techniques

These topics are structured in a scheme of units and learning elements

Fig. 1. The Structure of the SPI Manager Qualification and Certification
The skill set is designed to support the SPI Manger qualification as a whole. So, instead of additional
topics for advanced and expert skills, deeper understanding and proven practical experiences are
required in line with the Taxonomy of Educational Objectives, often called Bloom's Taxonomy whose
cognitive domain identifies six levels: knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis, and
evaluation
[http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Taxonomy_of_Educational_Objectives].
There is also a set of prerequisite knowledge defined (e.g. standard project or line management)
The SPI Manager Qualification Scheme
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The SPI Professional qualification scheme reflects that there are several types of SPI organisation and
role names used. The Job Role Committee decided not to develop a generic set of role types but to
focus on the SPI Manager and support typical roles in the business field:

The SPI Professional qualification scheme will support the following job roles in the SPI context:
 SPI Manager
(This qualification might be provided at a basic, advanced or expert level)
 SPI Coach
 Process Owner
 Process Expert
 Process Improvement Team Member
 Pilot Process Team Member
The scheme is open to integrate other roles identified as necessary for successful process
improvement and implementation.
The Job Role Committee also decided not to define or support roles that are already available at the
market (e.g. Assessor)
Currently the focus is to implement the SPI Manager qualification scheme. Development of other
levels will be future work. Distinguishing between theses levels will be cleary guided by blooms
taxonomy.

7 European Experience Pool
The partnership developing the profession has created in the last 16 years one of the largest
experience pools in Europe.
Three European knowledge portals (SPIRAL - French community, EuroSPI - European Systems and
Software Process Improvement and Innovation Initiative since 1994, and GNOSIS - a knowledge
library of the Scandinavian community) have been configured to allow access to key knowledge
underlying the offered professions. At the moment approx. 500 experience reports from industry and
academia can be accessed via this. Also for about 300 European experience reports summaries are
available in French, Spanish, in addition to the English version.
EuroSPI
x

Access to the EuroSPI Library (http://library.eurospi.net), BROWSE by Topics, and username:
organic2006, password:xxyyzz123

Gnosis
x

Access to the GNOSIS Library (http://www.gnosis.fi/xitem/searchResults.do) , LOGIN with
username: eqnuser, password: eqn2007)

SPIRAL
x

SPIRAL RSS Flow Library
(http://www.cassis.lu/rssfeed.nsf/rss?openagent&uid=06E87E56B8C1FEC6C1257361002D37
B9)

These 3 libraries joined a strategic collaboration in EQN (2005 - 2007) and will continue that
successful bond in the EU Cert Campus project (2008 - 2010). Annually approx. 100 experience
reports and knowledge items are added to the libraries. By the end of EU Cert Campus it is expected
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to have achieved approx. 800 experience reports and knowledge items for the EU industrial
community.
From that experience pool case studies and best practices for the SPI implementation are used for the
educational programme.

8 Summary
The SPI qualification is a multi level qualification that addresses typical roles and skill sets in the SPI
business. It is supported by the ECQA in order to standardise the qualification and make it available to
the European labour market. In the basic level, the complete content is delivered. For the advanced
levels, deeper learning and practical experiences are required.
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Abstract
This paper describes a methodology that implements a smooth and continuous process improvement, depending on the organization’s business goals, but allowing users to establish
their improvement implementation pace. The methodology focuses on a process improvement
basic component known as “best practice”. Besides, it covers the topics: knowledge management, change management and multi-model environment. It includes both the methodology
description and the results of a case study on project management process improvement in an
organization.

Keywords
project management; best practices; knowledge management; change management; process
improvement; multi-model environment
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1 Introduction
For many organizations, the lack of good project management is the main cause of projects failure; a
similar situation is found when comparing projects performance: the projects can rarely be completed
in time and within an acceptable cost [1, 2].
Regarding this, authors such Pressman [3], Walter [4] and Yager [5], argue that after 30 years of having identified “the software crisis”, the problems related to project failures still continue. Moreover,
Williams [6] mentions that nowadays the organization’s management has become more project-based.
As a result, the need to manage projects successfully in the organizations is constantly increasing.
However, if most of the organizations continue to build software products in the same way as they did
for years without analyzing whether their management processes are adequate or obsolete, how do
we satisfy this need? [7].
Even there is a growing group of process improvement success stories [8, 9], introducing processes
improvements for most of the organizations becomes "a path full of obstacles and always away from
the original path” [10, 11]. It is due to the fact that process improvement initiatives are not successfully
implemented [12] or have limited success [13]. The main problem is the difficulty that an organization
faces when adapting the selected process improvement model to their current scenario [10].
The goal of this paper is to present an organizational process improvement methodology overview.
This methodology will enable a smooth and continuous improvement depending on their business
goals, but allowing users to establish their improvement implementation pace. This will prevent initial
resistance to change in the organization and the subsequent problems. Besides, the methodology is
focused on the process improvement basic component known as “best practice”. Authors such as
Fragidis and Tabanis [14] mention that the best practices are a critical factor to increase an organization’s process capacity and to achieve a competitive advantage. Therefore, this investigation tries to
answer the followings questions:
x
x
x

Why do actual software process improvement models and standards not have the expected performance when they are implemented in organizations?
Why do improvements initiatives not have the expected results?
Will the identification of organization’s best practices allow a process improvement initiative to be
successfully implemented?

This paper is structured as follows: section two shows the research work context, section three describes the proposed methodology, section four shows a case study and finally section five shows the
conclusions.

2 Research Context
The proposed methodology covers process improvement, best practices, knowledge management,
change management and multi-model environment. Each of the topics covered is described briefly.

2.1

Process Improvement

Software Process Improvement (SPI) is a field of research and practice, arising out of the need to
solve software development issues, increasingly complex and ubiquitous [15]. SPI is the action taken
by organizations to change processes, taking into account the business needs and achieving their
business goals more effectively [16].
SPI has become the primary approach for improving software quality and reliability, employee and
customer satisfaction, and return on investment [17]. Different paradigms such as Quality Improve-
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ment Paradigm (QIP) [18] and methods and models for assessing the current capacity and/or maturity
states of the organizations (like SCAMPI [19], ISO/IEC 15504 part 2: Performing an assessment [20])
or for implementing process improvement initiatives (like ISO/IEC 15504 [20] or IDEAL [21]) have
been developed. However, implementing the methods above mentioned remains a high risk in many
organizations.
According to Pries-Heje et al. [22], investments in SPI often have not achieved the expected changes
and improvements. This is because the protocol followed by current process improvement is: 1) analyze the company weaknesses, 2) design their processes, often based on international models and
standards, beyond the activities carried out in the company, and 3) implement the processes developed within the organization in depth (too many changes at the same time that are too great or too
rapid) [23].
This way of implementing a process creates a process revolution, generating change resistance that
leads to a failure in the process improvement initiative.

2.2

Best Practices

Williams [6] refers to best practices as building blocks of organizational learning and organizational
knowledge but, what is a best practice?
According to Whiters [24], “a best practice could be a management or technical practice that has consistently demonstrated to improve one or more aspects such as productivity, cost, schedule, and quality or user satisfaction”.
In this context, using best practices in the organization’s software processes is a key element for improving the quality and the productivity, so that analyzing them can benefit processes at the speed
supported by the organization [25, 26].
Due to the importance of the best practices, relevant institutions such as Software Engineering Institute (SEI), Project Management Institute (PMI), Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
(IEEE), and the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) have focused on the study of best
practices. They have developed best practices reference models and standards [27].
The most widespread models and standards developed by these institutions are: CMMI-DEV v1.2,
TSP, PMBOK, COBIT, PRINCE2, ISO/IEC15504, ISO9001:2000, ISO/IEC12207 [28].
However, although a wide variety of models and standards have been developed, West [23] highlights
the current problem organizations experience when identifying their best practices, which is becoming
one of the main challenges facing the new processes generation.
Successfully identifying an organization’s best practices allows the organization to have a base related
to its strengths when developing an improvement initiative.

2.3

Knowledge Management

According to Burke and Howard [16], Knowledge Management (KM) is a systematic approach to facilitate the flow of data, information and knowledge to the right people at the right time, so they can act
more efficiently and effectively. In this way, its importance for creating a value and building a competitive edge in organizations is well recognized.
On the other hand, according to Williams [6], KM allows the capture, codification, use and exploitation
of the knowledge and experiences to develop better tools and methods, as well as to develop a willingness and ability to use these methods.
Therefore, KM requires an organizational effort to build, operate, maintain, and spread a knowledge–
sharing environment. The organization by itself should be able to: 1)retrieve and understand the structured and unstructured data, 2)convert data into useful information and 3)share the knowledge [16].
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2.4

Change Management

All improvements imply changes, unfortunately most of change initiatives fail because the inability to
support the change is widely repeated despite the substantial resources dedicated to the effort, the
people with necessary skills involved and everything supporting it [2].
Besides, it is necessary to take into account that changes scope, their competition with others or their
speed can overwhelming the organization, destroying its investment in learning represented by organizational process assets and generating a degree of organizational tension difficult to manage that
becomes a barrier to change [28].
Therefore, change management is the process of planning, organizing, coordinating and controlling
internal and external components in order to ensure that process changes are implemented with the
minimum deviation compared to approved plans and overall changes introduction goals.

2.5

Multi-model environment

People experience fear and dread due to common failures model-based process improvements [29].
As a result, organizations throughout the world are turning to an integration of international standards
and models, in their effort to achieve a successful software process improvement [30, 31].
However, the difficulty in implementing process improvement successfully in multi-model improvement
environments is well known. A first step in integration is to recognize that despite the different structures and terminologies, and despite different levels of abstractions, the standards and models used in
the organization share common element types. The challenge is to examine the models to identify the
common elements and then to organize implementation of these standards and models in the organization’s processes in relation to these common elements [32, 28].
According to [33], the aims of a multi-model transformation are: reduce redundancy, improve integration, create synergy, leverage best practices, and make frameworks transparent. Therefore, a multimodel process transformation is characterized by a harmonized and unified approach to process improvement through implementation of multiple models [31].
A multi-model process transformation may contain three common elements: best practices elements,
improved methods or institutionalization elements [34, 31].

3 MIGME-RRC Methodology
The purpose of this research work is to develop a methodology whose goal is to incorporate elemental
process improvement components. The methodology will enable a smooth and continuous improvement depending on their business goals but allowing users to establish their improvement
implementation pace. This will prevent initial resistance to change in the organization and the
subsequent problems.
This methodology uses a bottom-up approach to software process improvement which consists in first
identifying the internal best practices and promoting their use.
The best practices reinforce the organization’s learning by documenting practices which have good
results and promote their use so that the key organizational knowledge is preserved and transmitted.
Then, the external best practices proposed by the most widespread models and standards through a
multi-model environment, which complement the current practices and are suitable to the culture of
the organization, could be included.
Therefore, it should be enable a smooth and continuous improvement of the capacity level of the organization’s processes, depending on their business goals, but allowing users to establish their improvement implementation pace. In this way it will avoid the initial resistance to change.
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Figure 1 shows the methodology scheme called MIGME-RRC: methodology for a gradual process
improvement to reduce change resistance.
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Figure 1. MIGME-RRC methodology

4 Case Study

4.1

Methodology Development and Implementation Environment

everis is a multinational consulting firm with factories in Europe and Latin America where they develop
and implement the best practices to improve the performance of organizations. Its offer services which
provide solutions to large companies in any sector and is based on three pillars: innovation, methodologies and efficiency through the use of specialists. The specialists use specific knowledge for each
project and productivity in order to optimize time and cost.
Since its creation in 1996, it has grown both in invoicing and staff in a constant and always organic
way. Its 2008 turnover was over 300M€ and more than 6000 employees, and the number of projects
that remains open every mother is greater than 1000.
Christie and Fisher in [35] mention that, to successfully implement a process improvement in this kind
of organizations, it must deal with a dynamically change conditions (in terms of growth, personal turnover and product evolution), in order not to obtain a series of unpredictable changes with unforeseen
consequences.
Besides, there is the risk of incorporating deep changes (too many changes at the same time being
carry out too rapid) based on external process implementation, external to the organization. These
changes are accepted neither the organization nor the personnel. Therefore, the resistance is caused
by the uncertainly and lost of control that they assume the changes will produce.

4.2 Case Study: Implementation on Project Management Processes Improvement
4.2.1 Scope
everis project management focuses on the scope of methodology implementation. Project management has a broad impact on their business goals and is measured in accordance with a series of objectives. Table 1 shows the most representative indicators related to the objectives that have been
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measured over the 2007-2008 period.
Table 1. Indicator measured by everis over the 2007-2008 period.
Indicator and Percentage
The percentage of management rules which are not right and not approved by the customer must be no more than 5%
The percentage of project planning that are not current and feasible must be no more than 5%
The percentage of start-up minutes that are not right and not approved by the customer must be no more than 5%

It is considered important to give a brief description of the indicators in order to understand their importance: 1) the management rules are a key document in the methodology because they define a project
development framework, its detail planning and its management procedures; 2) the project planning
documentation must be accurate and up-to-date at all times in order to have a proper overview of the
project and, if necessary, to take the right decisions and, 3) the start-up minutes in order to come to an
agreement with the client on the operational aspects of the projects.
It is important to highlight that the required level is very high; for example if the plan is not updated or
the management rules are not approved by the client then the related indicator is not satisfied.
The implementation of the methodology focuses on project management carried out by account managers because: 1) they carry out the project management (heading one or more projects), and 2) they
are in charge of projects. Besides, managers and project managers have a significant role in the best
practices identification and validation feedback.

4.2.2 Identify Internal Best Practices
The aim of this phase is to analyze what practices are really carried out in the organization. If the practices are really identified, it will be possible to get a current process overview.
Figure 2 shows the analysis carried out in the organization, in order to identify the current practices.
First data analysis
•
•

Interviews
Questionnaire
Second data analysis

Activities
customer 1
Activities
customer 2
Activities
customer 3
•

Data validation
interviews

First
activities
mapping

Second
activities
mapping

Current Internal
Activities

Draw activities
diagram
Formal Current Process
Documentation

Generic
activities
•

Documentation Analysis

Figure 2. Best practices identification steps
The followed steps are:
x

Conduct interviews with the organization’s managers.

x

Analyze the information gathered from interviews, make activities diagrams for each interview and
validate them with the accounting managers interviewed.

x

Map the activities of all approved activities diagrams, in order to get a set of activities called “generic activities”. Then make a diagram with the generic activities.

x

Analyze the formal processes documentation.

x

Map the generic activities diagram with those included in the formal organizational processes
documentation. It allows identifying the current organization’s activities.

4.2.3 Assess Organizational Actual Practices Performance
Once the current practices are identified, the organizational performance should be assessed in order
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to know how the organization’s performance in relation to the current practices. Figure 3 shows how
the organizational performance was analyzed; the current activities, business goals and key indicators
are used as input source.
Business Goals
Key Indicators

Current
Activities

Internal
Analysis

Current practices

Process
Performance

Business objectives indicators
(planned value and actual value)

Business Goals
Practices

Figure 3. Organizational performance asses

The steps followed are:
x

Collect and analyze any formal documentation about planned values of indicators related to organizational business goals.

x

Collect actual values of the indicators.

x

Make a matrix of business goals indicators and generic activities.

x

Analyze the achievement of business objectives according to the planned value and the matrix,
and establish a performance overview.

x

Prioritize the business goals to be achieved.

In the case of everis, internal control audits where taken as input source, Figure 4 shows the percentage of business objectives everis achieved with the current practices. The analysis of the indicators
will allow the project management to make an internal project characterization.

Current Practices Performance

20%
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15,30%

15,30%
9,30%

10%

plan
2007

5%

5%

5%

5%

0%
Mangement rules

Project planning
Indicators

Start minutes meeting

Figure 4. everis audits results

The analysis of everis audits allows that an overview of the key indicators achieved with the current
practices to be established. Although the three percentages of the indicators analyzed are not too far
from the planned percentage, all of them should be improved, due to its importance for achieving the
business objectives.

4.2.4 Analyze External Best Practices
In this phase, the performance of similar models and standards were analyzed in order to establish a
multi-model environment. The models and standards included in the study are: CMMI-DEV v1.2,
PMBOOK, PRINCE2, TSP, COBIT, ISO9001, and ISO/IEC 15504. The steps followed are [27]:
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x

Select the models and standards to be analyzed.

x

Choose the reference model.

x

Select the process.

x

Establish the detail level.

x

Create a correspondence template.

x

Identify the similarity among models.

x

Show the obtained results

The tables which result of the study contain the practices candidates to be included. So that, the study
indicates what project management external best practices, where performance is proved, could be
executed by the organization.

4.2.5 Implement External Best Practices
This phase includes analyzing what and how the additional best practices would be incorporated depending on their dependence and importance in achieving a business goal. The steps followed are:
x

Identify the change resistance factors and the improvement initiatives risks, because in many
cases, both are important factors that make difficult an improvement initiative implementation and
lead it to the failure.

x

Analyze the external best practices not yet implemented, having in count practices dependences
and its impact on achieving business goals.

Incorporate additional best practices from a multi-model environment. For this selection and implementation it should be enabled a set of best practices, which allow the users to select them in a
smooth and continuous way. These best practices always will be selected in a pace established by
them.
In the special case of everis, the improved processes (that contains the best practices identified and a
set of external practices to be incorporated) were grouped in a project management method, because
of the need of the organization to develop a project management method as a part of its COrporate
Methods methodology (COM).
Figure 5 shows the process improvement implementation through the project management method
overview. The method gathers all the everis knowledge, experiences and best practices. Besides,
when enabling a set of best practices it will be possible to establish a marked-up user environment for
improving processes continuously.
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Figure 5. Process Improvement Implementation through COM Project Management Method

Once the method was developed, it was validated and approved by the quality and methodology
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everis group. Then pilot projects were performed. The aim of the pilot projects was to launch a better
version of the COM project management method. The launch allowed testing the method in the execution of the project and after analyzing their results, deploying them as an experience of using best
practices.
Using pilot studies reduces the risk of rolling out a flawed process, procedure or other solution component. Besides, experiences in pilot studies always expose improvement opportunities that can be exploited to tune and refine the improvement process before a broader dissemination [26, 36, 37].
The chosen pilot projects features in order to reduce risk in implementing the method were: 1) size
medium (duration time not greater than 3 months); 2) Budget: 100-150000€; 3) Staff: 4-7 people; and
4) Project manager profile (begin as a project leader).
Meetings with the projects managers were held in order to gather information about the improvement.
During the interviews, their comments on project management method acceptance and usefulness in
the project management were gathered.

4.2.6 Improvement Measurement and Results
Three measures were defined in order to analyze the improvement: process use (M1), process performance (M2), and process acceptance (M3). The approach involves gathering information: before,
during and after the change.
This approach allows getting better improvement performance information. According to Kasunic [26,
36], typical approaches that fail are those whose measurable observations are done before the
change or after the change.
Process use (M1): Its aim is to analyze the degree of best practices performance. This measure data
were gotten from the Madrid office internal audits. Figure 6 shows the results obtained by comparing
the planned percentage against actual percentage in 2007 and 2008. In 2008, an improvement was
observed in the project planning practices and start-up minutes indicators; both were 5%.
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Figure 6. Madrid office best practices performance

Process performance (M2): Its aim is to analyze the process performance obtained with the improvement. This measure data were gotten from Madrid office delivery projects. Figure 7 shows the obtained results by analyzing those who have any type of internal cost deviation (either in incurred hours,
external costs or subcontracting). However the deviations did not affect the time limits agreed with
customers.
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Figure 7. Projects with internal deviations

An improvement in delivery projects which have any type of deviation was observed because the percentage of projects with deviations decreased from 13.99% to 10.63%.
Process acceptation (M3): Its aim is to analyze the process acceptation by users and, therefore, it
allows checking the reduction in change resistance. This measure data were gotten by analyzing surveys carried out by Madrid office users involved in project planning.
Figure 8 shows two graphics with improvement acceptance results obtained. In graphic 8(a), an improvement in the use of the COM methodology is observed (from 10% in 2007 to 31% in 2008). In
graphic 8(b), an improvement in the usefulness of the COM methodology is observed (from 10% in
2007 to 95% in 2008).
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Figure 8. Improvement acceptation by users

5 Conclusions
The implementation of external processes in the organization is the main cause of process improvement initiatives failure. This involves a high-cost of assimilating the appropriate knowledge, big cultural
change, and its process deployment.
MIGME-RRC, shows that beginning a process improvement initiative by identifying the organization’s
best practices, involving the relevant stakeholders (chosen by the organization’s senior management
as success stories), has allowed extracting, collecting and formalizing the tacit knowledge of the organization.
Having the knowledge in a formal way, it is possible to select a set of best practices based on the way
the organization’s works, but in accordance with their business goals. It reduces the staff’s resistance
to change when implementing process improvement initiatives.
Besides, the reduced change resistance was achieved because of a smooth and continuous best
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practices implementation, and most of all, the changes are introduced by users and, therefore, approved by relevant stakeholders.
The methodology allows the different units of a software intensive organization to set their improvement pace and choose those practices that best fit their work, thereby doing it more efficient. At the
same time, there is a uniform process capacity through the organization. Therefore, the communication of improvement results and their justification is a key point.
Finally, the implementation of MIGME-RRC for a smooth and continuous improvement performed in
everis confirms that people only accept assimilated changes with identified benefits. In this way, they
perceive the change as an evolution of they work.
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Abstract
Knowledge Sharing is by far the most important component of a Knowledge Management programme.
Organisations strive to gain competitive advantage through efficiencies. When organisations realise
that organisational knowledge is by far the most valuable resource they need to find ways for efficient
and effective Knowledge Sharing. We propose the dynamic Knowledge Acquisition and Sharing
Lifecycle (KASL II) model for aiding the knowledge sharing process through showing the stages of
translating an organisation’s mission and goals into objectives, and how decisions and actions operate
for materialising these objectives.

Key words: Knowledge Management, Knowledge sharing, learning, virtual teams, KASL

1 Introduction, Motivation and Perspectives
In today’s highly competitive and rapidly changing global environment more and more organisations
strive to form virtual teams comprised of experts situated in different locations, organisations,
countries and time zones. The increased complexity of international organisations and worldwide
business relationships has become a dynamic business reality with intensified competition.
Outsourcing and distributed teams that seldom meat in reality is common practice today. Teamwork is
essentially a result of human interaction. Virtual teams are teams of people who primarily interact
electronically and who may meet face-to-face occasionally and in some projects not at all. In a virtual
team the team members work interdependently towards a shared goal by webs of Information and
Communication Technologies (ICTs) across time and space and often across organisational
boundaries (Handy, 2000; Lipnack and Stamps, 1997; Malhotra, 1996; Mansour-Cole, 2001).
Despite the many technologies that support collaboration among distributed work groups,
organisations still face difficulties building online work environments. What is lacking in most virtual
workplaces is a proven methodology for identifying and converting individual expertise, skills, and
experience into organisational knowledge and to strategically align organisational knowledge transfer
and learning investment with organisational value outcome.
Harorimana (2006) argues that it is impossible to transfer knowledge that is not embedded in local
cultural practices and settings because reciprocity norms dominate successful knowledge transfer.
We believe that it is only a challenge we can face by raising cultural awareness. By sharing
information across the organisation, virtual teams naturally build their own knowledge bases that are
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consistent with the rest of the company. The ideal environment and working practices will be to
change the mindset and behaviour of team members so that instead of perceiving knowledge sharing
as an extra task for the team members, isolated from the knowledge of other team members, it
(knowledge sharing) becomes the natural way to work for everyone. The result will be a wellintegrated, highly responsive organisation whose employees can quickly take action regardless of
location.
In this paper we propose a knowledge acquisition and sharing lifecycle for use in virtual organisations.
The application of the model to everyday processes will ensure that the output of every team adheres
to the company’s overall strategy.

2 Knowledge Management concepts
Knowledge Management (KM) can be defined as the management of “processes by which knowledge
is created and applied” (Paulzen et. al, 2002), though there is not a commonly agreed definition. KM
can be viewed as the process of turning data into information (data in context) and, further on, to
knowledge (use of information) (Kanter, 1999; Spiegler, 2000) or as the organisationally specified
systematic process for acquiring, organising and communicating both tacit and explicit knowledge of
employees so that other employees may make use of it (knowledge sharing) in order to be more
effective and productive (Alavi and Leidner, 2001). Tacit or implicit knowledge is context-specific,
personal and subjective including cognitive elements and thus difficult to formalize and communicate
(Davis et. al, 2005; Siakasand Georgiadou, 2006).
KM is a business philosophy. It is an emerging set of principles, processes, organisational structures,
and technology applications that help people share and leverage their knowledge to meet their
business objectives (Gurteen, 1999). This focuses the individual and places responsibility on the
individual, the knowledge worker. At the same time KM programmes in organisations emphasise the
holistic nature of creating, sharing and managing knowledge.
Knowledge sharing (transfer) is the process where individuals mutually exchange both tacit (feel or
sense for something (Kautz and Kjaergaard, 2008)), and explicit knowledge (codifiable knowledge
(Kautz and Kjaergaard, 2008)), and jointly create new knowledge. This process is essential in
transferring individual knowledge into organisational knowledge. The capability of an organisation to
create, recognise, widely disseminate and embody knowledge in new products and technologies is
critical when faced with turbulent markets, high competition and financial instability (Nonaka, 1991).
Continuous knowledge creation requires voluntary actions including openness, scrutiny, trust and
tolerance towards different views and interpretations. Organisations expect employees to keep
professionally up-to-date by continuously obtaining internal and external information relating to their
profession. Knowledge evolves continuously as the individual and the organisation adapt to influences
from the external and the internal environment. Elron and Vigoda-Gadot (2006) found that when ICTs
are used as the main communication channel between team members the limitations of the
communication increase, as technology cannot provide the same richness as face-to-face interactions
and potentially hinder the effectiveness of knowledge sharing. They also found that influence tactics
and political processes in virtual teams are more restrained and mild than in face-to-face teams. This
seems to indicate that bottom-up empowerment should be encouraged to improve interaction and
communication richness.

2.1 KM and ICTs
Organisations are facing a new challenging environment characterised by globalisation, dynamism
and increasing levels of complexity due to rapid changes in technology and its connected intricate
knowledge.
KM plays an important role in software development (Kautz and Thauysen, 2001). The literature
emphasizes mainly implementation of new Information Technology (IT) systems and technical
solutions. Organisational and cultural aspects are usually neglected. Organisations formally capture,
manage and store explicitly knowledge with the help of computer-based systems, such as
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Management Information Systems (MIS), Decision Support Systems (DSS) and Expert Systems (ES),
which today are becoming ubiquitous in organisations (Davenport and Prusak, 1998). However
technology by itself often does not solve an organisation’s inherent problems relating to intellectual
capital, knowledge and information management. Davis et. al (2005) argue that KM is based to only
30% on implemented systems and the rest on people. The fact is that the view of knowledge is
changing and today it is seen as human capital that ‘walks out the door at the end of the day’
(Spiegler, 2000). ICTs seem to enhance the KM capabilities of organisations (Alavi and Leidner, 2001;
Tanriverdi, 2005).
Internet-based virtual tools have created new opportunities for rapid access to business information
world-wide. Identifying potential business partners and developing business links with organisations in
other countries has become easier for organisations that are experienced in monitoring web-based
information sources, and are able to combine tacit knowledge with new knowledge sources that are
enabled by ICTs, such as internet, intranet, groupware and Computer Supported Co-operated Work
(CSCW) systems. Explicit knowledge is transferable through formal and systematic languages.
Organizations try to gain business advantage by using Knowledge Creation processes (KC) in order to
“capture” knowledge and use it to make wiser decisions about strategy, competition, products,
production and service life cycles (Davenport and Prusak 1997), as well as to improve its effort in
today's very competitive and uncertain environment. Organizational Knowledge is created by an
organizationally specified systematic process for acquiring, organizing and communicating both tacit
and explicit knowledge of employees so that other employees may make use of it in order to be more
effective and productive (Alavi and Leinder, 2001). This experience is documented and stored in a
Knowledge Management System (KMS) preparing the organization to react on the future, based on
the Knowledge that is acquired from its own organisational experience.
Views on Knowledge Management (KM) and ICTs are wide ranging between two poles - one
considering the relationships between KM and ICT incidental – the other considering Information
Technologies (IT) being the core of KM (Holsapple, 2005). This paper considers KM being a social
and human phenomenon which by using ICT as a tool can improve the efficiency of knowledge
creation, visualisation, transfer and preservation. ICTs facilitate the amplification, augmentation and
leverage of innate human knowledge handling capabilities. The advances in ICT provide organizations
with increased flexibility and responsiveness, permitting them to rapidly form dispersed and disparate
experts into a virtual team that can work on an urgent project. ICTs support faster, cheaper and more
reliable knowledge work of large scale and the existence of efficient ICT is inevitable an imperative
requirement for the existence of virtual collaboration. However, the emphasis in this paper is to unfold
the human and cultural challenges that can create added competitive value for virtual and networked
organisations.

2.2 KM - Communities of Practice and Social Computing
Communities of Practice (CoP) are defined by Lave and Wenger (1991) as “an aggregate of people
who come together around mutual engagement in an endeavour” and by Bettoni et al. (2006) as “the
participative cultivation of knowledge in a voluntary informal social group”. The highlight in both
definitions is on a type social construction or community leading to a kind of culture including common
practices that emerge in the course of the mutual endeavour. The community is usually born around a
shared profession and its topics of discussion outside of the traditional structural boundaries.
However, both experience and research show that our knowledge for designing online CoP is limited
(Barab et al., 2004). Some researchers even claim that enthusiasm about CoP is well beyond
empirical evidence (Schwen and Hara, 2003). In fact, many communities lack sustainability by falling
apart soon after their initial launch due to lack of enough energy and synergies or by adopting a shortterm opportunity driven behaviour, which both in turn leads to uncertainty and mistrust between the
members and consequently to low quality of shared work results (Bettoni et. al, 2006). The benefits of
CoP seem to include the facilitation of greater variety in the knowledge domains of the members (De
Carolis and Corvello, 2006).
Social computing refers to the use of social software within networks for creating and maintaining
mutual social connections among individuals (Kwai Fun IP and Wagner, 2007). Such contemporary
networks are learning communities in the sense that they evolve through collective building and
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transfer of knowledge. The participation of members is shifting (Lave and Wenger, 1991). Social
computing includes computer supported cooperative work and learning and is mediated through email,
wiki (a collaborative technology, that allow for linking among any number of pages, for organising
information on Web sites), blogs (a website where entries are written in chronological order and
displayed in reverse chronological order) instant messaging, videoconferencing etc.
The potential role of social computing and Communities of Practice (CoP) enables a bottom-up
approach for supporting knowledge creation and knowledge sharing activities in contrast to the
hierarchical control of central knowledge repositories.

3 Utilising KM for improving the effectiveness of Virtual Teams
The characteristics of virtual teams identified by Bal and Teo (2000) are as follows: Virtual teams
consist of goal oriented team members/knowledge workers, who are dispersed geographically and
work supported by ICT more apart than in same location. They solve problems and make decisions
jointly; they are involved in a coordinated undertaking of interrelated activities and are mutually
accountable for team results. The virtual teams have usually a finite duration (few teams are
permanent). The primary motivation is to gain access to world class capabilities to lower costs and to
integrate diverse perspectives (Siakas and Balstrup, 2005). Virtual teams, by their very nature, imply
the presence of a group of geographically dispersed individuals often from different cultural,
educational and professional backgrounds. They work on a joint project or common task and
communicate, mainly by using e-mail, for the duration of a specific project (Järvenpää and Leidner,
1999). A potential conflict arises when the team members belong to different organisational and
cultural units, because the team mates do not know where to place their loyalty (Balstrup, 2004). In
virtual environment this is exacerbated, because informal communication is reduced, due to the fact
that members rarely meet face-to-face. A successful leader of a virtual team must excel in applying
the right choice of ICT to enable effective communication and knowledge sharing. Communication,
and thus also knowledge sharing, in virtual teams in a global context is considerable much more
difficult due to language, culture, time issues and distance. Knowledge sharing with bad
communication is a big challenge and a difficult issue to achieve. Teams lacking communication and
knowledge sharing will turn into detached groups of uninvolved strangers out of leadership and
cooperation. The individuals of the virtual team and the leader must build a unified team committed to
the common goal and through interdependent interaction generate group identity and create the
feeling of belonging to a group (Balstrup, 2004).
In today’s competitive environment increasingly large numbers of Information Technology (IT)
organisations use virtual teams in their international operations, which can constitute subsidiaries,
outsourcing relationships or global partnerships (Siakas and Balstrup, 2006). A sense of identity is
important because it determines how an individual directs his or her attention (Wenger, 1999). Identity
shapes what one pays attention to and constitutes a primary factor in learning and sharing of personal
experiences (knowledge transfer). It is proved that strong identity within CoP contributes towards
better collaboration, learning and innovation. However, individuals of virtual teams and communities of
dispersed workers show difficulties in interacting with colleagues and keeping themselves up to date.
Social computing and CoP develop spontaneity for solving professional daily problems and can to
some degree substitute informal discussions of collocated teams. Subsequently this kind of social
networking is an important source for building trust, creating reciprocal esteem, as well as for
developing a feeling of identity and group-belonging (Siakas and Siakas, 2008; Siakas and Balstrup,
2006). If the relationships and social rules are based more on professional than on personal or
affective factors the social networking can constitute an important, yet often unrecognized, supplement
to the value that individual members of a community obtain in the form of enriched learning and a
higher motivation to transfer what they learn and in this sense even substitute formal teaching
programs (De Carolis and Corvello, 2006). Also there is evidence asserting that CoP create
organisational/institutional value (Storck and Hill, 2000; Wenger and Synader 2000). Social networks
function at higher level of abstraction and contribute to a high degree to tacit knowledge sharing. We
need to understand that CoP are governed by mutual benefit norms in which the community welfare
takes priority over individual interests.
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4 A Knowledge Acquisition and Sharing Lifecycle
Reflecting on the literature review regarding KM and personal experience from working in multicultural
environments, as well as from teaching multicultural groups of students Georgiadou et al. (2006)
developed a lifecycle for knowledge acquisition and sharing which they used initially in academia to
model the knowledge processes involved in student group work. This model (KASL) is in this paper
extended to encompass industrial situations which are almost always based on team work including
work carried out by virtual, dispersed and diverse teams . Individuals learn and contribute to the group,
the group learns and contributes to the organisation, and the organisation facilitates/sponsors the
processes in a perpetual virtuous circle of exchange of information, sharing of knowledge and process
improvement.
The vision refers to mental images of the future, which become tangible in the form of mission
statements. The mission statements define the primary purpose and articulate the responsibilities to
its stakeholders. Goals are attempts to improve performance by making mission statements more
concrete. Objectives represent the operational definitions of goals in more precise terms and describe
what needs to be accomplished in order to reach the goals. Plans and tasks are developed usually by
managers to help accomplish higher-level intentions.
KASL–II (Figure 1) depicts four learning loops which involve individuals, groups, groups of groups
(departments) and the whole organisation.
Loop 4
Loop 2

Loop 3

Vision / Mission/
Goals
Why:
Increase
Organisational
Efficiency and
Competitiveness
What:
Become a learning
organisation
Increase

Objectives
What:
Convert tacit
knowledge to explicit
(capture and store)
Set measurable targets
for reduction of
project failures
Appointment of
techical experts
How:
Empowerment,
Consultation,
Consensus
Knowledge sharing

Loop 1

Plans/Tasks
What:
Data Collection,
storage, retrieval
(technical, procedural)
Set milestones
Who:
Employees at all levels
+ technical experts
When:
Project schedule
dependent
Where:
Organisation-wide,
local, national, global
How
On-going intra-group

Review
When:
On-going
At crucial
milestones
What:
What has been
achieved
(quantifiable
against objectives )
How:
Self and peer
evaluation
Reflection
Why:
Enhanced and
share learning
(at individual,
group,
management and
organisational
levels)

Key:
Solid arrows = feedback,
dotted arrows (loops)
show shared learning

Fig. 1: KASL – II, A dynamic four loop model for knowledge sharing and learning

The KASL-II model depicts four knowledge sharing and learning loops reflecting the stages of
translating an organisation’s vision and goals into objectives and the objectives to tasks. At each one
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of the stages feedback loops to the preceding stage ensure that omissions and problems are captured
at the earliest opportunity, modifications to the schedule, resource allocation and quality monitoring
are enabled through these feedback mechanisms. Knowledge is captured, stored and accessed for
improved decision making. Measurable targets are set and monitored, hence the process is
controllable and is likely to achieve maximum improvements.
Learning loops show the granularity of activities through detailed and systematic posing of relevant
questions which need to be addresses at each stage.
Loop 1 shows the learning gained by individuals who engage in the tasks and activities (smallest
granule). Here, individual employees have opportunities for self and peer assessment, reflection and
reporting of measurable results.
Loop 2 shows the learning gained by groups (second level of granule) on groups of activities (parts of
projects). Again feedback to the setting of objectives stage four learning loops which involve
individuals, groups, management and the organisation.
Loop 3 shows the learning gained by larger groups such as departments/sections (groups of groups)
where objectives are set, revised and assessed. This phase also encapsulates at the organisational
level (granule) process management, process improvement, setting of measurable targets, prioritising
objectives, allocating/reallocating resources and facilitating conflict resolution
Finally, loop 4 shows the organisational learning which is the vehicle for achieving the organisation’s
vision and goals. A learning organisation is able to reflect and capitalise on the achievement of targets
which in turn enhance the organisation’s competitiveness. When all the employees feel empowered
and responsible for the process (they are involved with) and when they shed the old way of thinking by
replacing the belief in knowledge sharing rather than in knowledge hoarding it (the organisation) will
move from “knowledge is power” to “Shared Knowledge is power”. Improvements in learning at all four
levels moves an organisation from data handling, through to information, knowledge and wisdom
ensuring the competitiveness of the organisation. Individuals feel valued and work for the benefit of
the organisation which is no longer in conflict with their own ambition. As early as 1981 Enid Mumford
identified the concept of knowledge fit, job satisfaction, technical fit and the benefits of this approach to
everybody involved. Nearly 30 years later the Knowledge Management community is putting these
ideas into practice.
The KASL II model aims to make the process of knowledge sharing and learning process explicit at
all levels of granularity by going back to first principles of asking those “honest serving men” who
th
according to Kipling (http://www.kipling.org.uk/poems_serving.htm last visited on March 13 , 2009)
they taught him all he knew” …
I keep six honest serving-men
(They taught me all I knew);
Their names are What and Why and When
And How and Where and Who.
I send them over land and sea,
I send them east and west;
But after they have worked for me,
I give them all a rest.
(Rudyard Kipling, 1902 )

In addition the KASL II model depicts the different dynamics involved in knowledge acquisition and
knowledge sharing on four different abstraction levels, namely the individual, the group, departments
(groups of groups) and the organisation. The organisation works towards realising its vision and achieving
its mission. Objectives are achieved through consensus. Normally when the workforce is involved in setting
the objectives they have ownership of the project and hence they work collaboratively. Individuals’ tacit
knowledge is externalised, shared and formalised (changed to explicit knowledge) initially with the direct
collaborators (such as a project team). Different project teams share knowledge through integrated
repositories. Thus the organisational knowledge grows all the time. The attitudes of the staff change from
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individualistic to collectivistic. The ‘enemy’ is the competition and hence it is not internal. Employees feel
valued and secure in sharing their knowledge with their colleagues. Issues of Intellectual Property Rights
(IPR), Exploitation Rights (ER), Ethics and Culture need to be addressed particularly as knowledge sharing
takes place at intra-organisational and inter-organisational level and across national boundaries, national
cultures and languages.
The knowledge cycle within organisations includes mechanisms of recording the ownership of
knowledge, its capturing, organising, representing and storing, its retrieving and the creation of new
knowledge. Within a learning organisation each employee becomes a knowledge worker.
Organisational memory is valued and shared using management and technical tools. Appropriate
techniques and tools for KM Programmes through the use of empirical data and the use of evaluation
frameworks are selected. Neches et al. (1991) presented a vision of the future in which knowledgebased system development and operation is facilitated by infrastructure and technology for knowledge
sharing. Within and beyond the organisation’s boundaries the contemporary employee will
increasingly use social computing for knowledge sharing.
Empowering all the stakeholders to engage in externalising and sharing data, information and
knowledge results in a learning organisation. Progressing from data, to information answers the
fundamental questions of “who", "what", "where", and "when". Going from information to knowledge
we need to be able to answer the “how” question whilst understanding requires an appreciation of the
“why”. Finally, wisdom is evaluated understanding (Ackoff, 1989).
Ackoff indicates that the first four categories relate to the past; they deal with what has been or what is
known. Only the fifth category, wisdom, deals with the future because it incorporates vision and
design. With wisdom, people can create the future rather than just grasp the present and past. “But
achieving wisdom isn't easy; people must move successively through the other categories.”
[http://www.systems-thinking.org/dikw/dikw.htm – last accessed 01/15/07].

5 Model Credibility
The credibility of the proposed model was establish by a verification and validation process. The
verification of the KASL II model was carried out using an interpretive research method whereby five
experts were interviewed by the authors. At the beginning of each interview an explanation of each
component depicted by the model including all four learning loops and the various feedback loops was
given to the interviewee. According to Macal (2005) “Model verification attempts to establish whether
the model implements the assumptions correctly i.e. verification addresses the following questions:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Does the model solve an important problem?
Does the model contain errors, oversights, or bugs?
Does the model meet a specified set of requirements?
Does the model perform as intended?”

The grading scale given was S = Strongly Agree, A = Agree, D = Disagree, SD = Strongly Disagree.
The experts’ responses are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Model Verification

Q (i)
Expert

S

A



B

A



D



D SD

S A
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SD
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Q(iv)
A

D

SD

S





A

D

SD

























The responses to Questions (i) and (iii) were either an Agreement or Strong Agreement which was
encouraging. The responses to Q(ii) were emphatically Strongly Disagree or Disagree which means
that there were no errors, oversights or bugs. There followed a round table discussion of the experts
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and the researchers. The main issues discussed were the variation of responses to Question (iv) i.e.
Does the model perform as intended?

The essence of the discussion is summarised in the following comments:
The model seems workable.
The processes depicted make sense.
The question should have been “Do you expect the model to perform as intended?”
Basically performance can only be judged / measured after use, indeed after repeated use,
hence we are undecided.
It depends on what you mean by performance – time will be the judge of this.
The efficiencies of the model will become evident with use.
Model validation depends on the purpose of the model and its intended use. It can be considered as
an exercise in “thought space” to gain insights into key variables and their causes and effects (Macal,
2005). Model validation attempts to establish whether the assumptions that were made are
reasonable to the real world. We need to address the following questions:
(i)
Can we ensure that the model meets its intended requirements in terms of the methods
employed and the results obtained?
(ii)
Is the model useful i.e. does the model address the right problem and does it provide
accurate information?
The KASL II model was validated by applying it to a case study “Managing a franchise partnership”
(Middlesex University, London, UK). Each partnership is managed according to the University’s
Quality Assurance procedures and to the specific terms agreed at validation of the link and the
programme(s) (e.g. University of Nicosia, Cyprus and Regional IT Institute, Cairo, Egypt)
(http://www.mdx.ac.uk).
Individual, groups, departments (who) involved have defined roles and responsibilities (what). The
methods used (how), the sequence and timing of events such as boards of study (when) as well as
the location (where) are agreed and planned. In carrying out their activities all individuals and groups
involved gain knowledge and experience which is explicitly documented and shared. Opportunities for
reflection and evaluation (self and peer) are informed and supported by quality assurance
mechanisms, reporting templates and reports, committee meetings, boards of study, examination
boards, Individuals involved are learning and sharing knowledge through the use of ICTs (the internet,
Virtual Learning Environment, Video-conferencing, webcams etc) which engender and facilitate the
creation and progress of a Community of Practice (CoP). There remains the one question namely the
why which is the reason we engage in such a provision as a School and as a University. The answer
to this is encapsulated in the University’s mission to service the local, national and international
community with high level education provision. Students want to
Loop 1 (operational) Individuals Involved
Link Tutor (at Middlesex and at partner Institutions)
Administrator (at Middlesex and at partner Institutions)
Programme Leader (at Middlesex)
Module leader (at Middlesex)
Module Tutor (seminars/laboratory sessions at partner institution)
Technician (at Middlesex and at partner Institutions)
Learning resources officer (at Middlesex and at partner Institutions)
Student (based at partner institutions)
Loop 2 (Operational) Groups Involved
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Students (cohort)
Teams (within modules mainly for group coursework activities)
Lecturers (module leaders and seminar/tutorials leaders)
Support staff (Administrators, Technicians, Librarians)
Loop 3 (Tactical) Entities involved
The Department
The School (Faculty)
The teaching team
The support team
Loop 4 (Strategic) Entities involved
The School (Faculty)
The University
Higher Education Sector
Society at large
The results of both the verification and the validation exercises gave clear indications that the model is
both useful and workable.
The limitations of this investigation are due to the limited number of experts participating at the
verification stage, and the fact that the model was applied to one case study. According to Galliers
(1992) case studies are “an attempt attempt at describing the relationships which exist in reality,
usually within a single organisation or organisational grouping”. Although case studies is by far the
most frequently used reserach method which captures reality, generalisability is difficult due to the
problems relating to acquiring the same or similar data from a statistically meangful number of cases.
In this type of studies a degree of subjectivity creeps in die to different interpretations of events by
individual researchers and respondents.

6 Conclusion and Future Perspectives
In this paper we provided background for supporting the view that in workplaces in general but
particularly in virtual workplaces there is a need for a methodology for identifying and converting
individual expertise, skills, and experience into organisational knowledge that is strategically aligned
with organisational knowledge transfer and learning investment into organisational value outcome. We
proposed the dynamic four loop model for knowledge sharing and learning (KASL II) for aiding the
knowledge sharing process and hence learning through showing the stages of translating an
organisation’s mission and goals into objectives, and how decisions and actions operate for
materialising these objectives. The application of the model to everyday processes will ensure that the
output of every team adheres to the company’s overall strategy.
In future, the KASL II model will be applied in industrial, training and additional educational institutions
in order to obtain process improvement metrics which will in turn improve the maturity of the
organisations involved.
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Abstract
Software process improvement is a specific topic of management. It is compared often to change
management and/or quality management due its many similarities with them. But SPI has also its own
disciplines and best practices. One basic strategy for SPI is based on systematic use of models. Models can be either assessment or improvement oriented, like well known CMMI and SPICE.
This paper presents a case where the motivation to use a maturity model (CMMI) is clearly on an improvement territory. The results of annual appraisals in a medium size Finnish software company are
presented. Also the dependency between appraisal results and improvement efforts done during the
previous year are reviewed. Results are presented both as a capability/maturity level and a capability
index for each assessed process. Capability index is developed as an additional presentation to standard process capability scale, to verify the soundness of the capability and maturity level result and to
show more refined and detailed results.
Relationships between model based results and other business results are also analysed and presented. Fidenta has collected systematically measurement data since 1997. In this article we make
trend analyses from data during years 2005 – 2008. This case article shows positive results from systematic use of models. It also shows that SPI is long-term action, and expected business results are
quite difficult to verify in a quantitative way.

1 Introduction
During last years the business concepts within the software industry has been under rapid change.
The pressure to higher quality by lower expenses e.g. through distributed software development has
been extensive. Mature and consistent processes as well as a right alignment of SPI (software process improvement) initiatives are precondition for the success in this kind of more and more complicated operational environment.
Key targets of SPI activities are to support company to achieve its business goals and keep the customer satisfaction on a high level. Improved maturity and capability of software-processes are seen as
a procedure to decrease quality creeping of delivered products. [1]
The case study presented in this paper is a maturity model (CMMI) based SPI program run in a middle
size Finnish software company, specialized in financial software development.
Results of B-type assessments in 2005-2008 are described both through achieved capability levels
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and FiSMA process capability index (PCI). 13 process areas have been included in this case study
material. Assessment results are presented as averages and trends at aggregate level. Risk management process area is represented in more detail.
This article presents analysis and trends of results and evaluates advantages and drawbacks of the
usage of a maturity model based SPI as follows:
x

Section 2 describes background and different phases of software process improvement in the
company

x

Section 3 explains Tieto’s and Fidenta’s approach in using maturity assessments for process
improvement

x

Section 4 describes the assessment data and analysis of the data

x

Section 5 deals with process improvement actions in 2005 - 2008

x

Section 6 compares model and business results during 2005-2008

x

Section 7 draws conclusions

2 Company’s approach to software process improvement
2.1

About the company

This paper deals with the medium size software company in Finland. The name of the company is
Fidenta. It has about 220 employees and it is jointly owned by two large Nordic companies, Tieto and
Nordea.
Tieto is an information technology corporation providing IT, R&D and consulting services, with over
16000 experts in more than 25 countries. It is among the leading IT service companies in Northern
Europe. Nordea is one of the biggest banks in the Nordic countries and Baltic area. Nordea has been
established through many merges and acquisitions and it started to operate with the current name in
2001.
The structure of Fidenta’s partnership model is described in the figure 1.

Fidenta
- 20 % of shares
- 60 % of votes

- 80 % of shares
- 40 % of votes

Figure 1. Joint venture structure of Fidenta
The company structure of Fidenta is built on a close partnership with the customer. Owner companies
have their representatives on the board of Fidenta, Nordea (the customer) has the majority of the
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votes and Tieto has the majority of the shares. The fundamental idea behind the partnership is that the
customer can concentrate on banking business while Fidenta provides IT expertise and takes care of
developing and maintaining IT systems of banking applications benefiting Tieto’s wide competence
network when necessary.
The efficiency and win-win situation are based on trust, high transparency, customer centricity and a
long term close cooperation where Fidenta is familiar with customer’s procedures, methods, terminology, organization, regulations and people.
The internationalisation process of both owner companies have initiated big changes also to Fidenta’s
operational environment and Nordic level working procedures have become a part of Fidenta’s everyday life.

2.2

Background of quality improvement efforts

Fidenta has done systematic software process improvement since it was founded in 1994. High quality
was identified as a competitive edge of the company from the beginning. Best practice and experience
sharing within the Tieto group has been part of Fidenta’s quality work throughout the years.
The development of quality thinking in Fidenta is outlined through following phases:
x

x

x

x

x

ISO 9000 Certification 1995 – 1997
o

The decision to attempt to attain a quality certificate was made and ISO9000:2000
certificate was achieved in 1997

o

Focus areas: Company culture, Teamwork, Quality

Development of Processes and BSC Measurement 1998 – 2000
o

The process based business model was established with implementation of balance
score card (BSC) related measurement practices; quality handbook was replaced by
process descriptions including quality requirements

o

Focus areas: Project work process, BSC Measurement, Business Model

Networking with Nordea and Tieto 2001 – 2003
o

During this phase annual follow-up audits of ISO9000 quality certificate were used for
identifying process improvement needs and for monitoring of efficiency of improvement efforts made

o

Focus areas: Going International, Networks, Customer Focus

Right Competence – High Performance 2004 – 2006
o

In 2004 the management of Tieto group launched CMMI as a corporate level assessment model, since then Fidenta has run combined CMMI B-type and ISO 9000 assessments

o

Capability and maturity model has replaced the ISO follow-up audits as a primary
method to initiate SPI needs

o

Focus areas: Nordic co-operation, Nordic partnership

Presence in Northern Europe 2007 – 2009
o

It was seen that company’s commitment to the quality was difficult to communicate to
the customer by a combination of capability levels of certain processes. The maturity
level 3 was set as a target because a maturity level is simpler and easier to understand for stakeholders

o

Focus area: Maturity of project delivery and application service processes
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3 Maturity model usage since 2004 in Fidenta
3.1

Annual B-type assessment according to Tieto policy

Fidenta got the ISO9000:2000 quality certificate in 1997. It was upgraded to ISO9001:2000 in 2003.
Until 2003 Fidenta’s performance was audited against ISO9001 requirements and process improvement initiatives were mainly build up of the results of annual follow-up audits of the certificate.
Tieto made a corporate wide decision in 2004 that all units should assess their performance against
CMMI model requirements. [2] Since that Fidenta has carried out combined CMMI B-type and
ISO9001 assessments on annual basis. In the assessor team there has been three external assessors
and three internal Tieto-CMMI Lead assessors.
In 2004 Tieto started also a training program for internal CMMI assessors and lead assessors. In Fidenta about ten people have passed the assessor exam and three the lead assessor exam.
A corporate level knowledge sharing of CMMI experiences has taken place in annually arranged TietoCMMI Days. More than twenty units have been represented in the event and Fidenta gave a presentation of its approach and results in 2006.

3.2

Target setting linked to the business goals

Target setting is based on the analysis of current situation and strategic business goals and it is done
by the Fidenta Management team.
Besides maturity and capability related targets Fidenta has always stated also targets concerning actual improvement needs from business and management perspective. Assessors are expected to take
those business goals related issues into account in their assessment report. All improvement proposals of assessors are linked also to the business goals.
Fidenta has each year stated also one or two non-model questions to be examined in the interviews.
In the first place assessments were totally related to identify process improvement needs. In 2007
management stated that the maturity level three would be targeted. Due to increased awareness of
customers for the CMMI and maturity levels the management wanted to take also the maturity dimension in use in assessments.

3.3

Assessment results as input to the annual software process improvement program

Results of CMMI assessments have been cornerstones of planning and implementing company’s internal development efforts. The assessment report has been analyzed thoroughly in the Quality Team.
The proposal for internal development projects and improvement efforts has been created. The proposal has been presented to the Management team for approval and decision of actual efforts taken.
The focus in choosing development efforts has been on how effectively they enhance achieving of
company’s business goals. Model requirements have been regarded as secondary reasons only. According to the development roadmap Fidenta is aiming to get its project delivery and application service management process on level three. The roadmap is based on Fidenta’s strategy plan and the
analysis of assessment results.
Implementation is done through internal development projects, which are run according to the same
project delivery process as customer projects with planning and control elements. The crucial part of
implementation phase is that results are communicated to the staff so that all employees become familiar with the effects of improvements to the every day life in the company. Internal development projects are set and results are accepted by the Management team.
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Results are monitored in biannual quality reviews by the Management team, but the main forum to
evaluate the results of improvement efforts is next CMMI assessment. Improvement proposals and
possibilities mentioned in the assessment report are again an input to the target setting for the next
year’s improvement steps.

4 Assessment data and analysis
4.1

Data collection

Fidenta has done various kinds of assessment for a long time. In this presentation we cover and analyse only annual CMMI assessment results and trends during years 2005 – 2008. This data is quite
homogenous and reliable, because same assessment team has done all assessments. Also assessment scope has been almost the same. We cover 13 process areas, which have been assessed in all
four years. In last two years all 18 process areas included in maturity level 3 have been assessed. All
assessments are type B, as defined originally in Scampi model and adapted for Tieto Oyj. Tieto has
used CMMI systematically from 2004 and performed at least 100 B-type assessments since then.
CMMI data and results include evidences, their mapping with model elements, ratings of each model
element at capability levels 0 – 3 and aggregated results by capability and maturity level. Each assessment had 4 – 6 instances, 300 – 600 documents and 25 – 30 interviews. In chapter 4 we analyse
mainly CMMI results only.
Fidenta collects systematically also process performance data, like customer satisfaction, employee
satisfaction, financial data and investments in knowledge. This data was available for us as evidence
during each assessment. In this article we try also to find relationships with CMMI data and business
performance data during years 2005 2008 (see chapter 5).

4.2

Process capability index

CMMI results in Fidenta consist from detailed ratings of each required and expected model element
(specific practices, generic practices, specific goals, generic goals, capability levels). Most important
results are detailed ratings at practice level. We used 4-point scale NPLF as rating scale for all practices and goals. In this analysis we use only consolidated results.
CMMI results were also converted to metric, what we call process capability index (PCI). It was originally defined by FiSMA, and is an essential part of Tieto Oyj adaptation of CMMI. Each rating was
changed into numeric value between 0 – 1. These values can be used to calculate averages, sums
etc. Each practice rating in CMMI is assigned to one level at one process area. Similarly also PCI is a
numerical value for each level of any process area.

Table 1. Numerical values of ratings for process capability index
Rating
value

Numerical value for index element
(specific practice, generic practice)

NR

--

NA

--

N

0

P

0,33

L

0,67

F

1,00
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Scale of PCI is continuous and gives better comparability between assessment results than just CMMI
ratings. Also various new PCI based presentations were used, like “traffic lights” and “benchmarking
presentation”. Because PCI value has the same origin as CMMI rating, it correlates strongly with that
and can be seen as one additional presentation of assessment results.
Process capability index is also comparable between different models, if their most detailed elements
can be mutually mapped. For example, CMMI and SPICE results can be compared and even unified
with PCI result, even their logic is quite different in process capability rating. That unification can be
done, if all levels 1 – 3 are in calculation. CMMI and SPICE detailed elements, especially generic practices at CL2 and CL3, are not fully comparable inside one capability level.

4.3

Process capability level and index results and trends 2005-2008

We can publish only average results and trends here, because full results are confidential. Table 2
contains average results from 13 processes. Trend in capability level (CL) data is increasing quite
systematically. This result indicates that Fidenta is approaching capability level 3 of all selected processes. When capability level is achieved by all process areas, average results will be 3.0. If all 18
process areas of CMMI ML3 are at CL3, also maturity level 3 is achieved.

Table 2 Average result of capability level (CL) and process capability index (PCI) during 2005 – 2008
Year:

2005

2006

2007

2008

Average value of CL:

2,09

2,38

2,70

2,69

Average value of PCI

2,42

2,48

2,66

2,43

Capability index result shows a bit different trend than CMMI capability levels. It increased for first
three years, but then declined from value 2,70 to value 2,43. There are several reasons for this:
First of all, PCI measures a bit different things than capability level. PCI is a kind of “conformance
measure”, showing degree of achievement of capability at selected levels. In ultimate case up to capability level 3, PCI value would be also 3.0. It means that all detailed ratings would have value “F”,
Fully Achieved. It happens almost never in real assessments. Each “L” rating drops PCI value a bit,
even it is not seen in capability level result.
Even several “L” ratings at capability level 1 (specific practices) do not drop CL result, if they are not
classified as a whole as major weakness according to Scampi. But that should be shown as “P” or “N”
rating at specific goal level. Normal case is that L-ratings lead to L-rating of that specific goal, according to “weakest link” principle of CMMI. So, in most cases capability level result is better than capability index result when all levels 0 – 3 are included.
It can happen also that some specific practice gets P-rating and then CL result will be 0 (zero). Anyway, PCI result can be quite high, showing compensation by other ratings.
In Fidenta case, both results were used. Capability level result was used to check gap between target
level and achieved level. PCI result was used to compare results between other units in Tieto, and
with previous results. So, it was used like a benchmark.
PCI data allows various other kinds of analyses. One example is average PCI result by each capability
level, see Figure 2. It tells quite clearly, what is the level of “institutionalisation” of each process area in
Fidenta during 2005 – 2008. Of course, same data could be shown as trend diagram etc.
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1,2
1
0,8
L1
0,6

L2
L3

0,4
0,2
0

Figure 2. Average PCI values by level of each process area during 2005 – 2008

4.4

Risk management process area as an example

We selected risk management (RSKM) as one example to show process area specific results and
trends in Fidenta. Result is presented in table 3.

Table 3. Process capability level and PCI results from risk management process area
Year:

2005

2006

2007

2008

CL result of RSKM:

0

3

3

3

PCI result of RSKM:

1,83

2,54

2,58

2,31

Results show clear differences between CL and PCI results. In 2005, achieved CL is low even PCI is
rather good. In 2008, result is opposite showing good results for CL but only moderate result for PCI.
We can make three additional conclusions from that, based on Fidenta experiences:
CL result has large variation, being anything between 0 – 3. It is very difficult to see any trends from
those results. Main reason is the “weakest link” principle, leading to one “P” rating in 2005 and then to
low CL result. In other years, situation is opposite. Even several “L” ratings allow CL value 3 as result.
So, CMMI result can be either too low or too generous, depending on evidences and selected instances.
PCI results show clear trend, which is increasing during 2005 – 2007, but declines in 2008. There are
several explanations for this. Maybe most important are the selected instances (projects), which are
different each year. So, there can be random variation in PCI results, as well as in CMMI results.
PCI does not measure quite properly at capability level 3, because CMMI model has only two practices at CL3, and then we have only two ratings as input for PCI calculation. That causes unnecessary variation, which explains most of lower value in 2008.
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5 Improvement actions during 2005-2008
5.1

Analysis procedure

Based on a detailed assessment report, assessment team created an excel chart to analyse the findings. Idea of chart is described in the figure 3. Each model requirement where the rating was not “fully”
achieved is listed in the chart. These are all considered as potential improvement initiatives. The reason, what was missing, is also described in the chart.
All the items have then been valuated against the business goals and the model goals related to different levels of the model with a simple 1-3 scoring, where three means that an improvement of this
specific item, would have high influence to achievement of the goal. Value 1 means that the influence
is low or no influence at all. This has been done for all business goals and for maturity levels 1, 2, 3
and 4&5 of the model.
Valuation enabled to rank improvement initiatives according to each column (business and model
goals) and get a view what are the most effective actions to improve different goal areas.
By multiplying the valuations of a single improvement initiative it has generated combined values for
business goals only, for model goals only and for total priority covering both business and model
goals. The tasks of the annual process improvement projects have been selected based on this analysis.
CMMI Improv epro- ment item

Business Goal 1: BG 2: BG 3: BG 4: BG 5: BG 6: CM MI Goal: CMM I Goal: CMMI Goal: Total rank;
Risk av oidance
Reach
Enable
only
Ser- Lear- Clear Efec- Mea- Strong

cess

in large projects v ice ning
and deliv eries
chain

Clear risk
RSKM approach in
projects

MA

PI

D efined
engineering
measurements
More
complet e
integration
tests

roles tiv e- sure- level 2
ness ment

level 3

level 4&5

business
goals

3

1

3

1

3

3

2

3

2

81

2

2

3

2

2

3

2

3

2

72

2

2

2

1

3

3

3

2

1

72

3

1

3

1

3

2

2

3

1

54

3

2

1

3

3

2

3

3

1

36

2

1

3

3

3

2

3

2

2

36

Proactive
RSKM way of risk
mitigation

PMC

Standard
milestones

A nalysis of
VER

peer
rev iew data

Figure 3. Valuation chart of improvement initiatives identified in the assessment

5.2

Focus areas of annual process improvement projects during 2005 – 2008

Fidenta has established each year an internal development project for process improvement. The
tasks of the projects have been generated from different sources e.g. collected improvement initiatives
from employees and management, analysis of projects’ initial and technical review data, measures
and EFQM self assessment results. But the results of CMMI assessments have been always the most
important source of the improvement tasks.
Here beneath are described some headers of the improvement areas of annual process development
projects (most relevant CMMI process area(s) also mentioned):
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x

Based on the results of the assessment 2005:

x

Clarification of the project owner role (PP, PMC)

x

Definition of new type of services and processes (all process areas)

x

More systematic approach for learning and experience sharing cycle (all process areas)

x

More solid and consistent risk management (RSKM)

x

Risk policy (RSKM)

x

More active role of the project owner in risk management (RSKM)

x

Project management tool for project managers (PP, PMC)

x

Based on the results of the assessment 2006:

x

Technical reviews during the project (VER)

x

More consistent product integration and configuration practises concerning all platforms (CM,
PI)

x

Development of measurement to indicate progress and quality of projects and results (MA)

x

Enhanced monitoring of earned value of projects (IPM)

x

A tool for company level recourse management (PMC, IPM)

x

Reviews after the project and more systematic way for collecting and sharing experience data
of risk management and testing

In years 2007 and 2008 assessment covered also some level 4 and 5 requirements of CMMI. Organisational training (OT) was selected as the first process area which was assessed up to level 5. Ensuring right competences of the personnel was identified as one critical success factor of the company.
Good results of previous years were the reasons behind selecting OT for experimenting of higher levels.
Some other improvement topics based on the results of the assessment 2007:

5.3

x

Strengthening of code and architecture reviews and sharing the findings through common
intranet (VER)

x

More detailed descriptions of the Formal Decision Making process (DAR) and the Distributed
Software Development process (SAM)

x

Better involvement of staff with the improved processes. This was done through Quality Road
Shows covering all the units in the company

Further need for improvement

Again, based on the results of the assessment 2008, it is clear that there are lots of challenges in
strengthening a maturity of the company and capabilities of the processes.
Since 2004, when we started to monitor the maturity and capability of our processes through the
CMMI model, we have got forward on many areas and we are more aware of the practices which influence to the efficiency of our performance. We have not only achieved higher customer satisfaction,
but also succeeded to increase employee satisfaction by paying attention to improving the less capable practices reviled by the CMMI assessments.
We had difficulties for a long time with certain CL 1 requirements, but now we have managed to get rid
of those. Now our focus is more on process tailoring, systematic measuring, experience sharing and
learning practices.
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During the past 12 months we have invested a lot to social media. It is expected to boost knowledge
and experience sharing as well as information sharing e.g. about new guidelines and process improvements.
Currently ongoing process improvement project based on results of 2008 assessment deals with following development areas:
x

Measurement repository to serve all projects, targeting to improve estimation and learning
(IPM, OPD)

x

Project audits (PMC)

x

During a project aiming to enable effective corrective actions while the project is still going on

x

Post-mortem analysis of each project to enable learning

x

Standardised testing process for projects and application services aiming to increased quality
of deliveries and learning possibilities (VER, OPD)

x

Systematic experience collection to a company level project asset and measurement library
aiming to have one common way to run projects (IPM, OPF, OPD)

x

Defined tailoring options for project planning trying to reply to the question “What planning
mechanism should be applied in my project?” To get tailoring more sound there is a need to
get created a project start-up kit type support tool for project managers (PP, IPM)

6 Model results vs business results during 2005 – 2008
Fidenta has collected systematically measurement data since 1997. More than 50 metrics is standardised. Data collection is mainly supported by tools, so that data is also quite reliable and covers all instances. Most of metrics has also remained same since 1997, enabling trend analyses and comparisons. Focus has been mainly in customer satisfaction, financial results and project specific metrics.
Table 4 presents a small sample of business related measurement data. Two last rows are the same
as in chapter 4 table 2, to allow qualitative analysis.

Table 4. Some business measures vs CMMI related results
Year:

2005

2006

2007

2008

Customer benefit index 1-5:

4,1

4,2

4,2

4,2

Project feedback index 1-5:

4,4

4,3

4,3

4,2

Employee satisfaction survey:

566

595

635

678

Growth of invoicing per capita, -4,8
%:

2,5

13,0

4,7

Invoicing rate, %

66

67,1

65

2,2

2

2,1

Investment
capita, k€:

in

61,9
training

per 1,6

Head count, total:

209

212

208

210

Average value of CL:

2,09

2,38

2,7

2,69

Average value of PCI:

2,42

2,48

2,66

2,43

Basic quantitative analysis about mutual relationships of data was done by correlation calculation. It
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shows similar type of behaviour between data sets, but does not necessarily explain real causal relationships. Some selected areas of strong correlation are (potential explanations are also presented):
x

Employee satisfaction vs. achieved capability level. This could be explained by “better process, better results” combination, which is of course very motivating and stimulating also for
staff.

x

Also correlations between CMMI level index and customer benefit and business growth were
relatively high. Is it so, that when business is growing, it causes better customer satisfaction?

As interesting as high correlations, are also low correlations. It shows that data sets seem to have no
clear common behaviour. Most of correlations are relatively weak. It shows that each measurement is
an indication result of its own. For example, correlation between main business results and capability
level index is systematically quite low.

7 Conclusions
In this paper, we have described a maturity based SPI program run systematically for five years in a
medium size Finnish software company.
It has been pointed out often that management commitment is most important single issue to secure
expected results and return of investment of a process improvement program. In Fidenta case management has stood strongly behind the process improvement initiatives and it has without question
helped to succeed in SPI efforts of the company.
In spite of severe intentions targets may remain unreached due to too short term benefit expectations.
Company wide changes in people’s behaviour require systematic, long term efforts and take its time. It
is unrealistic to expect immediate results. One of the reasons for failures could also be the different
opinions about the focused goals.
Important dimension in using maturity models is to keep in mind clearly that all SPI efforts should support achievement of business goals and not only to fulfil the requirement of the model.
One disadvantage in the CMMI model is its complexity. It is challenging to understand the link between company’s own, more generic processes and the process areas of the model. E.g. Tieto has
one harmonised corporate level project delivery process which covers many process areas of the
model.
Another inconvenience related to the complexity of the model is how to communicate the model, its
requirements and results of the assessment in understandable way for the people who are not familiar
with the model at all.
It is also a challenge to keep the trend to higher capability index values in a situation when working
procedures change rapidly. Another challenge is how to keep up the motivated atmosphere, when the
progress is not always so clear and fast. It could also question how the criteria of maturity model succeed to follow changing every day life processes and practices in software industry companies.
Another important question for the future is financial dimension, how to get ROI and competition benefits out of process maturity assessments in most effective way.
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Abstract. This paper describes a first hand experience in Software Process Improvement within a
Spanish company which, since 2002, has been involved in an improvement program led by our research group. We discuss the experience and the results of this improvement programme, as well
as the lessons learned to deal with new future improvement initiatives in other companies of our
environment.

1 Introduction
One of the main interests of our research group is to promote software process improvement within
the companies of our environment. We think that experimentation in research is crucial since it allows
demonstrating the applicability of the proposed solutions.
With this interest in mind, in 2002 we led a SPI project in eight small companies in the Balearic Islands. The QuaSAR project [1] was an initiative that allowed us to analyse the software development
sector in our autonomous region, and it provided guidance to the companies for the improvement of
their software processes and for the ISO 9001:2000 certification. The QuaSAR project was a successful initiative which motivated the companies for continuous process improvement.
Nowadays some of the QuaSAR participants still continue working for the improvement of their
software processes. In this article we expose the experiences and the results of a SPI programme in
one of these companies. This improvement programme has been placed into a grouped action with
other six companies with a dual objective. On the one hand, the main goal of the improvement initiative is the identification of synergies among participants to share and spread the knowledge and project experiences. This is an ambitious aspect of the programme since it implies a cultural change in a
group of small enterprises towards a collaborative association, further than the individual benefits of
each company, which has induced to the formation of a group with a common objective: the technological excellence. On the other hand, the second goal is the dissemination of the improvement programme results as a public awareness and incentive for other companies and institutions to motivate
them to form groups in future software process improvement initiatives.

2 Company Background
Brújula is a Spanish company which began its activity in 2000. Nowadays, Brújula has 125 employees
dedicated to the development of Internet-based applications and the implementation of the infrastructure which supports them.
The implementation of a quality management system and the ISO 9000 certification obtained by the
company in 2002 initiated what has become one of the main identity insignias of Brújula as a com-
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pany: the quality as a management strategy. In 2005 the company introduced the EFQM Excellence
Model to its management system and at the end of 2007 began the adaptation of its processes to the
ISO/IEC 15504 international standard for software process assessment and improvement.
Brújula’s vision is to be a large company, recognized at a national level for providing integral solutions to its clients through the continuous improvement of the quality of its products. For the company,
quality is the manner of achieving its business goals, satisfying the requirements and expectations of
its clients.

3 Steps of Process Improvement
The process improvement programme has followed the steps of process improvement utilizing a conformant process assessment according to the requirements of ISO/IEC 15504 described in ISO/IEC
155045-2 [2] and in ISO/IEC 15504-3[3]. In this section, the application of these steps, as detailed in
ISO/IEC 15504-4[4], is described.

3.1 Initiating process improvement
From an analysis of the company’s business goals and the existing stimulus to improvement, the following improvement objectives were set:
x Achievement of quality and productivity standards to allow the company technological innovation in
order to gain visibility and recognition to facilitate collaboration with partners and also participation
in large projects.
x Provision of high value to the clients through project management, incidence management and
release of defect-free software.
x Initiation of a changing process aimed to improve the position of the company both at national and
European IT sectors.
To address these business goals, the Process Reference Model provided in ISO/IEC 15504-5[5]
was selected as a framework for the improvement programme. This model was the basis for the
choice of the processes to be assessed and the setting of the improvement targets. Moreover, the
processes referenced in ISO/IEC 15504-7[6] (Assessment of Organisational Maturity) were also considered in order to select the necessary processes to reach a maturity level 2.
As recommended by the standard, the process improvement programme was implemented as a
project in its own right with defined project management, budget, milestones and accountability.
Therefore, a Process Improvement Plan was produced.
The following sections describe each one of the tasks performed through the improvement programme.

3.2 Assessing current capability
In any improvement programme an initial process assessment is undertaken to understand the capability of the processes which have been previously selected for the improvement.
This assessment was conducted by an independent assessment team of two competent assessors.
A result of this assessment was the identification of a set of strengths and weaknesses that were used
as a basis for the development of an action plan.
The identified strengths were the following:
x The availability of a quality report which considers different organizational and management aspects, as well as some product development aspects.
x The performance of project management, problem resolution and non-conformity management
activities with the support of a CASE tool.
x The identification and assignment of human resources to the different project processes based on
established profiles.
x The professionalism of the employees, the individual experience of the people in previous projects,
the positive work atmosphere and the fluent communication among team members.
The list of improvement actions compiled from the identified weaknesses was the following:
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x
x
x
x
x

Tailoring the company’s standard processes to each particular project.
Individual management of project processes.
Explicit adjustment of plans when deviations occur.
Management of process work products.
Management of data about the implementation of the standard processes to demonstrate their
suitability and effectiveness, as well as to identify a continuous improvement of these standard
processes.

3.3 Planning improvements
3.3.1 Participants
For the implementation of the improvement project, the following roles were defined:
x Sponsor. The sponsor had the responsibility and the authority to make sure that adequate resource
and competencies were made available. This role was performed by the Service and Project Manager of the company.
x Project Manager. The project manager should manage the project, validate achieved improvements, coordinate and control current projects. This role was performed by the Quality Manager.
x Organizer. The purpose of the organizer was to simplify the work of the teams and identify common
objectives. Tasks of the organizer were the organization of work sessions, supporting process improvement and controlling projects. This role was performed by an assessor with experience in
teamwork.
x Quality specialist. The quality specialist gave support to the definition of the processes and participated in the inspection and control of the currents projects.
3.3.2 Work groups
For the improvement of the different identified improvement areas, five work groups were formed.
Each work group was responsible for a set of processes. The leader of each work group had to develop the plan and assign tasks to reach the identified objectives. Each group was formed by people
with different skills and abilities to assure that they would have distinct points of view of the processes
to improve. All of the members of the development area were part of one of the five groups. The following table shows these work groups.
Table 1. Work groups and improvement areas

Work group
Management

DesignConstructionIntegrationInstallationRelease

Processes
MAN.3 Project management
MAN.5 Risk management
SUP.4 Joint review
SUP.9 Problem resolution management
ENG.12 Software and system maintenance
ENG.1 Requirements elicitation
ENG.4 Software requirements analysis
ENG.8. Software testing
ENG.2 System requirements analysis
ENG.3 System architectural design
ENG.9 System integration
ENG.10 System testing
ENG.5 Software design
ENG.6 Software construction
ENG.7 Software integration
ENG.11 Software installation
SPL.2 Product release

Quality
ance

SUP.1 Quality assurance
SUP.2 Verification

Analysis

System

Assur-
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SUP.7 Documentation
SUP.8 Configuration management
SUP.10 Change request management
3.3.3 Action plan
The quality manager and the assessor analyzed the strengths and weaknesses identified in the previous assessment to identify: strong processes, improvement areas, and evidences of corrective actions. It was decided that the actions to be performed should obtain the planned results in nine
months.
Each work group had full autonomy to approach the improvement of the processes. Different communication channels were established in order to facilitate information interchange among groups.
Firstly, the intranet of the company would be used to spread the implemented improvements and to
inform about their achievement level. Secondly, the corporative blog would be used to inform about
technical improvements. Finally, workshops would be delivered every fifteen days.
The organizer had to give support to the different work groups by focusing the work to the achievement of the result through the definition of the processes, their documentation, the management of the
tasks and the adaptation of the processes to the standard.
The quality manager had to review the results of each work group to validate if the standard requirements were satisfied. If so, the process could be published and made accessible to the organization. Otherwise, the deficiency in the process could be identified and the process would be adjusted to
be adapted to the standard.

3.4 Implementing improvement actions
The implementation of the improvement actions in every project in the company was performed
through joint reviews, quality controls and training actions.
The quality team coordinated and participated in periodical joint reviews with the project managers
and the different specialists assigned to the projects. The main goal of these meetings was to communicate and support the understanding of the performed improvement actions. During these reviews the
work products of the different processes were adjusted. It is important to notice that some of the improvements provoked and important change in the organization processes and also in the manner of
the employees approached their tasks.
In parallel with the joint reviews, the quality team performed quality controls by randomly inspecting
current projects, examining in each control a previously established set of processes. As a result of
these controls, preventive and corrective actions where defined both at a project level and at a process level.
Throughout the project, training sessions where prepared and executed. Some of these sessions
had a general interest, for instance the session to introduce the ISO/IEC 15504 standard. Other more
specific sessions focussed in particular processes.
3.4.1 Internal workshops
During the first months of the project, workshops were delivered every fifteen days. The assistants to
these workshops were the project sponsor, the leader of each work group, and the whole quality team:
the manager, the assessor, and the specialist.
The objectives of the workshops were:
x The revision of global achievements and team progression.
x The alignment of the effort of the different work groups.
x The identification of transversal improvement areas and the decision of the optimal solution.
x The information about decisions that could affect the project advancement.
The order of the day was opened one week before the workshop allowing the inclusion of the different points to consider by any one of the assistants. During the workshop the points before established
were addressed in rigorous inscription order.
As the project was progressing, the workshops were not delivered periodically. Instead, they were
summoned by any one of the interested parties.
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3.4.2 External checkpoints
The improvement plan included two assessments, an initial diagnosis assessment and a final certification assessment. Moreover, three external monitoring checkpoints were planned. These checkpoints
allowed evaluating the level of achievement of the implemented improvements and controlling if the
improved processes were aligned with the standard best practices.
From the results of these checkpoints the performed changes were validated and adjusted, as well as
new corrective actions were proposed.
3.4.3 Working day with the client
With the intention of aligning the improvement actions, in the middle of the project it was decided to
organize a working day with the client. A set of clients were selected, using criteria such as representative and experience, and they were invited to participate in a working day.
This working day was approached as a team dynamics in which the clients could present their problems, experiences, and the improvement areas that they had identified in their projects. The leaders of
each team assisted to this session as responsible of the projects progress.
The analysis of the results of this session confirmed that the effort made and the approach of the
improvement project were appropriate, since the improvement areas identified by the clients were
aligned with the improvement actions that were being performed internally in Brújula. Moreover, from
the ideas provided by the clients, it was possible to refine and adjust some of the resultant work products.

3.5 Final assessment
At the moment of planning the final assessment, it was decided to reduce from twelve to eight the
number of processes to be evaluated, and plan a checkpoint for the other four processes included in
the improvement project. The main reason for this decision was that some of the improvement actions
to perform were still in an implementation phase in some of the projects. Moreover, they depended on
new software tools that had been acquired recently at that moment. Therefore, since these improvement actions had not been performed in all of the projects, there was no sense in assessing these
processes.
The result of the final assessment was satisfactory because, although the established goal was not
reached, four of the eight assessed processes achieved a capability level 2. The other four processes
reach a capability level 1 with a largely or fully achievement of the 95 percent of the level 2 attributes.
With some more adjustments in the capability level 1 base practices for these processes, it would be
possible to reach a capability level 2.
Regarding the checkpoint results, it is important to highlight that the improvement actions performed
in three of the four processes achieved the necessary quality level to reach the objective. Therefore, it
was confirmed that the considered improvement actions were appropriate.

4 Lessons learned
Throughout the performance of the improvement actions a set of weaknesses have directly influenced
the project schedule and resources. These weak points are the following:
x Lack of knowledge of the standard. At the end of the improvement project it has confirmed that the
importance of understanding the standard and interpreting its best practices for each one of the
software life cycle processes was underestimated.
x Higher effort than expected. The effort for adapting the project tasks to the best practices defined
by the standard was not appropriately estimated.
x Implementation of changes in the processes and information about them. Information about new
established tasks, concept assimilation and the deployment of new manners of working were hindered by an aggressive planned schedule.
x Project support tools. The implementation of a set of the best practices recommended in the standard has shown that it is essential to have case tools to support the work.
On the other hand, the strengths that have been the key for the success of the improvement project
are the following:
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x The active participation, consciousness and motivation of all the participants in the project.
x The role of the organizer. This was a key role since it gave continuous support to each team, helping them to approach their objectives and acting as an interface to achieve coherence among
common improvement areas.
x Periodical monitoring of the improvements in the current projects. The improvement programme
had a very ambitious schedule and the number of improvement actions was important. Without the
joint reviews and the understanding of the improvement actions by the team, the cost of the implementation of the improvement would have been higher.
x Support tools. The availability of a case tool for project management and change control make easier the achievement of some process base practices. The acquisition of a case tool as Enterprise
Architect also facilitated traceability, configuration management and verifications.

5 Conclusions and Further Work
The improvement programme presented in this article has allowed the achievement of a capability
level 2 in a set of processes which were considered crucial for the company.
It is not ventured to affirm that this experience has provoked a continuous improvement feeling in
the company. At this moment, the head offices are not the only who promote a change, instead this
change is also requested by the different departments and people in the company. However, for a
successful Plan-Do-Check-Act cycle there are other two fundamental circumstances. On the one
hand, the established processes need to be consolidated and implemented in all of the projects in the
company, without any exception. On the other hand, the acquisition of new case tools is necessary to
speed up the implementation and management of the processes.
It also important to highlight that the company considered in this article has been pioneer in the
Balearic Islands in the achievement of a capability level 2 in some of the software life cycle processes.
This satisfactory experience has motivated other companies from turisTEC, an association of software
companies specialized in IT products and services for the tourism sector, to participate in a similar
initiative. Nowadays seven companies are participating in a new software process improvement programme.
All of the companies from turisTEC consider that the implementation of a common set of best practices means competitive advantage. Companies which take part in this initiative will be individually better situated in the market, and as the number of participants increases the association will also have
competitive advantages as a technological excellence reference, trademark of the Balearic Islands.
Moreover, this standardization of the knowledge supports employee’s mobilization (with its positive
and negative aspects) and allows the collaboration among companies in global, ambitious and competitive projects.
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Abstract
This paper presents a method of the Public Research Centre Henri Tudor combining CMMI
process definitions with the ISO/IEC 15504 process assessment framework as a light way of
improving software development processes. It describes the methodology, reports its usage at
ING Luxembourg and presents lessons learnt and methodology improvement perspectives.
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1 Introduction
Deciding to improve your software development processes according to CMMI is an important step,
but defining the precise improvement actions requires some structure. This document presents the
method proposed by the Public Research Centre Henri Tudor that combines CMMI and ISO/IEC
15504 to help organizations improve their processes. This paper first introduces the background of
this experimentation, with ING IT Department’s concern. Then it describes the method we developed
and reports how we applied it in a 2-step approach in order to define a consolidated improvement
plan. Finally, this paper presents discussions on lessons learnt and methodology improvement perspectives.

2 ING Luxembourg Context
ING is a global financial institution of Dutch origin offering banking, insurance and asset management
services. With a network of 15 branches distributed throughout Luxembourg and the variety of its activities (retail and private banking, fund management, trading room…), ING Luxembourg needs to rely
on a strong information system and on an efficient IT Department. ING Luxembourg S.A. IT Department, further referred to as ING in this paper, counts 110 persons and is organized into several entities: Application & Project Management (APM), Information Technology Services (ITS) and IT Management Support (ITMS). Mid-2007, ING and particularly the IT Management had the feeling that
working habits within the IT team could be improved. They were of the opinion that relying on a worldwide standard would be an asset. They wanted to benefit from best practices collected from worldwide
IT experts and to profit from standard answers provided for common problems.
In the domain of software development, several best practices standards exist (ISO/IEC 12207,
CMMI – Capability Maturity Model Integration) but ING Luxembourg rapidly opted for CMMI, which
had the advantages of being:
1) A worldwide recognized framework for implementing software development processes,
2) easily accessible, with on-line documentation and many books available,
3) already the reference at ING Group in Belgium and the Netherlands (for benchmarking).
After a period of self-training on CMMI process descriptions and without further knowledge of
CMMI appraisal techniques, ITMS gave an attempt at assessing the IT Department’s practices
against CMMI recommendations in the domain of Project Management. The lack of assessment
technique was quickly a limit. So ING decided to get some directions from Public Research Centre
Henri Tudor (hereafter CRP Henri Tudor), which contributes to the improvement and strengthening of
the innovation capacity of organizations since 1987. It offers services for the development and experimentation of methods in information and communication technologies.
The objective was clear: ING wanted to use CMMI as a reference for process improvement within
the IT Department. The constraints were the following:
x

The IT Department did not want a full CMMI appraisal with certified results.

x

They had limited resources in time and money and did not want a long and costly CMMI implementation project.

x

They wanted a pragmatic and clear action plan.

x

They were open to innovative methods.

Together we established that they needed a check-up to understand where they stood and a precise
work plan defining what they needed to improve. Since the CRP Henri Tudor mastered ISO/IEC assessment techniques and was eager to apply them to various domains, we proposed to combine
CMMI process descriptions to ISO/IEC 15504 assessment framework to achieve that goal.
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3 Methodology
CMMI  for development and ISO/IEC 15504
The purpose of CMMI for development (hereafter CMMI) is to help organizations improve their
software development and maintenance processes [1][2]. It is a process improvement maturity model
based on base practices. It integrates a body of knowledge on software development collected for
many years by the Software Engineering Institute at Carnegie Mellon. It provides a collection of processes organized in categories (Process Management, Project Management, Engineering and Support). Each process is described in a structured manner with specific objectives and activities.
The ISO/IEC 15504 standard defines the framework and requirements for process assessment and
process improvement relying on process capability [3]. Initially known as SPICE (Software Process
Improvement and Capability dEtermination), it was at first limited to software development processes
as described in ISO/IEC 12207. It is now applicable to any process in any domain. The process to be
assessed just needs to be described in a structured manner in a Process Assessment Model (PAM)
that includes a purpose, outcomes, typical activities, inputs and outputs. The way the process is executed in the organization is compared to this standard process description. Generic criteria, applicable
to any process are also studied to determine process “maturity” using the 5-level capability scale of
the standard.
Combining ISO/IEC 15504 and CMMI
The principle of the methodology we propose is to rely on CMMI for process definitions and to rely
on ISO/IEC15504 for process assessment and improvement framework. The objectives were to:
x

Keep CMMI as the reference in the domain.

x

Extract the main CMMI recommendations and include them in a short process model thus reducing the reference documentation from a 600-page book to a 60-page Process Assessment Model
- PAM

x

Organize a cheap and light process assessment based on CRP Henri Tudor's previous experience [4] in the banking sector [5].

x

Conduct the improvement of processes moving up levels [6] on the capability scale.

The conformance of CMMI appraisal requirements to ISO/IEC 15504 requirements for process assessment and vice versa is clearly stated in [7]. So the assessment aspect of the methodology was
easily covered. The methodology includes a standard ISO/IEC 15504 assessment [8] based on a
compliant PAM.
For several years now, CRP Henri Tudor has specialized in the development of PAMs meeting
ISO/IEC 15504 requirements for process description, in various domains: IT security [9], IT service
management [10] [11], knowledge management [12], risk management and control in financial institutions [13]. Based on these competencies, a PAM was developed in compliance with ISO/IEC 15504
[14] to describe the processes included in CMMI.
Over the years, both standards have evolved in parallel. CMMI has remained specific to the world of
software processes but it relies on generic principles about process assessment and capability measurement; the same principles that are specified in ISO/IEC 15504. Relying on the previous studies
comparing CMMI and ISO/IEC 15504 [15][16], a clear mapping between the concepts of both standards has been established: process areas becoming processes, specific goals relating to process
outcomes, specific practices becoming base practices (See Figure 1). This mapping was the basis for
the definition of the PAM.
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ISO/IEC15504
Process Dimension

Process Group
Process
Process Name
Purpose
Outcomes
Base Practices
Output Work Products

Capability Dimension 1 to 5 Levels
Attrributes
Generic Practices

CMMI
Process Area Category
Process Area
Process Area Name
Purpose
Specific Goals
Specific Practices
Typical Work Products
0 to 5 Levels
Generic Goals
Generic Practices

Figure 1 Mapping CMMI Components to ISO/IEC15504 PAM Components
Our approach
We decided to help ING following a 2-step approach. As a first step, we assessed a subset of CMMI
processes using the PAM previously developed in a limited-scale project. This allowed us to determine
a first list of precise actions to implement in order to improve the capability levels of these processes
and to get ING’s employees adhesion to this approach. As a second step, we focused on the core
processes for the IT Department: the Software development domain. Their assessment leads to another list of improvement actions that were organized in a consolidated improvement plan.
Our objective was to demonstrate that the combining of ISO/IEC15504 process assessment to
CMMI process descriptions could be a solution to implement CMMI in a rather small organization
with limited resources.

4 Project Overview
The Proof-of-Concept: first assessment on Project Management processes
At ING, the overall objective was to globally improve the practices in the IT Department using CMMI
as reference. To demonstrate that performing an assessment is a good starting point for an improvement program and to demonstrate the efficiency of the combination of CMMI and ISO/IEC 15504, we
conducted a proof of concept. We decided to start with the project management domain and its 6
processes (Figure 2). As demonstration, we wanted to start with a limited scale assessment. A member of ITMS is dedicated to the project office function and has a good overview of all the Project Management activities and the related procedures, tools and materials existing at ING. So we decided to
first assess the Project Management domain by interviewing this single person. This first assessment
was conducted in December 2007. For each of the project management processes, we collected data,
reviewed the documents used to perform the process and then, we analyzed and rated its underlying
activities. We had determined with the assessment sponsor that the target level for the assessment
was level 3 of ISO/IEC 15504 scale. Indeed, their objective was to have standard practices among the
IT Department (level 3). They did not want to setup measures and indicators (level 4) or implement
continuous improvement (level 5). With the interview results, we determined the level reached for each
process. We also summarized Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Risks (SWOR) related to
each process in an assessment report, and suggested a first improvement plan, which contained 41
recommendations.
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CMMI  for Development v1.2

Process Management

First Assessment

Project Management

Basic Processes
OPF Organizational Process Focus
OT
Organizational Training
OPD Organizational Process Definition +
IPPD

Basic Processes
PP
Project Planning
PMC Project Monitoring and Control
SAM Supplier Agreement Management

Advanced Processes
OID Organizational Innovation and
Deployment
OPP Organizational Process
Performance

Advanced Processes
IPM
Integrated Project Management
RSKM Risk Management

QPM Quantitative Project Management
Second Assessment

Engineering

Basic Processes
RD
Requirements Development
REQM Requirements Management
TS
Technical Solution
PI
Product Integration
VER
Verification
VAL
Validation

Support

Basic Processes
CM
Configuration Management
PPQA Process and Product Quality
Assurance
MA
Measurement and Analysis

Advanced Processes
DAR Decision Analysis and Resolution
CAR Causal Analysis and Resolution

Figure 2 Selection of processes on the CMMI process map

The recommendations were reviewed by ING internally and were prioritized according to several criteria (relevance, urgency, expected added value, ease of implementation, impacted teams). Early 2008,
ITMS started to implement some recommendations. To receive everyone’s support, the more practical
ones (templates, documents diffusion, practical guides, communication actions) have been followed.
The implementation of “quick wins” was important to carry on with the improvement spirit that arose
with the presentation of the assessment results.
The result of this first assessment was the proof of the viability of our methodology: the rating of CMMI
processes, using ISO/IEC 15504 framework, was established and we provided ING with a precise list
of improvement actions to better implement CMMI. 10 days were spent by CRP Henri Tudor and
around 6 days were required from ING. A 53-pages assessment report and a 65-slides results presentation were produced. The methodology proved cost-effective and provided the expected results,
which ING considered of high professional quality.
Second assessment on Engineering processes
For ING, the proof of concept was conclusive and, in September 2008, the second step of the global
assessment started. Its purpose was to assess and rate the processes of the Engineering domain in
order to establish the basis of a future global improvement program for the IT Department. During the
initial phase of assessment scope definition, we established that the Product Integration process was
not applicable in the context of ING. We also decided to cover the Configuration Management process
(from the support domain) since it is closely related to development activities (Figure 2).
Helped by ITMS, we chose, for each process, the key related people and planned interviews with
them. End of September, a kick-off meeting was organized, with involved persons (sponsor, interviewees, and assessment team members) in order to explain the objectives of the approach, the methodology used, and the practical aspects of the assessment.
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Over 3 weeks, 3 assessors conducted 12 interviews on the 6 processes for a total of 25 hours with 12
persons. The plan was to interview persons from the APM team, but after the first interviews on the
Validation process, we realized we needed to see other persons, from ING business departments, and
closer to day-to-day tasks on this process, in order to complete our overview. In a general manner, we
gathered all kinds of useful information provided by employees during these ‘open-mode’ interviews.
The analysis of the assessment results lasted another 3 weeks. We first agreed on the rating and conclusions of each individual interview. Then for each assessed process, we determined its capability
level according to ISO/IEC 15504 standard, we highlighted its strengths, weaknesses, opportunities
and risks and we proposed 57 recommendations to cover gaps compared to the assessment target
and improve the process maturity up to level 3. These results and the improvement plan drafted from
the recommendations were summarized in the assessment report and presented to all involved persons.
A consolidated improvement plan
The first assessment at the end of 2007 resulted in a first improvement plan for Project Management
processes validated by the IT Management. It was followed by several improvements conducted by
ITMS. After the second assessment, with the new list of recommendations and improvement plan for
engineering processes, ING needed some guidance on the organization of the overall improvement
program for IT. We helped them to fix priorities using the same criteria as previously and to define a
consolidated improvement plan, taking into account both assessments findings and recommendations
as well as the improvements implemented in the mean time. The whole 2-step approach is summarized in Figure 3

Figure 3 Improvement approach Diagram
The proposed program spans over a period of 24 months in order to achieve capability level 3 for
processes of Project Management and Engineering domains. The implementation timing will of course
depend on the priorities fixed by ING as well as on the resources dedicated to this program and on the
involvement of stakeholders.
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5 Lessons learned
First conclusions on the approach
Practices at ING have been compared to a reliable reference framework, without the drawbacks of a
long and expensive approach. As the certification was not an end in itself, we have proposed a light
way, well adapted to ING’s requirements (reduced time and resources, CMMI as reference, effective
action plan) to simplify and quickly initiate a structured improvement program through an efficient
process assessment.
The combination of CMMI and ISO/IEC 15504 has proven a good framework to assess and improve
process capability. Indeed, the methodical nature of ISO/IEC 15504 provides a way to structure the
improvement and improve practices with the help of recommendations from CMMI. This approach
does not require a certified CMMI assessor, which undeniably simplifies, lightens, accelerates and
reduces the cost of the approach.
In the domain of software process improvement, this experience meets up with other points of view
[17] [18] concluding that CMMI is a strong reference that is also applicable to SMEs. CMMI process descriptions and recommendations are generic and high-level enough to serve as good practice in
an organization that does not have major resources available. We have also noticed that despite the
specificities of IT in the banking sector (legacy systems, integration of packages), the approach was
still generic. ISO/IEC 15504 assessment and improvement framework as well as CMMI processes are
applicable in that context, which helps us conclude that this combination could be applied to other
domains.
Key factors to succeed with this approach
By reviewing the ING experience, we have highlighted some key success factors. These factors, even
if typical to improvement projects, are nevertheless critical and deserve to be stressed as follows:
1 – To have a strong sponsorship from the management. The stronger the sponsorship is, the higher
the awareness of the staff is. The higher the awareness is, the more important the involvement is. And
if employees feel involved, they have a mission and they will adopt a constructive attitude and will be
more inclined to suggestions. In fact, sponsorship is the best way to limit resistance to changes.
2 – To manage the improvement project. It is necessary to have a real improvement project with objectives, deadlines, budget and regular status report to the management. A project manager should be
appointed too. A person must be officially mandated to conduct the work plan. This is essential for the
success of the project because with this mandate, this person will have the authority to ask everyone
to contribute and to regularly assess and follow up the project progress.
3 – To bring out strengths. The assessment conclusion should not merely reveal the gaps in the practices. It should also underline the positive aspects. One goal is to make an inventory and standardize
good practices and to feed the improvement plan with existing practices.
4 – To identify quick wins. For the good spirit of the team, you should define some results, which will
be visible and easy to reach. The actions in the improvement plan must be as short as possible. Thus,
it will be possible to regularly announce new results. These announcements will also encourage the
team and keep motivation alive.
5 – To adopt a progressive and realistic approach. Even if many processes do not seem to work well,
one should not try to improve all processes at the same time. Indeed, such an initiative could be perceived as a big bang and could be frightful for the teams. It is best to progress gradually and iteratively. The work plan must also be in line with the ressources that can be dedicated to it. An unrealistic
plan could discourage and demotivate people, especially when they will become aware of the extent of
the work.
6 – To communicate. An improvement approach really needs a lot of communication actions: presentations, progress meeting, working group, training or coaching. The objective is to keep the connection
with people that are implied and to inform them of the progress of the project.
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Possible improvements for our approach
We have also identified some aspects that could be improved in our approach:
To reinforce the preparation phase. We prepared the process assessment with the IT Management
to understand the context at a high level. But we did not review in details what existed to support the
software engineering process in the IT department. With such a review, the assessment could have
been more efficient, particularly for the third capability level. Indeed, some interviewees were not
aware of the existence of standard tools, templates or procedures. We concluded that nothing existed
at the corporate level, but after several interviews, we heard of the existence of some standard elements. Processes were highly standardized with templates and tools but the deployment of these
standard processes was weak. The lack of detail in our initial review could have distorted the assessment results and have led us to wrong improvement recommendations because we would not have
detected that standard tools, templates and procedures did exist but were not properly deployed.
So the proposed change to improve our approach is to first make an inventory of existing tools and
procedures, particularly if there is a reference framework in the organization.
To pay attention to the selection of interviewees. The second point that could be improved is the
way the organization selected the panel of interviewees. One of the selection criteria we gave to ING
was to choose operational people. But a natural tendency leads to choose managers because they
are supposed to have a good overview of what is realized in their team. But the experience proves
that they indeed know what is realized, but they often have no idea about how it is realized. So they
give answers about the way they assume things are realized, and the good or bad practices that could
exist in their teams are not taken into account. At ING, we did not hesitate to reschedule some interviews with additional people, by insisting on the fact that they had to be operational people.
In conclusion, we should insist on the selection criteria and speak up if we think that there is a problem
with the panel composition.
To include Business. During this project, we encountered a problem concerning the perimeter of the
assessment. Our objective was to assess the maturity of software engineering processes. So we performed interviews within the IT department. But as the mission of IT is to support the business, IT department must work closely with business teams. In this context, interviewing only IT people cannot
conduct to a complete picture. On the one hand, important practices of processes cannot be assessed
(for example practices concerning the way the business insures the validation of the application). On
the other hand, improvement actions (new templates, new procedures), which impact the business,
will be hard to implement and to get accepted by people that were not involved in the assessment
approach.
This leads us to systematically propose to involve in the assessment some of the business teams
involved in the project as “customers” of IT department.

6 Conclusion
The combination of CMMI® and ISO/IEC15504 we proposed allowed ING to achieve their objective:
compare themselves to a worldwide standard and define their improvement program according to
CMMI®. The project achieved its objectives within the limited time and resources.
Considering the results that we obtained, this approach seems to be an efficient way to make CMMI®
accessible for organizations that do not have the means to launch a large CMMI® implementation
program. Of course, the objective is not to help organizations obtain CMMI® certification, but to help
them improve their practices by animating a collaborative improvement approach.
The ING IT Department’s satisfaction encourages us to continue working on this approach. Particularly we would like to work with other organizations to further experiment and develop this method.
The main improvement opportunity is to strengthen the preparation and specially to convince IT managers to include the business departments in its improvement initiative. Indeed, it is not realistic to
believe that IT can improve its processes without considering also business practices related to IT
projects. If we succeed in systematically convincing managers to include both IT and business in as-
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sessment and improvement projects, it will help to have a better picture of the real strengths and
weaknesses of the organization. But it will also help gloss over the boundaries between IT and business, which is one of the major obstacles for efficient IT governance.
To conclude, we would like to emphasize that our method is particularly well suited for the Luxembourg context, where most organizations are small or medium-sized but belong to a worldwide group.
In the Banking sector, IT Teams are small but they are expected to follow the major quality standards
that are defined at the group level (CMMI®, ITIL). Our CMMI conformant process assessment model
constitutes a good reference material with an acceptable scale for these reduced teams. Our method
provides them with a pragmatic approach to process improvement and a way to align to their group’s
requirements regarding compliance to major standards. We plan on further experimenting our approach in a similar context this year.
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Abstract. The importance and opportunities of the software industry is motivating
software organizations to improve their products and consequently, to define and
implement software processes able to achieve this objective. However, these activities
are not trivial and must be conducted considering many factors. Therefore, specialized
consultancies that assist software organizations with this challenge should reflect about
their experiences and formalize an implementation process to support all necessary
actions. Moreover, any implementation process must be adaptable and constantly
improved. This paper presents some lessons learned captured during two years of
experience defining and implementing software processes at a Brazilian university,
consultancy of MPS.BR. In addition we define an implementation strategy after some
reflections concerning these experiences.
Keywords: Software Process Improvement, Software Definition, Software Deployment.

1. Introduction
Nowadays, the software industry is one of the most promising of the world [1]. Software is present on
almost all products and services and sometimes the existence of a company and its growth depend a
lot on the quality of their software products.
However, developing good software can not be seen as magic, that is, the organization must carry
out some initiatives to obtain such result. One of the most relevant is the implementation of software
processes. Defining and implementing software processes are not trivial and must be treated
adequately, because many factors influence the success of these initiatives, such as those related to
human resources, financial resources, and knowledge. Besides, each organization should have
different strategies given its organizational culture, characteristics and conditions.
This paper presents some lessons learned during two years of consultancy, defining and
implementing software processes. We briefly describe a new implementation strategy to define and
implement software processes for our customers.
Section 2 presents some success factors of Improvement Programs. Section 3 presents UNIFOR’s
software processes which are the basis do adapt clients’ processes, Section 4 presents some lessons
learned and an overview of the actual UNIFOR’s implementation strategy. Section 5 concludes this
work.
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2. Improvement Program
The formalization of an Improvement Program is fundamental to support software organizations
implementing software processes. We can find many aspects that influence positively the results
expected by an Improvement Program.
Furthermore, others aspects must be considered adequately [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]. For example, the
organization must provide sufficient resources (financial, human, and technological) to supply what is
necessary and to guarantee the continuity of the Program. Another important initiative is to frequently
analyze the return on investment with the improvements that were implemented and the financial
resources that were already invested on the Improvement Program. This action can motivate high
management to continue investing on the Improvement Program Project. Additionally, it is also very
important to see the program as a long-term investment. This is essential for its continuity, to avoid
high management of having false expectations concerning the speed of return.
The Improvement Program must be customized according to some characteristics of the
organization, specially its culture, type of projects and business. When the Improvement Program is
adapted, it is more likely that the processes will provide support in a better way to the organization’s
business. Thus the improvement objectives must be adjusted to its business strategies objectives.
Another important conduct is not to deal only with technical factors on the definition and actions of
the Improvement Program. Human resources and organizational culture must be considered in all
relevant points of the Improvement Program. For example, investment on qualification of human
resources can be seen as one of the most important success factors. Finally, collaborators
engagement is decisive as well as support provided by knowledge management approaches.

3. Experience of a Brazilian Consultancy in Defining and
Implementing Software Processes for Software Organizations
UNIFOR is a large university from Brazil and is one of the official consultancies of the MPS.BR, the
Brazilian Software Maturity Model [7]. In 2007, UNIFOR began to define the following processes:
Project Management, Requirement Management, Configuration Management, Quality Management
and Measurement and Analysis for three software organizations of Fortaleza, a city in Northeastern
Brazil.
To define the processes, firstly a meeting was held between UNIFOR and each organization to
obtain commitment of all stakeholders. During this meeting were introduced the responsibilities of all
participants and a project plan for the Improvement Program. At this point commitment with the work
plan was obtained.
On another day the consultants of UNIFOR went to the organizations to evaluate their actual
processes, performing a gap analysis. The processes were evaluated according to the expected
results and processes attributes defined by the reference model of the maturity model (MPS.BR).
During the evaluation, documents describing the actual processes and guidelines for their software
development were analyzed. Afterwards, some interviews were held with analysts, programmers,
project managers and others members of the technical team. When the evaluation finished, a
document with the processes diagnosis was presented and handed over to the organization. After the
diagnosis, UNIFOR’s consultants began to define the processes, considering non-compliances found
during gap analysis: characteristics of the organizational culture and of the technical, personal and
organizational structure. Then the processes were introduced to the organizations and some
modifications were implemented.
The implementation of the processes comprised training the organization’s collaborators in the new
processes and selecting one or more pilot projects. The collaborators had trainings in each process
that would be implemented and the duration of each course was between four and eight hours. The
pilot project was selected by a consensus between the organization’s high managers and the
consultants.
When the selected projects began, each consultant visited the organizations two times a week. The
consultants constantly collected data to monitor the progress of the implementation. Plus at the
beginning of the implementation, once a week a meeting was held with all consultants, aiming to
monitor the implementation, disseminate relevant knowledge, and identify weaknesses and strengths
of the consultancy and barriers in the organization.
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At that moment were also held meetings with the consultancy and collaborators to help them to
understand some important points: (i) the relevance of initiatives of process improvement for the
organization, (ii) the importance to execute the processes as defined and (iii) the importance for each
collaborator’s career to participate actively in an Improvement Program, because it is an opportunity to
learn Software Engineering and to become more employable.
Some meetings were held with the process groups and top management aiming to define new
strategies of implementation, identify implementation barriers and define improvement opportunities
for the implementation process. During implementation the processes continued being improved: new
tools began to support the execution of some activities, templates were modified to become more
adequate to the organizations’ needs and some people were reassigned to new roles.
All organizations were assessed on the MPS.BR in 2008. One of them obtained level G (Project
Management and Requirement Management) and F (Project Management, Requirement
Management, Quality Management, Configuration Management and Measurement and Analysis).
Another one obtained level G and the third obtained good results on the initial assessment in level F in
December 2008.

4. Lessons Learned in Two Years of Definition and Implementation
of Software Processes
At the beginning of 2009, the consultancy leaders – two professors of UNIFOR – began to think about
the rich experience in defining and implementing software processes in Brazilian software
organizations. These experiences involved companies with different cultures, objectives, knowledge,
skills of professionals, perceptions of quality values and so on. Additionally, concerning the
consultancy’s characteristics, we had different consultants, with different levels of knowledge,
involvement, experience and ability to assist clients.
This initiative resulted in a list of lessons learned related to the definition and implementation of
software processes which will help us for next efforts and specially will guide other consultancies. On
the 2nd Semester of 2007, when we began to implement the processes we defined a strategy where
the consultants presented the processes and the templates to the collaborators, demanding them to fill
out the templates to be evaluated in a next session.
Lesson Learned 1 – this was not an effective strategy because when we came back, the activities
had not been executed. Therefore, we needed to change the way we were performing the
consultancy. We began to help more intensively executing the activities, even filling out the templates
with them.
Moreover, at the beginning, we decided that the consultants would assist all organizations and they
would be involved in all projects.
Lesson Learned 2 - this strategy had a lot of problems. One of them was the difficulty to supervise
the activities of the consultants and to know what exactly they were doing. Another deficiency was the
effort necessary to maintain an adequate level of communication between consultants. Because of
these problems, we improved the way we were working. Each consultant became responsible for
specific projects and the responsibilities were not shared anymore. This change increased the
effectiveness of the consultancy.
st
During the 1 Semester of 2008, one of the organizations had its first assessment on MPS.BR, named
“Initial Assessment”, which is similar to the Readiness Assessment from CMMI.
Lesson Learned 3 – we observed that this initial assessment was very important for the
organization and for the consultancy, because all those involved learned a lot with the experience and
the different and external points of view of the auditors. Moreover, the success of this assessment
became a great motivator also to the other clients.
The project managers had to constantly learn Software Engineering and work a lot, because many
of the activities depended, in some way, of their initiatives.
Lesson Learned 4 – The engagement of project managers is fundamental and is one of the most
important success factors of an Improvement Program. We always analyzed if they really could be
managing the project. In one of the organizations, the project manager was changed during the
execution of the project. This action improved considerably the level of adherence to the processes.
A lot of meetings were held with the collaborators responsible for implementing the Improvement
Program to identify what could be improved and what were the main barriers to institutionalize the
processes in the organizations.
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Lesson Learned 5 – the posture of the Improvement Program leaders is another very important
success factor. They must have an attitude of leadership and have a good relationship with the
various stakeholders (high management, project manager, development team, consultants etc).
Some organizations did not have the level of engagement we expected and they worked very
slowly. However, after one of these organizations scheduled the initial assessment we noticed that the
level of involvement of the collaborators increased considerably.
Lesson Learned 6 – If an organization has good chances to be successfully assessed, scheduling
an assessment is an interesting strategy to obtain the adhesion of collaborators. Besides, the
consultants also become more engaged with the Improvement Program.
Finally at the 2nd Semester of 2008, when the organizations began to be assessed,
implementation at other clients became faster and risks of failure decreased a lot.
Lesson Learned 7 – It is very important for the consultancy to organize their assets, aiming to
reuse them in others organizations and situations to accelerate the implementation of the processes.
We could also observe that when the gap between the definition of the processes and their
implementation is very large, the motivation of the organization tends to reduce.
In August of 2008 one of the organizations obtained the F level, implementing Project
Management, Requirement Management, Quality Management, Measurement and Analysis and
Configuration Management. However, the consultancy had a lot of difficulties at assisting the
organization to obtain this level.
Lesson Learned 8 – The necessary effort of the consultancy needed to institutionalize the
processes from level F is much bigger than those from level G, because, mainly, new roles are
demanded and each new process must interface with the old ones. Likewise, the organization must
provide an ideal structure for this implementation.
When one of the organizations decided to implement the processes from level F, they had to
contemplate new tools to provide support to the processes execution.
Lesson Learned 9 – In the advanced levels, organizations must invest in the acquisition of new
tools to enhance the productivity of executing the process and to allow a better interaction between
diverse processes of an organization. From our experience, especially the Configuration Management
process must be sustained with adequate software solutions.
Lesson Learned 10 – The Team Foundation tool can be considered a good solution to support
the processes when the organization is a Microsoft partner, because it becomes cheaper and it can
support the management of demands and of activities related to Configuration Management.
In one of the organizations, the organization had few collaborators and therefore we had to define
many roles to only one collaborator.
Lesson Learned 11 – when only one collaborator performs many roles, probably, the quality of
executing their activities will be influenced negatively, because he will not have time to reflect deeply
on fundamental issues and decisions.
In two organizations the allocated project managers had not sufficient experience and had recently
finished their undergraduate course. Sometimes, that was a big challenge for the consultancy.
Lesson Learned 12 – Comparing the organizations where the project managers have experience
with those with inexperienced managers, we could see that the level of experience has a positive
influence on the quality of work products elaborated and on the decrease of the consultancy’s effort.
Lesson Learned 13 – The Quality Management process must be defined and implemented
carefully, because if this process is not well implemented, it will jeopardize the quality of other
processes and of the final software product.
In another organization, when we began to define the processes we found a new and different
scenario. All the participants of the process group were administrators and did not have experience in
software engineering. We had a lot of difficulties to define the processes because they did not
understand software engineering concepts and did not visualize the activities involved with software
development.
Lesson Learned 14 – the roles involved in the Improvement Program must be performed by
professionals with experience in software engineering. This makes the communication easier with the
consultancy and the processes can be more adapted to the organization’s characteristics. Besides,
non-experienced professionals will not succeed in executing the activities adequately.
An organization requested the improvement of its agile process (SCRUM) so that it could become
adherent to level F of MPS.BR. During the first meeting we were able to understand that the request
would not be a challenge and that we would easily specify the necessary improvements.
Lesson Learned 15 – When organizations that already use agile processes want to be assessed
on some maturity model it is very important to spend time, initially, on meetings to understand their
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culture and processes and to make clear the changes that will be implemented, because this kind of
organization has discrimination with control approaches and the existence of artifacts.
Lesson Learned 16 –
When the organizations were certified in ISO 9000 the definition and
implementation of processes became easier because they had already the culture of processes and
artifacts.
After the identification of the lessons learned described above, we classified the organizations using
the following criteria, captured from [2], [3], [4], [5] and [6]: (i) financial support; (ii) quality of human
resource; (iii) long term vision of the Improvement Program; (iv) collaborators’ engagement; (iv)
knowledge management support; (v) investment in improving staff's competences and skills; (vi)
horizontal organizational structure; (vii) motivation and cooperation of employees; (viii) policy of
recognition for those who collaborate with the Improvement Program; (ix) respect the consultancy’s
advices; (x) understanding of the Improvement Program’s benefits; (xi) high level of turnover; (xii)
support of top management; and (xiii) flexibility to incorporate changes.
When we analyzed the reality of our clients we could observe that our experience confirmed some
of the success factor listed above. The top management of the organization that was assessed
successfully in two levels, during only one year, had a long term view related to the Improvement
Program, invested financial resources and hired competent collaborators to perform important
activities. However, some collaborators could not participate of the second assessment and it was a
serious problem. One of the collaborators told us that his low level of motivation was related to the fact
that the organization did not provide any additional benefit to him, who had been engaged a lot on the
first assessment. Moreover, because of the understanding of the collaborators about the relevance of
the Improvement Program, all the consultants were very well received and their advices were almost
always considered and implemented.
On a second client, one of the barriers to implement the processes was the fact that they knew the
relevance to improve the processes but it was not very clear the importance to be assessed on a
maturity model. So, they worked as they had all the time of the world to define and to execute the
processes during the projects. Its organizational structure, in spite of being horizontal, supporting the
communication between the collaborators, influenced negatively the Improvement Program because
some decisions were not performed quickly neither deeply, since the members of the top management
were performing technical activities.
The third organization had a lot of problems to implement the new processes due to the low level of
qualification of the collaborators involved on the projects. This company also chose not to invest on
the improvement of their staff, and not to hire experienced professionals to perform the relevant
activities. The motivation for this decision could have been the reduction of the projects’ cost. In
relation to the organizational structure, the main problem, as they develop embedded systems, was
the difficult of communication between the development team and the hardware team. Finally, we
could observe that when an important business opportunity came, some resources were reallocated to
this opportunity.
After these experiences and thinking about the weaknesses of the way we were defining and
implementing processes for our clients, we decided to define a new strategy to implement processes,
aiming to deal with all relevant factors which should be considered. The definition of the strategy was
based on the PDCA Cycle and comprises four activities. We decided to guide this strategy by the
assumption that an Improvement Program must be seen and considered as a project. Follows a brief
description of each activity:
(1) Plan the implementation: The purpose of this activity is to plan the implementation strategy,
considering the characteristics of the organization and define the necessary resources to
institutionalize the processes. It comprises the following tasks: (i) identify the client, where the
improvement objectives are identified; relevant organization’s characteristics are identified and a gap
analysis is carried out; (ii) adapt processes, where some activities or approaches are inserted or
removed from the consultancy’s standard processes; the team of consultants are defined; the main
risks are defined and training needs to the consultants are identified; (iii) elaborate the process,
where the implementation process is adapted according to the organization’s characteristics; the
scheduled is defined; the client’s participants are defined and the milestones are defined.
(2) Execute the implementation: The purpose of this activity is to execute the defined
implementation process and to collect relevant data. It comprises the following tasks: (i) hold a
motivation meeting ; (ii) present the defined process to the organization’s collaborators; (iii)
conduct formal trainings; (iv) conduct hands-on trainings; (v) redefine the processes’ activities;
(vi) redefine templates; (vii) conclude the consultancy, when a post-mortem meeting is held.
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(3) Verify the implementation: The purpose of this activity is to analyze the obtained results. It
comprehends the following tasks: (i) conceive meetings to monitor implementation; (ii)
monitoring the implementation on milestones; (iii) conduct informal assessments.
(4) Improve the implementation strategy: The purpose of this activity is to define and implement
corrective actions for the implementation process. It comprises the following tasks: (i) define
corrective actions plan; (ii) manage the corrective actions; (iii) execute the corrective actions.

5. Conclusion and Further Works
The definition and implementation of software processes are fundamental for software organizations.
However these are arduous tasks for both clients and consultancies. In two years of work, as a
consultancy, we could identify many barriers and lessons learned, which, if understood and well
reflected, they can be incorporated into new strategies of processes’ implementation. However, there
are more ways to define and implement processes, because it depends on the customer’s
characteristics and any implementation strategy must remain in constant state of continuous
improvement. As further work, we will validate the described implementation strategy in a case study
and we are going to promote a Client Forum to capture improvements to be performed on our
strategy.
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Combining EXAM
with model-centric testing
Dr. Anne Kramer

Abstract
In this paper we present an improvement case study for testing. We combined the EXtended
Automation Method (EXAM) of the Volkswagen AG and Audi AG with principles of modelcentric testing. EXAM is a strategic project at Volkswagen AG and is used throughout the entire corporation. It is designed to standardize test methods and to increase the re-usability of
tests via test libraries. To this well established concept we added aspects of model-centric testing by introducing behavior models and automatic test case generation.
We explain in detail the current approach, the difficulties that have been addressed, how they
could be improved and what are the next steps.
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1 Introduction
The EXtended Automation Method (EXAM) is a strategic project of the Volkswagen AG to provide a
highly productive platform for joint development of test programs for electronic control units. It allows
Volkswagen AG and Audi AG to establish not only a common test strategy, but also a common language for describing tests throughout the entire corporate group [1]. Its main goal is to increase the
standardization and reusability of tests.
The test automation method combines the principles of modeling techniques with test automation.
Test cases are mainly described as sequence diagrams which are partly assembled from existing subdiagrams stored in libraries. The test cases are then parameterized, combined to test suites and test
campaigns and finally translated into test applications that are executed on a hardware-in-the-loop test
system.
In this paper we describe, how EXAM has been combined with aspects of model-centric testing.
Model-centric testing is a method to describe test artifacts with models (e.g. activity or state diagrams),
based on behavior models and taking the tester's mindset into account. (For a more detailed description of model-centric testing, see also [2] and [3].) Unlike in model-based testing, the model contains
all information relevant for the test. This includes test management information as well as test data.
The model constitutes the basis for all discussions and is an essential part of the documentation.
In 2007 sepp.med proposed to introduce the principles of model-centric testing to EXAM at Audi AG in
Ingolstadt. Together with Audi, the concept has been enhanced to include behavior diagrams that
describe the system under test. Using the test case generator .getmore, the sequence diagrams that
correspond to the test cases are now generated automatically from the models.

2 Case study

Fig. 1: Test case design and implementation with EXAM
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2.1

The situation in the beginning

2.1.1 Testing with EXAM
The test workflow can be divided into two major phases:
x

test design and implementation,

x

test execution and analysis of results.

The first phase is shown in figure 1. With EXAM the majority of tests are systematically designed as
sequence diagrams. These diagrams describe the test sequences the test author has in mind. They
are partly assembled from existing sub-sequences. These sub-diagrams are stored in test libraries
and managed by EXAM. For new functionality new sub-diagrams are written and stored in the libraries.
The output of the test design activity is a variety of sequence diagrams. The EXAM code generator
translates the test sequences in Python code that is linked with atomic, hand-coded code bodies.
The sequence diagrams correspond to generic test specifications. The test cases are not yet parameterized for the specific product variant or test system that shall be used and tested. This is done
separately when the test case is "composed".
Next, the test campaign is planned. The test campaign is a set of one or more test suites that contain
all test cases that shall be executed in this particular test run. The test campaign is an automated test
script that can be interpreted and executed with Python.
Besides the last step, i.e. the generation of the executable, this is done manually.

In the second phase, the test campaign is automatically executed by the hardware-in-the-loop test
system. The test system logs the results for further analysis. The results are then compared to a previously defined expected result given for example by the parameterization of the test cases. This expected result must be maintained manually.

2.1.2 Improvement potential
EXAM has proven to be an efficient way to standardize tests and to increase the re-usability. Still,
there are certain difficulties that persist with EXAM (even if they would be much worse without EXAM).
The writing of test cases in form of sequence diagrams is still rather time consuming and error-prone.
There is no systematic check of the completeness of test cases, especially if it comes to error situations or different user behavior.
The test design is done in a rather unguided way, strongly depending on the tester’s mindset and experience. The reasoning, what has been tested and why the test case is organized the way it is, stays
undocumented. Thus, it is difficult for others to understand what the test case author had in mind.
Also, decisions, what has been left out in a test campaign and why are not documented.
Discussion with other stakeholders is difficult, because of the variety of similar, but not identical diagrams. It is difficult to see how the diagrams depend on each other.
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2.2

Improvements

2.2.1 Step 1: Introducing behavior models
x

As a first step we introduced a higher level of abstraction by writing models (as shown in figure 2).
These models are realized as behavior diagrams (a kind of state diagrams). These diagrams describe the system under test from the user's point of view.

Fig. 2: Introducing usage models and automatic test case generation

Every state or transition is then associated with the sub-sequence diagrams already mentioned in
section 2.1.1. As before, the same sequence diagram can be assigned several times, e.g. to different
transitions. The diagram itself is only implemented and maintained once in the test library.
In addition to the re-use of sequence diagrams from the test libraries, we can also re-use behavior
diagrams. For example, diagrams that describe error situations on the CAN bus can be included
whenever messages are exchanged with the bus, thus enhancing the test coverage.
The complete set of sequence diagrams that correspond to the possible paths through the model is
then generated automatically from the behavior diagram using the test case generator .getmore. The
major advantages of the models are, that inter-dependencies between diagrams are visualized and
that strategic aspects can be applied at test case generation. Moreover, the additional automatism
increases the efficiency of the process and decreases the effort spent on maintaining the test cases.

2.2.2 Step 2: Including test management information
The first step has been successfully performed by sepp.med and Audi AG. The next step that is currently undertaken is to introduce additional information in the model. According to the philosophy of
model-centric testing, all information relevant for the test should be contained in the model. This includes test data and test management information.
In this case, test data are the system configuration parameters that are defined when the test case is
"composed". These can be parameter values or specific system behavior depending of the product
variant.
The selection of test cases included in the test campaign depends on the test management information. For example, some sequences can be excluded from the test due to the fact, that the product
variant under test does not support the tested functionality. Also, some transitions are of lower priority
than others, possibly because they are not critical or maybe they have been tested thoroughly before
and not been modified since.
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Fig. 3: Introducing test data and test management information
In figure 3 we show how model-centric test influences the workflow. Test data are included in the
model. The programmers only implement the atomic code bodies. Modeling and programming activities are separated properly.
Once the test design model has been completed and checked, the complete sequence charts are
generated automatically using .getmore. Please note the difference to figure 2, where the test cases
correspond to generic test specifications. With the model-centric approach, only test cases that are
relevant for the test campaign are generated. The planning of the test campaign was done in the
model.
Afterwards, the executable test campaign is generated, executed and results are analyzed as before.

2.3

Benefits

The benefits of combining EXAM with model-centric testing are various. The additional behavior diagram introduced a higher level of abstraction. It becomes easier to understand the relationships and to
discuss them with other stakeholders. In fact, the improved communication due to the graphical presentation is one of the major advantages of models in general. Models are easier to understand, which
means that discussions get rapidly to the point and are less time consuming. Specification errors can
be identified during the discussions and the overall quality of tests is improved.
The model-centric approach also introduces a high degree of systematic to the test. From the model it
is clear which test cases exist and whether they are relevant for the test campaign or not. The test
coverage can be defined and measured. In other words, we know what has been taken into account
and why. With the process described in figure 1 this knowledge is merely contained in the tester's
mind. With the model, it becomes understandable for others and, thus, reproducible.
We also obtained re-usability at a higher level. Today, the test EXAM libraries also contains subdiagrams that are already fully implemented. This considerably reduces the effort for developing new
tests and facilitates maintenance.
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One very important benefit concerns cost-effectiveness. We did a direct comparison of the classical
approach (as shown in figure 1) and the model-centric approach (figure 2). Tests for a selected functionality were developed by a test designer at Audi using the classical EXAM method. In parallel,
sepp.med wrote the behavior diagram and generated test cases with .getmore. A comparison of the
time spent showed that both projects took the same time. Thus, introducing the model-centric approach did not generate any additional effort. It is interesting to note, that sepp.med was not familiar
with the system under test. With the same initial effort we obtain all advantages of using models, especially when it comes to maintenance. Models are far easier to maintain!

model-centric

document-based

Management etc.
Design and Implementation
Execution
Savings
Fig. 4: Quantitative comparison of two projects (effort of test activities only)
In a different context we also performed a quantitative comparison of two projects (see figure 4) we did
with customers from the medical device industry. The projects have been chosen in a way that they
are comparable with respect to overall effort (approx. 7 person-years), amount of new requirements,
duration, environment and complexity. In both projects, system tests were designed, implemented and
executed. In one case, we used model-centric test design, whereas the other project was conducted
with document-based tests. Test management (including team meetings and controlling) and test execution took the same amount of time, i.e. approximately one third of the overall effort of the documentbased project. This is not very surprising. For these activities, it does not make any difference, how the
test cases have been designed. The essential advantage can be observed during test design and
implementation, were the model-centric test design saved more than 50% effort with respect to the
document-based approach. Note that these savings have been obtained even without using automatic
test case generation.

3 Summary
We combined the concept of model-centric testing with the EXAM test system at Audi AG. The combination resulted in considerable improvements especially concerning the documentation of the way,
how the test idea was obtained from the analysis of the system under test, and of the documentation,
which test cases were selected for a test run and which test cases were excluded.
To measure the cost effectiveness we had the rare opportunity to perform a direct comparison of the
two approaches. It turned out that the model-centric approach did not generate additional initial costs
for test design, but provides all advantages of using models.
Audi gave us excellent feedback and the next step is already in work. Further activities concerning the
parameterization of test results are planned.
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Abstract
The paper presents an ISO/IEC 15504 II conformant test assessment approach. It argues
the need for such a method by reviewing the common approaches of ISTQB, TMM and
TPI/TMAP and it outlines a first version of Spice 4 Test. The paper shows how ISO/IEC
15504 V was used as a starting point and it describes the actual model.

Introduction
SQS Group is a company with approximately 1400 employees and the leading company for providing
testing and quality management services since 1982. To ensure the quality of work it was necessary
to deal with process models. Based on decades of project experience, as well as using the knowledge
form SPI-services a specific Test Process Assessment model was developed and internally used. This
test process model was aligned to the requirements of ISO 15504 TR 1998. Due to the changes from
ISO 15504 TR 1998 to ISO IEC 15504 it was necessary to rework the process model. A core team
with experienced test- and quality manager was formed and supported by leading process
assessment experts of SQS. The authors of this paper are part of this core team. After a period of
evaluation of potential process or process reference models the team decided to stay with the ISO
15504 using Part 5 as starting point for deriving a specific model to assess test processes.
The standard ISO/IEC 15504 was designed for being enhanced by developing specific Process
reference models (PRM) and Process assessment models (PAM) [1]. In the meantime specific models
are available. The best known is the automotive SPICE® developed by the user group in coordination
with the automotive domain. Additional parts are published as Technical reports and provides an
exemplar system life cycle process assessment model (Part 6) and for assessing organizational
maturity (Part 7).
In the test business there are 2 major assessment methods in the market: TPI/TMAP and TMM.
Besides there exists different schemes for the education of test professionals like ISTQB, which is
recognized as a de facto standard at least in Germany. The ISTQB education scheme implies an own
process model that is used e.g. for organizing the test from a test management perspective. Because
of this our team decided to judge the ISTQB approach as a topic for the evaluation and as a potential
source for test processes. The first question to answer was: Is one or more of these models compliant
to ISO/IEC 15504 Part 2, and if not: how should a compliant model look like?

The conformance requirements of ISO/IEC 15504 II
The PAM shall declare
•
the selected PRM(s)
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• the selected processes taken from the PRM and the
• capability levels taken from the measurement framework.
It is also required, that the Model describes the mapping between the model and
• the Process Reference Model
• the Measurement Framework
As long as a model for assessing tests will follow these given structure the conformance to ISO/IEC
15504 Part 2 is assured. The SPICE 4 TEST approach is designed to fulfill these essential
preconditions.

The currently available Test Process Models
There are 3 major models available on the market:
x ISTQB
x TPI®/TMAP®
x TMM®
lets have a look if these models fulfil the requirements of ISO/IEC 15504 II
ISTQB
The International Software Testing Qualifications Board (ISTQB) provides a set of syllabi for the
qualification of test people (e.g. foundation level, advanced level: functional tester or test manager and
expert level certified test process improver). [2] [3] [4] [5] Even tough we knew that the ISTQB does
not claim to provide a process reference model, the team decided to include the model in the
evaluation. The ISTQB syllabus provides a fundamental test process: planning and control; analysis
and design; implementation and execution; evaluating exit criteria and reporting; test closure activities.
It also contains a glossary [8] [9]. The description of processes is heterogeneous. Sometimes a
process is described with its purpose, but no explicit description of outcomes is available. Based on
this the fundamental test process of ISTQB does not meet the conformance requirements of ISO/IEC
15504 Part 2. Never the less the content of this model was considered as a useful input by our team.
TPI®/TMAP®
TPI®/TMAP® is the test process assessment and improvement method of a company named
SOGETI. The assessment is based on a questionnaire that covers the needs of software testing. The
approach uses a 2 step maturity model. Each check point can be fulfilled in up to 4 levels (A..D) which
require the fulfilment of different aspects of the check point.. These levels are mapped to 3 general
maturity levels (controlled, efficient, optimising). There is no mapping to the capability levels and
st
process attributes of ISO/IEC 15504 available in the model [7] [10] (This result is based on the 1
version of TPI. Since the development of this paper a new version was published, it might be that an
analysis of this version will lead to another conclusion). Result: TPI®/TMAP® (1st version) does not
meet the conformance requirements of ISO/IEC 15504 II
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Key Area

Reached TPI Matrix
Controlled

0

1 – Test Strategy

A

2 – Life Cycle Model

A

3 – Moment of Involvement

A

B
A

A

7 – Metrics

A

B

A

B

9 – Test Environment
10 – Office and Laboratory
Environment
11 – Commitment and Motivation

A

B

A
A
A

13 – Scope of Methodology

17 – Testware Management
18 – Test Process Management
19 – Evaluation

B

C

A

D
C

C
B

D
C

B

C

B

C

A

B

20 – Low-Level Testing
21 – Integration

C
C

B
B

A

D

C

B
A

A

A

C
C

B

12 – Test Functions and Training

A

D

B

8 – Test Automation

16 – Defect Management

C

C
A

15 – Reporting

D

B

B

6 – Static Test Techniques

14 – Communication

Optimizing
C

B

4 – Estimating and Planning
5 – Test Design Techniques

Efficient
B

A
A

B
B

C
C
C

Fig. 1 The improvement strategy table of TPI® (Example Automotive TPI®)

TMM(sm)/TMMi®
TMM(sm) was initially developed from the Illinois Institute of Technology and is now maintained as
TMMi® by the TMMi foundation. The objective of this initiative was to use the CMM®/CMMI®
approach for test process assessment and improvement. The current published model is based on the
staged approach of CMMi® that means processes are directly linked to maturity levels. Different to
CMMI®, TMMi® has no continuous representation [6]. A continuous model allows to define the
capability level of each process and to deliver a capability profile. Contrary to the staged model a
continuous model has a chance to meet the conformance requirements of ISO/IEC 15504 II. Result:
TMMi does not meet the compliance requirements of ISO/IEC 15504 II.
Test Maturity Model (TMM®) nach IIT

Reifegradmodell

Quelle: „Developing a Testing Maturity Model, Part II“ Ilene Burnstein, Taratip Suwannasart, C.R. Carlson Illinois Institute of Technology
© SQS Software Quality Systems AG | Optimierung von Testprozessen | Version 2.0.1 | Seite 108

Fig. 2 The Maturity Levels and Processes of TMMI
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Intermediate Result
None of the current available test process assessment models meet the conformance requirements of
ISO/IEC 15504 II

The SPICE 4 Test approach
Objective of the Test 4 Spice approach is, to deliver a PRM and a PAM that both meet the
conformance requirements of ISO/IEC 15504 II and cover the processes necessary to effectively and
efficiently assure the quality of software products.
The Basis: ISO/IEC 15504 V
The team developed SPICE 4 TEST with ISO/IEC 15504 V as starting point. This model is structured
in process categories, process groups and processes. We decided to use the whole structure.
Process groups in SPICE4Test

Process dimension: Categories and Groups.

SPICE 4 TEST

Primary Life Cycle Processes
Test Service Acquisition

Process Category

Process Group

Test Service Supply
Test Environment
Operation

Supporting Life Cycle Processes

Test Process Support

Testing

Organizational Life Cycle Processes
Management

Resource & Infrastruct.

Process Improvement
for Test

Regression and Reuse
Test Engineering

© SQS Software Quality Systems AG | Titel der Präsentation | 2008-01-20 | Seite 6

Fig. 1 The overall Structure of SPICE 4 Test
To transform the original model we used 3 methods
 Do nothing: a process is transferred 1:1 from ISO/IEC 15504 V to SPICE 4 Test Example:
Project Management
 Replace: a process from the original model is replaced by a test process. Example: Domain
Engineering was replaced by Regression Test Management
 Rename: Some process groups where renamed to show the focus of their processes. Example:
Support was renamed to Test Process Support
 Insert: A new process was inserted Example: Test planning
We did not change the process categories.
Sources
The team interviewed several colleagues from SQS and analysed the current available models (
ISTQB, TMAP®/TPI®, TMMI®) and some literature to extract the common ideas about software
testing processes.
The SPICE 4 TEST Model at a Glance
The following figures show the overall content structure of the model:
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Processes in SPICE4Test

Process category: primary life cycle processes.

Primary Life Cycle Processes

Test Service Acquisition

Test Service Supply

TAQ.1 Acquisition Preparation
TAQ.2 Supplier Selection
TAQ.3 Contract Agreement
TAQ.4 Test Service Monitoring
TAQ.5 Test Service Acceptance

TSP.1 Test Supplier tendering
TSP.2 Test Service Delivery
TSP.3 Test Service Acceptance Support

Testing

Test Environment Operation

TST.1
TST.2
TST.3
TST.4
TST.5
TST.6

Requirements elicitation
System requirements analysis
Test requirements analysis
Test Analysis & Design
Test Realization and Execution
Test Results analysis and
Reporting
TST.7 Test automation design
TST.8 Test automation
implementation
TST.9 Test environment testing
TST.10 Testware maintenance

TEO.1 Operational Use of Test
Environment
TEO.2 Test Environment User Support
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Fig. 2 The primary life cycle processes of Test 4 SPICE
Processes in SPICE4Test

Process category: supporting and organizational life cycle
processes.
Supporting Life Cycle Processes

Organizational Life Cycle Processes
Management

Test Process Support
TPS.1
TPS.2
TPS.3
TPS.4
TPS.5
TPS.6
TPS.7
TPS.8
TPS.9

Quality assurance
Verification
Validation
Joint review
Audit
Product evaluation
Documentation
Configuration management
Problem resolution
management
TPS.10 Change request
management

MAN.1
MAN.2
MAN.3
MAN.4
MAN.5
MAN.6
MAN.7

Process Improvement

Organizational alignment
Organization management
Project management
Quality management
Risk management
Measurement
Organizational Test
Strategy
MAN.8 Test Planning
MAN.9 Test execution and
Controlling
MAN.10 Test Closing & Reporting
MAN.11 Organizational Test Policy

for Test
PIT.1 Process Establishment
for Test
PIT.2 Process Assessment
for Test
PIT.3 Process Improvement
for Test

Regression and Reuse
Test Engineering

Resource & Infrastructure
RIN.1 Human resource
management
RIN.2 Training
RIN.3 Knowledge management
RIN.4 Test Infrastructure

RRT.1 Test Asset
management
RRT.2 Test Work Products
Reuse Management
RRT.3 Regression Test
Management
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Fig. 3 The Supporting and Organizational Life Cycle Processes of SPICE 4 TEST

Mapping from ISO/IEC 15504 V to SPICE 4 TEST
The following mappings show the original content of ISO/IEC 15504 V to SPICE 4 TEST.
Mapping by Process Groups
ISO/IEC 15504 V
Acquisition
Supply
Operation
Engineering
Support
Management
Resource and Infrastructure
Process Improvement

SPICE 4 TEST
Test Service Acquisition
Test Service Supply
Test Environment Operation
Test
Test Process Support
Management
Resource and Infrastructure
Process Improvement for Test
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Reuse

Regression
Engineering

and

Reuse

Test

Mapping by Processes for the Acquisition Process Group
ISO/IEC 15504 V
SPICE 4 TEST
Acquisition
Test Service Acquisition (TAQ)
Acquisition preparation
TAQ.1 Acquisition Preparation
Supplier selection
TAQ.2 Supplier Selection
Contract agreement
TAQ.3 Contract Agreement
Supplier monitoring
TAQ.4 Test Service Monitoring
Customer acceptance
TAQ.5 Test Service Acceptance

Mapping by Processes for the Supply Process Group
ISO/IEC 15504 V
SPICE 4 TEST
Supply
Test Service Supply (TSP)
Supplier tendering
TSP.1 Test Supplier Tendering
Product release
TSP.2 Test Service Delivery
Product acceptance support
TSP.3 Test Service Acceptance
Support
Mapping by Process for the Operation Process Group
ISO/IEC 15504 V
SPICE 4 TEST
Operation
Test Environment Operation (TEO)
Operational use
TEO.1 Operational Use of Test
Environment
Customer support
TEO.2 Test Environment User
Support
Mapping by Process for the Engineering Process Group
ISO/IEC 15504 V
SPICE 4 TEST
Engineering
Test (TST)
Requirements elicitation
TST.1 Requirements elicitation
System requirements analysis
TST.2 System requirements analysis
System architecture design
TST.3 Test requirements analysis
Software requirements analysis
TST.4 Test Analysis & Design
Software design
TST.5
Test
Realization
and
Execution
Software construction
TST.6 Test Results analysis and
Reporting
Software integration
TST.7 Test automation design
Software testing
TST.8
Test
automation
implementation
System integration
TST.9 Test environment testing
System testing
TST.10 Testware maintenance
Software installation
Software and system maintenance
As you can see this is not a mapping in the meaning that you can compare processes 1:1 but it helps
you to understand the comparison between software engineering and software testing. Therefore both
models use requirements elicitation as a starting point, because requirements are crucial for software
engineers and for software testers. For the same reason, both models contain a maintenance process.
Mapping by Process for the Management Process Group
ISO/IEC 15504 V
SPICE 4 TEST
Management
Management (MAN)
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ISO/IEC 15504 V
Management
Organizational alignment
Organizational management
Project management
Quality management
Risk management
Measurement

SPICE 4 TEST
Management (MAN)
MAN.1 Organizational alignment
MAN.2 Organization management
MAN.3 Project management
MAN.4 Quality management
MAN.5 Risk management
MAN.6 Measurement
MAN.11 Organizational Test Strategy
MAN.12 Test Planning
MAN 13 Test Execution and
Controlling
MAN.14 Test Closing and Reporting
MAN.15 Organisational Test Policy
The design of this process group reflects that on the one hand, there are standard processes in the
management area and on the other hand there are specific processes to manage the test in the
organisation and in the projects. Different to ISTQB Organisational Test Strategy and Organisational
Test Policy are taken as processes (ISTQB: Work Products). Behind this more formal reason the
design of the process group reflects the typical suffering of test teams:
x Poor project estimation
x Poor time planning
x Abuse of the planned test time as an undeclared time buffer for development activities
x Unrealistic goals
x Blaming the test team for slowing down the project speed.
The design of the process group allows to look at the test management as well as at the project
management to see not only the symptom (test is late) but also if the symptom is caused by the test
management or by the project management.
Mapping by Processes for the Resource & Infrastructure Process Group
ISO/IEC 15504 V
SPICE 4 TEST
Resource & Infrastructure
Resource & Infrastructure (RIN)
Human resource management
RIN.1 Human resource management
Training
RIN.2 Training
Knowledge management
RIN.3 Knowledge management
Infrastructure
RIN.11 Test Infrastructure
We changed Infrastructure to Test Infrastructure and gave a new ID to this process to make sure that
assessors are looking for the right evidences.
Mapping by Processes for the Reuse Process Group
ISO/IEC 15504 V
SPICE 4 TEST
Reuse
Regression
and
Reuse
Test
Engineering (RRT)
Asset management
RRT.1 Test Asset management
Reuse program management
RRT.2 Test Work Products Reuse
Management
Domain engineering
RRT.3 Regression Test Management

Mapping by Processes for the Process Improvement Process Group
ISO/IEC 15504 V
SPICE 4 TEST
Process Improvement
Process Improvement for Test (PIT)
Process establishment
PIT.1 Process Establishment for Test
Process assessment
PIT.2 Process Assessment for Test
Process improvement
PIT.3 Process Improvement for Test
We decided to rename the group and the processes to make sure, that only evidences relevant for the
improvement of the test process are taken into account during an assessment.
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Summary
If we consider ISO/IEC 15504 as an open standard for process assessment and improvement
especially for the IT industry then this open standard should also be applied for test processes. The
first version of this model shows, that this is achievable. As a benefit for the IT industry there is no
longer a need to translate the results of proprietary models to the ISO/IEC 15504 measurement
framework which saves money for training (one measurement framework fits all), data collection and
analysis.
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Abstract. Nowadays, managers have to take increasingly complex decisions. This is due to
several factors, including aggressive market competition, information overload and more
demanding customers. Therefore, software organizations need to develop excellent and reliable
products. This scenario has helped to increase the relevance of quality assurance activities,
especially the testing discipline. However, sometimes time and resources are limited and not all
tests can be executed, this leads organizations to decide what use cases should be tested to
guarantee the time and budget project to be accomplished. Multiple criteria methodologies support
decisions, considering many factors, not only professional experience. This paper presents a
multiple criteria model to assist the selection of use cases that should be tested.

Keywords: Test, Decision and Analysis Resolution, Multiple Criteria Decision Analysis.

1.

Introduction

Nowadays, the world’s software industry increases because the software becomes part of many
products and activities. According to Nollen [9], the worldwide software industry size was $1,045 billion
in 2004. This scenario is motivating the software organizations to improve their products’ quality, to
meet the clients’ needs, to reduce costs, to increase the productivity, to improve their time and cost
predictability and to reduce the time to market.
Software testing is one of the disciplines that have the capability of providing assistance to
improve the quality of an organization’s products, because its goal is to evaluate how the product
meets the clients’ specified requirements through a controlled execution of the software. In some
cases, when there is not enough time and resources to guarantee complete test coverage, software
organizations should reduce their scope.
This work has as main objective the implementation of an approach based on a methodology
that provides a structured support to multicriteria decisions. This methodology assists the process of
deciding which use cases should be selected to be tested by removing subjective decisions in a
structured way. The multicriteria methodology helps to generate knowledge about the decision context
and thus increases confidence of those making decisions on the outcome results. This research was
carried out to define and execute an approach to support software organizations at selecting use
cases that should be tested. The approach was based on the model defined in [7].

2.

Software Test

Software testing focuses on the product’s quality and can not be considered elementary, because many
factors can compromise the success of this activity’s execution: (i) time limitations; (ii) resource limitations;
(iii) lack of skilled professionals; (iv) insufficient knowledge of test procedures and techniques and adequate
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test planning; (v) subjectivity of requirement and test specifications; and (vi) increase of the systems’
complexity.
Moreover, difficulties related to the test activity are also due to the great variety of combinations of
input and output data and the large quantity of paths that make it infeasible to execute all possible test
cases [2]. Test case is the definition of a specific condition to be tested. Its structure is based on input
values, restrictions to its execution and expected results or behaviors [3]. Test cases are designed
based on use cases, which represent interactions that users, external systems and hardware have
with the software aiming to achieve an objective.
The amount of test cases executed is one of the main factors which may influence the cost of
testing. Therefore it is fundamental to define a test scope considering acceptance criteria and
business risks. Test criteria uphold the selection and evaluation of test cases aiming to increase the
possibilities to provoke failures and to establish a high level of reliability on the products’ errors
correction [11]. The criteria may be classified as: (i) test coverage criterion; (ii) test cases adequacy
criterion; and (iii) test cases generation criterion.

3.

Multiple Criteria Decision Analysis

Decision-making should be exploited when deciding to execute or not some activities or to perform
them applying some methods [7]. The multiple criteria decision analysis proposes to reduce the
subjectivity on the decision-making. Nevertheless, the subjectivity will be always present, because the
mathematically analyzed items are always results of human beings’ opinions. These multiple criteria
models allow the decision-maker to analyze possible consequences of each action to obtain the best
understanding of the relationships between actions and their goals [6]. Objective criteria should be
considered, as well as subjective criteria, even being generally disperse and diffuse in a decision context, but
they are extremely important to assess actions.
The MACBETH methodology contemplates the understanding and learning of the problem content
and is divided into three phases: structure, evaluation and recommendation [1]. The structure phase
focuses on constructing a formal model, capable of being accepted by actors as a structure to
represent and organize an entire group of evaluation criteria. It consists of analyzing a specific system
and making potential alternatives of decision explicit. The evaluation phase produces matrixes of
judgments and provides scales of cardinal value for every criterion. The tasks are implemented with
the MACBETH methodology. In the recommendation phase, the results generated by MACBETH are
analyzed using scales of values generated by the matrixes of judgments, which are composed of
various actions that must be examined according to the decision-maker evaluation [7].
Structuring activities include: (i) definition of a family of fundamental points of view (FPV), (ii)
construction of descriptors; and (iii) estimation of the impacts profiles of each action [1]. The
construction of descriptors comprehends three stages: (i) description of each descriptor for each
fundamental point of view; (ii) access impacts for each fundamental point of view, and (iii) analysis of
impacts according to the fundamental points of view [10]. The descriptors are desired to: (i) turn
operational the analysis of impacts of the options in a FPV, (ii) describe the impacts with respect to
FPVs, (iii) improve the structure of the evaluation model, and (iv) verify the ordinal independence of
the corresponding FPVs. The FPV becomes operational if there’s a set of impact levels associated
with it, defined by Nj, which should be sorted in descending order by the decision makers. Thus, they
*
constitute a range of local preference, limited by the higher level N j, that has more attractiveness and
the lower level N*j, of less attractiveness, should meet the following pre-ordering condition:

N *j !  ! N k 1, j ! N k , j ! N k 1, j !  ! N* j .
The main difference of MACBETH to other multiple criteria methods is that it requires only
qualitative judgments of the difference between the elements’ attractiveness aiming to assign values
to the options for each criterion and to weigh up the criteria. MACBETH applies the concept of
attractiveness to measure the potential actions’ values. Therefore, when the decision-maker is
demanded to judge the value of a potential action on a specific situation, he should think about his
attraction to that action [4].
HIVIEW is a tool to evaluate models defined using multiple criteria methodologies with an
aggregation function, like MACBETH. By using HIVIEW, the decision-maker defines, analyzes,
evaluates and justifies his preferences, considering existent alternatives. This software facilitates a lot
the analysis of complex problems, supporting the elaboration of the problem’s structure, specifying the
criteria used to choose alternatives and to assign weights to the criteria. The alternatives are
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evaluated by comparing these criteria and a preference value is assigned to each alternative’s criteria.
Additionally, it’s possible to change judgments and to compare the obtained answers graphically,
providing information to the decision-maker for reevaluation. If necessary the decision can be rectified.

4.

Model to Select What Use Cases Should Be Tested and the
Experience of Use

The proposed model is based on the model presented on [7] and is composed of generic steps,
grouped by the phases of the Multiple Criteria Decision Aid (MCDA). These steps are described in
Table 1.
Table 1. Model’s steps
Phase

Step

Structure

Description

1. Identify criteria

Identify criteria to be used on the
use cases evaluation aiming to
define their level of priority.

2. Identify actors and their weights

Identify roles that will expose their
point of view, considering also their
roles on the decision-making
process.

3. Assign priorities to criteria

Each actor should assign a weight
to all criteria, considering the full
test process and not only a specific
use case

4. Execute a partial evaluation

After the execution of the steps
listed above, it is necessary to
standardize the three sets of
values, putting them on the same
base (base 1). The goal is to
perform a partial evaluation
correctly, without any bias. Then,
for each actor the three variables
should be multiplied, considering
each criterion, thus obtaining a

5. Calculate the general scores of Calculate, for each actor, a score
the criteria
to each criteria of each use case.
Evaluation

6. Apply scores on MACBETH

Construct the matrix of judgments
and obtain the cardinal value
scales for each defined criteria.

Recommendation

7. Define the level of priorities of Prioritize use cases which will be
the use cases
tested, given an analysis of the
results obtained from the previous
phases.

The organization where the experience of use was performed is a government institution with 270
professionals allocated on the Information Technology Area, working on projects that support the
organization’s businesses.
In 2004, a test team was organized and being external to the projects and responsible for executing
systemic tests. Nowadays, the company has high demands of time and resources which make it
difficult to satisfy the desired testing coverage in all projects. Therefore, many projects reduce their
testing scope to assure the delivery schedule. Priorities have to be applied to use cases and
accordingly selected to decrease the testing scope. This is quite relative and varies according to the
actors involved and to the criteria they judge relevant. The pilot project selected to apply the proposed
approach was a project with a schedule restriction, because the organization agreed on a date with
the workers’ union, resulting on a fine if it got delayed. The project’s life cycle was iterative/incremental
and the model was applied on the project’s first iteration. The following use cases were part of the test
cycle on which the model was applied: UC01_Execute_Sign_In_and_Sign_Out;UC04_
Search_Problems;
UC05_Demand_Benefit_Permission;
UC07_Search_
Demands_
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Benefit_Permission;UC08_Approve_Demands_Benefit_Permission;
UC10_Manage_Parameters;
UC12_Excuse_Sign_in_and_Sign_out. Bellow, we present how the steps were performed.
In step “Identify criteria”, we held a meeting with all actors involved at selecting the criteria, given
the criteria listed on Table 2. The selected criteria are those highlighted. A criterion (c) is a tool to
evaluate tests that are susceptible to automation in terms of a certain point of view (PV) or concern of
the actors responsible for the analysis. The quantity of criteria (n) may vary for each project.
Table 2. List of criteria
Criteria
Functionality
[8]

Reason

Question

Do the specific functions and
The specific functions and properties of the
properties of the product satisfy
product should satisfy the user.
the user?

Usability [8]

The use case requires a strong interaction Does the use case require a
with the user and therefore must be usable.
strong interaction with the user,
being essential a high level of
usability?

Security [8]

The use case requires a specific control, Does the use case require a
reducing the access to information.
specific control to reduce the
access to informations?

Repeatability
[7]

The use case is being implemented on the Will the use case’s
first iterations and so will be tested many repeated many times?
times.

Complexity
[7]

The use case has a large quantity of Does the use case have a lot of
associated business rules or depends on associated business rules or
complex calculations.
depend of complex calculations to
function adequately?

User
requirements
[5]

The use case needs to be implemented
because it will satisfy any contractual or legal
demand or the organization may have
financial loss.

test

be

Does the use case have to be
implemented because it will
satisfy any contractual or legal
demand or it will prevent the
organization
against
large
financial loss?

Operational
The use case is related to the functions Is the use case related
characteristics which are frequently used.
frequently used functions?
[5]

to

All stakeholders participated in a conference session to select the criteria from the list of criteria
presented above, which should be considered to prioritize the use cases, as presented in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Criteria selected for analysis

In step “Identify actors and their weights”, the following actors were selected: (i) Project manager;
(ii) Tests coordinator; (iii) Project’s system analyst; and
(iv) Project’s test analyst. The actors
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answered the questions related to each criterion and the questionnaire applied to obtain the actors’
weight, which was defined considering the role performed by the actor on the project e his knowledge
of the business for which the software was developed. A questionnaire was elaborated to obtain the
weight of each actor (weight of actor – WA), embracing actor’s experience in activities related to tests;
roles performed; participation in projects; training and participation in test conferences. Each item had
a value and with the measurement of all items, the actor’s weight was obtained. In step “Assign
prioritization to the criteria”, each actor (a) classified the criteria according to their relevance for the
project’s test process. In step “Execute a partial evaluation”, we multiplied, for each use case, the
values of the actors’ point of view (PV), the actors’ weights (WA) and the criterion’s level of priorities,
as can be seen on the formula below:
Ex (a, c) = [PVx (a, c)] * [WA (a, c)] * [Level of Prioritization (a, c)]
It is important to emphasize that the obtained values of the actors’ weights and level of priorities
were equalized (on the same base – base 1), after they were informed so that a correct evaluation
was possible without benefiting a value to the detriment of another. Finally, in step “Calculate the
general scores of the criteria”, we calculated the median to obtain the final score of the use cases for
each criterion. The value of the median, calculated for each use case, will be used as a basis to
prioritize. The following equation illustrates the median calculation.
x

x ((j/2) + 1)

[E x, (j+1)/2], otherwise.
where x: represents the user case,
j: number of actors and
c: criterion
The evaluation phase was supported by the HIVIEW software. In step “Apply scores on MACBETH”,
we elaborated the matrixes of judgments in MACBETH for each criterion, having to calculate their
subtraction of attractiveness. For this, the values of the median of the criterion are subtracted between
the use cases (x1 to xk), considering the module of the obtained value. Figure 2 illustrates the matrix
of judgments for the “Operational characteristics” criterion.

Fig. 2. Matrix of assessments of the criterion “Operational Characteristics”

The model was applied at the beginning of the test cycle and we decided to test all use cases,
aiming to analyze its adequacy and efficacy and to compare the obtained results. At the end of the test
cycle, we calculated the percentage of errors, considering the quantity of use cases tested and the
quantity of detected errors for each use case We could observe, considering the level of priorities
assigned to the use cases obtained by the model execution, that the model assigned the highest level
of priority to those use cases with a higher concentration of errors. However, the level of priority of
UC07 was higher than those priorities of UC08, UC10 and UC12, but even so in UC07 were detected
fewer errors.
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5.

Conclusion and Further Works

This work helped us to conclude that the restriction of time and resources is a real problem on many
organizations and that an approach to support the decision to select use cases to be tested is very
relevant. Besides, with the experience, we could see that the execution of the proposed model was
satisfactory, allowing us to take the decision not using just our subjective experiences. By executing
this approach we can learn three important lessons. First, we realize that one of our difficulties
applying the model is the fact that the facilitator of this approach needs to know the multi criteria
theme very well - it's too hard to find professionals with this profile in Brazilian companies. Second
important lesson is that we notice how important is the facilitator to be exempted, to achieve trustful
results. In other words, the facilitator should have a high level of independence against the project and
test teams. And, finally, one of our biggest challenges applying the model is to get the actors together
in a conference session. Most of the times they are very busy and do not have necessary commitment
to have an effective participation in these sessions. The application of the MACBETH approach was
adequate to model the problem but others Multi Criteria Decision Aiding (MCDA) methodologies can
be used or, if necessary, we can define a combination of them to define the model.
As further works, it will be important to apply the model in other software projects and to define
customized questionnaires for other projects’ characteristics. The proposed approach can be used in
other contexts, such as: the selection of processes improvements to be deployed, as it often is not
possible to introduce all the improvements at once, given the difficulty of assessing and measuring the
effectiveness of implemented improvements. The selection of systemic tests that can be automated is
another scenario where we can apply the model. Criteria such as cost, availability of resources and
repeatability of tests should be considered.
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Abstract
Software provides an increasing part of the added value of modern automation systems and
thus becomes more complex. System requirements may change even late in the development
process, lead to ad-hoc modifications of the product and require systematic (and automated)
testing approaches. However, unit tests for automation software have to consider the interaction with hardware components, are often not systematically automated, and thus make defects during integration testing harder to find. Costly software integration makes the introduction of more flexible software processes that support the late change of requirements more
risky. In this paper we introduce the concept of “Test-Driven Automation” (TDA), which adopts
the successful idea of test-first development from business software development to the
automation systems domain: develop test cases before the implementation and systematically
automate unit tests to ensure sufficient testing on unit level to lower the cost and risk of systems integration. As foundation for TDA we present the characteristics of the design of a TDA
software component, i.e., interfaces to (a) automation functions, (b) diagnosis functions to allow test observation, and (c) test functions for setting the component to defined states, e.g., to
test behavior in error situations. We demonstrate in an industrial sorting application prototype
how the TDA approach can make testing more efficient and provide diagnosis information for
process analysis and improvement.
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1 Introduction
Software-intensive automation systems, like industrial manufacturing plants, need to become more
flexible and robust to respond to changing business processes and business requirements. Functionality is increasingly realized in software components, which leads to an increased complexity of software components embedded within the hardware solution [17]. Engineers in the automation systems
domain often have a non-software-engineering background and only limited knowledge on developing
complex software-intensive systems. Late changing requirements and costly software and systems
integration makes the introduction of more flexible software processes more risky [5][7]. Thus, effective and efficient software development methods and processes are necessary to support systems
development and quality assurance across disciplines [8], i.e., software and automation systems.
Diagnosis and test are challenges in the automation systems domain to monitor and control current
systems behavior during operation and maintenance [16] and respond to the current system status
even before a failure occurs. In typical automation systems solutions we can observe software solutions that focus on functional requirements [18] and contain limited and often unsystematic diagnosis
and test capabilities. Test and diagnosis aspects are scattered unsystematically in the code and hinders efficient re-validation and diagnosis. This ad-hoc approach to testing and diagnosis makes enhancements, refactoring and maintenance tasks more risky and expensive to validate [16]. Nevertheless, frequent and automated tests e.g., unit tests, can support engineers in finding defects early [2][9].
In contrast to business software development, unit tests in the automation domain have to consider
interaction with the hardware [17]. These unit tests are often not systematically automated, and thus
hinder efficient defect detection. A systematic separation of software aspects into functional behavior,
testing and diagnosis aspects with well-defined communication and data exchange can increase
product quality and support integration testing and maintenance for software-intensive automation
systems. These characteristic aspects represent the foundation for “Test-Driven Automation” (TDA):
interfaces to automation functions, diagnosis functions to allow test observation, and test functions for
setting the component to defined states, e.g., to test systems behavior in error situations.
The concept of TDA adopts the successful idea of test-first development from business software development [2][9], e.g., administrative systems with databases, to help automation systems developers
improve their development process. Test-first-development (TFD), an established method in business
software development [2], focuses on quality assurance as an integral part of the development process and refers to the concept of early testing. This concept represents the foundation for automated
unit-testing to lower the cost and risk of systems integration for iterative systems development [11].
Nevertheless, software processes are necessary to guide the engineers during the project. Software
processes define sequences of steps along the product lifecycle and focus on specific needs of the
project application context, like application domain and project attributes (e.g., size, complexity, and
stability of requirements). In modern business software development a wide range of traditional (sequential) software processes, e.g., W-Model [1] and V-Modell, and flexible software processes, e.g.,
eXtreme Programming [2] and Scrum [3], support software engineers in developing high-quality prod1
ucts. The V-Modell XT , published in 2005, enables flexibility due to a modular process unit structure
and provides a range of project execution strategies including agile approaches [6]. In the automation
systems development industry the choice of systematic processes, e.g., GAMP [13], seems in practice
limited to sequential processes, like waterfall models. To benefit from more flexible iterative approaches, automation systems engineers can learn from process approaches in business software
development to handle the increasing complexity of software components in systems development.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the concepts of TFD, Section 3 discusses requirements and challenges of the automation systems domain and identifies research issues for TDA. In Section 4 we introduce the TDA concept in context of a common engineering process. To illustrate how the novel TDA approach can increase testing efficiency and can provide
diagnosis information for process analysis and improvement, we discuss an industrial sorting application prototype in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 summarizes lessons learned from the TDA prototype
application and points out further research work.
1

V-Modell XT resources available at http://www.v-modell-xt.de.
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2 Test-First Development in Business Software Development
Traditional (sequential) software development approaches, e.g., waterfall models, place test case
definition and test execution late in the development process after code construction. The identification
of defects (caused by incomplete, wrong or ambiguous requirements) in late development phases can
lead to (a) high effort to locate defects in the large application context, (b) high risk of defects that do
not occur often, and (c) high rework effort to fix the problems [5].
Test-first development (TFD) [2] is a strategy to address these issues by shortening the cycles between test case definition and test execution [9]. Test cases are defined prior (or at least in parallel) to
the implementation of a component. In general, the concept of TFD consists of 4 steps [2]: (1) Selection of a specific requirement and implementation of test cases to check the requirement for correctness (Think); (2) Test case execution. As there is yet no implementation of functionality, this test case
must fail (Red Test Result). (3) Ongoing implementation of test-case related functionality and testcase execution until the test case is successful (Green Test Result). (4) Optimization of the implementation design without changing functionality and execution of test cases (Refactor). After finishing step
4 selection of the next batch of requirements. This approach can lead to a comprehensive understanding of the basic requirements and early defect recognition in case of unclear and incorrect requirements during test case generation. Additionally, TFD enables immediate feedback during component
implementation and test because of frequent test runs in short iterations and thus represents the foundation for a continuous integration strategy [11].
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Figure 1: Concept of Test-First Development with several Test Runs.
Figure 1 illustrates the application of TFD in a typical project context in business software development. Test cases on business level (e.g., system and acceptance testing) can be derived from requirements (e.g., Requirement A maps to test cases A1 and A2). Frequent test runs during implementation provide immediate feedback on the current implementation task. Thus, implemented requirements and test case execution results lead to (a) successful test cases (marked green, requirement
was already implemented correctly) and (b) unsuccessful test cases (marked red, implementation not
finished or corrupted). TFD and continuous integration also helps identifying possible negative sideeffects on other system parts (i.e., regression testing) which are not in the focus of the current implementation task (status switched from green to red without working actively on the affected code). For
instance, the implementation of functions tested with test case C2 has a negative impact on the test
case B2 result.
Frequent test runs in short iterations enable the observation of real project progress and deliver immediate feedback on the overall project status. Thus, automated testing is a pre-condition for continuous integration [11] including early and effective testing approaches.
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3 Challenges and Research Issues in Automation Systems
In the automation systems domain we can observe a wide range of application types, e.g., production
automation systems with focus on logistics and routing [19], embedded systems with limited resources, and real-time systems with time critical requirements [15]. In this paper we focus on applications of industry automation systems, e.g., assembly workshops to combine smaller parts into more
complex products, to identify challenges for developing and testing software for automation systems
[4]. Figure 2 illustrates the typical structure of an industrial automation system [12] on three layers: (a)
business processes with dispatchers who turn customer contracts into work orders, (b) workshop operators for configuration and coordination of transport system and machines, and (c) layer of individual
machines in the workshop with control systems from systems engineers and machine vendors. Plans
and status reports link the layers: the current machine status can be used to reconfigure the current
workshop (on workshop layer) and propagate status information to the business layer to reschedule
work orders, if incidents on lower levels limit the effective workshop capacity [12].
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Figure 2: Levels of Automation Systems according to [12].
A typical systems engineering component in automation industry has to address (a) functional aspects
to fulfill the required functional requirements [18], (b) diagnosis aspects to monitor and control systems
behavior [16] and to predict upcoming maintenance needs, and (c) testing aspects to check systems
behavior during systems development including tests cases on error conditions [16], e.g., regression
testing after changes, and system tests during operation after completed maintenance tasks [17]. In
traditional automation systems engineering the diagnosis and sometimes testing aspects are merged
into the functional automation solution which hinders adapting efficient diagnosis and verification to
changes during operation and maintenance.
Based on the Artemis 2 roadmap for automation systems research and discussions with industry partners in the Medeia 3 and logi.DIAG 4 research projects we derived the following needs and research
issues:
2
3

4

https://www.artemisia-association.org
Medeia: Model-Driven Embedded Systems Design Environment for the Industrial automation Sector, http://www.medeia.eu/.
logi.DIAG: Test-Driven Automation in Systems Environments, http://www.logidiag.at.
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Separation of design aspects for automation functionality, testing, and diagnosis aspects. Automation systems components typically include automation functionality, test-case functionality, and diagnosis functionality without a clear separation of these aspects, which makes the components
unnecessarily hard to modify and validate [16][17]. Thus, we see the separation of these aspects
as pre-condition for efficient systems development, operation, and maintenance to enable the selective evaluation of required attributes, e.g., test-coverage analysis during development. Test
cases need to set the system in a certain state, e.g., stimulate an error state, and test the response of the system by using collected data from diagnosis. Thus, data derived from diagnosis
functions can be used (a) for immediate feedback on the systems state (during development, operation, and maintenance), (b) for prediction of required maintenance tasks during operation, and
(c) data can be used independently and combined as needed to get information on business level.
Thus, the first research issue is (a) how a TDA component can be designed and (b) how the individual aspects (automation, diagnosis, and test) can interact with each other efficiently.

x

Efficient validation based on the test-first approach. Efficient validation and re-validation after
changes are key issues to reduce avoidable system downtime. Our observation in the automation
systems domain showed a focus on functional requirements with limited and often unsystematic
testing capabilities [18]. In the hierarchical design of automation systems we assume that TFD can
be applied to components on all levels and in all process steps, e.g., on requirements level, architecture level, and component and module level. Process models, e.g. the V-Modell XT and the WModel [1], can provide a framework for introducing systematic TDA. The second research issue is
(a) how the test-first approach can be realized in the production automation domain and (b) how
the TDA concept can enable early testing on various levels during systems development.

4 The Concept of Test-Driven Automation (TDA)
This section presents the concept of the TDA component structure and the interaction with its environment and introduces the concept of test-first development based on a suggested process approach
for the automation systems domain.

4.1

Component Aspects in Test-Driven Automation

Bundling functional, diagnosis, and testing aspects in test-driven automation (TDA) components provide a strict separation of individual automation aspects. Interfaces enable an efficient communication
in a hierarchical systems design. In common hierarchical automation systems, functional components
and test cases are spread and mixed over the design of the systems. Diagnosis functions are typically
add-ons without systematic integration within the systems design [16]. A strict separation of these
components including defined interaction mechanisms are pre-conditions for efficient systems development, operation, and maintenance. Therefore, a test-driven automation component (TDA component) consists of these three aspects, (a) automation aspect, (b) diagnosis aspect, and (c) testing aspect. Figure 3 illustrates these aspects and Figure 5 provides the example of the prototype study.
The automation aspect implements the functional and logical behavior of the component and interacts
via interfaces with other system components within a hierarchical systems design. The diagnosis aspect is separated from functionality but interacts with the automation aspect to get access to hardware
signals. Instructions from automation functions are passed to sub-components via the diagnosis interface; measurements and results are received from sub-components and are (a) interpreted (diagnosis
functionality) and (b) passed to the automation interface to respond to system overall results and signals. Additionally, diagnosis includes an interface to report measurement results to higher TDA components (e.g., for aggregation and reporting purposes). Testing aspects provide test functions for the
TDA component, e.g., mocked results for the setup of test scenarios [14]. An important task of the test
aspect is to set up error conditions (e.g., malfunctions of machines) for the unit test of diagnosis and
logical functions without disturbing machine hardware components. Thus, these test functions can be
applied for unit testing during development and during operation in case of sub-component exchange.
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4.2

Test-First Development Approach with TDA Components

Based on the definition of the TDA component, including the three automation aspects, i.e., automation, diagnosis, and testing aspects, test-first development (TFD) can be applied in context of a software engineering process model. Our observations in automation systems industry reveals that typical
engineering processes are similar to the waterfall approach. Thus, the V-Modell XT seems to be a
promising basic model for systems automation development because of its flexibility and adaptability
on various application domains [6]. Figure 3 presents the technical part of our suggested iterative
model based on the V-Modell XT with respect to automation systems characteristics. Test-first development (TFD) is applicable on three levels (requirements, architecture & integration, and component)
and enables early test case generation on every level.
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Figure 3: Concept of a TDA process based on the V-Model XT.
TFD includes the test case definition in the specification phases, i.e., requirements definition, functional & technical systems design, and component specification, of the process model and the execution of the test cases during and after implementation. Table 1 gives an overview on test levels of individual phases, deliverables generated during the entire phase, and relevant stakeholders.
Table 1: Test Levels and Deliverables for TDA according to the V-Model XT.
Phase

Deliverables

Test Level

Stakeholders

Requirements Definition

Use Cases

System / Acceptance
Testing

Customer,
Factory Setting

Functional and Technical
Systems Design

Component diagrams,
State-Charts

Architecture / Integration Testing

Engineering Team

Component Specification

State-Charts

Component Testing

Individual Engineer

Implementation of TDA
Components

Function Blocks

Developer Testing

Individual Engineer

Test cases on requirements level address customer requirements and factory settings according to
business goals and risks from business perspective. Note that test case definition on this layer provides a test framework for later development phases. Thus, underlying functionality must be mocked
and simulated to enable successful test case execution [14]. This functionality can be provided by the
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testing aspect (i.e., setting the system in a certain state) and the diagnosis aspect (measuring results
of the system) of the TDA component. On architecture and integration level test cases (and mocked
individual components) address the engineering team and focus on components, interfaces and the
interaction between components. Component diagrams and state charts are common models to describe components and interaction of these components. Component testing [9], based on a detailed
state charts, addresses individual engineers and focuses on detailed functionality of the automation
system. Function blocks and structured text are used for implementation purposes on the lowest and
most detailed level of the process approach. This part must be considered during constructing individual components. In the context of this paper this phase is out of scope. Zhang et al. provide an approach for the specification and verification of applications based on function blocks. [20].

5 Prototype Study: Sorting Application
In this section we demonstrate the TDA approach with components in an industrial sorting application
prototype, i.e., a typical machine in an assembly workshop as described in Section 3. The goal is to
show how the TDA approach can make testing more efficient and provide diagnosis information for
process analysis and improvement.

5.1

Sorting Application Description

The sorting application represents a typical setting in an assembly workshop within a production automation system. The main task of the sorting application is to recognize the type of an incoming
clamp according to defined sorting criteria (e.g., derived from business goals) and sort it into the appropriate output box. The sorting application should manage to sort 6 clamps per minute. Figure 4a
provides a schematic overview of the system.

Figure 4: Sorting Application: (a) Workshop Layout and
(b) Component Model based on Sünder et al. [18].
Figure 4b shows the component model of sorting application, a strictly hierarchical system as typical in
industry automation system applications. To illustrate the TDA component and the interaction with its
environment and to show the process of constructing models with respect to Model-Driven Testing [1]
and generating test cases based on the test-first approach, we focus on a subset of components, i.e.,
the Handling Unit. The main task of the Handling Unit is to control two axes, i.e., the horizontal and
vertical axis and the vacuum gripper to pick up the part for sorting purposes.

5.2

TDA Component of the Handling Unit

The TDA component encapsulates functional behavior, testing, and diagnosis functionality including
interaction within the TDA component and providing/requesting interaction activities to other parts of
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the system using defined interfaces for automation, diagnosis, and testing. The component model of
the Sorting Application (see Figure 4b) illustrates the interrelationship of the Handling Unit with other
parts of the system: (a) Loading Station and (b) Positioning Unit and Vacuum Gripper. The Loading
Station monitors and controls the Handling Unit via the functional interface, requests diagnosis data
and initiate test cases (e.g., stimulates a defined state or a possible unreachable system state) via
appropriate interfaces for diagnosis and testing. Note that the Loading Station represents another
(higher-level) TDA component in the hierarchical systems structure. The Positioning Unit and the Vacuum Gripper (also – lower-level – TDA components) are controlled by the Handling Unit via functional
interfaces (e.g., move to a certain position or grab a work product) and receives information whether
the planned position is reached or the work product has been picked up via the appropriate diagnosis
interfaces. Testing interfaces enable the Handling Unit to set the Positioning Unit and the Vacuum
gripper in defined states, e.g., an error state.
<<interface>>
Automation

<<interface>>
Diagnosis

+ sort() : void

+ partsSorted() : int

Automation Functionality

Diagnosis Functionality

<<interface>>
Test
+ clear GripperError(): void
+ setGripperError() : void

Test Functionality

Handling Unit
Figure 5: TDA Component Interface Model for a Handling Unit.
Figure 5 illustrates a simple component interface model of the Handling Unit. The component is triggered via the automation (functional) interface by the Loading Station sort() and returns the current
state via the diagnosis interface partsSorted() after task completion. Error states are passed to the
Vacuum gripper setGripperError() and clearGripperError() via testing interfaces to stimulate an error to test appropriate systems behavior of a supposed error of the gripper during development or maintenance. The strict hierarchical systems design of production automation systems enables TDA components to provide functional, diagnosis, and testing aspects to higher levels in the
hierarchy. Thus, the TDA concept is, in principle, applicable on all levels of an automation system.

5.3

Test-First Development with Test-Driven Automation

The strict separation of functional, diagnosis, and testing functions in a hierarchical automation systems design based on TDA components is the foundation for successfully applying the test-first approach of the TDA concept. Following the suggested process steps (see Figure 3), test-first is applicable on three levels: (a) requirements definition, (b) functional & technical systems design, and
(c) component specification.
Table 2: Test Cases derived from Requirements and Use-Cases.
No.

Desc.

Level

Input

Expected Result

Post-condition

1

Sorting a
Part

System

Type*
NC

Handling Unit in
idle Position

Pre-condition

Command to
sort part

Handling Unit in idle Position
and part sorted

Handling Unit in
idle position

2

Throughput

System

NC

Handling Unit in
idle Position

Command to
sort part

Part has been sorted in less
or equal than 10sec.

Handling Unit in
idle position

Requirements definition. Requirements are success-critical issues in automation systems engineering
as customer changes and modifications typically have a major impact on system integration and can
cause a high amount of rework effort and cost [5][7]. UML use cases are appropriate approaches in
business software development [1] to model requirements from user perspective and are applicable to
the automation systems domain. The Handling Unit consists of a few use cases: (a) sort part (initiated
by the Loading Station), (b) Pick up part and Release part (controlled by the Handling Unit), and (c)
Gripper Positioning to get the arm moved to a certain position. Based on the basic requirements and
the test-first approach of the TDA concept test cases can be derived directly from the use cases.
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Table 2 presents selected regular/normal test cases (NC) on systems level. Note that test-cases
should include normal test cases (NC), special test cases (SC) representing systems behavior in the
border area of regular systems behavior, and error cases (EC) for error states of the system.
Functional and technical systems design and component specification. Based on use cases and the
architecture of the hierarchical automation system (see Figure 4b) test cases can be derived on integration test level to test the interfaces and the interaction of the related TDA components prior to the
detailed specification and the implementation (i.e., test-first approach). To enable automated testing
based on test-first development, state charts can enable modeling the desired behavior of the system.
In automation domain state charts are well-established and enable automated verification and validation [10]. Figure 7 illustrates the state chart of the Handling Unit including error states, which can be
initiated via the testing interface and monitored via the diagnosis interface of the TDA component.
State Chart: Handling Unit
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Figure 6: State Chart of the Handling Unit.
Table 3 illustrates selected test cases derived from the state chart, i.e., a regular test case and an
error case, to demonstrate test case definition in TDA. Note that the gripper is in idle state (precondition) and should move to an entire position: Test case 1 describes a regular test case and test
case 2 addresses an error situation, e.g., if one axis got stuck.
Table 3: Test Cases of the Handling Unit based on State Charts.
No.

Desc.

Level

Type*

Pre-condition

Input

Expected Result

Post-condition

1 Gripper
Comp.
move to Pos

NC

Handling Unit
idle

Sort part

Gripper moved to intended
position

Gripper is in
intended pos.

2 Axis got
stuck

EC

Handling Unit in
idle Position

Sort part;
error after 3s

Positioning Unit reports an
error; Handling Unit idle

Handling Unit in
idle position

Comp

Testing automation systems also includes testing error states within a continuous integration strategy.
In industry practice the definition of hardware error states (e.g., stuck of an axis) is an increasing challenge because (a) error states often must be initiated manually and are not feasible because of the
availability of error states of machines and (b) required software components are not available during
test time. Thus, these error states have to be simulated using mocking approaches to enable efficient
testing and re-validation [14].

5.4

Mocking with State Charts

The application of TFD on various levels can require the simulation of the underlying functionality, if
this functionality is not yet fully implemented. Thus, mocking of components is required to successfully
apply TFD. A mocking component is a simple simulation of a subcomponent or external system which
is required by a component to perform its behavior [14]. It should be as simple as possible, implementing only the behavior that is needed by the component under test. This facilitates test automation by
enabling the testing of a component while its subcomponents are not yet fully implemented. Mocking
also enables testing without deploying to the target hardware and the possibility of generating error
states although an actual error is not present. Figure 7 shows a sample mockup in state chart notation
of the Gripper Unit to simulate its basic behavior including error generation. Similar to test case generation mocking components are efficient modeling approaches for verification and validation purposes [14].
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clearError() / error = false

Figure 7: Mocking with Error Generation of the Gripper Unit.
The strict separation of individual software aspects and the interaction of individual TDA components
enable a transparent systems design including testing and diagnosis capabilities. Based on the TDA
concept TFD enables more efficient and systematic tests in comparison to the traditional automation
systems approaches.

6 Summary and Further Work
The increasing need for flexibility of automation systems and the trend to shift functionality from hardware to software solutions leads to new challenges in the software development and to increased
complexity of software. Up to now, code & fix approaches have been common practices in industry
automation systems development. The increasing complexity requires more systematic software development approaches (methods and processes) for construction, refactoring, and verification and
validation. In this paper we introduced the concept of “Test-Driven Automation” (TDA), which adopts
the successful idea of test-first development from business software development to the automation
systems domain and presented a novel TDA component including a strict separation of functional,
testing, and diagnosis aspects to support more efficient testing on various levels of development.
Applying the presented concepts on a pilot sorting application we derived a set of lessons learned:
Packaging automation, testing and diagnosis aspects in Test-Driven Automation (TDA) components
provide strictly separated functions including well-defined communication over interfaces. Test functionality can put automation components into states for testing purposes that the automation logic
would not reach with regular input, e.g., testing correct reaction on failure states. Diagnosis functionality enables measurement on the current system status and provides information for independently
analysis of test and machine status and can support engineers during development, operation and
maintenance, e.g., monitoring of systems behavior during operation and external data analysis for
improvement purposes. Test-first development based on models can help to foster early test-case
generation and increase the understanding of systems behavior and lead to higher product quality.
TFD enables automated and frequent test case execution, support continuous integration and provides a framework for fast and efficient re-validation after changes in hardware and software components. Developing TDA components with the test-first approach lead to an iterative development process and provide well-defined and flexible framework for project execution.
Future work is (a) to refine the process approach with emphasis on automation systems development
based on the V-Modell XT including domain-specific process tailoring and (b) to investigate the scalability of the TDA concept by addressing a larger pilot application with industry partners, with particular
emphasis on data collection to compare the effectiveness of traditional testing in automation systems
engineering and testing following the TDA concept.
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Abstract
CMMI-ACQ is a model that provides guidance for organizations on the acquisition of software
products and related services. This model focuses on acquirer processes and integrates bodies of knowledge that are essential for successful acquisitions. CMMI-ACQ provides an opportunity for acquisition organizations. This paper addresses an implementation sequence among
the processes areas and the generic goals at maturity level 2. To achieve this objective,
Graphs Theory is used to represent the existing dependencies among CMMI-ACQ processes
areas to find strongly connected cluster and cyclic processes areas. These clusters have
helped to determine, using formal criteria, the implementation sequences of the acquisition
processes areas at maturity level 2.

Keywords
CMMI-ACQ, Agreement Management, Acquisition Requirements Development, Measurement
and Analysis, Project Monitoring and Control, Project Planning.
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1 Introduction
The information technology (IT) outsourcing is the organizational decision to turn over part or all the
process related to the development, maintenance or exploitation of systems [7]. The massive outsourcing trend, started in 1989 with Kodak’s 10 year [12], and nowadays, the IT outsourcing is having
a fast growth worldwide [7, 14], because the organizations have seen in IT outsourcing a way to
achieve their strategic goals, reduce costs and improve customer satisfaction [8, 13].
However, the IT outsourcing can be danger if it is not planned, executed and managed carefully, according to recent studies [2], 20% to 25% of large IT acquisition projects fail within two years and 50%
within five years. Mismanagement, the inability to articulate customer needs, poor requirements definition, inadequate supplier selection and contracting processes, insufficient technology selection procedures, and uncontrolled requirements changes are factors that contribute to project failure [2, 6].
The majority of project failures could be prevented if the acquirer learned how to properly prepare the
contract, and manage the contracts and suppliers [2, 6, 9, 11].
The CMMI for Acquisition model (CMMI-ACQ) provides a framework to facilitate the outsourcing
strategies adoption, eliminating the existing barriers among the relevant stakeholders (service supplier, business departments, system areas, etc) [2, 5]. The Acquisition concept in the model is broader
than the Outsourcing concept. While the Outsourcing concept focuses on the specific processes of the
services supplier, the Acquisition concept or IT procurement covers the hardware and the Commercial
off-the-shelf (COTS) solutions. Therefore, the CMMI-ACQ model offers a valid answer to the outsourcing processes.
The main challenge of using CMMI-ACQ is how to interpret its implementation to determine how to
align these model components with processes, goals, and practices in a particular outsourcing environment.
The purpose of this paper is to formalize an implementation sequence of the CMMI-ACQ processes
areas (PA) to achieve the maturity level 2 (ML2) in a company. To achieve this, process maps that
represent the existing dependencies (ED) among PA and the Generic Goal 2 are necessary.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief description on CMMI-ACQ, section 3 describes the procedure proposed in this paper, section 4 addresses an implementation sequence of the
process areas, applying the previous procedure and finally section 5 presents the conclusions.

2 CMMI for acquisition model
CMMI-ACQ is a model that provides guidance for acquisition organizations to initiate and manage the
acquisition of software products and related services. This model focuses on acquirer processes and
integrates bodies of knowledge that are essential for successful acquisitions. CMMI-ACQ provides an
opportunity for acquisition organizations [2, 5]:
•

to prevent or eliminate barriers and problems in the acquisition process through improved operational efficiencies.

•

to initiate and manage a process for acquiring products and services, including solicitations, supplier sourcing, supplier agreement development , and supplier capability management.

•

to use a common language for both acquirers and suppliers so that quality solutions are delivered
more quickly and at a lower cost using the most appropriate technology.

CMMI-ACQ supports two processes improvement: Continuous and Stage representations [2].
•

The Continuous Representation has capability levels (CL) which enable organizations to improve
an individual process area selected by the organization
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The Stage Representation has maturity levels (ML) which enable organizations to improve a set of
related processes.

CMMI-ACQ contains 22 process areas: 16 Process areas are CMMI Model Foundation (CMF) and 6
Process areas focus on practices specific to acquisition addressing agreement management, acquisition requirements development, acquisition technical management, acquisition validation, acquisition
verification, and solicitation and supplier agreement development [2, 5].
Table 1: Provides a list of CMMI-ACQ process areas and their associated abbreviations and
maturity levels.
PA

Abbr. ML

Agreement Management
AM
Acquisition Requirements Development
ARD
Configuration Management
CM
Measurement and Analysis
MA
Project Monitoring and Control
PMC
Project Planning
PP
Process and Product Quality Assurance
PPQA
Requirements Management
REQM
Solicitation and Supplier Agreement Development SSAD
Acquisition Technical Management
ATM
Acquisition Validation
AVAL
Acquisition Verification
AVER
Decision Analysis and Resolution
DAR
Integrated Project Management
IPM
Organizational Process Definition
OPD
Organizational Process Focus
OPF
Organizational Training
OT
Risk Management
RSKM
Organizational Process Performance
OPP
Quantitative Project Management
QPM
Causal Analysis and Resolution
CAR
Organizational Innovation and Deployment
OID

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
5
5

It is very important to emphasize that the acquisition process (or purchase) of products and/or IT services is a continuous activity. The buyer must implement mechanisms to review the services or products delivered. The CMMI-ACQ model is not restricted because it covers both purchasing process
patterns and the management of agreements and contracts established with suppliers.

3 OAP: Organization of the Acquisition Processes
The procedure described in this section, called OAP (Organization of the Acquisition Processes), and
analyzes the ED among PA to propose an implementation sequence.
The main reason to elaborate this procedure was the need for a process roadmap that represents the
ED among PA and helps us with the processes implementation. OAP is divided into three stages.
•

Identify dependencies: A matrix of dependencies among PA is elaborated.

•

Analyze dependencies: Strongly connected components verify (SCC). The cyclic and SCC cluster
are selected.

•

Determine the Implementation sequence: the formal implementation sequence is proposed.

3.1

Identify Dependencies

The ED among PA was identified by reviewing the CMMI-ACQ official bibliography [2], through the 22
PA that the model includes. The analysis performed focused on the PA related to ML2.
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3.1.1 Identify Dependencies
The model components were analyzed to detect references in order to identify the ED. The model
components are the main architectural elements that compose a CMMI model. Some of the main elements of a CMMI model include specific practices, generic practices, specific goals, generic goals,
process areas, capability levels, and maturity levels. The reference is an informative model component
that points to additional or more detailed information in related process areas. An example of a reference found in the model components is the following paragraph:
“Refer to the Risk Management process area for mote information about to help determine
whether a process area is satisfied”.
There are 4 components in the model components that contain the used reference:
•

Related Process Areas Section: the related PA section lists the references to related PA and reflects the high level relationships among PA.

•

Specific Goals Section: this section describes the unique characteristics that must be present to
satisfy the PA.

•

Specific Practices Section: this section contains the descriptions of activities that are considered
important to achieve the associated specifics goals.

•

Subpractices Section: this section provides guidance for interpreting and implementing a specific
or generic practice.

A matrix of dependencies is elaborated from the ED found (Table 2). The rows represent the source
processes and the columns represent the destination processes for the 9 PA of ML 2 (AM, ARD, CM,
MA, PMC, PP, PPQA, REQM and SSAD). In cell Pij, the value 1 indicates there is a dependency between process i and process j (PiŀPj=1). The value 0 indicates there is no dependency between process i and process j(PiŀPj=0) [1, 4, 10,].
Table 2: Matrix of dependencies.

Source

Destination
AM
ARD
MA
PMC
PP
REQM
SSAD
ATM
AVAL
AVER
DAR
OPD
OT
RSKM
OPP
QPM

AM
0
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

ARD
0
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

CM
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

MA
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1

PMC
1
0
1
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

PP
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0

PPQA
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

REQM
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

SSAD
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0

RSKM
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Processes Areas of the Maturity Level 2.

3.1.2 Represent Dependencies.
The dependencies shown in Table 2 are represented by the directed graph (digraph). Digraph D consists of a non-empty finite set V(D) of elements called vertices (or nodes) and a finite set A(D) of ordered pairs of distinct vertices called arcs (or edges). V(D) is the vertex set and A(D) is the arc set of
D. D=(V, A) means that V and A are the vertex set and arc set of D, respectively [1, 10].
Fig. 1 and 2 show a generated digraph with the mathematical software tool from Table 2. The processes are represented by vertices and dependencies by arcs. Each vertex is labeled with the process
acronym of the Table 1. The digraph shows the dependences from the 9 PA of the ML 2.
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Figure 1: Total Dependencies among Process Areas of the Maturity Level 2.
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Figure 2: Dependencies among Process
Areas of the Maturity Level 2.

Analyze dependencies

In the analysis stage the level of complexity was reduced considering only the dependencies between
PA of the ML2 (see shaded section in Table 2), because ML2 is the first ML introduced in an organization. Figure 4 shows the digraph obtained.

3.2.1

Strongly connected components verify (SCC).

The arcs in the digraph shown in Fig. 4 were evaluated using a mathematical software tool [10] in
order to check the SCCs. A subset D (V, A) of the digraph is strongly connected if each pair of vertices
u and v (uv), has a path from u to v [1,10].
The following path which run through all the arcs and that is introduced as data in the Function of
evaluation [10] StrongComponents[a] was built.
Input data:
Path={"AM"Æ"CM","AM"Æ"MA","AM"Æ"PMC","AM"Æ"PP","AM"Æ"PPQA","ARD"Æ"PP","ARD"Æ"SS
AD","MA"Æ"AM","MA"Æ"ARD","MA"Æ"CM","MA"Æ"PMC","MA"Æ"PP","MA"Æ"SSAD","PMC"Æ"AM","
PMC"Æ"CM","PMC"Æ"PP","PMC"Æ"SSAD","PP"Æ"AM","PP"Æ"ARD","PP"Æ"CM","PP"Æ"PMC","PP
"Æ"SSAD","REQM"Æ"ARD","REQM"Æ"CM","REQM"Æ"MA","REQM"Æ"PMC","REQM"Æ"PP","REQ
M"Æ"SSAD","SSAD"Æ"AM","SSAD"Æ"ARD","SSAD"Æ"CM","SSAD"Æ"MA","SSAD"Æ"PP","SSAD"Æ
"PPQA"};
After executing the mathematical software tool four SCC groups were obtained:
•

Group1: {CM}.

•

Group2: {PPQA}.

•

Group3: {AM, MA, PMC, PP, ARD, SSAD}.

•

Group4: {REQM}.
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From the SCC groups obtained, the individual groups were discarded because of its triviality. The
SCC Group3 has been selected.

3.2.2 Generate combinations.
The sCr formula for combination is applied to SCC Group 3 in order to get all the different combinations of 3 processes, where s=6 (the number of elements of the selected SCC group) and r=3 (The
minimal number of vertices in a cycle is 3 [1] and this is the reason for selecting groups of 3processes). Results are shown in Table 3.
Table 3: Combination Results.

Group

AP

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J

PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP

Combinations
AP
AP
ARD
ARD
ARD
ARD
AM
AM
AM
MA
MA
PMC

Combinations
AP
AP

Group

AP

K
L
M
N
Ñ
O
P
Q
R
S

ARD
ARD
ARD
ARD
ARD
ARD
AM
AM
AM
MA

AM
MA
PMC
SSAD
MA
PMC
SSAD
PMC
SSAD
SSAD

AM
AM
AM
MA
MA
PMC
MA
MA
PMC
PMC

MA
PMC
SSAD
PMC
SSAD
SSAD
PMC
SSAD
SSAD
SSAD

3.2.3. Cyclic groups.
The cyclical clusters are obtained (see Table 4) by applying the following criteria to each combination
from Table 3:
• There is a cycle: A trail is a walk in which all arcs are distinct. If the vertices of W are distinct, W is
a path. If the vertices v1, v2 ...vk-1 are distinct, k3 and v1=vk, W is a cycle [1].
Table 4. Cyclical Cluster.
Cluster
D
F

3.3

Processes
PP
PP

ARD
AM

SSAD
PMC

Analyze dependencies including the Generic Goal 2

To achieve ML2, all generic practices assigned to Generic Goal (GG) 2 must be done. Generic goals
are called generic because the same goal statement applies to multiple process areas [2]. For this
reason, before beginning the implementation sequence stage, the analysis of ED between the GG2
generic practices and its related PA has been done.
The two stages of the OAP procedure have carried out for this analysis, including the ED of generic
practices in the initial matrix (Table 2), obtaining the following results.
The Table 5 shows the updating of the values of shaded subtable in Table 2, according to the inclusion of the ED from GG2 generic practice.
Table 5: Matrix of dependencies with GG2.

Source

Destination
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AM
ARD
CM
MA
PMC
PP
PPQA
REQM
SSAD

AM
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
1

ARD
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
1
1

CM
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1

MA
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
1

PMC
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0

PP
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
1
1

PPQA
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1

REQM
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0

SSAD
0
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
0
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3.3.1 Strongly connected components verify (SCC) including the Generic Goal 2.
The obtained values in the matrix shown in Table VI were evaluated using a mathematical software
tool [10] in order to check the SCCs. After executing the mathematical software tool four SCC groups
were obtained:
Group1: {CM, PPQA}.
Group2: {AM, MA, PMC, PP, ARD, SSAD, REQM}.

3.3.2

Generate combinations in the Generic Goal 2.

The sCr formula is applied to SCC Group 2 with the maximum number of elements in order to get all
the different combinations of 3 processes, where s=7 (the number of elements of the selected SCC
group) and r=3 (The minimal number of vertices in a cycle is 3). Applied the formula 35 combinations
were obtained.

3.3.3 Cyclic groups including Generic Goal 2.
The cyclical clusters are obtained by applying the defined criteria in the section 3.2.3 to each combination. The Table 6 showed the combinations that cover the criteria.
Table 6: Cyclical Cluster with GG2.
Group
F
G
J
W
Y
Z
AB
AC
AE

3.4

Combinations
AM
AM
AM
ARD
MA
MA
MA
MA
PMC

MA
MA
PMC
PP
PMC
PMC
PP
PP
PP

PMC
PP
PP
SSAD
PP
REQM
REQM
SSAD
REQM

Establish implementation sequences

According to the cyclical clusters obtained (Table 4 and 6), the implementation sequence cannot be
implemented without the implementation of all processes that constitute the cyclical cluster.
In order to identify the processes implementation sequence, permutations for each cyclical cluster was
generated from Table 4 and 6. A permutation was sorted from higher to lower number of source dependencies.
The implantation sequence begins with the basic level without including the objective generic (GG) 2.
First, the PA implementation sequences of the Basic level are showed; second the continuations of
the implantation sequences according the GG2 are showed.
1) The Basic Level Implementation of Generic Goal 1.
The basic level only includes the GG1 to each PA. GG1 is equivalent to saying you achieving the specific goals of the PA.
The TSDN2 column in Table 7 (A) contains the Total Number of Dependencies that depends on the
source process among PA of the ML2 and is defined as:

TSDN2 =

SSAD

¦ Pij.

(1)

j = AM
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In order to identify the processes implementation sequence, permutations for each cyclical cluster has
been generated from Table 4. A permutation is sorted by higher to lower number of source dependencies, according to the TSDN2 column in Table 7 (A).
Table 7: Source dependencies (A) and Permutation (B).
(A)
AP
AM
ARD
MA
PMC
PP
REQM
SSAD

TSDN2
5
2
6
4
5
6
6

(B)
Implementation sequence
1º
2º
3º
PP (5)
AM (5)
PMC (4)
AM (5)
PP (5)
PMC (4)
SSAD (6)
PP (5)
ARD (2)

Permutation
F1
F2
D

Table 7 (B) shows the implementation sequences probabilities. According to the TSDN2 column in
Table 7 (A), there are two possibilities for the cyclical cluster F of the Table 4. The possibilities are
permutations F1 and F2 of the Table 7 (B). In the case of cluster D, processes area already ordered.
2) The Basic Level Implementation of Generic Goal 2.
The GG2 describe the same goal statement applies to multiple process areas. The Table 8 (A) shows
the Total Number of Dependencies that depends on the source process among PA and generics practices of the GG2. In order to identify the processes implementation sequence according GG2, permutations for each cyclical cluster has been generated from Table 6. A permutation is sorted by higher to
lower number of source dependencies.
Table 8: Source dependencies with GG2 (A) and Permutation with GG2 (B).
(A)

(B)

PA

TSDN2

AM
ARD
CM
MA
PMC
PP
PPQA
REQM
SSAD

5
4
1
8
8
8
1
7
6

Permutation

1º

2º

3º

Total
Dependences
by permutation

Y
Z1
Z2
AB1
AB2
AE1
AE2
AC1
AC2
F1
F2
G1
G2
J1
J2

PP (8)
PMC (8)
MA (8)
PP (8)
MA (8)
PP (8)
PMC (8)
PP (8)
MA (8)
MA (8)
PMC (8)
PP (8)
MA (8)
PP (8)
PMC (8)

PMC(8)
MA (8)
PMC (8)
MA (8)
PP (8)
PMC (8)
PP (8)
MA (8)
PP (8)
PMC (8)
MA (8)
MA (8)
PP (8)
PMC (8)
PP (8)

MA (8)
REQM (7)
REQM (7)
REQM (7)
REQM (7)
REQM (7)
REQM (7)
SSAD (6)
SSAD (6)
AM (5)
AM (5)
AM (5)
AM (5)
AM (5)
AM (5)

24
23
23
23
23
23
23
22
22
21
21
21
21
21
21

W

PP (8)

SSAD (6)

ARD (4)

18

Implementation sequence

As in the implementation sequence of GG1 there are cyclical groups with more than one order of the
implementation sequence in the GG2 (see Table 8 (B)) e.g groups Z=Z1,Z2, AB=AB1,AB2,
AE=AE1,AE2, AC=AC1,AC2, F=F1,F2, G=G1,G2, y J=J1,J2 according to criteria TSDN2 of the Table
8 (A).

4 Proposal implementation sequence
The resulting groups the ED among PA of the ML2 and the ED of the GG2 inclusions were analyzed
to give the proposal implementation sequence of (Table 7 (B) and Table 8 (B)).
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The cyclical cluster F has two implementation sequences possibilities (F1 or F2, see Table 7 (B)). In
the case of the cyclical cluster F, the implementation sequence would be permutations F1 or F2. According to business goals, the implementation sequence would be permutation F2 because Project
Planning PA cannot be implemented without first updating the Agreement Management (AM) (see
Table 9).
Table 9: Implementation sequence alternatives.
Implementation sequence
Permutation
1º
2º
3º
F2
AM (5)
PP (5)
PMC (4)
D
SSAD(6) PP(5)
ARD(2)

Table 9 shows the two related implementation sequences alternatives according GG1, F2 and D permutation. Neither implementation sequences can be implemented without implementing all the processes that constitute the permutation.
•

Permutation F2: this implementation sequence is selected when there is an Outsourcing Agreement. The implementation sequence begins with AM, then PP and finally PMC.

•

Permutation D: this implementation sequence is selected when there is no Outsourcing Agreement. The implementation sequence begins with SSAD, then PP and finally ARD.

To achieve the ML2, the implementation sequence is defined according to the resulting cyclic groups
of the ED inclusion analysis of the GG2 generic practices (Table 10). Selecting the cyclical groups
which have the greatest weight (Column Total Dependencies by permutation of the Table 8 (B)) and
that incorporate PA that are not reflected in the sequences of the GG1 of the ML2 (Table 9).
Table 10: Implementation sequence alternatives with GG2.
Permutation
Y
Z1

1º
PP (8)
PMC (8)

2º
PMC(8)
MA (8)

3º
MA (8)
REQM (7)

TD
24
23

Due to PP and PMC are already considerate in the previous cyclical groups (see Table 9), the implementation sequences number 3 is the Y cyclical group (Table 10), then MA and REQM PA are remaining to implement. The Fig. 3 shows the whole implementation sequences.
everis consultants, an IT outsourcing and business consulting firm with presence in Europe and Latin
America makes the following considerations about the two implementation sequences alternatives.
• In the case of Contract Management: once the supplier agreement has been defined and
awarded, it must be managed (AM) according to the defined SLA (Service Level Agreement).
This management is supported by the project planning activities (PP) to provide the baseline
and the minimum contract workload. In addition, it requires monitoring and control activities
(PMC). It refers to permutation F2.
• In the case of Defined Contract: the Request for Proposal, Request for Quotation or agreements are defined to bid for the IT services outsourcing. In this step, the organizations decide
which functions and what portions of the function they wish to outsource, the expected quality
level and identify the potential Suppliers. This definition is supported by the project planning
(PP) activities to know the baseline (The minimum workload to outsource). Then, organizations
can develop outsourcing requirements (ARD). It refers to permutation D.
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Figure 3: The whole ML2 implementation sequences proposal.
The organization knows how to launch a contract, to plan work to outsource, and to give the right requirements by completing the initial and essential steps. Besides, it is able to manage the contract
through using the Service Level Agreement (SLA). SLA relies on the project planning and control information. This is the point where the organizations is able to formalize a Measurement and analysis
practice that allows to know if the outsource process that feedback the outsource strategies (SSAD) is
profitable or not. (Implementation Sequence Y: MA)
Finally, the organization must be able to adapt to the requirements and demand management to the
outsource process (implementation sequence Z1: REQM). This adaptation is frequently call portfolio
management.

5 Conclusions
The CMMI-ACQ official bibliography only shows the high level relationships among PA. Therefore, it is
impossible to detect an implementation sequence. The goal of this paper was to identify and analyze
the ED among the PA related to ML2 in order to propose an implementation sequence of these PA.
Digraphs theory and formal criteria were used to propose the implementation sequences. The analysis
procedure was done in the 2 levels that allow achieving the Maturity level 2.
First, it’s propose the basic level implementation sequence that refers the Generic Goal 1 and, second
it’s complete the implementation sequences with the obtained sequences related to Generic Goal 2
generic practices.
The implementation sequence alternatives proposed apply when beginning the Outsourcing contract
lifecycle or the organization already has an Outsourcing Contract in.
Finally, according to the considerations of everis consultants, it is concluded that the implementation
sequence alternatives obtained by OAP shows a roadmap to implement CMMI-ACQ model in the
ML2, which is largely compatible within the business practice. This traceability is an evidence of the
adequacy of the proposed framework.
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1 Motivation
Nowadays companies are confronted with numerous quality standards and models. The quality divisions responsible for the coordinated implementation of these quality standards and models have a
more and more difficult job as the number of different models and standards as well as their complexity, are increasing. Additionally customers impose the compliance with certain standards and models
so that it is no free choice and companies must implement many models at the same time.
Are this quality models and standards really very different? Actually in most cases there is a significant
overlapping between the different models and standards. To take a closer look at these quality models
and standards and to investigate the relationship between them (how deep they overlap or cover the
same topic) a group of companies 1 from the S2QI initiative formed the working group “Modellvergleiche – comparison of models”. The major goal was defined as following:
Show synergies and deltas between the different quality models and standards for being able to consolidate the models to a combined requirements catalogue for the processes of an enterprise
The group of companies defined the following objectives:
x

Create a mapping between the models

x

Develop generic requirements and questionnaires covering a subset of quality models/ standards

x

Trialling combined audits/assessments

x

Define templates independent from the quality model/standard for the most common work
products

Figure 1: Current situation in companies which are confronted with many models and standards
The work started in 2007 with the foundation of the S2QI initiative (System- and Software Engineering
Quality Initiative). The initiative acts as a platform for companies and non-profit organizations in the
1

MAGNA STEYR Fahrzeugtechnik AG&CoKG, Siemens AG, ISCN GesmbH, ZF Friedrichshafen AG
and HM&S IT-Consulting GmbH
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area of system and software engineering with the goal to increase the competitive advantage, to form
win-win situations, to establish synergies between companies and to support closer collaborations in
different competence networks. In the beginning the initiative covered only Austrian-Styrian companies
but over the months other Austrian and German companies were invited. Currently the initiative contains the agile method development group and the model mapping group.

2 More than a simple mapping
What are the benefits of such mapping? Are there not enough mappings with CMMI vs. SPICE etc.?
The objective of our initiative wasn`t just to do a simple mapping and stop there but to use the mappings as a basis for the following activities:
x

Improve the internal and cross-company understanding of the quality models. In a company
usually the people from the process world dealing with SPICE and CMMI are not the same
people as those in the ISO 9001 world. With the mappings we could show similarities between different processes. Different quality standards, for instance, have the same requirements for a specific process but have a different level of detail. We can bring these two
worlds closer together or even merge them.

x

By defining company processes, specific requirements from the models and standards could
be much more easily incorporated. For instance, in the first place the companies have their
own requirements on how the supplier selection process is implemented. In addition to that,
requirements from ISO/TS 16949 and Automotive SPICE are added to this generic company
process description, and - depending on the project - the participant could already from the
beginning, comply with more than one standard/model. The result would be a synergy model
covering all requirements from different quality models and standards.

x

By merging requirements from different quality models and standards, combined audits and
assessments could be performed. In a combined assessment/audit assessors from different
quality models and standards work together and perform interviews with the project participant only once. This way companies could significantly reduce the costs and time for their
assessments.

x By creating mappings between different models and standards a knowledge database could
be established by offering a quick overview of the quality standards and models and their requirements for a specific process. Process owners could easily check if all necessary activities were performed and all relevant work products are existing.
x New colleagues just starting the company, other companies or another company-division with
previous knowledge of one quality standard or model could easily bridge the gap to the new
quality model (for example coming from a CMMI based company and now dealing with Automotive SPICE© or using only ISO/TS 16949 and now confronted with Automotive SPICE©).
From the mappings similarities and differences could be easily identified.
x To develop a combined questionnaire for the usage in internal and formal reviews.
Another important issue is the exchange of best practices and experiences between the members of
the group in the implementation of the quality models and standards. Each participating company has
its own approach and related solutions and problems. We also decided to produce templates for the
most common work products with the goal that the requirements from all quality models and standards
are covered.
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3 Quality models
The initial step before establishing the mappings was to select reference processes (in general). Each
of the participating companies wrote down their suggested processes (Figure 2). Based on a common
agreement, driven by the preferred model in each company, a set of agreed processes was selected.

Automotive SPICE© based

ISO/TS16949 and EFQM based

x

System requirements analysis

x

Process management

x

System architectural design

x

Human resource management

x

Software requirements analysis

x

Training

x

Software design

x

Infrastructure

x

Software construction

x

Workplace organisation

x

Software integration

x

Series production

x

Software testing

x

Logistic

x

System integration

x

x

System testing

Inspection, measuring and test equipment
management

x

Quality assurance

x

Process improvement

x

Configuration management

x

Knowledge management

x

Problem resolution management

x

Leadership responsibility

x

Change request management

x

Social responsibility

x

Project management

x

Supplier selection

x

Supplier monitoring

x

Quality management

x

Risk management

x

Requirements management

x

Validation

x

Customer support

Figure 2: Selected reference processes
After selecting the reference processes, the next step was to select the quality models and standards
to be compared concerning the selected processes. Most of the companies involved in the S2QI working group have experiences with Automotive SPICE©[1], a model which has been created by some of
the key European automotive manufacturers (OEMs) - as an industry sector specific process reference model and process assessment model using the framework established by ISO/IEC 15504. Due
to the fact that Automotive SPICE© (the mapping performed based on version 2.3) has been derived
from the ISO/IEC 15504-5: 2006 standard, it is easy to provide a mapping to ISO 15504-5 at the same
time [2]. The next selected model was CMMI (Capability Maturity Model® Integration, version 1.2)
Continuous Representation [3]. Due to the strong automotive focus the ISO/TS16949 model was also
included. ISO/TS16949:2002 is an ISO technical specification which aligns existing US, German,
French and Italian automotive quality system standards within the global automotive industry. It specifies the quality system requirements for the design/development, production, installation and servicing
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of automotive-related products [4]. By covering ISO/TS 16949 we automatically cover the ISO
9001:2000 standard. Finally, we also took into account the EFQM Excellence Model.
In the meantime the German working group “Safety” from the “SoQrates Initiative” has also been developing a mapping between Automotive SPICE© and the Functional Safety Standard IEC 61508 with
safety experts from Continental AG and ZF Friedrichshafen AG. The results will be later used in our
group.
After selecting the reference processes, and the quality models/standards, we had to decide on a
master reference model (to which all selected models are compared to). Because of its popularity
among the involved companies Automotive SPICE© was used as the reference model. In the case
that the process isn´t covered by Automotive SPICE© the ISO/TS 16494 standard is taken as the reference model.

4 Approach
Before starting with the mappings a strategy is needed to define how the models will be mapped onto
each other. We decided that on the one hand we had to verify, if all requirements from the master
reference model were covered, and on the other hand we also needed to investigate how deep (level
of detail) these requirements were fulfilled. The following correlation symbols were used as a mapping
notation:
Abbreviations:
R
Reference model
C
Compared model
n.a
Not applicable - process in the compared model does not exist
The following symbols were used to mark the coverage:
=R content from C is comparable to R
>R content from C represents more than R
<R content from C covers less than R
oR content from C isn`t covered by R
!R C misses content covered in R
The following symbols were used to mark the level of details:
+ C is more detailed then R
~ both have the same level of details
- C is less detailed then R
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Topic

System requirements analysis
System architectural design
Software requirements analysis
Software design
Software construction
Software integration
Software testing
System integration
System testing
Quality assurance
Configuration Management
Problem resolution management
Change request management
Project management
Supplier Monitoring

Reference
model
A–
A–
A–
A–
A–
A–
A–
A–
A–
A–
A–
A–
A–
A–
A–

SPICE
SPICE
SPICE
SPICE
SPICE
SPICE
SPICE
SPICE
SPICE
SPICE
SPICE
SPICE
SPICE
SPICE
SPICE

A – SPICE
Level 1
(HIS-Scope)

CMMI 1.2
(Cont.
Represent.)

ISO/TS
16949:2002
(ISO9001:2000)

VDA 18.1
(EFQM)

C = R; C - R
C = R; C ~ R
C = R; C ~ R

C = R; C ~ R
C > R; C + R
C = R; C - R
C = R; C - R
C < R; C - R
C < R; C - R
C < R; C - R
C < R; C - R
C = R; C - R
C < R; C - R
C < R; C - R
C < R; C - R
C < R; C - R
C < R; C - R
C = R; C ~ R

n.v.
n.v.
n.v.
n.v.
n.v.
n.v.
n.v.
n.v.
n.v.
n.v.
n.v.
n.v.
n.v.
C > R; C - R
C > R; C - R

C = R; C - R
C = R; C - R
C = R; C - R

C > R; C ~ R

Figure 3: Extract from the mapping
The goal for the first phase was to establish all mappings with Automotive SPICE© as the reference
model (to which other models are compared to). In the second phase we have planned to continue
with the other (for the moment non-selected) processes and afterwards add new models.

5 Mappings
For each of the processes (Figure 3) a more detailed mapping has been established. The mappings
are based upon the Automotive SPICE© base practices. For each base practice the corresponding
specific practice (in case of CMMI) or chapter/subchapter (in case of ISO/TS 16949 and EFQM) has
been listed. One base practice can be also covered by more than one item. In the following examples
mappings between Automotive SPICE© and ISO/TS 16949 as well as Automotive SPICE© and CMMI
are illustrated:
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Coverage
Rating : [<R]
Explanation:
Activities concerning planning, scheduling and
reporting back to the initiator of the change
request is not covered in detail by the ISO/TS
16949
BP1 => 7.1.4 (=R)
BP2 => 7.1.4 (=R)
BP3 => 7.3.7 (=R)
BP4 => 7.3.7 (=R)
BP5 => 7.1.4 (=R)
BP6 => 7.1.4 und 7.3.7(=R)
BP7 => 7.3.7 (<R)
BP8 => 7.3.7 (=R)
BP9 => 7.1.4 (=R)
BP10 => (<R)
BP11 => 7.3.7 (=R)
BP12 => (!R)

Level of details
Rating: [-]
Explanation:
The level of detail concerning dependencies
and relationships to other change requests,
allocation of resources, scheduling and reporting is requested in Automotive SPICE© in a
much higher detail.
BP1 => 7.1.4 (~)
BP2 => 7.1.4 (~)
BP3 => 7.3.7 (~)
BP4 => 7.3.7 (~)
BP5 => 7.1.4 (-)
BP6 => 7.1.4 und 7.3.7 (~)
BP7 => 7.3.7 (-)
BP8 => 7.3.7 (-)
BP9 => 7.1.4 (~)
BP10 => (-)
BP11 => 7.3.7 (~)
BP12 => (-)

Table 1: Change Request Management - Automotive SPICE© vs. ISO/TS 16949
The mapping in Table 1 illustrates that Automotive SPICE© covers a wider field (more areas) with a
higher level of detail for the process Change Request Management. For a company already fulfilling
the requirements from the ISO 9001:2000 or ISO/TS16949 and now implementing Automotive
SPICE©, the mapping shows the gap between the two standards and which base practices aren`t
covered by the ISO 9001:2000 and ISO/TS16949. With the help of the mappings the transition could
be much smoother.
If we apply this comparison on other development processes such as Software Testing, the mapping
would show some missing requirements in the ISO 9001:2000 or ISO/TS16949. One missing practice,
for example, would be the bidirectional traceability. Also, in general, Automotive SPICE© has a strong
focus on software where ISO 9001:2000 or ISO/TS16949 are more general and focus towards a production process. In most cases the ISO 9001:2000 or ISO/TS16949 lacks detail when it comes to
software development related engineering processes.
Another mapping we considered were the mappings from Automotive SPICE© to CMMI. Some processes like Project Management are covered in CMMI by two processes (Project Planning and Project
Monitoring and Control). In the case of project management, the CMMI content covers are wider
scope.

6 Implementation Experiences
The following chapter describes how the intermediate results from the initiative were used by the partnering companies. The mapping results illustrated in Figure 4 are used in an internal knowledge database, extending the process-requirements from Automotive SPICE© with matching requirements from
other quality models.
Thus the organization is aware of the consolidated requirements to its processes and can ensure that
all these process-requirements are realized in process instructions without gaps or redundancies.
Another implementation case is illustrated in Figure 5 and Figure 6 where combined assessments are
already preconfigured in an assessment portal system the Capability Adviser Assessment Tool. The
assessment is based on Automotive SPICE© and additional requirements from the other standards
are displayed on request. This approach can be used for self-assessment, where the tool acts like a
knowledge database as well as in formal assessments. Good results have been already achieved by
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combining ISO15504 and ISO 9001:2000 (Figure 6). The assessment approach and result has been
also approved by an ISO 9001 certification body.
The Functional Safety working group in the German SoQrates 2 Initiative is currently also finalizing its
mapping between Automotive SPICE© and IEC 61508. Figure 5 shows such a combined assessment
approach.
Similar combined assessments could be performed in future with Automotive SPICE©/CMMI and
ISO/TS 16949.

Figure 4: Knowledge database with the requirements from different quality standards
Extract from Figure 4:

2

3.1.6 Automotive SPICE©

Customer Communication

ENG.1. BP6 Establish customer-supplier
query communication mechanism

ISO9001:2000: 7.2.2 Review of Requirements
Related to the Product

3.1.6.1 From the ISO/TS16949

Customer Communication

Communication arrangements with customers must be established to ensure
understanding of product and contract
requirements and facilitate feedback,
including complaints.

ISO9001:2000: 7.2.3 Customer communication

Soqrates (Software Quality Rates Maturity), http://www.isqi.org/en/soqrates/
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Figure 5: Combined Assessment Automotive SPICE and Safety (IEC61508)

Figure 6: Combined Assessment ISO 9001:2000 and ISO/IEC 15504
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7 Conclusion and Outlook
As stated above, the results of the initiative are already applied in different tools in the partnering
companies. The group is currently finishing the first phase of the mappings (with Automotive SPICE©
as the reference model).
Our next objective is to review the existing mappings from other companies, groups and experts who
are not involved in the initiative. Based on the reviewed mappings, combined questionnaires for internal reviews will be developed. The questionnaires will help the quality department in their review process as well as the project members and process owners to prepare themselves.
The initiative also invites new partners to join the group and act either as reviewers or developers of
new mappings based on the existing or new quality models and standards.
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Abstract
Software Process Improvement, based on a Maturity Level or a Process Capability Profile,
from a capability maturity model or an ISO/IEC 15504-based model, is well established in the
software industry as a successful mean for improving software intensive organizations. In consequence there is an opportunity to understand how these models have been developed and
consolidate this knowledge to support the development of new models by, among others, the
industry. This article introduces a Method Framework for Engineering Process Capability
Models as an element of a methodology on a Process Capability Profile to drive Process Improvement. This method framework is based on five previous successful experiences in which
we experiment different processes to develop different process capability models. The current
version is composed of sequential practices, customization rules, examples of utilization and
examples of techniques. An initial validation indicates a first confidence that this method
framework is a useful proposal for developing methods and processes for engineering process
capability models.

Keywords
Software Process Improvement (SPI), Process Capability Model, PRO2PI Methodology,
CMMI, ISO/IEC 15504
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1 Introduction
Around the 1980´s, Watts Humphrey and others at the Software Engineering Institute (SEI) elicited
and generalized good practices from few software intensive organizations that had been working well.
Those practices were organized as sequential and cumulative maturity level as the Capability Maturity
Model for Software (CMM or SW-CMM) [1]. With the success of CMM as practical guidelines for a
feasible practical improvement of software intensive organizations, a new area emerged: Software
Process Improvement (SPI). As an evolution of CMM two frameworks of models were established:
ISO/IEC 15504 International Standard for Process Assessment [6] and the Capability Maturity Model
Integration (CMMI) [2]. CMMI is aligned with ISO/IEC 15504 and the CMMI-DEV model [2] is the successor of CMM.
Basically the current SPI area continues the same as it was established around CMM and the CMMIDEV is the dominant model, although ISO/IEC 15504-based models are relevant too. There are, however, forces around the successful current SPI that urge for a revision and evolution of SPI area [3, 4].
One of these forces is related with the need to develop more process capability models. Therefore
there is an opportunity to understand how process capability models have been developed and consolidate this knowledge to support the development of new models. The industry will participate more
in this development, as models for more specific business context, for more specific domain or even
for a specific organization will be develop as customization of relevant more generic models.
The term Process Capability Model [5] is used to mean models of best practices organized with the
concepts of process capability and process maturity. In this sense a capability maturity model, as, for
example, the CMMI-DEV model [2], is a process capability model. An ISO/IEC Process Assessment
Model, as, for example, the ISO/IEC 15504-5 model [6], is a process capability model as well.
In order to support the development of new models, this article introduces PRO2PI-MFMOD as a
“Method Framework for Engineering Process Capability Models as an element of the PRO2PI Methodology”. PRO2PI is a methodology on “Process Capability Profile to drive Process Improvement” [3,
4]. PRO2PI is an exemplar methodology for a proposed evolution of current SPI area, named MDPEK:
“(Process Capability Profile) Model-Driven (Process Capability Engineering) for (Software, System and
other Knowledge Working) Intensive Organization” [3].
The initial objective was to develop a method. During the construction, we realize that the variety of
situations, however, raised significant risks to develop a single method. Therefore, we decided to develop a more abstract methodological element to support the definition of methods. We developed a
Method Framework. This term is already used with similar meaning, similar objective and similar
reasons for the Method Framework for Engineering System Architectures (MFESA) [16] which confirms the usage of this term within this context. The major difference from the meaning of method
framework is that PRO2PI-MFMOD does not define the contextual elements because these elements
are already provided by the PRO2PI methodology.
This article is organized as follows. This first section provides an introduction to the article. The second section digests the PRO2PI Methodology. The third section establishes goals, methodology and
process for the development of this method framework. The fourth section reviews previous experiences in developing models. The fifth section introduces the PRO2PI-MFMOD. The sixth section presents how those processes can be considered as examples of the method framework. The seventh
section describes how the method framework is planning to be used for a complex system. Finally, the
eighth section presents some initial validation and some conclusions.

2 PRO2PI Methodology
PRO2PI is a multi-model process improvement methodology driven by process capability profiles. As
an exemplar methodology for MDPEK, PRO2PI supports process improvement using elements from
multiples reference models and other sources. These elements are selected or defined and they are
integrated as process capability profile. A process capability profile that drives a process improvement
under PRO2PI methodology is also named as a PRO2PI. Figure 1 presents the conceptual elements
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of the PRO2PI methodology, the relationship among them and the name of each one.
Sustainable
model
PRO2PI-SMOD

Metamodel
PRO2PI-MMOD

Exemplar
unified model
PRO2PI-EUMOD1

(including
”Sinal Aberto” Concept Map
and “Geraes” Class diagram)

Repository
PRO2PI-REPO

Exemplar notation
PRO2PI-EN1

Properties
PRO2PI-PROP
Measures
PRO2PI-MEAS

PRO2PI
Methodology
version 3.0

Process improvement
cycle process
PRO2PI-CYCLE
Establishment
workshop method
PRO2PI-WORK
Method framework
for models
PRO2PI-MFMOD

PRO2PI-WORK
for education
PRO2PI-WORK4E
PRO2PI-WORK
for appraisal
PRO2PI-WORK4A

Figure 1 – PRO2PI methodology elements
PRO2PI-SMOD is a sustainable model for the dissemination and evolution of PRO2PI methodology.
PRO2PI-REPO is a repository for PRO2PI assets. PRO2PI-MMOD is a metamodel for a process capability profile and process capability model. Using PRO2PI-MMOD, PRO2PI-EUMOD1 is an exemplar unified process capability model with elements from selected relevant models, and PRO2PI-EN1
is a notation to represent a PRO2PI. PRO2PI-PROP is a set of properties for a PRO2PI. PRO2PIMEAS is a set of measures to qualify a PRO2PI. PRO2PI-CYCLE is a process for process improvement cycles including a function to define, update or use a PRO2PI.
PRO2PI-WORK is a method for a workshop to establish a process capability profile to drive a process
improvement cycle. This method was developed to guide the implementation of the first three phases
of PRO2PI-CYCLE in a low capability, small organization. In addition, two customized variations of this
method were defined. PRO2PI-WORK4A is a method for a workshop with emphasis in the assessment of current practices and PRO2PI-WORK4E is a method for a workshop with emphasis in education on process improvement. PRO2PI-MFMOD is a method framework for engineering process capability models that is described in this article.

3 Goals, Methodology and Process
This section establishes a main general goal, three derived objective goals, the methodology and the
process used to guide the development of the method framework. The main general goal is that the
method framework is a useful proposal for developing methods and processes for engineering Process capability models. The first objective goal (Goal G1) is that the method framework could be considered as a generalization of a given set of processes and methods used to successfully develop
process capability models. The second objective goal (Goal G2) is that it is part of the PRO2PI methodology [3, 4] because developing models is part of the scope of this methodology. The third unfolded
goal (Goal G3) is that it supports the planning for a process to develop a model for best practices in a
given complex system.
The development of this method framework followed the process capability levels form ISO/IEC 15504
as a methodology [6]. First we participated and studied successful processes to develop models in
order to construct knowledge about developing models. This is related with capability level 1 for a
“process capability model engineering” process area. Then we planned, performed, monitored and
controlled five successful processes to develop five different process capability models. This is related
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with capability level 2 for this same process area. The development of this method framework from an
analysis of these five previous successful experiences in model development prepare for capability
level 3. The engineering of a process capability model will be guided by a planned, performed, monitored and controlled defined process that is tailored from the method framework. Therefore, the defined process will be a capability level 3 process.
Using this methodology, a process was planned and performed with the following seven activities to
develop the method framework presented in this article: (1) preparation for the work; (2) identification
and initial analyses of previous experience from our research group and from others groups; (3) revision of PRO2PI methodology to include the method framework; (4) development of a preliminary version of the method framework; (5) more disciplined revision of the previous experiences identifying
including a relationship between the process used in each previous experience with the preliminary
method framework; (6) revision of the method framework in such way that all previous experiences
could be considered as examples of instantiation of this method framework; and (7) usage of the
method framework to plan a process to develop a process to develop a process capability model for a
complex system.

4 Structured review of previous experiences
This section reviews five previous successful experiences in which we experiment different processes
to develop different process capability models. In addition four more experiences from others are presented. We also participated in some of these experiences from others. For each one of these nine
experiences a structured review is presented with a phrase name (in bold type), a brief description,
the activities of the actual planned and performed process used to develop the model, and examples
of techniques used to develop the model.
Process for a model for education: This model was composed of a new process area to cover the
teaching of a technical course [7]. This process area is defined as a new process for the ISO/IEC
15504-5 model. The strategy was to abstract a process area from the current process used by the
teacher. For the development of this process capability model for education, a process with the following seen activities was defined and used: (1) description of the current process used by the teacher;
(2) analyses of the guidelines defined by the organization; (3) description of an improved process,
following the ISO/IEC 15504-5 model, to be used by the teacher; (4) definition of a new process area
for ISO/IEC 15504-5 such that improved process is an exemplar implementation; (5) assessment of
the current process; and (6) revision and consolidation of the new process area. A specific technique
predefined for this process is to abstract a process area from an actual process.
Process for the MARES model: A specialization of the ISO/IEC 15504-5 model for Small and Medium Enterprises (SME) was developed as part of o project to develop a Method for Process Assessment in Small Software Companies (MARES) [8]. A process for the MARES Model, with seven activities, was planned and followed: (1) state of the art of process improvement in SME review and study
of ISO/IEC 15504-5; (2) state of the art of methods and models for SPI in SME; (3) requirements definition for the proposed model; (4) development of a draft model; (5) evaluation through four case studies using the draft model; (6) revised draft model; and (7) evaluation through two new case studies.
Two specific techniques predefined for this process are state of the art literature review to gain knowledge and case studies to validate a draft model.
Process for a CMMI specialization to CBSE: For a development of a process capability model for
Component Based Software Engineering (CBSE) a process was defined and used [9]. The eight activities of this process are as follows: (1) review the state of the art and state of the practice, in this
case, for CBSE, (2) identify a process capability model more appropriate to be specialized for the domain (in this case CBSE), (3) identify or define a set of additional process areas to cover the major
CBSE specific aspects, (4) represent these new process areas using the format of the base model, (5)
identify process areas from the base model that needs customizations for CBSE and perform those
customizations (6) identify other generic process areas from other relevant models that are relevant
for the domain and include them in the model, (7) consider practices from relevant organization that
already implement good CBSE, include those practices as additional sources, and revise the model to
cover these practices, and (8) use the model in CBSE organizations, analyse the results and revise
the model. A specific technique predefined for this process is to translate process areas from a given
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model (in this case the ISO/IEC 15504-5 model) to new process areas for another model (in this case
the CMMI-DEV model).
Process for a CMMI specialization to banking domain: In the development of a specialization of
the CMMI-DEV process capability model for software development in the banking domain [10], a
process for a CMMI model specialization was defined and used with the following seven activities: (1)
characterization of the domain, (2) selection of some process areas, (3) initial description of the domain, (4) exploration of the domain description and specialization of the selected process areas, (5)
revision of the domain description and the process areas specialization, (6) validation; and (7) revision
and consolidation. A specific technique predefined for this process is to describe a domain using
phrases and to relate them to some practices of a model in order to determine if a practice from a
model has higher, same or less relevance for that domain.
Process for the SPICE for Research model: For developing an ISO/IEC 15504-based process capability model for University Research Laboratory (SPICE for Research Model) [11, 12] a process was
defined and used for the construction of this model. The six activities of this process are as follows: (1)
state of the art review, (2) best practices survey, (3) process capability model draft design, (4) process
capability model draft development, (5) process capability model validation, and (6) process capability
model version 1.0. University Research Laboratory (URLab) is a unique environment that performs
knowledge-intensive activities. The SPICE for Research considers the best practices investigated in
some URLabs and the technical and scientific literature on knowledge management, research management, organizational management, and capability models. Two different communities validated
SPICE for Research: the community of managers of research and the community of researchers with
experience in process improvement [12]. Two specific techniques predefined for this process are using questionnaires to obtain information from experts in the domain and performing extensive literature
review to understand best practices for the domain.
Generic process for consolidated models: There are a set of process capability models that can be
considered as more relevant and more consolidated models, including the original SW-CMM model,
CMMI models (CMMI-DEV, CMMI-SRV and CMMI-ACQ), ISO/IEC 15504 models (ISO/IEC 15504-5
and ISO/IEC 15504-6), other ISO/IEC conformant models (OOSPICE, Automotive SPICE, Enterprise
SPICE and others), the e-SCM models, the MPS.BR model and the COMPETISOFT model. For neither one of them, we could found a complete documented process about how each one was developed. There are only general information about the development, as, for example, the ISO rules and
procedures to develop an International Standard. Up to now, we did not produce activities for the
process used to develop these models.
Process for a leadership model: In a development of a process capability model for leadership of
Integrated Virtual Teams, Tuffley [13] defined and used a process with the following five activities: (1)
literature review; (2) process capability model draft development; (3) cases study using the draft model
(4) results analyses and (5) model consolidation (with possible cycles of activities 2, 3 and 4).
Process for models from requirements transformation: Barafort et alli proposed a method to transform a set of requirements into a process capability model [14]. They followed this method to develop
a process capability model for IT Service Management from the ISO 20000 requirements. This method
has the following nine activities: “(1) identify elementary requirements in a collection of requirements,
(2) organize and structure the requirements, (3) identify common purposes upon those requirements
and organize them towards domain goals, (4) identify and factorize outcomes from the common purposes and attach them to the related goals, (5) group activities together under a practice and attach it
to the related outcomes, (6) allocate each practice to a specific capability level, (7) phrase outcomes
and process purpose, (8) phrase the base practices attached to outcomes, and (9) determine work
products among the inputs and outputs of the practices” [14].
Process for a model for SaaS: Cancian developed a draft process capability model as a reference
guide for assessing software development process practiced by SaaS (Software as a Service) providers [15]. In order to accomplish its objectives, quality requirements that providers should meet were
elicited. After having been summarized and analyzed, the requirements were mapped to existing
standards and reference models. From this mapping, a reference guide was proposed. A process was
defined and used for the construction of this draft model, with the following five activities: (1) literature
review, (2) gathering of requirements, (3) complementation and determination of the priority among
those requirements, (4) mapping of those requirements, and (5) construction of the reference guide.
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5 PRO2PI-MFMOD Method Framework
PRO2PI-MFMOD is a method framework for engineering process capability models based on context
and characteristics of a segment or domain. The current version is composed of four types of elements, each one, by a coincidence, with seven elements: sequential practices, customization rules,
examples of utilization and examples of techniques. The examples of utilization and examples of techniques are described in Section 4. The sequential practices and customization rules are described in
this section.
PRO2PI-MFMOD defines seven sequential practices to guide the development of a method or a process to develop a process capability model: (1) initial decisions, (2) sources analysis, (3) strategy for
development, (4) model design, (5) draft model development, (6) draft model validation, and (7) model
consolidation (Figure 2).

Decision and
commitment
for model
development

PRO2PI
Methodology

Good practices from
process capability models (SW-CMM,
ISO/IEC 15504-5, iCMM, CMMI-DEV,
OPM3, COBIT, eSCM-SP/CL, MR-MPS,
COMPETISOFT, ...), other
reference models
(ISO 9001, PMBOK,
ISO/IEC 12207,
SWEBOK, EFQM,
PNQ, RUP, ...)
and/or any
other sources

Context and
characteristics
of a segment
or domain

PRO2PISMOD
PRO2PIREPO

Initial
Decisions

Sources
Analysis

…

PRO2PIMMOD

…

Strategy for
Development

…

Process Capability Model

…
…

Capability Levels

c5

PRO2PIMFMOD

…

c4
c3

…

c2

Process
Capability
Profiles
c0 pi pj pk ...
Process Areas
c1

…

…
Model
Consolidation

Model
Design

…
Draft Model
Validation

Draft Model
Development

Figure 2- PRO2PI-MFMOD´s seven sequential practices
The first practice of PRO2PI-MFMOD is related with some initial decisions after a decision and commitment for model development. These initial decisions can be related with any one of the following six
practices. In the second practice (Sources analysis) we identified, gather and analysed sources for
good practices. These sources can include literature review, surveys, and others. These sources are
based on the context and characteristics of a segment or domain. The third practice (Strategy for development) is related with the definition of the strategy to be used to develop the model. One key issue
is how the community of interest will be involved in this development. Another issue is using selected
good practices from process capability models (SW-CMM, ISO/IEC 15504-5, iCMM, CMMI-DEV,
OPM3, COBIT, eSCM-SP/CL, MR-MPS, COMPETISOFT, ...), other reference models (ISO 9001,
PMBOK, ISO/IEC 12207, SWEBOK, EFQM, PNQ, RUP, ...) and/or any other sources.
The fourth practice (Model design) is related with the design of the process capability model. ISO/IEC
15504 establish as general structure for model design as Process Reference Model and Process Assessment Model. PRO2PI-MMOD as a metamodel provides a reference for this design. The fifth practice is the draft model development. The sixth practice is the validation of the draft model. The seventh
practice is the consolidation of the process capability model.
As part of the method framework, these seven sequential practices must be customized as activities of
a method or even by a process. This customization is oriented by combinations of seven simple cus-
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tomization rules (CR1 to CR7). These seven customization rules are described as follows, in terms of
the relationship between one or more method framework´s practice and one or more method or process´s activity:
CR1:

A practice corresponds to an activity (one practice to one activity);

CR2: There is no activity that corresponds to a practice, because the results to be produced by the
practice execution are already predefined by the method or process (one practice to zero activity);
CR3: There are no activities that correspond to one or more consecutives final practices, because
the life cycle of the method or process ends before those final practices (many final practices to zero
activity);
CR4: Two or more activities correspond to one practice, because the activities are more detailed
customization of the practice (one practice to many activities);
CR5: An activity corresponds to two or more consecutive practices, because the activity is a more
general and simplified customization of the practices (many practices to one activity);
CR6: There are consecutive activities that correspond to cycles of consecutive practices (many
practices to activity cycles); and
CR7:

There is one or more technique that is specified for one or more activities.

The next provides representations of those processes (described in Section 4) as customizations of
the method framework and explain these customizations in terms of applications of these customizations rules. In this way, the next section supports the understanding of these customizations rules.

6 Processes and PRO2PI-MFMOD
Table 1 show the PRO2PI-MFMOD´s seven practices and the activities of each one of the five processes described in Section 4 and indicate how each practice is related with the activities.
Table 1 – practices of PRO2PI-MFMOD and activities of five processes
Process for
Prac. 1 Prac. 2 Prac. 3 Prac. 4 Prac. 5 Prac. 6 Prac. 7
PRO2PI-MFMOD
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
a model for education
the MARES
model

1

2 3
1

2
1

5

4
4

3
2

6
6

5

3

4

7

8

5
6

a CMMI specialization to CBSE

7
a CMMI specialization to banking
the SPICE for
Research model

2

1

1

2

3

3

4

5

4

6

7

5

6

The process for a model for education customizes the method framework applying the following customization rules: (a) rule CR2 is applied related with practice 1 because the initial decisions were already taken before the process was defined; (b) rule CR4 is applied because the activities 1, 2 and 3
are more detailed than the correspondent practice 2; (c) rule CR5 is applied because the activity 4 is
more general and simple than the correspondents practices 3, 4 and 5; (d) rule CR4 is applied again
because the activities 5 and 6 are more detailed than the correspondent practice 6; and (e) rule CR7
is applied because the process finished with the validation of the model draft version, and then there is
no activity that correspond to the final practice 7.
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The process for the MARES mode customizes the method framework applying the following customization rules: (a) rule CR2 is applied related with practice 1 because the initial decisions were already
taken before the process was defined; (b) rule CR4 is applied because the activities 1 and 2 are more
detailed than the correspondent practice 2; (c) rule CR1 is applied because the activity 3 corresponds
to practice 3; (d) rule CR5 is applied because the activity 4 is more general and simple than the correspondents practices 4 and 5; (e) rule CR1 is applied because the activity 5 corresponds to practice 6;
and (f) rule CR4 is applied again because the activities 6 and 7 are more detailed than the correspondent practice 7.
The process for a CMMI specialization to CBSE customizes the method framework applying the following customization rules: (a) rule CR2 is applied related with practice 1 because the initial decisions
were already taken before the process was defined; (b) rule CR1 is applied four times because each
one of the activities 1, 2, 3 and 4 corresponds to the practices 2, 3, 4 and 5; (c) rule CR5 is applied
four times because each one of the activities 5, 6, 7 and 8 is more general and simple than the correspondents consecutives practices (3 and 4), (3 and 4 again), (2, 3, 4 and 5), and (6 and 7); (d) rule
CR6 is applied three times because each one of the activities 5, 6, and 7 are cycles: activity 5 repeats
practices 3 and 4, activity 6 repeats practices 3 and 4 again and activity 7 repeats practices 1, 2, 3 and
4.
The process for a CMMI specialization to banking domain customizes the method framework applying
the following customization rules: (a) rule CR2 is applied related with practice 1 because the initial
decisions were already taken before the process was defined; (b) rule CR1 is applied because the
activity 1 corresponds to practice 2; (c) rule CR2 is applied for the no correspond activity for practice 3
because the strategy for the development (the result of practice 3) was already defined before the
process; (d) rule CR4 is applied two times because each one of the consecutive activities (2 and 3)
and (4 and 5) corresponds to the practices 4 and 5 respectively; and (e) rule CR1 is applied two times
because each one of the activities 6 and 7 correspondents to practices 6 and 7 respectively.
The process for SPICE for Research customizes the method framework applying the following customization rules: (a) rule CR2 is applied related with practice 1 because the initial decisions were already taken before the process was defined; (b) rule CR4 is applied because the activities 1 and 2 are
more detailed than the correspondent practice 2; (c) rule CR2 is applied for the no correspond activity
for practice 3 because the strategy for the development (the result of practice 3) was already defined
before the process; and (d) rule CR1 is applied four times because each one of the activities 3, 4, 5
and 6 correspondents to practices 4, 5, 6 and 7 respectively.
Table 2 shows the PRO2PI-MFMOD´s seven practices and the activities of each one of the four other
processes described in Section 4 and indicate how each activity is related with the practices. For the
generic process for consolidated models, we estimate a general process as cycles of PRO2PIMFMOD´s seven activities.
Table 2 – Practices of PRO2PI-MFMOD and activities of four other processes
Process for
Prac. 1 Prac. 2 Prac. 3 Prac. 4 Prac. 5 Prac. 6 Prac. 7
PRO2PI-MFMOD
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
(generic) consoli1
2
3
4
5
6
7
dated models
a leadership
model
models from
requirements
transformation
a model for SaaS

1
1

2

3

2

3

4
7

1

3

2

4

5

4

5

6

8

9
5

7 Using the Method Framework for a Complex System
This session introduces the issues of application of this method framework for building process capability models in the context of complex systems. There is no consensus on the definition of complexity
in the literature [18]. In the functionalist sense of the word, complexity refers to a large set of variables
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whose relations cannot be mapped or monitored [18]. For Demo [19], complexity is linked not only with
the number of variables, but with a set of properties for interpreting a phenomenon as complex. The
properties highlighted by the author are: the dynamics, the ambiguity, and the no-linearity. What is
totally predictable and linear is not complex. These properties above help to characterize the complex
a phenomenon as complex. The complex system in focus here is the Brazilian Public Software (SPB
after the Portuguese name: Software Publico Brasileiro) [17].
The concept of public software in Brazil has its first public records of discussion in the 90’s [17]. The
first experiments supported conceptual nuances that had different scales, ranging from the software to
be shared only in the public sector to the total release to society. In 1995 the state computing companies, captained by ABEP, began a process of discussion on what later became the concept of SPB
[17]. At that time the intention was to accelerate cooperation in the government, in order to reduce
developmental efforts, assign costs and rationalize resources. The trend for the total release of solutions to society is recent. Their format comes from the experience of the federal government.
A one year project is under way to consolidate a technical framework for SPB. One part of this project
is a subproject to identify and consolidate, as process capability models, best practices for developing
and evolve software or services and best practices to perform a service. This subproject has three
sequential phases: (Phase 1) consolidation of this method framework and understanding of the SPB;
(Phase 2) development of a draft version of the model; and (Phase 3) validation and consolidation of
an initial version of the model. Phase 1 is already complete and Phases 2 and 3 are planned as an
instantiation of this method framework.
This instantiation is composed of fourteen activities: (1) initial decisions; (2) sources identifications and
initial analyses; (3) strategy for development; (4) detailed analyses of the identified sources; (5) detailed of the strategy; (6) high level model design; (7) revision of sources and new analyses; (8) revision of the strategy; (9) model design; (10) draft model development; (11) initial validation; (12) draft
model development; (13) validation; (14) model consolidation. Table 3 shows the activities of this
planned process and relate them with the practices of the method framework as applications of the
customization rules.
Table 3 – Practice of PRO2PI-MFMOD and activities of a process for SPB complex system
Process for
Prac. 1 Prac. 2 Prac. 3 Prac. 4 Prac. 5 Prac. 6 Prac. 7
PRO2PI-MFMOD
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
1
2
3
6
SPB complex
5
10
4
12
system
14
9
8
11
7
13

8 Initial Validation and Conclusion
Although this is a work in progress, the achievement of the three unfolded objective goals is commented as an initial validation. The achievement of Goal G1 is evidenced by Tables 1 and 2 showing
that the activities of each one of the nine identified processes can be expressed with applications of
the seven customizations rules on the seven PRO2PI-MFMOD´s practices. The achievement of Goal
G2 is evidenced by Figure 1 showing PRO2PI-MFMOD as one element of PRO2PI methodology. Finally the achievement of Goal G3 is evidenced by Table 3 showing that the activities of the planned
process for engineering a process capability model for SPB complex system can be expressed with
applications of the seven customizations rules on the seven practices of PRO2PI-MFMOD.
This article introduced PRO2PI-MFMOD as a Method Framework for Engineering Process Capability
Models. This method framework supports the definition of methods or processes to engineer a process capability model. The achievement of the three derived objective goals indicates a first confidence
that PRO2PI-MFMOD is going to be a useful proposal for developing methods and processes for engineering process capability models.
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Abstract
Software process assessment (SPA) plays an important role in the Model-based software
process improvement (SPI) paradigm; assessment methods are used to understand software
organizations’ current process quality and identify the possible improvement opportunities.
This paper studies the design process of the SPA methods from an engineering viewpoint and
uses Vincenti’s classifications of engineering design knowledge as an analytical tool. The
analyses end up with the necessary pieces of knowledge that the SPA methods’ designers
bring with them before starting the design process of the SPA method. These pieces of knowledge provide useful guidelines, mainly for less experienced designers, to start SPA methods
design. Note that other design criteria can be induced in the same manner from the engineering design knowledge
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Software, process, assessment, improvement, design, engineering
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1 Introduction
Software Process Assessment is an effective method used to understand software organizations’
process quality and to identify issues to be resolved to achieve higher maturity [1]. In the past two
decades, various assessment methods have been developed. These assessment methods varies
from comprehensive SPA methods, such as SCAMPI method of CMMi [2] and SPA methods compliant with ISO 15504 [3], to lightweight assessment methods, see for example [4-9]. The effectiveness
of any assessment method is affected by the size of the organization, i.e. for small and very small
organizations, the comprehensive SPA methods are considered to be difficult to implement [10-14].
Accordingly, the SPA method effective for large organizations will not be effective for small or very
small organizations.
Software processes assessment can be used either to determine the capability of another organization for subcontracting purposes, or to determine and understand the status of the organization’s current processes to initiate an improvement process. The increasing numbers of assessment methods
available, the ISO 15504 standard that sets out the requirements for process assessment, and the
popularity of the CMMI model, illustrate the relevance of software process assessment for the software development industry. The increasing numbers of assessment methods encouraged several
researchers to study the differences between various SPA methods and compare between them using
different approaches - see for example [15-19].
The same requirements for conducting successful assessments are common to all SPA methods [1],
The requirements consists of a set of high-level design criteria for developing, defining, and using
assessment methods [20]. Usually, the design criteria for comprehensive assessment methods are
well-defined, while for tailored lightweight methods the design of the assessment methods interferes
with the designers’ experience and opinion. Accordingly, identifying the design criteria to design an
SPA method would help in standardizing the design process of comprehensive and lightweight SPA
methods. Moreover, aligning the design knowledge of SPA methods (both comprehensive and lightweight methods) with the engineering design knowledge would help improve the maturity of the SPA
methods’ design. This paper studies the design knowledge of the SPA methods from an engineering
viewpoint using Vincenti’s classifications of engineering design knowledge as an analytical tool.
This paper presents in section 2 an overview of Vincenti’s classifications of the engineering design
knowledge. Section 3 presents the mapping of Vincenti's classifications of the engineering design
knowledge to the SPA methods design. Section 4 summarizes the final results and presents the future
work.

2 Vincenti’s classifications
The work done by Vincenti [22] in defining the anatomy of engineering design knowledge based on a
long experience in the aeronautical field forms a good framework to study the design process in the
SPA field. Vincenti stated that “a complicated technology can often be regarded as a device”. Today,
the software products, which are used as stand alone products or as embedded in very complex systems, as well as the development process producing them, are obviously complex technologies and
can be regarded as devices performing certain functions. Therefore, this paper uses Vincenti’s classifications of the engineering design knowledge to study the SPA methods design from an engineering
viewpoint.
Using Vincenti’s terms and concepts in this SPA context, designing a new SPA method is mostly
based on a vicarious model. The common vicarious models used in the SPA field are ISO 15504 and
CMMI. Such a vicarious means of selection is preferred as a cost and time saving alternative of building a full assessment model and the corresponding assessment methods.
In his book [22], Vincenti discusses the anatomy of design knowledge in the engineering discipline and
provides a categorization of engineering design knowledge. This categorization could also be used as
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an analytical tool to study the coverage of different engineering topics within other domains such as
software engineering; for example, [21] presented the modeling of Vincenti’s classifications and how to
use Vincenti’s categories as constituting criteria for investigating software engineering from an engineering perspective.
Accordingly, to investigate software process assessment methods using Vincenti’s classifications, it is
useful to understand to what extent the design of these methods aligns with engineering design principles.
Vincenti stated that this classification is not specific to the aeronautical engineering domain only, but
can be transferred to other engineering domains. This transfer to the software engineering field in
general and software process assessment and improvement in particular, is challenging in the sense
that this field is still maturing. The six main classes of Vincenti’s classification are:
1. Fundamental design principles
2. Criteria and specifications
3. Theoretical tools
4. Quantitative data
5. Practical considerations
6. Instrumentalities

3 Mapping Vincenti’s classification to SPA methods design
This section uses Vincenti’s classification as a tool to analyse the design process of the SPA methods,
and map the design criteria in the SPA context to the engineering design classifications.

3.1 Fundamental design principles
Usually, the designers planning to start a project to build a certain device using a normal design process bring with them some fundamental concepts about the devices. These concepts may exist only in
the designers mind implicitly or stated explicitly somewhere else: “they are givens for the projects,
even if unstated” [22]. As stated by Vincenti, the fundamental design concepts can be derived from
two main sources:

3.1.1 Operational principles
These principles specify how the different parts of the designed device fulfill special functions in
combination with overall operation to achieve the purpose. In other words “how the device works. The
operational principles also, in effect, define a device” [22].
The main principle to design an SPA method – the proposed device – is that the designer keeps in
mind that the software development process should be divided into a set of distinct processes. For
each process a clear definition of purpose and outcomes is provided; this is formally known as a process reference model. Consequently, the design criterion corresponding to operational principles is:
1. Identify the process reference model.
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3.1.2 Normal configuration
The normal configuration of a device means “the general shape and arrangement that are commonly
agreed to best embody the operational principles” [22]; that is to say, any device or product to be
produced, usually, consists of a set of sub-devices or sub-products, the interaction and arrangement
of these sub-products is what concerns a normal configuration.
Accordingly, the design criteria corresponding to the configuration management include:
1. Define the business need before the assessment.
2. Make use of previous assessment reports.
3. Refer to the organizational documents and reports while preparing for the assessment.

3.2 Criteria and specifications
Vincenti stated that “to design a device embodying a given operational principle and normal configuration, the designer must have at some point specific requirements in terms of hardware”. When designing a new device, the designer translates the general qualitative goals into specific quantitative goals.
The designer must have knowledge of technical criteria appropriate to the device and its use; the designer must also assign numerical values or limits to the characteristics of the appropriate criteria
which is essential for the design. Therefore, the design criteria for SPA methods include:
1. Specify the number of processes to be assessed.
2. Specify the criteria for assessing the process.
3. Define the scale and its limits used to assess the process.

3.3 Theoretical tools
Vincenti stated that "To carry out their design function, engineers use a wide range of theoretical tools.
These include intellectual concepts for thinking about the design as well as mathematical methods,
theories and formulas which can be simple or complex formulas for making design calculations" [22].
Accordingly, the design criteria for this class include:
1. Specify the theoretical tools used to select the processes to be assessed.
2. Specify the theoretical tools used to define the rating process.

3.4 Quantitative data
Vincenti focused on the importance of quantities and other data for other physical properties required
in the formulas during the design process. Vincenti also stated that “other kinds of data may also be
needed to lay out details of the device or to specify manufacturing processes for production” [22].
Such data is usually obtained empirically and sometimes calculated theoretically and are typically
represented in tables or graphs. The quantitative data can be divided into two types of knowledge,
descriptive and prescriptive [22].
Descriptive knowledge is the knowledge of how things are. It includes physical constants as well as
properties of substances and physical processes. Descriptive data occasionally deal with operational
conditions in the physical world.
Prescriptive knowledge is knowledge of how things should be to attain a desired end – it says, in effect, “in order to accomplish this, arrange things this way” [22].
The design criterion related to this class is:
1. What data/indicators are used to determine the scale for each process?
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3.5 Practical considerations
In addition to theoretical tools and quantitative data, Vincenti stated that “Designers also need for their
work an array of less sharply defined considerations derived from experience in practice” [22]. Usually,
practical considerations are difficult to define and are rarely documented. Sometimes the practical
considerations become well codified. In such cases, these practical considerations are moved to another category.
When designing the assessment method, the designers specify whether to include all process from
the reference model or select a set of processes to be assessed either based on their own experience
or by applying certain selection methods. When rating the organization with reference to an assessment model, designers also specify the maximum target scaling level to be used based on their experience and according to the needs of the organization. Designers also should decide whether to
build an action plan or not at the end of the implementation of the assessment method. Hence, the
related design criteria include:
1. How the processes to be assessed are selected?
2. What is the target scaling level for the organization?

3.6 Instrumentalities
“Besides the analytical tools, quantitative data and practical considerations required for their tasks,
designers need to know how to carry out those tasks” [22]. As part of the engineering design knowledge, the instrumentalities of the design process should be specified which contain the procedures,
judgmental skills and ways of thinking by which the process is done.
Vincenti mentioned that “designers doing normal design call upon a number of well-organized, more or
less structured procedures”; Vincenti also mentioned that “the division of an overall system into subsystems is fundamental. In the terms of the SPA method, the assessment process is divided into subdivisions, or phases using Loon’s terms [23]. The arrangement and configuration of each sub division
is defined by the designer: these sub divisions are executed sequentially when conducting the assessment method which defines the assessment procedure. Examples of such sub-division are the
assessment phases defined by Loon as discussed previously. These divisions may vary from one
assessment method to another. Consequently, the design criterion related to this issue is:
1. Define the sub divisions of the assessment method during the assessment design process.

4

Summary and future work

This paper studied the design criteria of SPA methods from an engineering viewpoint. Aligning the
design of SPA methods with the engineering design knowledge helps improving the maturity of software engineering field in general as an engineering discipline. The resulted design criteria are classified based on Vincenti’s classifications of engineering design knowledge.
During the design phase of the SPA method, the designer should take these criteria into consideration. Failing to take one or more of these criteria into consideration would be considered a weakness
point in the design process that may cause an ineffective implementation of the SPA method.
In this paper, we have studied the different design criteria of SPA methods from an engineering viewpoint based on Vincenti’s classifications. Vincenti’s classification consists of six main classes that
cover the different aspects of the engineering design process. The resulted design criteria are vital for
designing SPA methods and can be used by designers of new SPA methods as guidelines to direct
the design process of the new SPA method.
Future work is in progress and aimed at defining other design criteria using the same approach presented in this paper, and also developing an evaluation method, based on the identified design criteria, to evaluate the success level of the designed SPA methods.
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Abstract

Software measurement currently plays a crucial role in software engineering. It helps analysing both
quality and productivity of the developed or maintained software. COSMIC–FFP, the COmmon Software Measurement International Consortium Full Functional Point (CFFP) is a measurement methodology designed to estimate the functional size of software. While bundled with comprehensive guidelines, the practical application of COSMIC is not trivial and experience plays an important role for its
successful application. The objective of this paper is to provide practitioners with hints and additional
recommendations learnt from applying CFFP to significant industrial cases. More specifically this paper will focus on the latest COSMIC version (COSMIC V3.0) which comes with new concepts and for
which there is still not much experience returns from its application. This paper relies on two significant
case studies covering different domains with different kinds of measurements: the first one being a
wide-scale web application for a European Commission administration to be significantly improved
with the measurement of all enhancements requirements, the second one being a modular application
to be used jointly by five Belgian federal and regional parliaments with the measurement of initial requirements before development.

Keywords
Functional Size Measurement, COSMIC V3.0, modular application, business application

1 Introduction
The COSMIC method is one of the largely used methods of sizing software estimation [2][4]. The interest in COSMIC comes from the fact that it is based on objective criteria and rules which allows repetitiveness of measures. The method is innovative [8][9] because it is applicable early in the software
lifecycle, already at specifications level. Another main advantage of the CFFP is its complete independence of software development technologies and methods. The recent versions of the method are
largely generic and cover many software domains from business applications [5] to real-time systems
[12].
The aim of this paper is to present a set of practical recommendations that we hope may help
COSMIC V3.0 practitioners. These recommendations are based on typical problems encountered
when applying COSMIC V3.0 in representative case studies. The present work addresses in particular
the impact of the choice of documents and artefacts on the COSMIC V3.0 estimation process and on
the effort needed to perform it. Some among the problems discussed are:
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x

the choice of artefacts and documents to use for software size estimation

x

the choice of the level of specification details, especially when artefacts have different granularity levels

x

the impact of the structure of the document in particular on the mapping

All those may have great impact on the estimation effort. Although already partially addressed by
guidelines such as [5], we give here a more practical feedback based on two case studies related to
large systems. The first one concerns the estimation of the size of a change to a large scale web application for a European Commission administration. The second case study is a size estimation of a
new modular access card system to connect five Belgian parliaments.
The COSMIC V3.0 estimation was achieved at the end of the specification analysis phase. Both projects cited above are not entered the implementation phase. The present work will be completed by a
comparison of the estimation results with real data after the software is implemented.
The present paper only considers the business applications. However, it presents observations bound
to a large spectrum of contexts: measurement of new development software, measurement of enhancement development software and government procurement procedure.
The paper is organised as follows: section 2 presents an overview of the COSMIC model V3.0. Sections 3 and 4 respectively describe two case studies using a similar structure: a first sub-section is
dedicated to the context and technical aspects of the application. It is followed by a second subsection giving highlights of how COSMIC was applied. This sub-section focuses only on key and relevant aspects and differs from one case study to the other. Section 5 summarises lessons learnt from
the experiments and gives some practical recommendations for future applications. Section 6 gives
some conclusions and future work directions.

2 Overview of the COSMIC V3.0 method
The COSMIC-FFP [2][4][5][6] is a standardised method – ISO/IEC 19761:2003 - designed for measuring the functional size of software [4][5][6]. The method is applicable for data rich applications: Business application software, real-time software and hybrid application of the above. These types of software are characterised by functions that input data, store and retrieve data, and output data. The
COSMIC method is not applicable to size estimation of software dominated by functions that mainly
manipulate data as in typical scientific software. The measurement can be carried out at any phase of
the life cycle of the software, whether the software already exists or not. The COSMIC method measures a size as seen by the “functional users” of the piece of software to be measured. The method
uses a model based on the following principles:
x

Functional User Requirements (FUR) of a piece of software which are composed by a set of
unique functional processes.

x

Each functional process is triggered by an ‘Entry’ data movement from a functional user
which informs the functional process that the functional user has identified an event that the
software must respond to.

x

A data movement moves a single data group of attributes describing a single ‘object of interest’.

x

There are four types of data movement. An ‘Entry’ moves a data group into the software
from a functional user and an ‘Exit’ moves a data group out. ‘Writes’ and ‘Reads’ move data
group to and from persistent storage, respectively.

The size of a piece of software is then defined as the total number of data movements (Entries, Exits,
Reads and Writes) summed over all functional processes of the piece of software. Each data movement is counted as one ‘COSMIC Function Point’ of (‘CFP’), CFP being the unit of COSMIC measurement.
The COSMIC V3.0 method is applied in three phases: the strategy phase, the mapping phase and the
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measurement phase. The workflow of the method is illustrated in the following figure (Figure 1).
Software model

Strategy phase
(1) Scope
(2) Purpose
(3) Functional users
(4) Level of granularity

FUR in software

Mapping phase
(5) Functional processes
(6) Data groups
FUR in COSMIC model
Measurement Phase
(7) Data mouvements

Functional size of software
Figure 1: COSMIC V3.0 workflow method
The Strategy phase consists in defining the context of the measurement: the answers to the questions “what”, “why” and “how” to measure are given in this phase. Four key COSMIC concepts are
thus introduced: (1) the scope (to respond to “what” is to be measured) which allows to identify the set
of FUR to measure) (2) the purpose of the measurement (to respond to “why” measure) (3) the functional users who will use the pieces of software; users may be humans or peer applications (4) the
level of granularity (to respond to “how”) which specifies the level of details at which the measurement
should be carried out.
The Mapping phase consists in mapping the software to the COSMIC model. FUR of the software to
measure is analysed: the set of triggering events sensed by the functional users are identified, the set
of corresponding functional processes (5) triggered by events are extracted from the FUR, the data
groups (6) moving inside the functional processes are identified.
The Measurement phase consists in measuring each of the functional processes identified during the
previous phase. For each functional process, the data movements (7) are identified. A data movement
can be one of four types: an ENTRY (E) type moving a data group from a functional user to the functional process, an EXIT (X) type moving data from the functional process to the functional user, a
READ (R) type moving a data group from a persistent storage to the functional process and a WRITE
(W) type moving data from the functional process to a persistent storage. Next, the COSMIC measurement function is applied to each data movement. Each data movement is allocated 1 CFP
(COSMIC Function Point). The functional size of a functional process is the sum of sizes of its constituent data movements. The size of the measured piece of software is the sum of the sizes of its
constituent functional processes. Once the key concepts of the method are defined and described,
the application of the method is straightforward and easy to carry out phase per phase. Unfortunately,
decisions on how to break-up the software pieces into pieces if necessary, at which specification detail
to work, and what level of granularity to use depend strongly on the software analysis skills and experience of the estimator. A careful analysis should be carried out to deeply understand the application to be measured. Often, the size estimation is carried out to provide an objective estimation of the
development effort necessary to develop the estimated software. This is not part of the COSMIC
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method. However, it is possible to derive the needed numbers based on static tools such the International Software Benchmarking Standards Group, ISBSG, [14]. The repository contains a big number of
carefully selected projects of different types and sizes. Relevant information on the development cycle
of the projects is provided. The estimation of the development effort is given in real-time and in functional size.
Based on information from the ISBSG and on the collected specific data related to the development
cycle of the company, a productivity rate is inferred. This rate allows one to calculate an estimation of
the necessary effort per CFP.

3 Case Study 1 : Changes on a business application
3.1

Project description

The project is realised in a consulting software development context where the client is DGTaxud –
the General Direction of Taxation and Customs Union, one of the administrations of the European
Commission. The software development team is SBS - Siemens Business Services. Contact modalities require size estimation based on COSMIC and this estimation was contracted out to third party
experts: CETIC – Centre of Excellence in Technologies of Information and Communication, an independent research centre.
The purpose of this project was to implement some change requests on a Service Management tool
application supporting the essential processes included in ITIL (Information Technology Infrastructure
Library) framework [13]. The changes to develop on this Web-based application are registered in a
context of evolutionary maintenance of the application.
Two of the eleven ITIL processes are impacted by the changes. These are: (1) The Incident Management Process, which is responsible for the management of all incidents (corresponding to calls) addressed by users to Service Desk management and (2) The Report Management Process, which is
responsible for the management of all reports created by Report Managers and executed by Report
Executors. For every Report, Report managers define access rights for the Report Executors.
The changes to be developed are (1) Changes concerning the creation of an incident. In the new incident creation screen, four new fields are added to support four new objects which also have an impact
(modification and/or deletion) on other existing items including changes to their functionalities. And (2)
changes concerning reporting management. Templates of the different reports and export files have to
be updated to take into account the new objects.

3.2

COSMIC application highlights

This section presents how COSMIC was applied and describes some key concepts as “level of granularity” and “functional users”, “functional processes”, “data groups” and “data movements” . We have
focused on difficulties and facilities encountered when applying them.
Identification of the FUR
Before applying the COSMIC method, we have to identify the Functional User Requirements (FUR) of
the piece of software to be measured. Two input artefacts were used for extracting the FUR. The first
describes the changes on the Incident Management process and the second on the Report management Process. Extracting FUR is a crucial task which was very hard to perform due to the scope of the
changes on the other ITIL processes. New impacted changes were analysed using relative artefacts
and initial artefacts before changes. As suggested by COSMIC V3.0 [5], to measure changes, we first
measure the existing functional processes. Secondly, we check how they will be functionally changed.
Finally, the changes are measured.
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Thus, an important number of input artefacts (five large artefacts) were used. They are written in
different forms for different kinds of readers (end-users, analysts or developers). The two documents relating changes are mostly developer-dedicated. They are composed of a set of existing
screen forms with their fields (and all possible values) and the detailed related changes - new, modified, deleted fields -. They also describe changes related to processed functionalities induced by these
fields and some technical considerations. The third used document relating the specifications of the
existing application are rather analyst-dedicated and contains a global description of all supported ITIL
processes. The two last used documents are end-users-dedicated and contain a more detailed description of the functionalities for all ITIL data processes manipulated by the application. Note that all
these differences between documents have contributed to complicate the extraction of the existing
FUR and changed ones.
Strategy phase
Once having identified the FUR, we defined the real context of our measure. The four key concepts of
this phase being the purpose, the scope, the functional users and the level of granularity of the measurement. These had to be identified before starting the measure.
The functional users defined as “the senders or the intended recipient of data in the FUR” [4] were
easily identified. In V3.0, no difference is made between developer and end-user viewpoints as in version 2.2. [7]. Distinguishing between the two viewpoints in our case would have been difficult due to
the large amount of available documentation.
The level of granularity is defined as “any level of expansion of the description such that at each
increased level of expansion, the description of the functionality is at an increased and uniform level of
details” [4]. In applying the definition, we found that the level of details of the documentation was
strongly linked to the COSMIC concept of level of granularity: the highest level of details corresponding to the lowest levels of granularity. Since the available input artefacts were dedicated to different
readers, functionalities were described at different levels of details: developer-dedicated documents
being more detailed than end-user documents. In such situations, COSMIC V3.0 says that “The recommended and unambiguous way to measure is to make the measurement with the same level of
granularity and ideally with the level of granularity at which the functional processes have been identified” [4]. The level of details in the used changes artefacts corresponds to a functional sub-process
level of granularity. Additionally, as the scope was to measure the changes of a piece of software,
we granted more importance to the level of details of changes than of existing functions. These were
our motivations to choose the lowest level of granularity for our measurement.
Mapping phase
In this phase, the identified FUR is mapped to the COSMIC concepts such as “functional processes”,
“functional sub-processes” and “data groups”. Focus was put on the easiness in deriving functional
processes and data groups from the available artefacts.
To identify the functional processes, we followed one of the approaches described in [5] stating that
“It is sometimes helpful to first break down the FUR into their elementary parts or the smallest units of
activity that are meaningful to the users (for example: definitions of screen, or report layouts)”. In our
case, the artefact relating changes for Incident Management was precisely composed of a set of
screens and report layouts. We observed that defining screens and reports layout in the input
documentation is a good practice to identify the functional processes.
To identify the data groups, we have not applied a data analysis method, as recommended [5]. We
derived data groups by interpreting the fields and the columns as data groups. We observed that
documentation containing directly the COSMIC concepts remains naturally the most interesting approach.
Measurement phase
In the context of a software evolution, we used the following approach to identify the data movements
of each functional process: (1) consider the old situation and measure the data movements for the old
functional process, (2) consider the new situation and measure the data movements by noting the
changes (Added, Modified, Deleted, No change), and (3) the total functional size of the changed functional processes equals the sum of the data movements of all functional processes different from “No
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change”. The following table illustrates the measurement of one changed functional process in the
existing application that will sort all types (old ones and new asked ones) of incidents. The last column
is used to facilitate the computation of only the changed movements (A/M/D). An empty column
means that no change occurs.
Data movement

E
R

Number of
data movements
1
7

R

3

X
Total CFP

1
12

Data groups movement description

Sort asked by the functional user
Existing incidents data : Call ID, organization,
issuer, open date, close date, status, priority
New incidents data: Business Threads, categories, configuration Items
List of sorted incidents

Change type
(A/M/D)

A
M

The total size of this changed functional process is 4 CFP (only the changed data movements): 3
Read corresponding to the reading of the three new data incidents (in the corresponding data bases) +
1 Exit corresponding to the output of the required sorted list that is changed to support the new data
incidents. No writing in data bases is necessary for this process.

4 Case study 2 : A modular business application, the PACXS project
4.1

Project description

The PACXS (Parliamentary Access Control eXchange System) is a data exchange system among five
existing Belgian parliaments’ access control systems. The project objective is to analyse the possibility
to unify these access control systems. The application should guarantee a better secured access to all
assemblies infrastructure. It should also ease the administration and improve usability due to the large
number of people involved in several assemblies currently requiring multiple credentials. This requires
fined-grained sharing of information of access control between those assemblies. It should also integrate itself with existing access control systems.
The application to develop had to be distributed into different logical modules grouping a number of
components composed of a set of related functionalities. The main modules are: the access management system, the badge management system and the exchange management system. The modularity aspect of the application was central to the project to allow assemblies to continue to work separately and independently while integrating the required modules for a reliable exchange of information.
The system is designed around a number of mandatory modules, beyond those; each assembly is
free to integrate additional shared modules depending on her needs and existing infrastructure. This
can support two kinds of deployment: a minimal one just relying on the core (targeting parliament with
a full system in place) and a complete system (targeting parliaments with a partial system in place).
The estimation is done for both kinds of modules with a clear interface on the interaction with the existing systems. The elaboration of the functional and technical description of the application went through
the following steps:
x

A functional requirements document describing the high level functionalities of the system using a goal-based approach [11]

x

A Use case document describing business scenarios (between the user and the system) and
more technical scenarios (at message exchange level), based on a UML approach

x

A user interface document describing screen mock-ups

x

A component model document describing component functional interfaces and interactions

x

A detailed technical analysis describing all the functionalities of the system and messages
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These analysis phases were achieved in a joint work by NSI and respect-IT under the project and
quality supervision of the CETIC. The implementation is not part of the actual project. The possible
implementation would be part of another public procurement procedure.

4.2

COSMIC application highlights

The highlights presented here cover mainly the choice of artefacts from which to derive key concepts
like Functional User Requirement (FUR), functional processes and data groups and data movements.
Purpose of the measurement
The purpose of this measurement is to estimate the development effort for the development of the
new modular application PACXS. The firm responsible for the development of the system will be selected through a Government Procurement procedure. The overall objective of this measurement is
indeed to help choosing the adequate development firm.
Identification of Functional User Requirements
Functional User requirements are a set of user requirements that explains what the software will perform in term of tasks and services. The FUR was extracted from the specification document. The FUR
is composed of all requirements on business cases and all those relative to message exchanges. The
non-functional requirements are not part of the FUR.
Scope of the measurement
The singularity of the application to be developed is its modularity. Estimating the effort for the whole
system as one piece of software was not an option it was explicitly required to produce module level
estimations for the following reasons:
x

to estimate the distribution of development costs between partners in a mutualisation perspective

x

to produce several partial call for tenders

x

to some extent: to identify the integration effort of existing modules in some parliaments

Choice of the artefacts
COSMIC estimation needs to define concepts at the logical level. In first place, we used the requirements document for a preliminary estimation. The document is well structured because it relies on
goal-orientated requirements. It contains both functional and non-functional requirements. Only functional requirements are measurable by COSMIC. Even though complete in a functional point of view,
the estimation was not satisfactory because such functionalities are described at too high level and do
not allow to uncover all functional processes. For this purpose, the use case document which relates
all business diagrams scenarios was used. However it did not provide detailed enough information on
the messages exchanged. Hence for these aspects, the most detailed technical document was used.
Identification of functional users
The PACXS system is located at the architectural layer. Two kinds of users were identified. (1) Human
users - technical staff responsible for the management and administration of the system – and (2) non
human users which are the other modules exchanging information with the estimated one and external
applications - local system of each assembly, badge provider application and local human resource
applications. Those were easily identified at the requirement level document because those goaloriented documents have a clear description of the responsibility assignments.
Level of granularity and functional processes identification
The FUR of software may be expressed at different levels of granularity. From more general specifications to more detailed requirements. For an accurate measurement, COSMIC requires measurements
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to be done at the functional process level. At higher levels, the results are approximations [1][4][5].
The PACXS measurement was performed at the functional process level. The particularity of this system is that it is composed of the access card management sub-system and the exchange management sub-system. For the first sub-system, the functional processes describe the different business
scenarios from the human user point of view. For the second one, it was difficult to define functional
process level without referring to technical specifications. It is well known that the functional size of
software typically increases when going from a high granularity level to a lower one. A well established
level of granularity at which to estimate regularly is crucial for software management and improvement. It was quite challenging to find a common level of granularity to apply COSMIC to all components because the work was carried out by two different people with quite different expertise (analyst
vs. technical). An identified improvement here is to force the same level of granularity using common
templates and possibly, earlier monitoring by the estimation team.
PACXS size measurement and development effort estimation
In the measurement phase, each module was sized by adding the data movements of all its functional
processes. The following table illustrates the measurement of one functional process in PACXS system that will allow viewing the list of a given type of received messages.
Data movement
type
E
R
W
X
Total CFP

Number of data
movements
1
2
0
1
4

Data Groups
The type of message
DB_Message et DB_Badge
List of messages of given type

The total size of this functional process is 4 CFP : 1 Entry corresponding to the message type given by
the functional user to the software application + 2 Read corresponding to the reading of message and
access cards information (in the corresponding data bases) + 1 Exit corresponding to the output of
the required list appeared on the screen. No writing in data bases is necessary for this process.
Each assembly can then compute the effort of its own development by considering only the modules it
is interested in. Mutualisation can also occur to share costs. It is important to notice that the functional
size of the whole PACXS system is different from the added sizes of all modules measured separately. Sizing the modules separately takes into account more interactions and then more data
movements. To produce development efforts from the functional size, some kind of productivity coefficient is required. As no historical data was available for this specific context, the approach was to calculate the rate factor for effort estimation based on statistical data from the ISBSG repository [3]. An
advantage of applying the estimation at module level is that it allows to apply different rates depending
on the nature of the modules considered. Another issue requiring more investigation is the “novelty”
and “regularity” aspects: some modules are completely new and very specific (business process level)
while other are based on well known techniques and show systematic patterns. Hence, the productivity for the later modules is expected to be higher than the former ones.

5 Lessons learnt and some recommendations
This section presents the summary of the lessons learnt based on the experiment of applying
COSMIC V3.0 on the two proposed case studies:
x

Large amounts of artefact may be not productive. Fewer ones but highly and homogeneously
structured at process level are more relevant for COSMIC measurement

x

Identifying the FUR is not a trivial operation and depends on the provided artefacts. It is recommended to use carefully structured documents. A well structured document is one that (1)
distinguishes between functional and non functional requirements; (2) describes the links from
high level specification to lowest level ones and (3) highlights the inputs and outputs related to
each specification. When producing such a document it is necessary to get specification de-
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tails grouped in the same section to avoid redundancy when measuring. Goal-oriented requirements templates combined with use-case documents proved efficient in this.
x

Mapping the FUR from the artefacts to the COSMIC concepts is not a trivial operation. A more
accurate template of artefacts would be profitable to reduce mapping time. It would also provide a more objective interpretation method to derive COSMIC key concepts from the input
document elements. These templates could be structured in sections correlated with expected
COSMIC concepts. Such templates are currently being elaborated.

x

Input artefact containing screens and report layouts facilitate in a significant way the identification of the functional processes and sub-processes during the mapping phase.

x

An accurate size measurement depends closely on the way the strategic phase was conducted. The results of the measurements are strongly impacted by the purpose, scope and
level of granularity. Different measurement contexts lead to different functional sizes. It is
strongly advised to conduct this phase very carefully.

Defining an accurate level of granularity is a key success for defining a development effort methodology and an efficient effort estimation model.

6 Conclusion
In this paper we presented some lessons learnt together with contextualised and practical recommendations collected when applying the COSMIC V3.0 method on two important case studies. The observations show that analysing documents to extract the FUR and level of granularity is very demanding
and time consuming. A well structured standard template for requirement documents may save time
and reduce considerably the strategic phase. A common document helps defining a standard level of
granularity and then defining a strategy for software size comparison and the establishment of an effort estimation model. The result is an improvement in the software development process. We are
actually working on elaborating a template. We hope practitioners will find this set of recommendations
useful for their own day-to-day work with COSMIC. The work will be continuously improved by current
and future estimations. The future work goal is to define and validate a practical methodology on the
application of the COSMIC V3.0 method.
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Abstract

This technical report presents a review of the software project estimation methods that have been
developed across the software engineering history, mainly focused on the effort estimation lineal
mathematical models. These methods and models have been classified from new criteria and are
based specifically on public dissemination models. For each model is showed its main characteristics,
elements and equations that allow us to see as a whole the operation and implementation of each of
these effort estimation methods.

Keywords: Public estimation methods, Effort equations, Size equations, time development equations,
Lineal mathematical models, Software project planning process.

1 Introduction
Since the first computing developments until the current ones, a fundamental problem has been the
fulfillment of certain deadlines for delivery within an established cost, as well as to be able to track and
control the projects evolution. Therefore, the establishment of some methods that would enable us to
obtain these objectives in a way as realistic and accurate as possible has become an increasingly
factor for The Computing Science as a whole, and such methods have been based on knowledge
acquired by different disciplines of this science, since Software Engineering to Artificial Engineering.
In addition to produce ever better results in the original objectives, the continuing evolution that the
estimation methods have experienced, has also allowed to obtain other benefits such as the upgrading of the projects risk analysis or the possibility of quantitative analysis on the effectiveness of different change proposals of the software construction processes.
Since the 1960´s until now, have been published a large number of models and have also been proposed various classifications of the same based on different criteria. One of the best-known and referenced in the literature is the one proposal by Dr. Boehm in his book Software Engineering Economics
[4]. In that book, Boehm proposed the existence of seven estimation methods in such a way that any
model could be classified into one of these methods. The sevens methods are listed below:
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1. Algorithmic Models
This method brings together the models that provide one or more algorithms that allow us to make
the cost estimations of a software product from a set of variables so-called “drivers of cost”. There
are five types of algorithms that give rise to five types of models:
a.

Lineal. The algorithms are lineal equations.

b.

Multiplicative. The algorithms are multiplicative equations.

c.

Analytics. The algorithms are a mathematical equation of any kind.

d.

Tabular. It was based on the use of a set of tables to determine the value of the input values of the independent variables.

e.

Compounds. Incorporates a combination of lineal functions, multiplicative, analytical and tabular.

2. Estimation Based on the Experts Experience
This method involves the consultation to one or more experts to carry out the estimates. Such consultation is done through the implementation of some model of this type.
3. Analogy
This method performed the estimates comparing the current project with the actual data on others
of the same features made previously.
4. Parkinson
This method is based on the principle that the cost will be the maximum of available resources.
5. “Price to Win” Method
This method is based on the principle that the cost must be that one able to produce more benefits
to the marketing of the product.
6. Estimation Method from Top to Bottom
The estimates are made for the whole project and then subdivide to know the associated with each
part of the project.
7. Estimation Method from Bottom to Top
The project is divided in different part and estimations are carried out for each of them. The estimations for the total project are the sum of the parts.
Another well known classification is that of Conte, Dunsmore and Shen [6] comprising four types of
models:
1. Historic / Experimental
It refers to those models based on a set of equations proposals by an expert.
2. Statistics
It brings together the models using a regression analysis to establish the relationship between the
effort and drivers of cost. It differ two rates depending on the equations used:
a. Lineal. Los The algorithms are lineal equations.
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b. Non Lineal. The algorithms are non lineal equations.
3. Theoretic
They are based on theories about how human beings are communicated among themselves, about
how the human mind works during the programming process or about mathematical laws that follows the process of developing a software product.
4. Compounds
They incorporate a combination of analytical equations, statistical adjustment data and experts
ideas.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows; Section 2 provides a new proposed classification for
effort estimation model following the basis lines of previous models. Then Section 3 describes the
lineal and public mathematical models that we are going to present and analyze in a chronological
order. Finally, conclusions and future research directions are provided in Section 4.

2 New Proposed Classification for Effort Estimation Models
Here we are going to propose a new classification for effort estimation models [7] that although takes
some ideas of the proposed previously, presents a new approach under which such methods can be
structured into four groups:
1. Mathematical Models
This group would include all those models using mathematical equations to make these estimates.
The difference in whether they have been generated by experts is not included because it is assumed
that the intervention of experts is essential in the development of the equation. Nor is difference between tabular models, multiplicative, lineal and non lineal. The reasons are from one hand that multiplicative and lineal equations are considered a particular case of the non lineal ones and on the other
hand, tabular models or that ones that used lineal equations are already in disuse and all the new
published methods use non lineal equations. This method would be similar to the type 1. Algorithmic
Models of Boehm or type 4. Compound Models of Conte et al. It was also included within this method
type 6. Estimation Methods from Top to Bottom and 7. Estimation Methods from Top to Bottom.
Only the differentiation between Public Models and Owners Models is introduced due to its important
consideration, because on the first ones will be possible to make a research work and study, as well
as an adequacy to a local environment on the part of the researches or users; and on the second ones
will be only possible to know in a general way its functioning or employment method and procedure to
acquire or rented. Due to this reason, we will focus our study on the public methods.
2. Estimation based on Experts Experience
The models classified within this method are those that provide a way to extract of the most objective
as possible knowledge of experts to carry out the estimations. This is normally done through a set of
steps or through the use of questionnaires. It is similar to the type 2. Estimation Based on the Experts
Experience by Boehm.
3. Learning Aimed Techniques
This method is based on the use of data collected in previous projects to make these estimates and in
this sense is similar to the Mathematical Models, which also used data from previous projects to determine its parameters. But the difference that present models classified in this methodology, a part of
not being based on mathematical equations, is that does nor pretend to be of universal application but
his goal is to make precise estimates for those projects of the same type of those who have been used
to learn. It follows the general idea of type 3. Analogy described by Boehm, but includes the most
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modern techniques like the Neural Networks.
4. Dynamic Models
These models assume that the cost factors of a software project change over time and make estimates and simulations of such variations. Therefore the basis of this method is very different from the
other three, which have a static view of the system.
This paper will focus on the lineal parametric mathematical estimation models particularly on the public disseminated ones, due to its wide use and transparency.

3 Mathematical Models
Mathematical models are based on the development of some mathematical equations that allow, in
most universal way as possible, to obtain, from the introduction of a set of an independent variables
values such as the size of software product to develop or the users experience; the value of another
set of dependent variables, such as the effort or the time needed to develop the product. These equations, which began being lineal in the first models that were developed and that in the latest models
are nonlineal, are adjusted through a set of parameters, which, in turn are those that determine the
scope of the model.
The development of the parametric mathematical models began in the mid 1960’s and since then, a
large amount of models have been developed until now. This model´s evolution has been linked to the
progress that has occurred in the age of the computers, with the constant change that has taken place
in the hardware and software and especially in the way to perform this last one.
The mathematical models can be classified in public and owners or patented. The first models that
were developed used to be public since their equations, parameters, etc., were free dissemination
published by the authors, which has allowed its study, analysis and subsequent publications of it, as
well as its utilization and calibrated in different environments in which were designed. But as this field
took importance, was generating commercial interests, so that among the latest models used in recent
years, most of them are owners or patented by companies that operate them. Although these patented
models acted as a black box and we can only know their results, most of them tend to be the result of
the evolution of some previously free model so it is assumed that their fundamental bases are the
mathematical equations in which was based on the original model. In this paper we are going to focus
our research only on public models due to its extensively and wide range detail, all this in a chronological order.

3.1

Farr-Zargoski

The official name for this model is Model of Farr and Zargorski. It was first time developed in 1965 by
Farr and Zargorsky [8]. This model incorporates 13 factors called Productivity Factors that have importance on the programmer productivity. These factors are determined by a regression analysis of the
cost data. The main factors are the number of the dedicated instructions, the type of documents both
of internal and external use and the number of words in the database. It is based on the following
equation for effort:
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Where e represents the Effort measured in MM 1 , ai the value of the parameter i corresponding to the
variable xi.

3.2

SDC-Nelson

The official name for this model is SDC which comes from System Development Corporation, the
company in which was carried out the study that allowed the development of this model. It is also
known as Model of Nelson. It was first time published in 1966 by Nelson [10].
During the development of this model, Nelson identified initially 104 attributes of a software project
that had influence on the project cost. Working on a database of 169 real and completed software
projects and conducting a statistical analysis of the attributes, he identified the 14 more significant,
among which was not the size of the product rather than through the number of subroutines. These 14
drivers of cost are:
1. Lack in the requirement
2. Design stability
3. Percentage of mathematical instructions
4. Percentage of Input – Output instructions
5. Number of subprograms
6. Language used
7. Management Application
8. Unimodular program
9. First program of the computer
10. Concurrent development software
11. Use of random access device
12. Different hardware host
13. Number of personal errors
14. Development for a military organization
This model is based on the following equation for effort:

Where e represents the Effort measured in MM, ai the value of the parameter i corresponding to the
variable xi.

3.3

Aron

The official name for this model is Model of Aron. It was first time published in 1969 by Aron [3].
Aron noted that the development path of a software project will be gradually increased until it reaches
a maximum, which is located approximately in the test phase, and then decreased until the closing
phase of the product. Aron proposes several methods to estimate the costs of the software, these are:

1

x

Experience. Similar to the study of cases included in the learning aimed techniques.

x

Work Units. The total work to do is subdivided into smaller and manageable units for which it
is easier to estimate the cost in a more precisely way on the basis of previous experiences
with similar units.

MM – Men per Month
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x

Quantitative Estimation. It is the method by which has been classified this model in this paragraph. The total work is divided into small tasks whose implementation is classified in three
levels of difficulty: easy, medium and hard, based on the number of interactions with other
tasks. Allocating an average productivity to each type of task of 500, 250 and 125 SLOC/MM 2
respectively. The effort to each task is calculated by dividing the number of SLOC between
appropriate productivity. The total effort is the sum of the effort of the various tasks that make
up the project.

This model basis its functioning using the following equation for effort:

Where e represents the Effort measured in MM, si the size in SLOC of the task i, and pi productivity
average of the task in the type to which it belongs.

3.4

Navair

The official name for this model is NAVAIR and comes from NAval AIR Development Center Model. It
was first time developed in 1971 by Buck [5].
This model is used to predict the total acquisition cost attending to research, development, test and
evaluation of future avionic systems. It uses as effort factors the number of given instructions, the document types, the average experience of the programmers, the number of independent consoles and
the percentage of new developed instructions. This model is based using the following equation for
effort:

Where e represents the Effort measured in MM, ai the value of the parameter i corresponding to the
variable xi.

3.5

TRW – Wolverton

The official name for this models is TRW which comes from the company in which was carried out the
study that allowed the development of this model. It is also known as Model of Wolverton. It was first
time published in 1974 by Wolverton [11].
This model difference six types of software, the development of a source line of code will cost depending of the software type which it belongs:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Control
Input – Output
Pre – Postprocessor
Mathematical Calculations
Data Management
Real Time

In addition to each type, it introduces six difficulty degrees of the follows; if the same team has already
2

SLOC/MM - Source Lines of Code / Men per Month
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developed similar programs, it is considered that the current program is obsolete, otherwise is new.
For each of the two types is assigned a In addition to each type, it introduces six difficulty degrees of
the follows; if the same team has already developed similar programs, it is considered that the current
program is obsolete, otherwise is new. For each of the two types is assigned a

Where c represents the cost, si the size in SLOC of the modules of the type i, and ci the cost of a line
of code of the type i.

3.6

ESD

The official name for this model is ESD which comes from Electronic System Division, the company in
which the study that allowed the development of this model was made. It was first time published in
1975 by the Air Forces System Command [1].
This model differences six types of software, the development of a line of source code will have a cost
according to the type of software to which it belongs. Also, for each type it introduces six difficulty grades:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Control
Input - Output
Pre – Postprocessor
Mathematical calculations
Data management
Real time

If similar programs have already been developed previously for the same team, it is considered that
the current program is old, otherwise is new. For each of two types a different scale of values will be
allocated. As it is an obsolete program as it is new, a development difficulty of easy, medium or high is
allocated to them. It is based on the following equation for effort:

Where c represents the cost, si the size in SLOC of the modules from type i, and ci the cost of a source
line of code of the type i.

3.7

SLICE

The official name for this model is SLICE which comes from System LIfe Cycle Estimation. It was first
time developed in 1977 by Kustanowitz [9].
This model is based on the development of a project profile, determining the major phases of the development process and assigning a percentage of total effort to each of these phases. Then, the
ranges (maximum and minimum) of expected productivity in MM are determined based on the type of
application developed, experience, development environment and the programming language used in
each of these phases. Finally it is estimated the total number of SLOC that the project will have. With
these data are applied calculation equations. The total effort is obtained adding the management costs
and documentation. This model is based on the following equations:
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Effort:

Where e represents the Effort measured in MM, si the size of SLOC for the modules of type i, pi the
productivity for the modules of type i.

Development Time:

Where t is the development time in

3.8

months.

Function Points

The official name for this model is Function Points. It was first time developed in 1979 by Albrech [2].
The Function Points method is developed as an alternative to the estimation of the software product
size through SLOC. Function Points have major level of abstraction than the SLOC, attending to aspects such as the number of input transaction types or the number of different reports generated by
the system. When they were presented, function points constituted a complete model for effort estimation and the equation that is gathered here corresponds to this model. Currently this estimation
method of function points is used to determine the size of the software that is going to be developed,
which will be used as an input variable for some other specific model of effort estimation.
Function Points represent some advantages against the SLOC, this way for example we can estimate
them earlier in the life cycle since only it is necessary to have the requisites definition document, which
is very interesting if function points are used as input in an effort estimation model and development
time, since these two data could be known with good approach and very quickly. Another advantage is
that they can be calculated by non technical members of the development team. Also, function points
avoid the effects of the coding language and other differences in the implementation.
The calculation of Function Points is performed in two phases:
1.

Classify the user’s functions under its category and calculate the not adjusted function points
attending to the level of information processed by each function, which can be simple, medium
and complex. For each level and function, attending to its category there will be a natural number
corresponding to the assignable function points to this function.
Currently there are 5 function categories (In the first article only four were defined):
1. Internal Inputs (IT)
2. External Outputs (OT)
3. Internal logical files (FT)
4. External interfaz files (EI)
5. External queries (QT)

2.

Adjust the function points attending to the application complexity. 14 complexity featured were
analyzed:
1. Data communications (C1)
2. Distributed functions (C2)
3. Execution (C3)
4. Very used configuration (C4)
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5. Transaction speed (C5)
6. On-line data Input (C6)
7. End user efficiency (C7)
8. On-line update (C8)
9. Complex processing (C9)
10. Reutilization (C10)
11. Easy Installation (C11)
12. Easy implementation (C12)
13. Multiple localization (C13)
14. Change facility (C14)
Each one with a variation range:
1. Do not present or without influence = 0
2. Insignificant influence = 1
3. Moderate influence = 2
4. Medium influence = 3
5. Significant influence = 4
6. Decisive influence = 5

The adjusted Function Points calculation can oscillate in +/- 35% from the original Function Points
calculation, and are based on the following equations:
Size:
Where sf represents the final size in Function Points, once adjusted. si represents the initial size in not
adjusted Function Points. p is a complexity adjustment factor. ci represents each of the 14 complexity
factors.
Effort:

Where e represents the Effort measured in MM and s the size in FP (Function Points).

4 Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a review of the software project estimation methods that have been
developed across the software engineering history, mainly focused on the effort estimation lineal
mathematical models. With this review, we have tried to show how these estimation models have
evolved from its origins and the mathematical bases that have followed for its implementation.
Taking a clear view of how these estimation models have been based, then may come to understand
how are developing and improving the current ones and lines we can follow to analyze the next.
This is not attempts to bring a new model or assess, we just simply intend to present an evolution
across the software engineering history according to the new classification on Lineal models with public dissemination for effort estimation models that we have contributed. Therefore, as futures lines we
will assist in upcoming revisions to the private models which have been developed so far and we can
also revise Non-Lineal models that have led to a great progress in the improvement of the processes
of effort estimation in the software project planning process.
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Measurement and Quantification are
Not the Same:
ISO 15939 and ISO 9126
Alain Abran, Jean-Marc Desharnais and Juan Jose Cuadrado-Gallego

Abstract
Measurement based on international standards for measurement (i.e. metrology) is not the same as
judgmental-based quantification of implicit relationships across a mix of entities and attributes without
due consideration of admissible mathematical operations on numbers of different scale types. This
paper presents first the Measurement Information Model in ISO 15939 and clarifies next what in it
refers to the classical metrology field, and what refers to quantitative analysis of relationships. The
paper concludes with two examples of the designs of a measure for ISO 9126, one focusing on a single attribute and the second one attempting to quantify a set of relationships across a number of entities and attributes.

1 Introduction
Software practitioners and researchers alike often forget that numbers are not all created equal. For
instance, a number derived from the result of a measurement process which meets the metrology
requirements is a quantity expressed with a measurement unit. By contrast, a number derived from a
mix of mathematical operations without consideration of measurement units and scale types will still
be a number, but it could be a meaningless one (For example: some of the Halstead’s metrics (Al
Qutaish 2005).
Practitioners may feel good about such a potpourri of numbers from models which appear to take into
account a large number of factors (i.e. as in many estimation models and quality models). For example: see the Use Case Points (Ouwerkerk 2006). However, feeling good does not add validity to
mathematical operations that are inadmissible in measurement.
In practice, various types of quantitative models produce numbers in outputs (i.e. the outcomes of the
models) which do not have the same qualities as numbers which meet the requirements of metrology.
A quality model will provide a number which typically depends on a specific selection among a (potentially large) number of alternatives, the assignment of a percentage to each contributing alternative,
which assignment is based on the opinion of one person (or a group of persons) and comparison of
each contributing alternative with distinct threshold values, which themselves are often defined by
opinion as well.
In many instances, in these analysis models
x some, if not all, of the numbers used as inputs to these models are obtained by opinion, rather
than from precise measurements (with measurement instruments or from the application of detailed measurement procedures);
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x
x

these numbers are combined without explicitly describing the admissible mathematical operations
and treatment of the corresponding measurement units; and
the outcomes of such models are indeed numbers, but they do not have metrological properties,
and should be handled very cautiously.

Analysis models like these are quantitative models, but they are not measurement models in the metrological sense. Such differences between quantitative analysis and measurement are not generally
discussed in the software engineering literature. In this paper, we discuss these differences using in
particular the ISO 15939 Measurement Information Model which contains a metrology related perspective as well as an analysis perspective. These concepts are illustrated with two examples, ones
which ended up with the design of a measure of a single attribute and another one which ended up
with a set of relationships across a number of entities and attributes.

2 ISO 15939 Measurement Information Model & Metrology
The Measurement Information Model from ISO 19539 sets out the various steps necessary for the
design an information product when a measurable concept has to be designed and used in practice.
Figure 1, when read from the bottom up (Right hand-side), shows the following:
1.

A specific measurement method has to be designed to obtain a base measure for a specific attribute;

2.

The values of two or more base measures can be used next in a computational formula (by
means of a measurement function) to construct a specific derived measure;

3.

These derived measures are used next in the context of an analysis model of relationships to
construct an indicator;

4.

Then, the indicator (i.e. the number from point 3 above) is used for interpretation purposes to
build the information product to meet the information needs. This means that the indicator’s value
is interpreted within the prescribed context as describing, in the language of the measurement
user, an information product for his information needs [ISO 15939].

It is to be noted that, in 2 and 3 above, both the derived measures and the indicator inherit the properties of the mathematical operations on which they are built.
x These numbers are meaningful (i.e. have valid properties) when derived from admissible mathematical operations.
x These numbers are meaningless when derived from inadmissible mathematical operations, or
when the measurement units and measurement scale types are not considered correctly within
the mathematical operations.
The bottom portion of the ISO 15939 Measurement Information Model can be mapped to the metrology concepts in two steps – see Figure 1 (left-hand side):
1.

1
Data Collection: when a measurement method is used to measure an attribute , the corresponding output is the base measure of the specific entity being measured – this then corresponds to
the data collection of the base measure for each entity being measured;

2.

Data Preparation: when a number of the base measures of the data collected are combined
through a measurement function (using agreed-upon mathematical formula and related labels),
then the combined units are considered as derived measures. This corresponds, then, to data
preparation, prior to the analysis phase.

Data collection: base measures
Every base measure must correspond to a single, distinct, software attribute (i.e. a property of an object or concept). So, identifying the attribute of the entity to be measured and quantifying it through its
1

Of course, the attribute must be well defined; if not, it is pretty challenging to design an adequate measurement method.
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measurement method corresponds to the data collection step – see Figure 3.
Data preparation: derived measures
Depending on the Information Needs, some of the base measures already collected for an entity can
be assembled according to a measurement function (e.g. a computational formula) defined for each
derived measure – see Figure 2 in the Data Preparation step: A derived measured is therefore the
product of a set of measurement units properly combined (through a measurement function).

Figure 1: The 2 perspectives of the ISO 15939 Measurement Information Model

If a derived measure is designed bottom-up, the name assigned to this combination of units should
correspond to the concept representing the particular combination of measurable attributes. The accuracy of a derived measure (together with the corresponding measurement errors) is directly related to
the accuracy of each of its base measures, and how these base measures are mathematically combined. Stated differently, the qualities of the corresponding measuring instrument(s) of the base
measures impact the quality of the derived measures. Example: The accuracy of a measurement of
velocity will directly depend on the accuracy of its 2 base measures: distance and time.
When their corresponding base measures are not sufficiently well defined, standardized, and instrumented to ensure the accuracy, repeatability, and repetitiveness of measurement results, then, when
the same entity (software) is measured by different measurers, the results can potentially be significantly different. It must be noted that a derived measure is descriptive. It does not explain a relationship, nor does it say anything about the strength of such a relationship.
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Figure 2: The data collection of a base measure for an attribute (ISO 15939)

Example of a Derived Measure: Velocity: The combination distance traveled over a period of time (e.g.
km/hour) is associated with the concept of velocity. Such a derived measure (i.e. velocity) is typically
measured by a measuring instrument which:
x captures both base measures simultaneously (that is, distance and time, measured in meters and
seconds on a car’s speedometer, for instance),
x has an integrating feature which divides the base measures to produce a ratio (time/distance) to
represent the velocity concept, and
x has a display feature which shows up the measurement results using a standardized display convention:
for example, converting meters per second into the universally adopted standard for cars, which is
‘kilometers per hour’.
Each of the ISO 9126-proposed derived measures (there are over 250 of them) is defined at a fairly
high level as a formula composed of base measures. It must be observed that the result of the
mathematical operations must also lead to the combination of the measurement units of its corresponding base measures:
Base Measure 1 (B1): Number of detected failures.
Base Measure 2 (B2): Number of performed test cases.
Derived Measure: B1 / B2, with the following measurement units:

3 The Quantification of Relationships in ISO 15939
The top portion of the ISO 15939 Measurement Information Model deals with the analysis (through
quantification) of relationships across entities and attributes. This analysis part of the ISO 15939
Measurement Information Model includes two activities:
1.

Analysis model: refers to the modeling of the relationships across entities and attributes to derive
an indicator of the value of such relationships.

2.

Interpretation: the indicator would then be interpreted to produce the Information product that
would typically be used next in an evaluation or decision making process.

The metrology-related bottom part of the Measurement Information Model is supported by the set of
metrology concepts, as described in (Abran 2005). The upper part of the Measurement Information
Model is outside the scope of the VIM, since it deals with the use of the measurement results from the
lower part of the model.
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3.1

Quantitative Elements of the ISO 15939 Analysis Model

While the bottom part of the ISO 15939 Measurement Information Model deals with metrology-related
concepts and refers to the VIM terminology, the top part of it is outside of the scope of the VIM: It
deals in particular with the use of measurement results in various evaluation or decision making models. This use of measurement results (which have been obtained from a metrology-based approach is
represented very succinctly in ISO 15939 using only two activities (Analysis) Mode and Interpretation
and one number: Indicator (the rectangle in Figure 1). In practice, however, this use of measurement
results typically involves:
x

analysis of the relationships across different measurement results with respect to various conditions within a context, and

x

assessment against reference contexts for evaluation and/or decision making.

The intricacies and subtleties of the above are not graphically represented in the Measurement Information Model in Figure 1, but are to be found in the textual descriptions of the following three expressions in ISO 15939 where some of the terms not represented in the model are underlined: Indicator,
(Analysis) Model and Decision criteria. A number of concepts within these descriptions do not appear
in the Measurement Information Model of ISO 15939, such as: Decision criteria, Assumptions, Expected relationships, Estimates or evaluation, Numerical thresholds or targets and Statistical confidence limits, etc.
The ISO 15939 Definitions for the Use of Measurements Results
Indicator: An indicator is a measure providing an estimate or evaluation of specified attributes derived
from a model with respect to defined information needs. Indicators are the basis for analysis and decision making. These are what should be presented to measurement users.
(Analysis) Model: An algorithm or calculation combining one or more base and/or derived measures
with associated decision criteria. It is based on an understanding of, or assumptions about, the expected relationship between the component measures and/or their behavior over time. Models produce estimates or evaluations relevant to defined information needs. The scale and measurement
method affect the choice of analysis techniques or models used to produce indicators.
Decision criteria: Decision criteria are numerical thresholds or targets used to determine the need for
action or further investigation, or to describe the level of confidence in a given result. Decision criteria
help to interpret the results of measurement. Decision criteria may be calculated or based on a conceptual understanding of expected behavior. Decision criteria may be derived from historical data,
plans, and heuristics, or computed as statistical control limits or statistical confidence limits.
NOTE: Some of the terms not represented in the model in Fig. 1 are underlined above in the descriptions.

3.2

Refined representation of the Analysis Model

It was observed in the previous subsection that a number of the concepts mentioned in the 3 descriptions in the side box are not directly modeled in Figure 1. To facilitate an understanding of the relationships across the many concepts embedded within the ISO 15939 Measurement Information Model,
the set of key concepts has been extracted from these three descriptions and modeled in Figure 3.
The refined representation of the Analysis Model represented in Figure 3 includes two additional major
blocks:
A standard reference model (Figure 3, bottom left), which can include, for instance, an accepted model of the relationships across distinct types of objects of interest. When such a reference model
exists, this can be: an industry model, an ISO model or a generally accepted statistical technique (and
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related mathematical model). This standard reference model would include: the set of formal (or informal and assumed) individual relationships, together with the base or derived measures to be considered as evaluation or decision criteria; the algorithm (mathematical or implied) that combines them
in an (implied) criterion.
An organizational reference context (Figure 3, upper left), ideally aligned with the standard reference,
with a set of selection criteria and values specific to the organization: this organizational reference
would contain the reference values necessary for interpretation. This organizational reference context
would include A) a set of reference values specified for this context and B) evaluation or decision criteria with either target values, or specific evaluation scales

Figure 3: Refined Analysis Model of the ISO 15939 Measurement Information Model

3.3

The (Implicit) Link between Measurement and Quantitative
Analysis of Relationships

In the Measurement Information Model of ISO 15939, the link between the two major parts illustrated
in Figure 2 (that is, the Metrology-related bottom part of measurement and the Analysis-related upper
part of quantification) are not explicitly described. ISO 15939 makes the assumption that this link exists and that it is complete on its own. In practice, the issue might be more complex, in particular in
domains where measurement and quantification (or either one) are not yet mature.
In practice, there is no guarantee that what can be measured adequately at the level of base and de-
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rived quantities does indeed represent the concepts and relationships that the analysis part of the
Measurement Information Model attempts to quantify.
An example of this is the maintainability characteristic in ISO 9126, which is not strictly limited to the
software entity itself, but is implicitly related to the entity effort required to maintain such software at a
later time.

4 ISO 9126 & ISO 15939
In 1991, the ISO published its first international consensus on the terminology for the quality characteristics for software product evaluation: ISO 9126 – Software Product Evaluation – Quality Characteristics and Guidelines for their Use. From 2001 to 2004, the ISO published an expanded four-part version, containing both the ISO quality models and inventories of proposed measures for these models.
The current version of the ISO 9126 series consists of one International Standard (ISO 9126 Part 1),
and three Technical Reports (ISO TR 9126 Parts 2 to 4). This is complemented by a set of guides in
the ISO 14598 series: Developers Guide, Evaluators Guide and Evaluation Modules, etc.
A- The Standard Reference Model
The first document in the ISO 9126 series – Software Product Quality Model – contains what can be
considered as the ISO Standard Reference Model for the quality of software products. This reference
model includes three views of the quality of a software product at the highest level – see Figure 4:
Internal quality of the software, External quality of the software and Quality in use of the software.

Figure 4: Quality in the software lifecycle – ISO 9126-1

Next, ISO 9126-1 presents two structures of quality models for software product quality:
x

a 1st structure for both the internal and external quality models – see Figure 5, and

x

a 2nd structure for the quality in use model.

The 1st structure (Figure 5) includes 6 characteristics, subdivided into 27 sub characteristics for internal and external quality [2].
x

The 2nd structure includes 4 ‘quality in use’ characteristics: effectiveness, productivity, safety, and
satisfaction.

x

It must be noticed that ISO 9126 does not provide any reference values for any of its quality characteristics and sub-characteristics.
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Figure 5: Quality model for External and Internal Quality: characteristics and subcharacteristics – ISO
9126-1

B - An Organizational Reference Context model: Interpretation in ISO 9126 =
Evaluation & Decision Making
For the application of the quality model to specific software within an organization, an Organizational
Reference Context would typically be set up and used. How to do this is described in the ISO 14598
series, from various perspectives (developers, third party, etc.).
The application of this analysis model (which corresponds to evaluation and decision making on the
basis of decision criteria in ISO 9126) is usually performed as a four-step quantification process:
1. Identification of quality-related requirements, that is, the selection of the parts of the ISO quality
models that are relevant to a particular context of quality evaluation.
2.

Identification of the context of interpretation, that is, the selection of reference values, such values
being either generic or specific threshold values, or the determination of targets specified for a
particular context.

3.

Use of the derived measures from the data preparation phase to fill out the instantiated quality
model determined in step 1.

4.

Comparison of the results of step 3 with either the set of reference values or the targets determined in step 2 to take a decision based on both the information provided and whatever relevant
information is available to the decision maker.

For the set of relationships over the set of objects of interest for the Information Needs, the Analysis
Model would typically either:
A-

quantify a relationship which is well understood, well described over time, and for which there is a
large consensus, or

B-

attempt to ‘quantify’ a relationship (i.e. a concept) for which it is not yet well known how to capture
it within a single measurement dimension and a single (base or derived) measure (with its corresponding single measurement unit, or set of such units).

While the ISO 9126 quality models are well described, the relationships across the models, the quality
characteristics and sub-characteristics are definitively not well understood and not well described over
time. Therefore, any to use in practice any one of such relationships described textually in ISO 9126
represents an ‘attempt to quantify’ without a prescribed standard or organizational reference context
as a well empirically verified foundation. Some of the related issues are described next.
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5 The Metrology-related part of ISO 9126
The implementation of an analysis model, including the one from ISO 9126, has to be based on the
data collection of base measures (and derived ones, where relevant). The measures available for the
data collection for the ISO 9126 quality models are proposed and described in the 3 technical reports
in the ISO 9126 series. These reports propose:
x

an inventory of +250 derived measures for each quality characteristic or sub characteristic,

x

80 base measures (and corresponding 80 attributes) which are used to build the above +250 derived measures,

x

explanations of how to apply and use them, and

x

some examples of how to apply them during the software product life cycle.

An example with 2 base measures and a derived measure has been presented in sub section
4.2 of this chapter and is repeated here: Failure density against test cases
Data Collection:
Base Measure 1 (B1): Number of detected failures.
Base Measure 2 (B1): Number of performed test cases.
Data preparation:
Derived Measure: B1 / B2
Name of Derived Measure: Failure density against test cases.
However, as described in the 2003-2005 versions of ISO 9126, most of the attributes to be measured
and their corresponding ‘base measures’ are not documented at a detailed enough level to provide
sufficient guidance to ensure the accuracy, repeatability, and repetitiveness of measurement results,
in the event that the same software is measured by different measurers, which in turn leads to potentially significantly different values. To put it another way, while the numerical assignment rules for each
derived measure are described as mathematical operations in the 2003-2005 versions of ISO 9126,
neither the base measures for these operations, nor the corresponding quality attributes, have been
described with sufficient clarity to ensure the quality of the measurement results.

6 The (missing) links in ISO 9126
This section illustrates the missing links between the quantitative models proposed in ISO 9126 and
the detailed measures proposed as the contributors to this quantification. The example selected is that
of the Maturity sub-characteristic and of the 7 derived measures proposed for this sub-characteristic.
The model proposed by ISO to quantify the external quality of a software product contains 6 quality
characteristics and 27 sub-characteristics – see Figure 9: One of the 6 quality characteristics is ‘Reliability’ which is itself composed of 4 sub-characteristics, and one of these 4 sub-characteristics is
‘Maturity’.
To quantify this single Maturity sub-characteristic, ISO 9126-3 proposes a list of 7 distinct derived
measures:
1. Failure density against test cases
2. Estimated latent fault density
3. Fault Density
4. Fault removal
5. Mean time between failures (MTBF)
6. Test coverage
7. Test maturity
A-Metrology: Each of these 7 derived measures is presented only at a fairly abstract level as formulae composed from a set of base measures, themselves lacking detailed descriptions, including the
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attributes they are attempting to measure. This leaves each of them highly susceptible to individual
interpretation: neither the base measures for these operations, nor the corresponding attributes, have
been described with sufficient clarity to ensure the quality of the measurement results: they are not
documented at a detailed enough level to provide sufficient guidance to ensure the accuracy, repeatability, and repetitiveness of measurement results, in the event that the same software is measured by
different measurers, which in turn leads to potentially significantly different values.
Each one of the 7 proposed derived measures are described individually as illustrated in the side box
with the ‘Failure density against test cases’ as an example.
Example: ‘Failure density against test cases’
Purpose of this derived measure in ISO 9126: How many failures were detected during defined trial
period? Method of application for this derived measure: Count the number of detected failures and
performed test cases.
However, none of the embedded base measures are defined precisely in ISO 9126, including failure
and test cases.
Analysis model: Neither of ISO 9126 and ISO 14598 (and the upcoming ISO 25000 series) proposes
‘standard models of analysis’ nor an inventory of ‘organizational reference contexts’ with reference
values and decision criteria: Each organization has to define its own, thereby limiting possibilities of
comparisons industry-specific wide or industry-wide.
Therefore, there is no ISO defined context or values for such context. Each group within each organization has to build its own set of values for analysis within a specific context.
The missing link: However, what is the specific contribution of any one of the above 7 derived measures to the Maturity sub-characteristic? Are there some overlaps across the relationship of any of
these 7 derived measures, and if so, to what extent? If not all 7 derived measures are mandatorynecessary, which one or which ones are the most representative of the Maturity sub-characteristic,
and if so, to which extent? For the Maturity sub-characteristic as an example:
x

The relationships between the attribute being measured by the derived measure ‘failure density
against test cases’ and the ‘maturity’ sub-characteristic and the ‘reliability’ characteristic are not
identified, neither described.

x

No model of such relationships is proposed either.

Summary: None of the expected links between this (weak) metrology basis for the measurement of
the base and derived attributes and the quantification of the quality sub-characteristic (eg. Maturity)
and characteristic (e.g. Reliability) is described in ISO 9126.

Hopefully, such links will be described but it will take years of research and development to gain insights into this problem and to develop analysis models based on solid empirical evidence.
In ISO 9126, there are 80 attributes identified as required to be measured as necessary for the + 250
derived measures proposed to quantify the 3 quality models, the 10 corresponding quality characteristics and the 27 quality sub-characteristics. The measurement of one of these attributes, the ‘function’,
is necessary for 38 different derived measures, while another one, the ‘user pauses’, is needed only in
a single derived measure. This section presents now the outcomes of an exercise carried out in a
graduate course where it was required to select a attribute from any of the 80 attributes in ISO 9126
and to design a corresponding measurement method.
Using the measurement design methodology presented in (Habra 2008) the graduate students came
up with 2 very distinct types of design:
x

A design corresponding to the metrology related part of ISO 15939,

x

A design which, instead, took the perspective of the analysis of relationships and came up not with
the design of a base measure, but with a quantification model of relationships across entities and
attributes.
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An example of each type of designs is presented next, not because these 2 designs are complete and
finalized, but only to illustrate that designers of software measures must beware that measurement
and quantification are very distinct concepts, and have different properties.

7 Example 1 of a Metrology Design for a base measure
In ISO 9126 the ‘number of cases’ is necessary in 38 distinct derived measures. To obtain the ‘number
of cases’ as a measurement result, it is necessary to have a well defined attribute of what is a ‘case’,
and this definition should preferably be the same for each of the 38 distinct derived measure. This
design has been described in more details in (Ozcan Top, 2009)
Step 1: Determination of the measurement objectives
The specific objective selected was the design of a measurement method for the size of a ‘case’. The
results of the measurement method were intended to be used in the derived measures for the following ISO 9126 characteristics and sub-characteristics – see Table 1.
Character

Subcharacter Sample

Measurable Metric (Intended Usage)

Reliability

Recoverability

Availability

Functionality

Interoperability

Data exchangeability

Usability

Understandability

Demonstration Accessibility in use

Learnability

Help frequency

Maintainability

Portability

Operability

Customizability

Analyzability

Status monitoring capability

Changeability

Parameterized modifiability

Stability

Change success ratio

Testability

Availability of built-in test function

Installability

Ease of installation

Table 1 Related Characteristics and Sub-characteristics which require the measurement of ‘cases’

Step 2: Characterization of the concepts to be measured
The characterization of a concept should initially be based on the findings from a literature review. The
literature review started with the definition of ‘cases’ in ISO standards as well as with related definitions in the Usecases literature. Twenty nine relevant references were identified in the literature review, including:
x

ISO/IEC FCD 24765 Systems and software engineering – Vocabulary

x

ISO/IEC 26514 Systems and software engineering--requirements for designers and developers of
user

x

ISO/IEC 19761:2003: Software Engineering - COSMIC-FFP: A Functional Size Measurement
Method (2003)

Definition and decomposition of the concept
A number of concepts were identified from the literature review. Some of their definitions are presented in the side box. From these, the concept of ‘action’ was identified as the central one from a
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measurement perspective.
Definitions of attributes – From the literature review (Ozcan Top, 2009)
Case is defined by ISO FCD 24765 Systems and software engineering vocabulary as: “A single-entry,
single-exit multiple-way branch that defines a control expression, specifies the processing to be performed for each value of the control expression, and returns control in all instances to the statement
immediately following the overall construct” 0.
Use Case is the description of the interaction between an Actor (the initiator of the interaction) and the
system itself. It is represented as a sequence of simple steps. Each use case is a complete series of
events, described from the point of view of the Actor. Actor, Main scenario, Alternative Paths (Extensions), and Exceptions are the concepts that will be base of the measurement:
An Actor is “someone or something outside the system that either acts on the system – a primary
actor – or is acted on by the system – a secondary actor. An actor may be a person, a device, another
system or subsystem, or time. Actors represent the different roles that something outside has in its
relationship with the system whose functional requirements are being specified.”
Preconditions define all the conditions that must be true before the initiation of the use case
Main scenario is the description of the main success scenario in a sequential order. Action is the
element of a step that a user performs during a procedure.
Post-conditions “describe what the change in state of the system will be after the use case completes. Postconditions are guaranteed to be true when the use case ends.”.
Alternative paths; “Use cases may contain secondary paths or alternative scenarios, which are variations on the main theme. Each tested rule may lead to an alternative path and when there are many
rules the permutation of paths increases rapidly.
Sometimes it is better to use conditional logic or activity diagrams to describe use case with many
rules and conditions.”
Exceptions, is the place “what happens when things go wrong at the system level are described, not
using the alternative paths section but in a section of their own.” An example of an alternative path
would be: "The system recognizes cookie on user's machine", and "Go to step 4 (Main scenario)". An
example of an exception path would be: "The system does not recognize user's logon information",
and "Go to step 1 (Main path)"
Definition of the Sub Concepts: Three key sub concepts were identified next as follows:
x

Input action: “Any item, whether internal or external to the project that is required by a process
before that process proceeds”. “Data received from an external source”.

x

Output action: “Data transmitted to an external destination” 0. “A product, result, or service generated by a process.”

x

System action “set of interrelated or interacting activities which transforms inputs into outputs”.

Design of the Meta-Model: Figure 6 presents the meta-model proposed to illustrate the relationships
across the concepts and sub-concepts selected to characterize the size of ‘cases’.
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Figure 6: Meta-model of the concepts and sub-concepts for the size of a ‘case’ (Ozcan Top, 2009)

Numerical Rules: Assignment
The empirical description: The size of a ‘case’ was defined as the addition of the Input Actions, System Actions and Output Actions. According to this measurement function, each action type (Input Action, System Action, and Output Action) is assigned next a numerical size of 1 Action Unit (A).
Mathematical Expression(s): The above empirical description can now be expressed as a mathematical expression:
Size of a Case = _(Input Actions) + _ (System Actions) + _(Output Actions)
Measurement Scale Type: AU (Action Unit = 1) has a ratio scale measure which means it can be
used in statistical analysis, mathematical calculations. These numerical rules are presented in Figure
7.
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Figure 7: Measurement model of the size of cases within a Usecase (Ozcan Top, 2009)

8- Example 2: Design of an analysis model of relationships across entities and attributes
In ISO 9126, the number of ‘error messages’ is necessary to measure the ‘Efficiency’ and ‘Resource
Utilization’.
Step 1: Determination of the measurement objectives
The specific objective selected was the design of a measurement method for the efficiency of ‘error
messages’. The results of the measurement method were intended to be used in the derive measures
for the following ISO 9126 characteristics and sub-characteristics: Usability, Operability, Understandability and Learnability.
Step 2: Characterization of the concepts to be measured
Definition and Decomposition of the Concepts: A number of concepts were identified from the
literature review. Two of the main concepts identified were: Message Appearance and Message Content. In turn, each of these concepts can be decomposed in a number of sub-concepts.
Design of the Meta-Model: The identification of the relationships across the concepts and subconcepts are illustrated in Figure 8.
Step 3: Assignment of Numerical Rules
Empirical description
The ‘effectiveness’ of an error message was defined as the quantification of both the appearance and
the content or error message, on the basis of the quantification of each of their own sub-concepts, as
illustrated in the meta-model presented in Figure 8. All of these sub-concepts were themselves quantified individually using their own set of rankings assigned by the person in charge of evaluating the
effectiveness of the error message. For some of these sub-concepts the ranking selected were from o
to 4, others from 0 to 5 and for some other ones, from 0 to 10.
Mathematical Expression(s)
Effectiveness of an error message is calculated based on measuring the sub concepts:
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Figure 8: Attributes and Relationships (Dikici 2009)

The sub concepts are to be measured based on the rules specified in Table 2.
x

The 4 concepts are each assigned a relative weight (as a percentage)

x

The 21 sub concepts (within these 4 concepts) are next assigned a range of rankings, starting at
0, and up to 4, 5 and 10 – see Table 2.

In this specific numerical assignment rule, each sub-concept has an equivalent range within a concept
(e.g. from 0-4 for the 10 subconcepts participating to the upper concept which itself was assigned a
weight of 40).
Concept

Sub-concept

Weight

Rank ranges

Message Appearance
10

Attractiveness
Attractiveness
Format Compliance

0-10
40
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Message ID

0/4

Message Title

0/4

Message Content

0/4

Proper Icon

0/4

Message Type

0/4

Severity

0/4

Common Color

0-4

Common Size

0-4

Common Location

0-4

Proper Length

0-4
5

User Interactiveness
User Interactiveness

0-5

Message Content
25

Clearness
Explicit

0-5

Human-readable

0-5

Polite

0-5

Precise

0-5

Constructive advice

0-5
20

Completeness
What went wrong

0-5

Where error occurred

0-5

Suggest possible
solutions
Educate users

0-5
0-5
Total
Effectiveness %

Table 2: The numerical assignment structure with weights and ranges of ranking (Dikici 2009)

Measurement Scale Type
The numerical structure above is often used in practice in the evaluation of software quality based on
a number of concepts and sub-concepts. However, being used often in practice is no guarantee that
this is the most appropriate mathematical structure. In particular, the scale type of the end results of
this set of numerical assignment rules is challenging to determine without ambiguity:
x

The intervals are in increments of 1 (from 0 to 4, for example), but there is no explicit definition of
what is an interval of 1, and no explicit and rigorous definitions that subsequent intervals from 2 to
4 are indeed equal intervals.
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x

Next, in practice, the selection of an interval is typically judgmentally based, and such a selection
would often vary across people selecting a specific value, and may even vary if he same person
was to select again a value let us say a week later.

In practice the corresponding values can certainly be considered as ordering values, but considering
them as being on a ratio scale type would be somewhat far stretched.
Finally, it must be observed that each of the 21 sub-concepts is different, and if measured adequately,
they would each have their distinct measurement units and measurement scales: you would not then
be able to add them up (since they do not have the same measurement units).
Therefore, adding up the values assigned to anyone of the 21 sub-concepts does not correspond to a
measurement exercise. Adding them up is a quantification, but without the rigor and meaningfulness
of measurement with the rigor of metrology. This is typical of many quantification exercises whereas
weights and ‘points’ are somewhat arbitrarily assigned – see (Ouwerkerk 2006; Abran 1994, 1996).

8 Summary
Practitioners and managers can have much more confidence on measurements results based on international standards for measurement (i.e. metrology), than on judgmental-based quantification of
implicit relationships across a mix of entities and attributes without due consideration of admissible
mathematical operations on numbers of different scale types.
Measurement based on international standards for measurement (i.e. metrology) is not the same as
judgmental-based quantification of implicit relationships across a mix of entities and attributes without
due consideration of admissible mathematical operations on numbers of different scale types. This
paper has presented first the Measurement Information Model in ISO 15939 and has clarified what in it
refers to the classical metrology field, and what refers to quantitative analysis of relationships. The
paper has presented next two examples of the designs of a measure for ISO 9126.
The first design focused at design a measure for a single attribute by looking at what was similar across the entities to be measured, thereby ending up with a single concept which was simple to add up
for measurement purpose, without getting into trouble with distinct measurement units and scale
types. Such a rigor is not typical in software measurement, to the exception of the design of the
COSMIC – ISO 19761 (ISO 19761).
By contrast, the second design attempted to quantify a set of relationships across a number of entities
and attributes, in an approach often found in practice in software engineering: however, doing so provide numbers which typically depend on a specific selection among a (potentially large) number of
alternatives, the assignment of a percentage to each contributing alternative, which assignment is
based on the opinion of one person (or a group of persons) and comparison of each contributing alternative with distinct threshold values, which themselves are often defined by opinion as well. Such
numbers, when combined, do not necessarily consider adequately the admissible mathematical
operations and treatment of the corresponding measurement units: at times, the outcomes of such
models are meaningless numbers.
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Abstract. Software Product Lines (SPL) and Agile practices have emerged as new paradigms for
developing software. Both approaches share common goals; such as improving productivity,
reducing time to market, decreasing development costs and increasing customer satisfaction.
These common goals provide the motivation for this research. We believe that integrating Agile
practices into SPL can bring a balance between agility and formalism. However, there has been
little research on such integration. We have been researching the potential of integrating Agile
approaches in one of the key SPL process areas, product derivation. In this paper we present an
outline of our Agile framework for product derivation that was developed through industry based
case study research.

Keywords: Software Product Lines, Product Derivation, Agile Approaches

1 Introduction
Both Agile and Software Product Lines (SPL) development paradigms are being promoted as means
of reducing time to market, increasing productivity, and gaining cost effectiveness and efficiency of
software development efforts [1]. Furthermore, both approaches assume that requirement changes
will occur and can be managed effectively [1]. These goals (shared by Agile and SPL) open the
possibilities of introducing Agile practices into SPL activities. There are, however, several challenges
involved in integrating Agile approaches in SPL development due to certain differences that exist in
the philosophies of both approaches such as design and change management strategies [1, 2].
Moreover, Agile approaches do not purpose to develop flexible artefacts for reuse [2, 3] or develop
and maintain rigorous and extensive documentation as required by SPL [3].
Our research in SPL is aimed at improving the Product Derivation (PD) process, which purports to
develop new products by utilizing core assets of a SPL such as feature models, architecture models,
and code artefacts [4], through the adoption of Agile practices.
In this paper we present our research results on the development of an Agile Framework for
Product Derivation (AFPD). We decided to concentrate on product derivation as it is considered one of
the most important and challenging SPL “activities” [5], and the activity which has the most to gain
from the successful implementation of agile practices. We believe that any successful effort to
introduce Agile practices in the product derivation process can make SPL significantly more effective
and efficient. While some research in the area of Agile SPL has been reported [1-3, 6-8], there has
been little research conducted on the use of Agile approaches in the product derivation process.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 describes the key concepts of SPL
and Agile practices. Section 3 discusses the research methodology. Section 4 presents an overview of
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our Agile Product Derivation Framework. In Section 5, we discuss in detail the Agile aspects of the
AFPD. The paper concludes in Section 6 with a summary and an outlook of future work.

2 Background and Motivation
In the following section, we discuss the main concepts of Agile and SPL that underpins our proposal
for integrating the two.
2.1 Software Product Lines
A SPL is a set of software-intensive systems that share a common, managed set of features satisfying
the specific needs of a particular market segment or mission and that are developed from a common
set of core assets in a prescribed way [6]. The SPL approach makes a distinction between domain
engineering, where a common platform for an arbitrary number of products is designed and
implemented, and application engineering, where a product is derived based on the platform
components [8]. It is during application engineering that the individual products within a product line
are constructed. The process of creating these individual products using the shared artefacts is known
as the product derivation process [4].
The underlying assumption of product derivation is that “the investments required for building the
reusable assets during domain engineering are outweighed by the benefits of rapid derivation of
individual products” [4]. This assumption might not hold if inefficient derivation practices diminish the
expected gains.
A number of publications discuss the difficulties associated with product derivation. Hotz et al. [9]
describe the process as “slow and error prone even if no new development is involved”. Deelstra et
al. [4] observe that the derivation of individual products from shared software assets is still a timeconsuming and expensive activity in many organisations. The authors state that “there is a lack of
methodological support for application engineering and, consequently, organizations fail to exploit the
full benefits of software product families.” “Guidance and support are needed to increase efficiency
and to deal with the complexity of product derivation” [10].
2.2 Agile Practices
Agile practices have recently gained popularity among large numbers of companies as a mechanism
for reducing costs and increasing ability to handle change in dynamic market conditions. Researchers
and practitioners have proposed several software development approaches based on the principles of
the Agile manifesto [11, 12]. Two of these approaches are: eXtreme Programming (XP) [13] and
Scrum [14].
XP evolved from the problems caused by the long development cycles of traditional development
models [15]. The individual practices of XP are not new, however, the practices have been collected
and lined up to function with each other in a novel way. The term ‘extreme’ comes from taking these
commonsense principles and practices to extreme levels [16].
Scrum provides a project management framework that focuses development into 30-day Sprint
cycles in which a specified set of Backlog features are delivered [14]. The core practice in Scrum is the
use of daily 15-minute team meetings for coordination and integration. Scrum does not define any
specific software development techniques. Scrum concentrates on how team members should
function in order to produce good quality code and maintain flexibility in a changing environment.
Although XP and Scrum are based on a common guideline defined by the Agile manifesto, they
vary in focus and presentation. XP emphasises technical elements of the development lifecycle, while
Scrum concentrates on the project management.
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3 Research Approach
The preparatory stage of this research was conducted as an extensive literature review. The research
aimed to identify the fundamental practices of product derivation and Agile approaches. The initial
results were further developed and assessed through a series of iterative workshops over a four
month period. Evidence and feedback from SPL and Agile experts was collected from these organised
workshops.
We conducted case study research with Robert Bosch GmbH 1 . We collected data on the product
derivation practices of their automotive systems. The systems produced consisted of both hardware
(such as processors, sensors, connectors, and housing) and software. Many of the requirements were
derived from market segments, such as low cost or high cost customers or from regulatory
requirements.
Based on knowledge garnered on the derivation practices within the company, we identified areas
with potential for the integration of Agile methods. The output of this research was a technical report
[17] where we documented our recommendations on the use of Agile practices within Bosch
automotive business units.
The research was further developed through two research collaborations. The first was a six month
visit to LASSY 2 ; where AFPD and FIDJI [18] were mapped. The second was a collaboration project
with Doppler Laboratory where we investigated the application of their DOPLERUCon [10] tool within the
AFPD

4 Agile Framework for Product Derivation
Product derivation approaches in the literature [4, 19-21] and industry practice observed through this
research (c.f. Section 3), typically follow a phased structure. These phases are broadly speaking
requirements analysis, product configuration and artefact reuse, and finally product specific
development and testing. These phases are reflected in the structure of the AFPD. Through our
research into Agile methods we have applied iterative and incremental approaches within this phased
lifecycle.

Ph
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Product
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and Testing
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r em
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Product
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Preparing for
Derivation
Phase

Product
Release
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ye
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Partial Product
Configuration
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Objectives

Iteration Lifecycle Layer

Fig. 1. Agile Framework for Product Derivation

The three principal phases, consisting of essential activities required during any product derivation
project, within the AFPD are: Preparing for Derivation, Product Configuration and Product
Development and Testing. Figure 1 provides an overview of these phases, including the main
milestone for each phase.
Preparing for Derivation Phase determines the objectives and manages the project. The phase
forms the product-specific requirements based on customer requirements and negotiation with the
platform team. Requirements are prioritized and assigned to development iterations.

1
2

http://www.bosch.com
Laboratory of Advanced Software Systems (LASSY), University of Luxembourg
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Product Configuration purports to create a partial product configuration based on the productspecific requirements and by using the available core assets. The aim of this phase is to maximize
reuse of the platform assets.
During Product Development and Testing, product specific development is undertaken. The
product is tested to ensure it satisfies customer expectations.
There two major layers to the AFPD (c.f. Figure 1). These are the phase increments layer and
iteration lifecycle layer. Phase increments are short units of work on a particular aspect of the
derivation process i.e. configuring platform components. The iterative lifecycle layer structures these
phase increments to deliver stable builds of the product that incrementally progress towards the
iteration objectives. These iterations result in regular product releases.
The next section discusses expands on the Agile aspects of the AFPD.

5 Increasing Agile in Product Derivation
In this section, we discuss the following Agile elements of the AFPD:
x Adoption of Early and Continuous Delivery Strategy;
x Automation of Product Derivation;
x Product Derivation Iterations;
x Agile Testing Techniques.
We describe how these elements were identified and the benefits that they can bring to product
derivation.
5.1 Adoption of Early and Continuous Delivery Strategy
Typically, implementing product specific features can be time consuming. Firstly, product construction
can be substantially delayed due to the Change Control Board (CCB). The CCB scopes new
development to gauge the reusability of a requested feature within the product line. Secondly,
development is further delayed if the Product Team defers implementing a feature until the platform
team implement the requested platform changes at the product level.
In the AFPD we adopt the Agile principle of “early and continuous delivery of valuable software”.
The product team implement changes at product level. The Platform Team subsequently mine any
changes from the product if there is reuse potential.
In Bosch we observed this Agile principle in action. To facilitate early and continuous delivery of
software, the product team would not wait for scoping decisions from the CCB. Rather, the product
team would negotiate a new platform interface containing required extensions to facilitate new product
components before proceeding to develop in parallel against the platform team. When the platform
extensions had been implemented and the new platform was released, the product team would check
for compatibility issues with newly developed components.
We recommended [17] the adoption of the Agile practice of pair programming for customer specific
components. Pair programming is suitable for implementing and reviewing any changes at the product
level [6]. This helps to produce better quality product code and consequently, improved code for any
features that are mined for the platform.
5.2 Automation of Product Derivation
Automated support for product derivation is a necessity for managing the complexity and variability
inherent in software product lines and according to Kurmann [6], automation is the most important
aspect of an Agile software product line. Automated development approaches facilitate the Agile
Principle “Welcome changing requirements, even late in development. Agile processes harness
change for the customer’s competitive advantage.” [12], as automated development techniques allow
product teams to implement changing customer requirements late in the development lifecycle and
automation enables these changes to be implemented quickly.
However current process models and tools for automation do not integrate well. All the stakeholders
involved in product derivation are supported in their tasks by different approaches and different
automation tools. Because of the difficulty of integrating these different approaches and tools, product
derivation can quickly become an error-prone and tedious task.
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In our research collaboration with Dopler Laboratory (c.f. Section 3) we investigated how
DOPLERUCon [10] tool could be used within the AFPD. We were particularly interested in its ability to
facilitate Agile approaches. For instance, we observed that while the DOPLERUCon tool does not
directly support iterative development cycles by defining additional attributes for requirements it could
be used to allocate specific requirements to specific iterations.
5.3 Product Derivation Iterations
The identification of product derivation iterations is a key aspect of deriving high quality, customer
satisfying products. According to Carbon et al. [2] when adopting a SPL approach, an organisation is
capable of producing a first version of a product for a specific customer, including the core
functionality, quicker than other software development methods. Because of the approved quality of
the reusable assets, the customer can get a high quality product that can be used and evaluated to
give feedback. In further iterations, new functionality can be added to the scope of the product line or
product specific features can be implemented [2].
In a technical report to Bosch [17], we recommended that they could benefit from applying the
planning game practice from the XP methodology for the management of their product iterations
during the Preparing for Derivation phase. This would assist them in gathering and negotiating product
specific requirements. During customer negotiation requirements are prioritised and allocated to
specific iterations based on priority.
5.4 Agile Testing Techniques
Agile methods propose that testing is carried out frequently, as this helps Agile developers keep their
code as error free as possible. We have adopted a phased testing approach in the AFPD. Based on
the principles of integration testing suggested by Muccini [22], the structure and nature of the elements
in a product line are leveraged. Firstly, integrate the partial configuration and use a traditional
approach to integration testing. Then, based on the observation that at least the partial product
configuration works properly, we can incorporate the other product elements. Product construction
continues in a phased assembly test approach. For systems testing of partial or fully assembled
products traditional system testing techniques can be utilized as no SPL specific methods exist.

6 Conclusion and Future Work
Our research is motivated by the fact that despite the widespread adoption of SPL within industry,
product derivation remains an expensive and error-prone activity [23, 24]. We believe that the
adoption of Agile practices can improve the product derivation process. The Agile Framework for
Product Derivation provides a means of supporting this adoption.
The development of the framework is a response to calls from industry for research into this area
[25]. The integrated Agile framework could solve many of the problems associated with product
derivation’s complex and cumbersome nature.
The framework is a lightweight approach to product derivation, minimising the amount of up-front
investment required making SPL more accessible to small organisations with limited resources. The
framework may benefit larger organisations by bringing a balance between formalism and agility,
helping individual product teams deliver products with the best possible quality. A combination of Agile
and SPL is expected to create a leaner but more disciplined product derivation process [6].
Our future work includes an ongoing investigation into the benefits of combining Agile and SPL
approaches and the validation of our framework, particularly with respect to the expected return on
investment.
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Being Agile when Developing Software
Components and
Component-Based Systems –
Experiences from Industry
Iva Krasteva, Rikard Land, A. S. M. Sajeev

Abstract
Building software from components has some potential benefits in terms of reusing proven solutions and reducing time-to-market. However, component-based paradigm is sometimes in
conflict with certain agile principles and practices, such as being responsive to change. This
paper presents the results of a web-based survey investigating how industry today tries to
manage these challenges. Based on the same data we also describe the preferences of industry professionals for improving development processes in their projects by introducing certain practices. A quantitative analysis using paired-samples t-tests has shown significant differences between current practices and process preferences for both component developers
and component users, and the conclusion is that practitioners in general want less rigidity than
in their respective currently performed practices.

Keywords
Agile practices, agile principles, component-based software
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1

Introduction

Agile software development and component-based development are two paradigms that have gained
much attention in the recent years. They both promise to increase system quality, development speed
and flexibility, but so far little has been published on the combination of the two approaches.
This paper shows how industry today copes with the challenges of applying agile principles and practices in the development of components and component-based systems [1]. We have previously performed a theoretical study, which investigated potential contradictions between the agile principles and
the fundaments of the COTS1-based paradigm, in order to provide advice on how agile practices best
should be applied to development of COTS components and development of COTS-based software
systems, and to identify any challenges [2] and [3]. The paper presents an empirical study of the same
issues, and also extends the scope from COTS to software components in general, including in-house
developed components for e.g. product lines, and subcontracting agreements. The present paper is
based on a web-based survey investigating current processes and practices used in industry. The
contribution of the paper is to publish the collected experiences of organizations and individuals regarding how to perform agile development of components and component-based systems. The paper
conducts the analysis by interpreting the data qualitatively, as well as by using statistical methods.
Related work is presented in the next section. In Section 3 we describe the research method. In Section 4 and Section 5 we discuss how challenges for adopting agile ideas into the development processes of components and component-based systems are addressed. The preferences of practitioners
for improving development processes in their projects by introducing certain practices are presented in
Section 6. We conclude and outline future research in Section 7.

2 Related Work
Straightforward adoption of agile methodologies for small less-critical systems [4] has proved very
effective in the current dynamic business environment. More and more, the agile approach broadens
its areas of application to domains and projects previously considered unsuitable for agile development. An EU project intended to scaling up agile approaches in a globally distributed environment is
ongoing FLEXI2, research papers and case studies report on using agile ideas in safety-critical systems and hardware intensive projects EUREKA-ITEA AGILE Project3; [5], [6] and [7]. Software Engineering Institute (SEI) published an official report [8] to suggest consolidation of lightweight agile development with its CMMI reference standard.
The research on introducing agile principles and practices in component-based systems and component development itself is still quite sporadic and isolated and most of the suggested solutions are
partial. The Evolutionary Process for Integrating COTS-based systems (EPIC) [9] is a framework for
building, fielding and supporting COTS-based solutions. It presents an alternative approach for acquisition, management, and engineering practices of COTS-based systems which is based on Rational
Unified Process (RUP). Another study [10], which sets EPIC as a ground, extends the research question further towards agile ideas and presents a set of questions that need to be considered to introduce agility into the process from a requirements engineering perspective. Another part of COTS development process, the selection of COTS components and the applicability of agile principles for
component selection, is examined by [11]. A description of using CLARiFi system (CLear And Reliable
Information for Integration) as an agile approach for retrieving components from large repositories is
provided by [12].

1
2
3

COTS = Commercial Off-The-Shelf component
http://flexi-itea2.org/index.html
http://www.agile-itea.org/
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3 Research Method
Our underlying assumption is that agile principles and practices are applicable to the development of
components and component-based systems, but specific customization is needed to support agile
ideas and to respond to particular project characteristics. To study how agile principles and practices
can be applied to the development of components and component-based systems, we constructed a
web-based questionnaire. Invitation emails were sent to companies that were part of our joint research
projects such as FLEXI and NESSI4 , among others. We received 93 responses of which a total of 33
respondents addressed questions on component-based development to such an extent that the results were usable for this research question, but since the respondents are anonymous we cannot
know how many organizations these represent. Because we sent the invitation to participate to some
email lists, and encouraged every recipient to further spread the invitation we can neither know the
response frequency, nor exactly which organizations are represented. This type of convenience sampling is suitable to collect empirical data exploring “how” question such as ours, but during all our statistical treatment of the data we must bear in mind the limitations imposed by convenience sampling to
the generalization of the results. We should also consider the reasons for potential respondents to not
respond to the survey. We believe the most important factors are their lack of time and their not having
any incitement to respond. More information about the questionnaire, as well as all data, is available
as a technical report [13].
The responses are divided into two groups: Component Developers and Component Users where the
latter group use or integrate components in the development of systems. There is some overlap between the two groups in the sense that in some projects components are both developed and integrated. From the total of 33 respondents, we have received 13 answers relevant to component development and 24 for component usage. These should in general be regarded as experienced enough to
provide accurate and insightful responses, and we can also observer that various types of development processes are used: Of component developers, three respondents are less than 30 years old,
eight have more than nine years of experience in IT, and six are involved in adaptive development
processes and four in agile. Of the respondents building systems out of components, 13 are between
30 and 40 years old, 8 are above 40, 20 have more that five years of experience in IT, and one fourth
each use either adaptive, agile or waterfall methods.
We analyze the results of the survey both qualitatively and quantitatively. The qualitative approach is
applied to verify the most important findings of our theoretical reasoning about introducing agile principles and practices to component development and development of component-based systems. The
quantitative approach is used to analyse how development processes can be improved by adopting
some agile practices. This is done by studying the differences between current practices used by
CBSE5 community and preferences of practitioners towards using agile practices in their projects.
We have designed our study to collect the data which enables us to characterize each response as
component development (of COTS components, as a subcontractor, for a product line, etc.), or system development (by assembling COTS, in-house components, through subcontractor agreements,
etc.). To support the theoretical findings we gather data in two main directions: contradictions between
the approaches and suggestions for application. We used a seven-point Likert scale (with responses
varying from ‘Very strongly agree’ to ‘Very strongly disagree’) to indicate how strongly respondents
agreed or disagreed with statements about current development practices in their organization. For
example, one such statement is “We use test cases provided with candidate components as a means
to evaluate them”. In order to study preferences of the participants for the development practices used
in their organizations we presented them with statements such as “Programming should start only
after the design is completed” and asked for their agreement or disagreement with respect to their
current practice and their preference. A threat to validity is that for many such questions we ask for
two answers, one marked “current practice” and one marked “my preference”. We initially considered
splitting such items into two questions to avoid any ambiguity, for example: ‘We start programming
only after the design is completed’ (for current practice) and ‘We must start programming only after the
design is completed’ (for preference). However, after receiving negative feedback on the length of the
questionnaire during the piloting stage, we decided to keep the total amount of text shorter, and ex4
5

http://www.nessi-europe.com/
CBSE = Component-based Software Engineering
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plain the approach explicitly in the introduction to the survey. While we cannot rule out the possibility
that some responses may have been distorted as a result of the shortened text, we consider the probability of it as low. In addition, some observations by others were also considered during the design of
the current study. Turk and colleagues [14] has identified several limitations of agile methods when
applied to building reusable artefacts. These limitations are about documentation, quality assurance
process, general development and continuous redesign. They are discussed later in the section regarding challenges in agile component development. Several project characteristics that are likely to
hinder the straightforward adoption of agile methods are identified in the works of Kruchten [15] and
Boehm and Turner [16]. They consider project size, criticality, age of the system, rate of change, business model, team distribution and project type.
In order to study the differences between current practices and preferences as stated by the practitioners, we have applied some statistical methods. We identified 33 practices from various software
process models (e.g. waterfall, agile, adaptive etc.) with some redundancy built in to address reliability. We used software process literature and experience reports to identify these practices (e.g. [1723]). Participants in the survey were asked how strongly they agreed or disagreed with those items in
terms of current practices in their organization and their preferences. We then conducted paired samples t-tests (alpha = 0.05) to evaluate any significant differences between the current practices and
preferred practices for each of the items. Results regarding agile practices are presented in this paper.

4 Challenges for Agile Development of Components
By considering previous research [14-16], and [3] this section is divided into four subsections which
discuss the responses in the light of each of the identified main challenges. The four challenges and
how they are solved in practice or could be solved in the opinion of industry professionals who filled
the questionnaire are described in the following subsections.

4.1

Challenge 1: Receiving Feedback

Components are often built to be reusable units and to satisfy the needs of many different customers,
systems and contexts. Agile development seeks to receive early feedback from different sources [24]
but it is a challenge to require and respond to the feedback of the various customers of the component
and integration systems. 11 out of 14 of the respondents say that they deliver functionality incrementally, not only for components that are available on the market but also for components that are used
internally in the company. Also, the answers show strong and very strong approval to using incremental delivery in their projects. The most commonly used delivery interval is “up to a month”, but
many of the participants also responded that the interval greatly varies.
All of the respondents that are involved in development of components that are available on the market (OTS components) answered that they use different mechanisms to receive feedback from the
various customers of their component. Most of them give access to customers to the early versions of
the component. However, minority are those that give the end customers access to component source
code without permissions to change or reuse it.

4.2

Challenge 2: Involving a Real Customer

For some types of components, such as COTS, there are many end customers, which makes it impossible to involve the real customer as suggested by agile principles. Typically some business or
marketing experts need to act as proxy customers [3]. Also, we are aware of one COTS vendor which
presents the current state to their key customers in web conferences every second week, and allow
interaction in these virtual meetings. According to the respondents however, in general this distance to
the real customers seems to be a big challenge. Nine out of the 13 respondents in this section report
that inefficient communication mechanisms with clients or business people have great impact on de-
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laying the deliveries of their project: in a eight-point scale from 0 to 7 (0 = no impact; 7 = very strong
impact), they have chosen 5, 6 and 7 as answers. Just two of the respondents have disagreed with
the statement that in their current practice developers only interact with customers or business people
for capturing the requirements at the beginning of the project and then for acceptance testing at the
end of the project – even in projects claiming to be agile. Although this seems to be the general state
of practice today, 11 of the respondents say that management should encourage regular interaction
between developers and customers or business people. This seems to be a problem whose solution is
not adopted yet.

4.3

Challenge 3: Responding to Change

One big challenge of applying agile methodologies to component development is about responding to
change [3]. When specifying and designing a component additional compatibility issues, standards
compliance and interface dependencies should be considered.
In this respect, the answers received in the survey show that there is no common practice to requirements elicitation in industry. Half of the respondents have answered that they do not put extra efforts
to predict and analyze future requirements for component usage in their project. The other half has
given the opposite answer. In particular, both positive and negative answers are given from people in
projects with relatively high rate of requirements change – the requirements are likely to change in the
next couple of months. The only consistency we find is that all respondents claiming to use an agile
method say that they do not try to predict the future requirements for component usage.
All respondents have answered that if enough efforts for building good and maintainable design of a
component are not spent in advance, the cost of change for a component is really high. However,
eight of the respondents show a preference towards starting programming before design is completed.
There need not be any big conflict in this: programming may often be a good way to explore the design space, for example prototyping different architectures or algorithms. For the projects with high risk
and life-critical systems the respondents have answered that programming should start only when
design is completed, as is the usual standard practice in those, less agile domains [25].
In addition, another challenge identified by Turk et al is in applying continuous redesign to reusable
components [14]. However, our data shows that people from industry are not afraid of redesigning a
reusable component provided that component interfaces are kept. Even though in practice they redesign their components, more interesting is the fact that they have shown a strong opinion towards introducing more changes to component design and code. 10 out of 13 of the respondents say that regular
changes to working code should be encouraged if they improve the code. Also, most of them disagree
that a piece of code should rarely be modified once it starts working.

4.4

Challenge 4: Amount of Verification and Documentation

There are two specifics of component development that add extra complexity to the verification process of a component. The first one comes from the fact that components are usually verified without a
context. The second is reusability of a component which involves more complex and formal verification
[3] and [14]. For subcontracting, all respondents state that there are explicit demands on verification
and documentation. Moreover, the system builders say that in general they are satisfied with the
amount of component verification performed, and that verification of the system is made easier because components are verified separately. For Off-the-Shelf (OTS) component users, the opinions
differ on whether verification that has been performed is enough, and whether system verification is
made easier. It is not possible to discern any difference between domains, so our conclusion is that
verification and/or documentation of some OTS components is insufficient, and/or that the expectations of some system builders are unrealistic.
For most of the components that are available on the market (OTS components) the component developers among the respondents state that they certify their components. In addition, all of them answered that they equip the components with suites of tests. More than half of component developers
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think that extensive documentation, extensive verification of system functionality and performance,
and formal reviews and inspections do not have significant impact on delaying the deliveries of their
project. At the same time all of them automate their testing process as much a possible and that they
use to a great extend many testing techniques. These observations show that the current component
verification process is efficient even though additional complexity and formality is involved. The differences in the verification process of a component seem to be dependent on common factors such as
professional skills and the criticality of the project rather than anything particular to the fact that a
component is verified in isolation.

5 Challenges for Agile Development of Component-Based Systems
The current section presents the challenges that component users could face when they try to adopt
agile development. The section is divided into two subsections which discuss the responses regarding
previously identified challenges [3]. The two challenges and how they are addressed in practice are
described in the following subsections. When analyzing the data regarding component users, it is important to consider the types of components used. All projects responding to the survey combine
components built in-house and outside, but the distribution among the organizations differs between
components built on subcontracting agreement and general OTS.

5.1

Challenge 1: Design Lock-in vs. Responding to Change

A previously identified challenge in introducing agile principles and practices to the development of
system based on components, especially OTS, is the conflict between the lock-in embedded in the
choice of a pre-existing, reusable component on one hand, and being responsive to change and continuously redesign the system on the other. Almost all of the respondents agreed that redesigning a
system is difficult when building a system out of components (more than otherwise). Furthermore,
there is no difference in the opinions of practitioners that are using mostly in-house component to ones
using OTS components. The conclusion is that the division into components, once decided, is cemented into the design and fundamentally affects further design decisions. This interpretation is further supported by the fact that the respondents who do not think system redesign is very complex are
using just a small number of components (up to 10) when building their systems. It seems therefore
inherently contradictory to be agile in this sense when building large systems.

5.2

Challenge 2: Comprehensive Requirements Specification

Another challenge that has been identified previously [3] and supported by the opinion of industry
participants of the survey is the difficulty of changing (some of) the requirements of a system built out
of components. The rationale behind this fact is that the previous selection of a component may be
invalidated by the changes and the selection of a replacing component comes with high additional
costs. In support, the questionnaire respondents prefer to predict and comprehensively specify the
system’s requirements. We have previously suggested that by introducing the agile practices of prototyping and customer involvement during the component selection and evaluation process the impact
of this contradiction can be mitigated. Furthermore, the development process will benefit from applying
test-driven approach, including the component selection and evaluation process.
One third of the respondents answer that they don’t involve customers or business people during their
component selection and evaluation process. A majority of projects following agile methodologies are
doing so. Respondents who involve customers or business people in their component selection and
evaluation process also use intensively prototyping to clarify requirements. Prototyping as a means for
clarifying requirements is used by a great majority of respondents. Just one tenth of them answer that
they never introduce prototyping for clarification of requirements. Prototyping has almost the same
usage levels when applied for evaluation of component assemblies. More than three fourths of the
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respondents answer that they intensively use prototyping for examination of technology or architecture.
Just one of the respondents of the survey have stated negative opinion to the statement that using
tests to evaluate candidate components is more efficient than reading comprehensive documents
describing component behaviour. Further, the idea is supported by the fact that component developers
who filled our survey respond that they equip the components with suites of tests. However, currently
just one fourth of system builders evaluate their components with tests. They use both test cases provided with candidate components and the one they cerate to evaluate components. Moreover, almost
all respondents use the tests created during component selection process further as integration tests.

6 Agile Practices in CBSE: Preferences of Practitioners
In the previous sections we discussed how the answers of the practitioners who both develop components and integrate components relate to identified challenges. In some cases solutions for them were
provided. In this section we will describe how development process can be improved by adopting
some agile practices. This is shown by investigating the differences between current practices used in
industry and preferences of practitioners towards using agile practices in their projects.
Table 1. Process practices among Component Developers and Component Users

4
5
6
7

Designing and coding should be done incrementally

8

Project members should frequently meet to update each other on
progress of the project
Project planning should be incremental, one iteration at a time

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

How far a project has progressed should be determined by the
phase the project is in (e.g. requirements phase, design phase, etc.)
Regular changes to working code should be encouraged if they
improve the code in some way (e.g. its design, its structure etc.)
Procedures and processes should be allowed to be changed often if
the change brings in an improvement
Test cases should be written before writing code
Testing and code development should not be distinct phases in a
project
Organisations should be hierarchically structured
Breaking rules and procedures should be all right in order to get
things done
Before we start designing or coding we should try to elicit requirements as comprehensively as possible

Significance
(p-value)

3

Preferences compared to current
practices

2

Management should encourage regular interaction between developers and customers/business people
Management should provide flexibility for employees to form project
teams
There should be general guidelines and principles for software
development but not detailed rules
Comprehensive documentation should be an essential part of software development
The main focus of the team should be on the production of all artefacts (e.g. design documents) not just code
Delivering software to customers should be done incrementally

Component Users

Significance
(p-value)

1

Component Developers
Preferences compared to current
practices

Description

Ï

.034

Ï

.001

Ï

.012

Ï

.001

Ï

.031

Ï

.018

Ï

.001

Ï

.008

Ï

.014

Ï

.001

Ï

.001

Ï

.008

Ï

.001

Ï

.095

Ï

.003

Ð

.012

Ð

.007

Ï

.032

Ï

.03

Ð

.02

Ð

.047

Ï

.026

Ï

.001

Ï

.008

Ï

.02

Table 1 shows the practices and opinions being surveyed for which there is a statistically significant
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difference between current practices and preferences of IT practitioners (for significant items, the pvalue is shown in the table; the lower the p-value, the more significant the result). Comparing the
mean values of the responses allows us to determine whether the current practice needs to be
strengthened or lightened. This is indicated by the direction of the arrows in Table 1 (an up arrow
means that the respondents prefer the practice to be strengthened compared to the current state, and
a down arrow means that the respondents prefer the current practice to be lightened).
Investigating the differences between current practices used by component developers and their preferences towards using agile practices in their projects, we found that in the CBSE community, there
were significant differences in the case of 10 of the 33 practices we tested. All of these 10 practices
are connected to agile development. In summary, component developers prefer less rigidity than what
is available to them currently. This is indicated by an increased preference for interaction with customers, more frequent meetings, flexibility in identifying teams, a preference for general guidelines and
principles rather than rigid rules, a preference for less hierarchical organizational structures and a
preference for incremental planning and coding activities. On the other hand, their desire for flexibility
does not extend to the breaking of rules to get things done, which is a positive response in an ethical
sense. It is also worth noting that all of the above practices identified follow the agile principles. The
one practice that is perhaps not emphasised in the agile philosophy, but identified as a preference by
the component development community is the desire to see more emphasis on update of all related
documents when a requirement, design or code is changed.
The community of component users employs a variety of processes and therefore their preferences
are more varied than in the case of component developers. As shown in Table 1, there are differences
in 15 of the 33 practices we tested, and not all of them are related to agile development However,
surprisingly, there is commonality between the component users and developers in eight of the practices which were all agile. The study indicates that people in both organizations developing components and organizations using components prefer less rigid process practices than what are available
to them currently. In the case of component users, factors such as the domain where integration happens probably are influencing their preferences.

7

Summary and Conclusion

We have reported a number of findings from an empirical study, by means of a web-based survey, of
how agile practices and principles are applied in the development of software components and component-based systems. We conclude that components are often delivered incrementally, and component developers implement mechanisms to receive feedback from component users, even though
there is not one single customer. The agile principle of having a customer involved in the project is
evidently a big challenge, and the current practice is to interact mainly with internal proxy customers,
and mostly at the beginning and end of the development, with the result of delayed deliveries. The
agile principle of responding to constant change is in conflict with the necessity of preserving component interfaces, and the study shows that components need to be well designed in advance in order to
facilitate further changes in requirements. Component boundaries often represent organizational
boundaries, legal contracts, and unsynchronized processes, and so the verification and documentation of components must be more explicit and formalized than usually suggested by agile methods.
This is also supported by the fact that not so many component integrators use the tests provided with
candidate components as a means to select and evaluate them. However, the opinion stated by
practitioners is that using tests to evaluate candidate components is more efficient than reading
comprehensive documents describing component behaviour.
The study also strongly indicates that people in both organizations developing components and organizations using components prefer less rigid process practices than what are available to them currently. Thus, while practitioners, presumably on good grounds, prefer less rigidity, and the componentbased paradigm potentially promises higher quality, lower costs, and shorter time-to-market, the combination of the agile and component-based paradigms require special attention.
For all empirical research with limited number of participants, we would like to further validate the findings of this study. Also as future work we want to investigate more deeply possibilities for applying
test-driven approach to component selection and integration and define a development process based
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extensively on tests. We would also like to make some pilot deployment of the process in industrial
projects.
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Abstract
The software industry has tried to find solutions to the persisting software crisis (an inability to develop
software on time, on budget, and within requirements). New methodologies for dealing with the increasing complexity of systems and the continuously changing environment, both in technology and
customer requirements has created a rapidly rising interest in new approaches such as agile methodologies. Many companies have adapted, tailored and customised the agile processes to fit their own
organisational practices and culture. Simultaneously a trend towards the globalization of business in
general and of software-intensive sectors in particular has emerged. Access to world-class software
professionals, improved quality and time-to-market to lower costs has triggered several companies to
explore these new worldwide business relationships. As a result of these two main trends in today’s
software development there is a huge interest in the possibilities to blend the two approaches. However, basically both rely on totally different philosophies and include many different challenges on their
own. This paper aims to identify success factors and challenges for agile distributed software development by applying an extensive literature review. The challenges are unfolded and best practices for
distributed agile development are proposed.
Keywords
Outsourcing, distributed software development, agile practices, agile software development

1. Introduction
In today’s highly competitive and rapidly changing global environment offshore outsourcing (software
development taking place by service provider outside the national border of the customer country) and
distributed software development in different geographical distances have become a common business reality. Rapid advances in Information and Communications Technologies (ICTs) have provided
an infrastructure that facilitates globalisation and global software development. Advantages, such as
access to world-class software professionals, improved quality and productivity, costs effectiveness
and shorter time-to-market promote a dynamic global business environment. However, the increased
complexity of international organisations and worldwide business relationships exacerbated with intensified competition offer many challenges, mainly within human and cultural issues (Concuir et al.,
2006). The globalisation of the software market has also changed the contextual boundaries of Information Systems (IS) research and practices to include the wider societal context (Siakas and Balstrup,
2006).
On the other hand the software industry has tried to find solutions to the persisting software crisis,
defined as an inability to develop software on time, on budget, and within requirements (Boehm,
1981). A myriad of systems development methodologies have been proposed and used to address the
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problems of ambiguous user requirements, non-ambitious systems design, unmet deadlines, exceeded budgets, poor quality software with numerous 'bugs' and poor documentation. These and
other factors made Information Systems inflexible to future changes and difficult to maintain (Berki et
al., 2006). Recently there is a growing interest in new approaches such as agile methodologies, which
many companies have adapted, tailored and customised to fit their own organisational practices and
culture. Apart from the quality properties of implementability, changeability and testability, agile methodologies have re-introduced a stakeholder- or user-centred approach relating to requirements conformance, considering users as co-responsible for ensuring that the application fits the purpose. In
order to ensure competitive advantage, end-user acceptance and general stakeholder satisfaction is
considered key-issues. Agile approaches concentrate on the use of computational principles combined with lightweight methods supporting continuous change and the software/information products'
frequently released versions.
As a result of these two main trends in today’s software development there is a huge interest in the
possibilities of blending the two approaches, which basically rely on totally different philosophies. Distributed software development relies on formal processes opposed to agile development, which relies
on informal processes. The challenges posed by business stakeholders seem to be how to blend the
two approaches for increased Return on Investment (ROI) and business value.
The motivation behind this research is to identify success factors and challenges of both agile and
global software development on their own and applied together in order to understand how agile distributed software development can successfully operate across national and cultural boundaries.
In this paper we address, by undertaking a comprehensive literature review, the integration of contemporary software development concepts applied to global business processing and outsourcing
efforts. The dynamics that bear on the success of agile distributed software development are made
explicit and the implications and challenges of a blended approach are unfolded. As a result a set of
best practices and guidelines for improved awareness of risks and ways of avoiding pitfalls are proposed.

2. Outsourcing
The evolution of the internet has endorsed organisations to establish business partnerships beyond
geographical boundaries. Global software development, including outsourcing, subcontracting and
partnerships, is becoming increasingly common (Paasivaara and Lassenius, 2006). Outsourcing is a
contractual relationship where an external organisation (a third party service provider) takes responsibility for performing all or part of an agency's (contractor’s / client’s) IT/IS functions at a pre-determined
price and according to predetermined performance criteria (Siakas and Siakas, 2006a). The contract
aspect and the responsibility aspect are central issues. Companies may have multiple sourcing relationships in different countries and a service provider can simultaneously be a client to another service
provider.
The primary motivation for outsourcing is cost-effectiveness. By outsourcing non-core activities organisations can focus on broader business concerns and redirect resources towards research, development and activities that provide a greater return. Simultaneously organisations, by having operations accomplished by outside service providers (who usually are experts in the field) gain access to
world class capabilities, such as new technologies, tools, methodologies and procedures that the organisation may not currently possess. Improved business focus, flexible adoption of best practices
and increased availability of diverse skills to reduced labour costs are drivers that will enable customer
companies to achieve faster, more efficient and more economical business processes and subsequently to increase their competitive advantage.
When companies outsource they become more flexible, more dynamic and more able to meet the
changing opportunities (Siakas and Balstrup, 2006). Outsourcing also provides opportunities for sharing risks across many companies. Service providers make investments not only for their own company
but on behalf of their many contractors/customers. By sharing these investments the risks are signifi-
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cantly reduced. Outsourcing can also be a good solution for organisations that lack required resources
for applications needed to be developed or modified. However, organisations should be aware of the
fact that outsourcing can cause dysfunctional organisations due to loss of control and in-house expertise, cultural differences and dilution of the company knowledge base when outsourcing (Siakas and
Siakas, 2006b).
The countries involved as customers / clients are mainly North America and Europe with Japan following (Imsland, 2003). The prevailing software service provider country is India, dominating 80–90 percentage of the total offshore development revenue worldwide (Khan et al., 2003). According to a survey by Ware (2003) including 101 IT professionals, the benefits of offshore outsourcing were considered as following: lower cost (78%), increased IT department productivity (44%), reduced project timeline (37%), competitive advantage (30%) and internal customer satisfaction (20%). On the other hand
the challenges of offshore outsourcing were: managing communication (67%), cultural differences
(51%), lack of internal processes for specifying work (40%) and lack of internal customer management
skills (32%). It seems that communication and cultural differences are significant uncertainty factors
difficult to control and manage. Cooperation between outsourcing partners and members of project
teams looms as an important factor for success (Cleland and Gareis, 1994). Communication and trust
are at the heart of cooperation and the slightest cultural misunderstanding can create serious damage
in the outsourcing relationship (Siakas and Siakas, 2008; Siakas et al., 2006). Research regarding
virtual / distributed teams has also verified that the main differences between collated teams (teammembers working in the same office) and distributed teams (team-members working on the same
project in different locations) are within communications and trust (Balstrup, 2004). Language, time
and distance are factors that can lead to inadequate communication and subsequently to difficulties in
building trust. Also ignorance of cultural differences creates suspicions and distrust. Despite the unprecedented development of Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs), which have facilitated distributed communication and collaboration and subsequently easier access to outsourcing
partners, there are factors which must not be neglected. Potential for increased ambiguity, complexity
and confusion usually occurs in situations where a single agreement has to be taken or when overall
procedures have to be developed. Managers seem to be worried about risks and their own capabilities
in order to be successful in an increasingly complex global context. The effective management of cultural diversity in a global context is a challenge and a competitive advantage. Managers who are involved in cross-cultural communications and negotiations need to develop characteristics such as
cultural sensitivity, flexibility and adaptability.
To help service contractors / clients to search, select and collaborate with service providers the
eSourcing Capability Model for Client Organizations (eSCM-CL, released in February 2006), a best
practices capability model from the clients’ perspective, was developed (Hefley and Loesche, 2006). In
order to support service providers to improve their capabilities the eSourcing Capability Model for Service Providers (eSCM-SP, released in April 2004) was launched (Hyder et al. 2002, 2004a, 2004b).
Both models are aligned and contain 84 best practices. Each practice is organised into three dimensions, namely sourcing life-cycle, capability area and capability level. The eSCM-CL is expanded with
activities the clients need to perform, such as deciding an overall outsourcing strategy and prior internal alignment, before the beginning of the outsourcing relationship. The purposes of the models are to
give service providers guidance to help them improve their capabilities across the sourcing life-cycle
and to support risk reduction activities, to provide clients with objective means of evaluating the capabilities of service providers and to offer clients and service providers a standard that they can use
when they want to differentiate them-selves from their competitors.
Another important tool for assessing the cultural fit between a service provider and a contractor in an
outsourcing business partnership is the SQM-CODE (Software Quality Management – Cultural and
Organisational Diversity Evaluation) (Siakas and Hyvärinen, 2006). The SQM-CODE tool can be used
in any global context, e.g. in an organisation wanting to expand to a new geographical area and/or in
virtual organisations for assessing teams working across organisational boundaries. The aims of the
SQM-CODE model are to assess the fit between national and organisational culture and subsequently
to help these organisations in developing cultural sensitivity and to predict a suitable Software Quality
Management system in the area of interest.
Another contemporary approach that has been of interest to IS researchers for quite a while is how to
manage knowledge in software development (Kjaergaard et al., 2008). This also counts for outsourc-
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ing organisations that need to manage knowledge without diluting the company secrets (Siakas and
Balstrup, 2006). On the whole organizations try to gain business advantage by using Knowledge Creation processes (KC) in order to “capture” knowledge and use it to make wiser decisions about strategy,
competition, products, production and service life cycles (Davenport and Prusak 1998), as well as to
improve its effort in today's very competitive and uncertain environment. Organisational Knowledge is
created by an organizationally specified systematic process for acquiring, organising and communicating both tacit and explicit knowledge of employees so that other employees may make use of it in order to be more effective and productive (Alavi and Leinder, 2001). This experience is documented and
stored in a Knowledge Management System (KMS) preparing the organisation to react on the future,
based on the knowledge that is acquired from its own organisational experience. Knowledge development is a part of organisational learning. Learning is considered to be more important in creating
sustainable competitive advantage because it deals with the process of developing organisational
capability (Tippins and Sohi, 2003). Organizational learning consists of four components: information
acquisition, information dissemination, shared interpretation, and development of Organisational
Memory (OM). KM and OM are concepts well known from organisational science and learning theory
(Mayer and Remus, 2002). How about outsourcing relationships? How much know-how and knowledge is the client ready to transfer to the service provider without risking the service provider to become a future competitor?
Different frameworks have been developed to characterise the knowledge management cycle in organisations (Demarest, 1997; Ruggles, 1998). The major activities in the cycle include identification,
generation, codification and transfer. The preliminary stages of identification and generation are concerned with the acquisition of knowledge. Sources of knowledge could be internal or external, including experienced employees, experts and different reports. The relevant knowledge is identified and
generated through techniques such as discussion groups, presentations and shared workspaces. The
generation of process knowledge differs from the generation of tacit knowledge held by employees.
The latter is generated through discussion groups, online conferencing etc., while explicit process
knowledge is generated as a result of conscious management and monitoring of processes (Amaravadi and Lee, 2005). Organisations depend on process improvements for productivity increases and
are continuously fine tuning the parameters of the process, such as quality and efficiency.

3. Agile Development
The new trend in software development is the agile approach. According to a global survey (722 respondents with average of 2.3 years of experiences of agile development) the respondents considered
that the value they actually realised from implementing agile development had improved or significantly improved the following issues (Agile Development Survey, 2006): enhanced ability to manage
changing priorities (92%); increased productivity (75%); improved team morale (74%); enhanced software quality (74%); accelerated time-to-market (72%); reduced project risk (72%); alignment between
IT and business goals (66%). As we can see from the top response and also a key-factor in agile development is the anticipation of changing requirements development. The basis of agile development
lies in small teams working in co-located development environment developing non-safety critical
software (Abrahamsson, 2005). Co-location reduces risk (Norton, 2008). In a recent survey comparing
agile projects it was found that success rates for co-located teams were over 20% higher than for
geographically distributed teams (Ambler, 2008). Also Lindvall et al. (2004) argue that while agile practices can match the needs of large organizations, in particularly for small co-located teams, integrating
new practices with existing processes and quality systems require further tailoring to integrate agile
practices with existing established structures and processes.
The fundamentals of agile practices comprise flexibility and quick response to changing requirements,
which are considered as a necessity to sustain and improve customers’ competitive advantage. Agile
practices promise effective and successful software development without the cost of a heavy quality
system, which requires numerous intermediate work products and rigid standard procedures and
heavy documentation (Siakas et al., 2005). Agile methodologies emphasise user satisfaction through
user participation, recognition of and response to continuous changing requirements and frequent
delivery of products together with adaptive and iterative software development by self-organising
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teams that recognise that team-members are committed competent professionals who are able to
choose and follow an adaptive process (Siakas and Siakas, 2007).
Current practices of agile development presume the customer to be co-located and prepared to invest
in coaching the software development team in the business context or application domain. Elicitation
and management of volatile requirements are facilitated by promoting collaboration and communication (Berki et. al, 2006; Prior and Keenan, 2005). The on-site customer / customer representative, also
called product owner (Miller, 2008) helps the team to understand customers’ requirements. Customer
gives frequent feedback on the deliverables from the team’s last iteration. The literature has suggested that higher customer involvement results in higher quality, especially in terms of meeting requirements, implementability, changeability and testability (Siakas and Siakas, 2007). Factors, though,
that affect the quality of software (and their interconnected nature) need to be identified and controlled
(Georgiadou et al., 2003) to ensure predictable and measurable totality of features and quality characteristics of the particular software.
Figure 1 show the conflicts between organisational culture embracing bureaucratic plan-driven process oriented software quality management and the lightweight agile culture emphasizing customer
short development cycles.

Organisational
software
processes

Requirements
Self-directed teams
Motivated software engineers
On-site customers
Planning Games

Quality
System

Architecture

Short development cycles
Test driven development
Collective ownership
Executable documentation
Change
Control
Boards

Legacy
Systems
Other
teams

Figure 1: Aligning the organisational culture with the agile culture
Glazer et al (2008) are convinced that agile methods and CMMI successfully integrated bring substantial benefits to both agile and traditional software development organizations. Large organisations
wanting to introduce agile development need to resolve incompatibilities and align the organisational
culture with the agile culture (Siakas and Siakas, 2007). Figure 1 show the factors that need to be
taken into consideration and aligned for avoiding conflicts. Large organisations may for example follow
defined software processes, which ma result in double work when new practices are introduced (Lindvall et al., 2004). Also in traditional plan-driven process oriented software development quality is designed from the beginning into the process and subsequently into the product. In agile development
the continuous refactoring and the frequent changes is sometimes seen as a risk factor (Lindvall et al.,
2004).
Research has also shown that there is a visible conflict related to the amount of documentation that
should be kept (Karlström and Runeson, 2005). Agile development keeps documentation to a mini-
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mum, whilst the emphasis in traditional plan driven software development is on process description
and documentation of every step according to Deming’s p-d-c-a (plan-do-check-act) circle (Deming,
1986). For decades the software industry has relied on these premises, through the use of ISO9001:2000 (ISO, 2006), and Capability Maturity Models, such as CMMI (2006), Bootstrap (Kuvaja et
al., 1994) and SPICE (ISO-15504) (Dorling, 1993). A balance between how much work to put into
documentation and the usefulness of documentation has to be found. Many service providers (particularly in India) are CMMI certified and in the future this may be a requirement for obtaining outsourcing
contracts (Biro et al. 2003). Agile development on the contrary relies on flexible processes. A compromise between the two approaches describing basic processes but leaving space for adaptation
according to the situation always with emphasis on embracing customer needs is required.

4. Distributed Agile Development
Distributed agile development comprises two trends in software development, namely distributed software development (virtual teams and outsourcing) and agile development (Ramesh et al., 2006).
Global agile development is a combination of traditional plan-driven process oriented software development methods, established in mainly large organisations practicing outsourcing and development
processes, involving small co-located teams. The distributed team can include distributed development teams (more than one development team, each in a different location) and customers not colocated with developers and dispersed teams (no one on the team is in the same location). The utilization of globally distributed agile teams has the potential to significantly impact the field of software
development (Sharp and Ryan, 2008).

4.1 Reasons for distributed agile development
Both small and large organizations have shown interest in agile methods. The main reason is that they
seek alternatives to the traditional software development methodologies, which they consider too bureaucratic, and inflexible. They also feel pressure to increase productivity at lower cost while maintaining or improving quality (Lindvall et al. 2004). Business trend today also seem to push organisations
into global markets, despite the uncertainties in global business environments. The business advantages of proximity to the market, including knowledge of customers and local conditions, as well as
local investment seem to be important reasons for distributed software development (Herbsleb and
Moitra, 2001). Lee et al. (2006) identified three components of agility (ability to adapt to changing environments) in global distributed system development, namely:
x

Agile IT strategy (flexible IT strategies to meet specific local business needs);

x

Agile IT infrastructure (an IT platform amendable to support local business needs, and collaboration, communication, coordination and control);

x

Agile IT project management (flexible management skills to adapt to local and cultural convergence values)

If we consider agility of software development we can agree that also agile teams need to go global in
order to be competitive, due to the following reasons (Miller, 2008; Moore and Barnett, 2004).
x

Global markets: As businesses expand into new markets expertise is needed in those markets
through mergers, acquisitions and subsidiaries located in these markets;

x

Reducing costs: Companies often seek to reduce costs through outsourcing to regions with
cheaper salaries;

x

Global talent: Specialized advanced technical expertise may not be available in the location of
the company, but may be found in other markets.

Some traditional management tools, such as Capability Maturity Model Integrated (CMMI) or eSourcing Capability Maturity Model for Service Providers (eSCM-SP) and/or Clients (eSCM-CL) may be
used to provide solid software development (Siakas and Siakas, 2006a), but on the same time management embracing agility is needed to address changing requirements and foster communication
and interaction among clients and onshore as well as offshore development teams. Both approaches
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suggest different challenges on their own and in combination they offer a competitive advantage to the
companies able to reap the benefits of both and to capitalize on the challenges. Also the configuration
of the global agile team is suggested to be important (Sharp and Ryan, 2008). The dimensions of the
configuration are proposed to be team structure, team agility and virtualness.

4.2 Success factors in distributed agile development
Three important success factors have been identified in distributed agile development, namely culture,
people and communication (CEInformant, 2006). However, these factors can also be failure factors if
not handled with caution. In addition, common goals, common systems, common processes and compatible technologies are important factors for success in distributed environments (Siakas and Balstrup, 2006). Below the factors are analysed in more detail.
Culture: The cultural dimension divides the agile teams into culturally homogeneous and heterogeneous teams. Culture is the most difficult to assess as it embraces facets like language, tradition, values,
beliefs, norms and practices. The virtual leader must posses a profound understanding of the cultural
differences within the team. Additionally the leader needs an employee at the distant location (cultural
bridging staff) who caters for informal sharing of experiences and to whom the team have access to in
the absence of the virtual leader (Krishna et al., 2004). The benefit of a local leader, who loyally exerts
the chosen strategy and direction through self-management supported by a trusting delegation, is the
natural transformation of the leadership into the local cultural context. In agile distributed practices the
successful leaders need to acknowledge and reflect on their strengths and weaknesses. They must be
motivated to continuously develop themselves and be aware that a present strength can turn into future weakness. Additionally they must be able to compensate for their own weaknesses by selecting
employees or external service providers with complementary strength and empower them to take on
the tasks they are more qualified to perform (Balstrup, 2004).The culture of the organization and its
employees must be conductive and encouraging to the agile approach, which can be considered to be
a culture of its own (Siakas and Siakas, 2007), since it has the characteristics of a group of people that
differentiate themselves from others through a whole set of shared practices including visions, values,
principles, ideals, practices etc. that emerge in the interaction between members of a group. The eXtreme Programming (XP) for example draw attention to four XP values, namely, communication, simplicity, feedback and courage, the underlying basis for the twelve principles which are translated into
practices. These practices are the artefacts for the XP culture. Having a consistent culture is important
to create consensus and agreement and to avoid culture clashes and friction in a group/team and in
the whole organisation. The social characteristics of the team members are important. Employment of
technically highly competent and competitive software professionals generates the basis for the creation of a strong culture.
People – trust – knowledge sharing: Teamwork is in essence a result of human interaction, but, in an
environment where organisations formulate strategies for becoming global, working in a common
place becomes unusual. In virtual environment team cohesion and group identity is difficult to achieve,
because members seldom meet face-to-face and thus informal communication is reduced. A successful leader of a virtual team must excel in applying the right choice of communication means along with
a profound knowledge of the effect of applying it. One of the strengths of team work is the exploitation
of knowledge sharing and the dynamics of the team. If communication and trust are limited only partial
knowledge sharing will take place and the potential competitive advantage will not be achieved. Personal connections are the most important issues to building trust. New knowledge always begins with
the individual, whose self-interest determines in which informal knowledge creation processes to participate (Chen and Edgington, 2005). Knowledge sharing between and within teams need to be supported in order to enhance developers’ shared understanding of applications and business domains
(Remesh et. al 2006), because individuals tend to hoard knowledge for various reasons (Bock et al.,
2005); one reason being the cultural value system of the team, organisation or country. Within a single
culture certain values, attitudes and behaviours are either favoured or suppressed (Siakas et al.,
2003). In a cross-cultural team the dynamics are more difficult to understand and interpret. Making
personal knowledge available to others is a central activity in knowledge creation. Explicit knowledge
is formal and systematic, whilst tacit knowledge is highly personal (Nonaka, 1998). The constructive
learning process in work-places is revealed through bottom-up knowledge creation spread from individual to individual in the socialisation process (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995). The use of social computing (Web 2.0 and/or Web 3.0) is considered to bring proximity in distributed environments similar to
informal communication within and among co-located teams. Without trust-building mechanisms and
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knowledge sharing strategies distributed teams tend to create opposite competing poles and the team
coherence is jeopardized. Two important factors for supporting collaboration are loyalty and commitment. The individuals of the virtual team and the leader must build a cohesive team committed to the
common goal and through interdependent interaction generate group identity and create the feeling of
belonging to the “we” group (Balstrup, 2004). Creation of cohesion is fragile and requires effective
interpersonal leadership.
Communication and coordination: While there may be business reasons for distributing an agile team,
distribution will also contribute to dysfunction of the team by reducing communication and increasing
coordination. Developers not located together have very little informal, spontaneous conversation
across sites. Agile teams rely on intensive person to person communication, both with the customer
and within the team. The distributed team lacks the benefits of having people at hand both for formal
and informal meeting, for coordination, problem solving and learning (Ågerfalk, 2005). Firms have
become more adept at parsing out tasks and functions that require low levels of coordination. Continuous communication via frequent mutual visits (face-to-face contact) is of utmost importance since it
generates trust and a useful bond between team members. The use of bridging staff (called ambassadors by Fowler, 2006) acting as local project leaders and being the main link between the two organisations (client and service provider) helps in building trust and smoothing cultural misunderstandings (Siakas and Balstrup, 2006). Another important requirement for building a coherent team is frequent communication and document transfer via all contemporary means, such as phone, email, chat,
wiki and videoconferencing. Social computing becomes more and more important in distributed environments. Today ICT and media convergence allow for daily communication and collaboration through
voice media, wiki, instant messaging, chats and tele-conferences (AbuShanab and Siakas, 2009).
Also recognition of the importance of the communication language and the fact that cross-cultural
training is needed both in advance and continuously should be taken into consideration (Foster, 2000).
Miller (2008) Development Manager with the Microsoft’s patterns & practices group has been involved
in agile, distributed development approaches for the past five years. He argues that creating an effective distributed agile team is largely about compensating for the barriers to communication added by
distribution. He provides five advices for communication.
x

Video conferencing facilities have to be set up for easy availability;

x

More formal scheduled nonverbal communication is needed for a distributed team;

x

Communication needs to become an explicit part of duties on the team;

x

Deliberatively involvement of remote team members;

x

Meeting formats may also need to change due to the lack of opportunity to communicate outside the meetings. For example daily stand-up meetings may include some time for the team
to discuss other topics.

Firms that understand how to take advantage of potential benefits of geographic dispersion, such as
cultural diversity (understanding customer needs, innovation potentials and local expertise) (Siakas
and Siakas, 2008, 2006) and different time zones (production increase by ‘round-the-clock’ development) (Herbsleb and Moitra, 2001) are likely to gain competitive advantage. This however, is a fragile
issue that require good leadership. The slightest mistake can change potential success to serious
failure.
Common goals – systems - processes - technology: Another important issue for agile distributed
teams is the use of common systems, processes and compatible technologies (Heeks et al., 2001).
Instead of strictly following pre-defined processes, praised by Software Process Improvement (SPI), or
agile development practices, the distributed agile development team need to adjust the process to fit
the evolving needs of the project (Ramesh et. al, 2006). Also common project management tools that
focus on planning and tracking the progress of features (or user stories) with actual business value to
customers need to be implemented.
In an experiment with 150 talented recently graduated software developers in Bangalor (Fowler, 2006)
mixed with experienced UK and US developers (mentors) working as service providers it was found
that continuous integration of work across multi site teams was important to keep team members updated about the status of the development. Effective communication channels and a web-page served
as a notice board for changes carried out in the project. Visits, in the beginning and during the project
were considered imperative for creating and sustaining relationships. The hardest part of introducing
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agile methods into an organisation was considered to be the cultural change it causes. Agile methodologies require democratic type of organisations emphasising consultation, participation, empowerment, consensus and compromises (Siakas and Siakas, 2007). Fowler noticed that “Asian cultures
reinforce deference to superiors …and getting people used to a distributed control style of management takes longer than you think”. He also recognises that documentation becomes more important
with offshore development.
A project with a very complex problem domain affects even architectural choices, in the form of generating a system that is partitioned into subsystems. Architecture is important, it emerges from the principles and values of the team culture – and culture by its very nature cannot be planned; it can merely
be guided. However, it is argued that agility may lead to more complex and not well-documented systems through a fragmented software development process (Boehm and Turner 2003). In addition,
people must be well-trained and work in close communication with each other. With these considerations, implementing agile processes within multiple development teams across different geographies
and time zones presents a unique set of challenges. Ågerfalk et al. call these differences for temporal
distance and geographical distance (directional measure of the effort required for one actor to visit
another at the latter's home site). The cultural differences they call socio-cultural distance (a directional measure of an actor's understanding of another actor's values and normative practices).
The contract aspect and the responsibility aspect are central issues in outsourcing. The high iteration
frequency in agile development has consequences for contracts variables, such as scope, price and
time and thus the contracts need to be flexible (Ceschi et al., 2005). This, in turn, may be a drawback
for the customer’s cost-analysis plans.
The advantages of distributed software development promise, according to Moore and Barnett (2004)
faster, better and cheaper software. However, in order to be successful, teams need to resolve incompatibilities and align to the requirements both of agility and structure.
The generic guidelines that practitioners may draw from the study are presented in table 1, which
shows an overview of the challenges in distributed agile software development discussed. It proposes
actions and best practices identified in the literature to align and balance the challenges of distributed
and agile software development.
Table 1: Guidelines for practices meeting challenges in distributed agile software development
Challenges
Lack of team
cohesion
Degree of
formalisation
Value diversity
Hierarchy
Structure
Communication
needs
Communication
Styles
Knowledge sharing
Incompatibility of
goals

Proposed Action
Trust building
mechanisms

Best Practices
Frequent on-site visits by distributed stakeholders
Support of a cohesive team culture
Self-directed teams – decentralised decision structures
Increased
x Common adjustable processes
x Documentation of requirements at different levels of
formalisation
formality for understood functionality
x Cross-cultural training
Cultural
x Use of cultural bridging staff
awareness
x Alignment of national and organisational culture
x Conflict handling mechanisms
x Use of compatible ICT and Media Convergence tools
Improved
x Increased formal scheduled nonverbal communication
Communication
x Use of social computing tools (Informal communication)
x Arranging of synchronised working hours
x Communication training (cross-cultural training)
Facilitation of
x Use of product/process repository
knowledge sharing x Promotion of a knowledge sharing culture
Improved
x Commonly defined milestones
x Clear entry and exit criteria
Communication
x
x
x

Table 1 is anticipated to add to the insights and understanding of an effective organizational behaviour
to support distributed agile development.
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5. Conclusion
Globalisation is today a reality having created numerous of challenges for managers worldwide. Increased and improved capabilities of ICT facilitate continuous expansion of globalisation. Outsourcing
and virtual collaborations prompt for cultural sensitivity, flexibility and adaptability, together with high
awareness of risks and dangers due to cultural differences. Globalisation is a competitive advantage if
handled in a right manner. The new trend in software development is agile development, which embrace continuously changing requirements with customers on board, face-to-face communication, trust
and collaboration. Both offshore outsourcing and agile development comprise challenges on their own.
Combining the two approaches require special caution and companies need to be aware of potential
clashes due to cultural divergent values.
In this paper we tried to make more explicit the social and cultural dynamics that bear on the success
of agile distributed software development by discussing challenges, implications and success factors.
The main contribution of the paper is the overview, based on an extensive literature review and reflections on own research and experience, of the challenges, proposed actions to mitigate risk and best
practices to align and balance the challenges of distributed agile software development. A key factor
for success is to understand the impact of distribution on agile teams in order to mitigate the impact.
Proximity and trust can only be created by frequent on-site visits (both ways and at all levels) and by
using effective virtual communication channels and social computing for informal communication.
Human, social and cultural aspects can either become constraints or competitive advantage in globally
distributed collaboration. When firms that invest in global distributed software development are aware
of cultural strengths and biases they can can take advantage of both differences and similarities
through mutual cross-cultural synergy for growth and development.
Agile development and global software development are both new trends requiring changes in the
traditional way of developing software and communicating with end-users / customers. Both
approaches promise reduced costs. However, in terms of formality, they comprise two opposites; agile
practices being flexible to volatile end-user requirements through intensive informal developer /
customer interaction, light documentation and frequent releases opposed to offshore outsourcing
relying on plans and formal interaction supported by a heavy quality assurance system. In both
approaches management experiences difficulties when applying traditional management style; in agile
development due to the power shift from the prerogative managerial elite to empowered software
engineers and in offshore outsourcing due to the increased complexity of global organisations and
their dependency on people with different underlying norms, values and beliefs. Effective
communication systems, personal visits from both sides and the use of bridging staff will inevitable
help to improve trust and collaboration. Businesses that endeavour distributed agile development by
taking special caution to local human and cultural traits certainly deserve the potential added value
promised by both approaches.
Further research will concentrate on combining a more systematic approach with practical evidence
for the identification of the human, social and cultural aspects that are cruisial for success of
distributed agile software development.
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an Ontology-Based Software Process
Assessment Tool
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Abstract
Process oriented management demands for time, effort, and qualified personnel from a software organization, and brings together some costs and risks in application. In case the organization is working with more than one process reference model and/or standard, tracking compliance of the organization’s processes to each is getting more complicated. Many times, it
becomes a necessity to utilize support tools to perform process management activities. Developing ontology of each process reference model and/or standard and representing it by using
a shareable, machine-understandable language would be a suitable solution to provide such
support. Therefore, with the purpose of developing an ontology based software process assessment tool, we developed the ontology of CMMI for Development by using Web Ontology
Language and we have developed an Eclipse plug-in to display that ontology in Eclipse Process Framework. This paper presents in detail the ontology of CMMI for Development.

Keywords
CMMI, ontology, process model, process assessment tool
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1 Introduction
The quality of a software product is highly influenced by the quality of the process used to develop and
maintain it [1]. Various works have been demonstrated for modeling, assessing and improving software processes during the last decades. Some of them include a meta-model for software and systems process engineering called SPEM [2]; a framework for the assessment of processes called
ISO/IEC 15504 [3]; and a process reference model that addresses development and maintenance
activities for both products and services called CMMI [4].
Process improvement is a continuous activity as carrying out the Deming’s plan-do-check-act steps on
an organization’s process assets in a cyclic way [5]. Definitions of process entities, setting the relationship between them, updating these definitions and relations when something is changed, and
keeping the process assets under configuration control during process improvement, are important
activities for organizations which adopted process oriented management [6]. Many times, it is almost a
necessity to utilize support tools to perform process management activities.
Process assessment is the foundation step for process improvement activities. It investigates in detail
strong, weak, and/or missing points in definition and application of a process [3]. Process assessment
provides an understanding about current process situation and enables rating about process quality
based on this understanding. It can be performed by system/software engineering process group of
the organization, by independent consultants, or a combination of both [3][4]. Findings from a process
assessment are usually transformed into issues for process improvement. Process assessments, either performed internally or externally to the organization, are very time and effort consuming and
require qualified personnel. Especially, if an organization tries to keep its organizational processes in
accordance with more than one process reference model and/or standard; tracking compliance of the
organization’s processes to each model and/or standard and finding out the deviation between them
would be getting more complicated. When it is done manually, these activities can be error-prone,
since the environment is open to mistakes and difficult to manage. If process modeling tools could be
extended with some abilities to carry out process assessment activities, process assessments would
be supported and it would be beneficial to reduce assessment process costs and risks.
In order to provide such an infrastructure; it is required to formally represent process reference models
and/or standards so as to communicate with process management tools, to map the organization’s
process assets to these representations, and to inquire these mappings for strengths and weaknesses. Developing ontology of each process reference model and/or standard and representing it by
using a shareable, machine-understandable language would be a suitable solution for creating such
an infrastructure. Therefore, we first developed the ontology of CMMI-Dev [4], which is a widely accepted process reference model by the organizations developing system and software [1], and represented it in OWL (Web Ontology Language) [7] by using Protégé-OWL editor [8]. Secondly, we have
developed an Eclipse [9] plug-in to display that ontology in Eclipse Process Framework (EPF) [10]
which uses SPEM. As a current work, we aim to model the software development process of Aselsan
Inc., the biggest defense industry corporation of Turkey developing systems and software, by utilizing
EPF, to map these definitions to the CMMI-Dev ontology, and to inquire these mappings to derive
assessment findings. This paper presents the output from the first step, which is the ontology of
CMMI-Dev, in detail.

2 Background and Related Works

2.1

Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI)

CMMI is a process reference model that addresses the development and maintenance activities applied to both products and services. This model could be used for improving processes, and measuring the capability of a process or the maturity of an organization [4]. CMMI components (including a
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model, its training materials, and appraisal-related documents) are designed to meet the needs of
some specific areas of interest, which is called constellation. There are three constellations as supported by the version 1.2 of the framework: Development [4], services [11], and acquisition [12]. CMMI
for Development (CMMI-Dev) is one of these constellations.
CMMI consists of process areas, goals and practices of these process areas, two different representations, and two different scopes. Representations are staged and continuous, and scopes are with
IPPD (Integrated Product and Process Development) and without IPPD. The representations and the
scopes indicate in what way the goals and practices shall be handled. The representations can be
considered as two different viewpoints created by putting the model components together in two different ways. IPPD, which is an addition, enables expansion of the process areas in CMMI with goals
and practices so as to cover the integrated team activities.
Process Area: A cluster of related practices in an area that, when implemented collectively, satisfy a
set of goals considered important for making improvement in that area. In CMMI-Dev, all software and
system development processes are handled in twenty two process areas, such as Requirements
Management, Project Planning, etc. In CMMI, all process areas have the same components and component structure is illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1 – CMMI Model Components [4]
Goals comprise of a goal statement and a number of practices. Goal statement describes the goal to
be satisfied, and practices address the steps which enable the goal’s satisfaction. In process assessments, satisfaction of goals is a necessity. Practices, on the other hand, can be implemented by an
organization as different from the suggestions of the model. In other words, practices could be
achieved in a different way in the organization as long as they serve the goals to be reached.
There are two types of goals in the model; generic goals (GGs) and specific goals (SGs). SGs belong
to a specific process area and enable an implementation of that process area. Practices of a SG are
called specific practices (SPs). SGs are different for each process area in terms of content and the
number of goals and practices involved. GGs of a process area, on the other hand, serve institutionalization of that process area. Practices of a GG are called generic practices (GPs). Since institutionalization is similar for all process areas, the content and the number of goals and practices involved
are repeated for each. There are 5 GGs in each process area: GG1, GG2, GG3, GG4, and GG5.
Representations: CMMI involves two different representations called staged and continuous. They
enable an organization to handle model components and to be assessed using two different viewpoints. In continuous representation, process areas can be handled individually for improvement. In
staged representation, the process areas are handled in groups as defined in the model.
Capability and Maturity Levels: There are six capability levels, numbered from 0 to 5; and five maturity levels, numbered from 1 to 5. 5 means the most improved in both ratings. In CMMI, each level
constitutes a basis for the next level. So, whether it is a maturity rating or a capability rating, in order to
be considered successful in a level, it is required that the previous levels should be covered as well as
those that are required to be covered at this level.
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2.2

Related Works

Ontologies are content theories about the sorts of objects, properties of objects, and relations between
objects that are possible in a specified domain of knowledge [13]. They provide potential terms for
describing our knowledge about a domain. Ontological analysis clarifies the structure of knowledge
and ontologies enable knowledge sharing in a selected domain [13]. The knowledge in a domain can
be shared with others who have similar needs for knowledge in that domain, thereby eliminating the
need for replicating the knowledge-analysis process. The ontology represented with shareable language can thus form the basis for domain-specific knowledge-representation [13].
A software process model is an abstract representation of the architecture, design or definition of the
software process [14]. Liao et al. present some problems and difficulties in the usage of the process
models and how ontologies can eliminate problems and make easier the difficulities [15]: 1) Formal
description of process models: Process models lack rigorous and formal description of model structure
and process framework. Problems of ambiguity, instability, too much subjectivity, and inaccuracy in
process assessment and application were identified in existing process models. Ontology can
eliminate conceptual and terminological confusion, and provides a representation vocabulary
specialized to the software processes. 2) Compatibility and transformability: By creating ontologies for
the current process models and using ontology alignment techniques, the compatibility problem can
be solved without the cost of changing the existing models. 3) Benchmark of process attributes: With
ontology and semantic web, collecting data from the Internet and developing benchmarks of software
processes in some areas would become easier.
There are only a few CMMI ontology works in literature. Soydan et al. presented OWL Ontology for
CMMI-SW [16]. In this work, only staged representation was analyzed, whereas we aimed to develop
a CMMI-Dev ontology which meets the needs of both representations, staged and continuous, of
CMMI. Sharifloo et al. [17] introduced an ontology developed to represent the CMMI-ACQ constellation which is another CMMI constellation than we aimed. This ontology was based on SUMO [18] upper ontology using SOU-KIF [19] languages. Lee et al. [20] presented an ontology-based computational intelligent multi-agent system for CMMI assessment. The system could summarize evaluation
reports with using three agents. In that study, quality assurance ontology was built based on PPQA
(Process and Product Quality Assurance) process area of CMMI. In another Lee et al. [21] study, they
presented an ontology-based intelligent decision support agent (OIDSA) to apply to Project Monitoring
and Control (PMC) process area of CMMI. The OIDSA was composed of three agents to find out the
percentage of project progress completion for each project member in order to evaluate performance.
In that study, Requirement Management, Project Planning and Project Monitoring and Control process
areas of CMMI were considered for the ontology. In both Lee et al. studies, they focused some specific process areas as related to their purposes and represented the knowledge of those process areas; whereas we intended to cover all process areas in CMMI-Dev, though not representing the
knowledge as specific to each process area but considering the structure of the CMMI, in our ontology. Furthermore, in these studies, [20] and [21], the ontologies were constructed according to a domain ontology structure which was also given in these studies. In other words, CMMI was used as an
instance of the domain ontology. However, in our study, CMMI was selected as the domain itself, and
ontology was constructed by considering the concepts and relations within the model. Liao et al. [15]
aimed at creating generic software process ontology and strived to ensure that it covered the requirements of both CMMI and ISO/IEC 15504, whereas we targeted to develop ontology only for CMMIDev and to represent its domain knowledge as much as possible.

3 CMMI Ontology
This work has been initiated with the purpose of creating ontology of CMMI-Dev, mapping an organization’s process assets to this ontology, and inquiring this mapping for strengths and weaknesses as
related to a certain maturity and/or capability level. The work started with the selection of “continuous”
as the representation and “without IPPD” as the scope; and at first, a CMMI ontology for this selection
was developed. Second, a CMMI ontology for “staged” representation with the scope “without IPPD”
was developed. Then, by considering the purpose of our work, common and distinct parts of the two
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CMMI ontologies were assessed and it was concluded that the two ontologies could be expressed
within a single CMMI ontology. While aggregating the ontologies, special care was devoted to preserve the correctness of concepts and their relations as specific to each representation, and to correctly combine the components that are common to both representations. It should also be noted that
although we aggregated the two CMMI ontologies regarding “continuous” and “staged” representations for the scope “without IPPD” and developed the ontology of CMMI-Dev, this ontology can also be
valid for other constellations (namely CMMI for Services and CMMI for Acquisition) as well. This is
because version 1.2 of CMMI unifies the concepts and their relations for all constellations and it only
distinguishes the domains of application, including process areas, specific goals, and specific practices, among the constellations. However, the validation of the ontology for other two constellations is
beyond the scope of this work.
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Figure 2 – The Aggregated CMMI Ontology
The aggregated CMMI Ontology regarding “continuous” and “staged” representations for the scope
“without IPPD” is illustrated in Figure 2. As a result of the aggregation, an association between the two
representations was established. This association enables changing the representation to be used
and allows tracking of what a level in a representation corresponds to in the other. The ontology of
CMMI-Dev that we developed by using OWL can be reached via the web address [22].
The relations in Figure 2 and their meanings are described below.
is-a relation: All is-a relations in the CMMI ontology demonstrate the superclass-subclass relationship
between the classes.
hasLevel relation: An organization has a maturity level when its processes are assessed as a set of
process areas at organizational basis. This is demonstrated by <hasLevel> relation between <Organi-
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zation> and <Maturity Level> objects. A process area has a capability level when it is assessed at
process area basis. This is shown by <hasLevel> relation between <Process Area> and <Capability
Level> objects.
isLeveledBy relation: Staged representation is rated by maturity levels, and this is demonstrated by
<isLeveledBy> relation between <Staged> and <Maturity Level> objects. Continuous representation is
rated by capability levels, and this is shown by <isLeveledBy> relation between <Continuous> and
<Capability Level> objects.
hasPrecedence relation: A level’s achievement requires the satisfaction of all previous levels and this
is demonstrated by <hasPrecedence> relation on the <Level> object. This relation was previously
shown on <Capability Level> and <Maturity Level> objects in the CMMI ontologies of continuous and
staged representations respectively; but was moved onto <Level> object which is the ancestor class of
both <Capability Level> and <Maturity Level> objects in the aggregated CMMI ontology.
consistsOf relation: All process areas in CMMI-Dev are divided into four process area sets, each of
which is associated with a maturity level. Each process area is a member of one and only one of these
sets. This is demonstrated by <consistsOf> relation between <ProcessAreaSet> and <ProcessArea>
objects.
isMemberOf relation: In CMMI, process areas are organized into some categories, which is four in
CMMI-Dev, and each process area is a member of one and only one of these categories. This is represented by <isMemberOf> relation between <Process Area> and <Process Area Category> objects.
satisfiedByS relation (towards <ProcessAreaSet> object): For an organization to have a maturity level,
the process area set associated to related maturity level should be satisfied. This is demonstrated by
<satisfiedByS> relation between <Maturity Level> and <ProcessAreaSet> objects. The subscript letter
“S” stands for “staged” to show that this relation is valid only for the staged representation.
satisfiedByS relation (towards <ProcessArea> object): For satisfying a process area set, all process
areas in that set should be satisfied. This is demonstrated by <satisfiedByS> relation between <ProcessAreaSet> and <ProcessArea> objects.
satisfiedByS and satisfiedByC relations (towards Goals): Goals are required components and they must
be satisfied. This is demonstrated by satisfiedBy relations in the CMMI ontology. However, there is a
difference in this relation in the initiating objects for staged and continuous representations, and subscript letters ‘C’ and ‘S’ are attached to the name of the relation to indicate this difference. In the
staged representation, a process area is satisfied by the achievement of its GGs and SGs; therefore
the relation is named as <satisfiedByS> and is initiated from <Process Area> object towards <Generic
Goal> and <Specific Goal> objects. In the continuous representation, a capability level of a process
area is satisfied by the achievement of its GG; therefore, the relation is named as <satisfiedByC> and
is initiated from <Capability Level> object towards <Generic Goal> object. Another difference specific
to the continuous representation is that GG1 is satisfied by the achievement of SGs of a process area.
This is shown by <satisfiedByC> relation between <GG1> instance of <Generic Goal> object and
<Specific Goal> object.
achievedBy relation: A goal is satisfied if all its practices are achieved, and this is valid for both GGs
and SGs. This is demonstrated by <achievedBy> relation between <Generic Goal> and <Generic
Practice> objects, and between <Specific Goal> and <Specific Practice> objects.
instanceOf relation: This relation takes place between a class and an instance of it.

4 Conclusions and Current Works
If organizations are able to map each process reference model and/or standard, which they intend to
be in compliance with their organizational process definitions, by using tools, and update and inquire
these mappings when required, they will obtain some advantages. Any deviations from the models
and/or standards could be seen instantaneously and thus the process assessment will be easier than
doing it manually. Besides, any deviations from the models and/or standards could be used as input
for process improvement activities at other times than the process assessments.
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From that view point, we have aimed to create an ontology based software process assessment tool,
and as the first part, we developed the ontology of CMMI for Development by using Web Ontology
Language as well as an Eclipse plug-in to display that ontology in Eclipse Process Framework. CMMIDev ontology and its role in the tool are presented here. Currently, we have been working on the realization of the tool, and results will be announced.
As a current work, modeling of software development process is being performed by using EPF for an
organization, which is Aselsan Inc., the biggest defense industry corporation of Turkey developing
systems and software. Aselsan Inc. intends to improve its processes based on CMMI-Dev, and to
have an assessment in accordance to maturity level 3. We should note that this is why we chose
CMMI-Dev as basis for creating the ontology. Creating ontology of other reference models such as
ISO/IEC 12207 [23] and/or ISO IEC 15288 [24] could serve the same target for organizations.
As the next step, the plug-in will be extended to map the organization’s process definitions to the goals
and practices in the ontology of CMMI-Dev. Then, by using EPF, some queries will be performed on
this mapping so as to have information about the conformity of the organization’s process definitions
to targeted maturity and/or capability levels. We may query, for example, existing applications or work
products of a process matching with a certain maturity and/or capability level. Another example could
be querying CMMI goals and practices which can not be mapped to a process asset and/or to an application in the organization, mostly because of the lack of process practice.
We believe that the CMMI-Dev ontology explained in this paper will serve both towards easy and accurate understanding of CMMI, and towards other similar studies.
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Abstract. We present an approach to provide specific information to support process
improvements. In this case we use an existing software engineering metrics knowledge base
and integrate it with a comprehensive method for process assessments and modeling. The
goal is to effectively assist practical process improvement by linking measurement
information with the actual process elements. The method under development produces
proscriptive process models that contain detailed information to be applied in process
improvement. In the future the method will be extended with additional knowledge bases and
its efficient use will be supported by tools.
Keywords: software process, process assessment, process modeling, measurement

1 Introduction
This paper presents an approach for using an existing knowledge base that contains categorized software
engineering metrics to support process improvement and innovation. We also present the underlying
assessment and modeling method and the knowledge base for software engineering metrics integrated
with the method.
The assessment and modeling framework, Assessment Driven Process Modeling (ADPM) [1],[2], is a
comprehensive methodology that is under development, which combines process assessment and
modeling to create descriptive process models. ADPM also supports the development of target process
models based on target process capabilities. The current development phase integrates external process
knowledge bases so that specific improvements can be described with supporting instances of their
implementation. Here we use software process metrics as an example to illustrate the possibilities.
The software metrics database in this case is the result of a research project that collected the metrics
that are actually used in the software industry. In addition, the metrics were classified using existing
process reference models. This invaluable information has now been utilized to support detailed process
improvements.
The implementation of the improvements can be supported by providing practical examples of e.g.
measures related to the required practices and work products. A specific metrics example contains
substantially more practical information for the assessed organization than just a process capability rating
with improvement targets.
In the next section, we will briefly introduce the three phases of ADPM: Elicitation, Targeting, and
Resolution. The third section discusses the metrics knowledge base that provides, as an example, the
process measurement related information to support process improvements. In the fourth section there is
a simple example of the process models that ADPM produces, including a scenario of how a metrics
knowledge base can be utilized along with ADPM. Our ideas for future development are summarized in
section five.
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2 Assessment Driven Software Process Modeling
The foundation for this work is our decade-long research co-operation with the software industry and our
experience with the numerous software process improvement (SPI) programs in software-producing
organizations. One of the findings is that specific improvements are often tedious to implement, because
the organization using the process assessment results may not see a direct link with or effect on their
operations. Typically, process assessment or modeling describes the present situation of the studied
process. Missing process elements can be spotted using the information in the process models or by
comparing the process against a process meta-model. Based on the organization’s business needs, a
target process capability can be defined. The gap between the present and target capability shows the
required process improvements. Our goal is to concretize the improvements by giving practical examples
of solutions that have been applied in similar situations.
Process assessment is a means of characterizing the status of a software process for improvement
purposes. The main result of an assessment is a set of Process Profiles, which describes the difference
between the assessed processes and reference processes. Some Target Process Profiles are proposed
on the basis of the assessment results and the organization’s business goals. Usually, the output of an
assessment also includes textual Suggestions of how the target profiles can be implemented in practice
[3].
Assessment Driven Process Modeling (ADPM) [1],[2] is an approach that produces modeling
counterparts for the results of an assessment: a Descriptive Process Model, a Generic Target Process
Model, and Prospective Process Models. A Process Library and Knowledge Base support the construction
of process models [4],[5]. ADPM also suggests storing its results in the organization’s Process Assets
Library [6]. Fig. 1 depicts the context, phases, and main outcomes of process assessment and ADPM. In
the figure, the Metrics Knowledge Base is emphasized as part of the Process Knowledge Base.

Fig. 1. The context, main phases, and outcomes of process assessment and Assessment Driven Software
Process Modeling (ADPM).

Assessment utilizes the elements, known as indicators, of an assessment model to classify the
information related to processes, which are rated in terms of the indicators. In the elicitation phase, ADPM
first associates the indicators with the process elements of the organization, and then discovers related
process elements guided by a process meta-model. Next, the indicator-based process models are
integrated into the resulting descriptive process model.
In the targeting phase, ADPM adds elements from the reference processes (assessment indicators)
into the descriptive process model to fill the gap between the target and actual process profiles. The result
is a generic target process model, which is the counterpart of a target process profile.
Assessment models with their indicators do not describe complete software development methods.
They merely include checklists indicating good software practice without any guidance on how to
implement what the checklist items require. The resolution phase of ADPM transforms the generic target
process model into prospective process models by replacing the elements from reference processes with
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elements from practical software engineering and management methods. The prospective process
models are the counterparts of textual proposals for improvements, which are frequently included in the
result of an assessment.

3 Example of a Metrics Knowledge Base
This section presents one example of the elements comprising a process knowledge base, i.e. the
metrics knowledge base created during the completed SoMe (Software Measurement) research project.
This section describes briefly how the knowledge base was generated, and presents the final outcome of
the project - an information system implemented in a web environment based on a large metrics
knowledge base. This developed information system is meant for individuals and organizations seeking
appropriate software metrics and measurement practices for their needs.
The SoMe research project was carried out between 2005 and 2007, coordinated by Tampere
University of Technology (TUT) [7]. The goal of the research project was to generate a metrics knowledge
base and to develop a support system to enhance measurement knowledge and the use of these metrics,
and also to facilitate the availability and distribution of metrics information. The implemented information
system was released together with its web-based application for measurement knowledge transition at the
end of the 20-month research project in April 2007. The population of the study presented in this thesis
consists of Finnish software companies all over Finland, which are members of FiSMA (the Finnish
Software Measurement Association) [8]. Additionally, the sample of FiSMA companies was not made
randomly, using the post-trial adjustment [9] approach instead. Purposive sampling [10] was used in this
study, which means in this case that the choice of case companies was based on the rationale that new
knowledge related to the research phenomenon would be obtained. Other publications in relation to the
SoMe project [11],[12] describe in more detail the process used for capturing, modifying, evaluating and
distributing the measurement knowledge via the information system that was developed.
The research was an empirical study, based on interviews and a questionnaire format. The knowledge
required has been gathered from the participating organizations through externalization, using face-toface meetings and a data collection form as the mechanism. The same structured interview templates
were used in all interview sessions: one form to collect general information about the company and its
measurement practices, and another form to collect all the metrics the company uses or has used. When
planning the spreadsheet form, a qualitative research perspective was selected. The aim was to gain as
explicit and in-depth a description as possible of all the software engineering process and product metrics
used in the participating companies. This is related to the goal of the SoMe project, which was to describe
the individual metrics information in the database at such a detailed level that it is possible to establish
and adopt the metric according to the description.
For process improvement work, organizations need a deeper understanding of their own processes and
to do this they need measurement data [13]. With this measurement information they can reliably seek
and find improvement objects in their processes [14],[15],[16]. This approach was selected as the starting
point of the development work and steered the work throughout system implementation. This aspect also
guided the search taxonomy design of the information system. The selected search taxonomy was
created based on the CMMI [17] and SPICE [18] process assessment models (see Fig. 2 below). The aim
of this selection was for the organizations to familiarize themselves with and utilize these assessment
models in their operations. Moreover, the information system also includes a word search option (see top
left of Figure 2) to search for a suitable metric. This feature was included because there may be
organizations that are not familiar enough with the process assessment models to start using a system
based on them.
The information system developed works on a database that contains knowledge about software
metrics and also measurement practices used in software organizations. The metrics knowledge base
consists of individual items of information, knowledge items (individual metrics). A standard form, a metric
document, is used for presenting each knowledge item. The formula for the title level and the terminology
used in all metric documents is congruent. This solution helps the end user to read, perceive the logic,
and make a comparison between the metrics.
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In the information system, the knowledge items are linked to the process groups inside the assessment
models. Every knowledge item also includes information for all the process groups to which it relates and
in practice is linked to. The system offers a bi-directional link, from software processes to software metrics,
and vice versa. This link between processes and metrics helps and advises the users to identify the
relevant metrics for controlling a particular process. This characteristic also enables the user to see the
dependence between process groups from a metric viewpoint and gives important information when
planning measurement activities (e.g. a measurement program). These connections are also seen from
the process group viewpoint, as the proper metrics depend on the selected process group in the selected
assessment model (SPICE or CMMI). This realization method enhances awareness of the relationship
between process assessment and process measurement. As an example, Fig. 2 (below) presents the
results of one search: SPICE assessment model / (Engineering process group) ENG 6 Software
Construction.

Fig. 2: User interface (UI) of the web-based information system.
After making the selection, the results (individual metrics) of this search appear in the information
system display (see right of Figure 2). The user can see directly all the related metrics and also a brief
description such as: the name of the metric(s), a short summary of each metric, and workload evaluation
for establishing, collecting, and using the metric. Depending on the given search selection, the system
retrieves the particular metrics from the knowledge base that are linked to the selection (individual process
group inside the assessment model). Selecting a particular metric (by clicking on the metric name field)
calls up the detailed information on this metric.
Process measurement is regarded as the key means to obtain feedback to drive the improvement effort
[19],[20],[21],[22],[23]. There seems to be a connection between software process improvement and
software process measurement, but the link is not explicit. The system developed also advises the user
on how to use measurement as an instrument for software process improvement. This metrics knowledge
base is just one example of the elements comprising a process knowledge base (see Fig 1). In the next
section there is a discussion of how to integrate this example to the assessment and modeling framework
(ADPM), which is the focus of this paper.

4 Scenario for Utilizing a Knowledge Base
In this section we depict a scenario of how the presented SoMe metrics knowledge base can be utilized
along with ADPM. Fig. 3 presents a fictitious example of the elicitation of a descriptive process model. In
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the example, ISO/IEC 15504-5 [18] is employed as the assessment model and its base practices are
utilized as assessment indicators. The Software Construction process (ENG.6) is in the scope of the
assessment, and therefore its base practices are mapped to the tasks of the assessed organizational unit.
The process meta-model of the example is extremely simple, containing only one task and one artifact,
and the relationships between them.

Fig. 3. The resulting process models of the ADPM, and their relationships.

To produce the descriptive process model, the base practice, ENG.6.BP2 Develop software units, is
mapped to the organizational unit task, Code Module. Then the process elements related to the task are
identified. Three artifacts (Module Design, Source Module, and Object Module) are found to be associated
with the Code Module task. The base practice, ENG.6.BP4 Verify software units, is treated similarly.
The descriptive process model depicted in Fig. 3 does not fully reach the requirements of the base
practices of the ENG.6 process. To locate the subject to improve in the organizational unit process,
adding four process elements into the descriptive process model produces a generic target process
model. The additional elements (ENG.6.BP1 Develop Unit Verification Procedures, 03-07 Test Data, 1002 Test Procedure, and 14-04 Test Log) are the assessment indicators of ENG.6. Prospective process
models can be constructed by replacing the generic elements with elements of a practical software
engineering method, such as the OpenUP [2].
The implementation of the improvements can be supported by providing practical examples of e.g.
measures related to the required practices and work products. In this example a measure, Measure
Defect Density, can be found from an external process knowledge base based on the classification. A
specific metrics example contains substantially more practical information for the assessed organization
than just a process capability rating with improvement targets.

5 Conclusions
This paper presents an approach for integrating various knowledge bases to provide supportive
information for software process improvement. The starting point is a comprehensive method, ADPM,
which enables the use of multiple sources of information to generate detailed proposals for process
improvement.
In our example, a metrics knowledge base was used to supplement the process models that were
created based on an assessment. Measurement is vital in pursuit of higher process capability. For
instance, SPICE [18] Capability Level 4 has a process measurement attribute that requires an
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organization to 'identify product and process measures that support the achievement of the quantitative
objectives for process performance'.
The benefits of this approach include precise and concrete improvements to the software process, as
well as fast and accurate elicitation of the processes’ current state. On the other hand, the method relies
heavily on expert judgment – the contents and applicability of the knowledge used and its mapping to the
processes is, of course, debatable.
Currently the method is not yet complete; the higher capability levels of process improvement have not
yet been addressed. However, the method is a starting point in providing useful improvement guidance,
based on the assessed situation of the software process.
In the future, ADPM will be extended to utilize other sources of experiences of software process
improvement already collected and analyzed. Furthermore, the method will address the needs related to
higher organizational maturity, i.e. higher capability levels of the selected processes. Efficient use of the
methodology requires supporting tools that are self-explanatory even when used by small softwareproducing entities.
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Software process improvement
within a software R&D
department
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Why implement a Software Quality Improvement Process
The software industry is a volatile engineering discipline with substantial demands placed on teams for
delivering excellence. Excellent products however come at a price, both financial and chronological;
how can you create a superior software product which is intangible, complex and under ever reducing
budgets and time pressures?
The answer is comparable to sailing; a winning sailor senses the wind, the sea, and fine tunes the
sails, adjusts the boat balance and steers a good course with one eye on his competitors. A software
product floats on a sea of people with one helm, tuning the team’s efforts during each leg of
development, and constantly steering the product through iterative development, navigating to the
needs of the customer. Both sailing and software development are team activities with one goal and
many challenges. In either activity you can sink or be plain sailing.
Superior software has a high standard of quality, achieving this standard requires a strategy; in
software development, a software process is required. The process should consist of all team
participants’ active involvement throughout the product lifecycle. The process begins with end users
and also terminates with end users. Each team participant must have an understanding of what is
expected of them throughout the cycle with deadlines and measurable entry and exit criteria. The
process which I have first hand at creating and implementing is based on implementing testing and
quality assurance principles in to the development lifecycle.

Testing and Quality Assurance can improve quality
Testing should not be considered as a separate process to that of development, It should be an
integral part of development, if not then testing will start later than it should and defects will be
discovered much later in a product’s development.
“Quality control is the process and methods used to monitor work and observe whether requirements
are met. It focuses on structured walkthroughs and inspections to remove defects introduced during
the software development lifecycle” (William E. Lewis, 2004).
The test and QA process that I propose incorporates the testing and quality assurance of each
development stage with methodologies to prevent defect injection in to the product and to remove
defects that do get injected. The defects are recorded as metrics and monitored to aid with further
quality improvements.
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The resulting test and QA process is intended to be adopted in any development lifecycle model. The
process is wrapped around the five most typical phases of any project lifecycle and is depicted below
in Figure1. A quality champion is the best person to drive such a process with a quality plan delegating
certain tasks to appropriate managers or leaders.

What is behind this software process?
The test and QA process that I propose has elements of Carnegie Melon Universities Team Software
Process and Rationale’s Unified Process where the key project team participants are identified and for
each stage there are a number of activities that these key team members have responsibility for. The
key members should contribute to the process and produce a number of deliverable artefacts at each
process output. Since no software product can be produced with 100% perfection. Figure 1 below
depicts the two phases and five stages of the process.
The process consists of two phases:
1. Planning and design
a. Requirements
b. Analysis
c. Design
2. Implementation phase.
a. Coding & Testing
b. Release

In the process, the testing must befit the development effort and be planned and managed
appropriately. The appriopriate test and QA steps must be selected and integrated in to the
development methodology. For each development stage there must be a corresponding QA & testing
stage. Prevented defect injection by quality assurance methods are also recorded. Defects must be
recorded during the development stages as they are discovered. Metrics of the defects are obtained
and graphed so that the quality of the software is available during the stages of development.
In addition to implementing a software improvement process, emphasis should be placed on how it is
implemented. Specifically the team factors need consideration. The strength of the process depends
on the experience of the team members. Their experience with the projects and with each other must
be factored in.
Project factors
x
x
x
x

Magnitude of the project
Technical complexity and difficulty
Extent of reuse of software
components
Severity of failure outcomes if the
project fails

Team factors
x
x
x
x

Professional qualifications of the
team members
Team acquaintance with the project
and its experience of the subject
domain
Availability of staff members who can
support the team
Familiarity within the team members,
the ratio of new people versus
existing team members

Figure 1. Team Factors for process improvement.
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Figure 2. the QA Framework Planning and Design Phase
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Figure 3. The QA framework Implementation Phase
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The benefits of Measuring Software defect metrics
With respect to the software, there are three classifications of software defects:
1. A Software Error is made during the development of the software
2. A Software Fault occurs as a result of an error that remains in the executing program
3. A Software Failure is a fault that results in a detectable problem
The defects can yield a lot of information with regards to the project progress and potential success or
failure. Removing defects at each stage of the development process reduces the project cost while
simultaneously improving quality. Preventing defects being injected into the project is more effective
than removing them later. In relation to defects, Figure 6 depicts where:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Defects are typically injected in to projects
How effective QA is at detecting them
How expensive it is to remove them relative to who detects them
When good enough testing has peaked and the effort to outcome of testing is reached

Defect injection Rate per development stage

Characteristic Distribution of software defects origin

Defect injection per development stage

S-Type Cumulative defect detections

50
Number of defects

400
Total number of defects
detected

45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10

350
300
Cumulative defect
detections
Defects detected per
week

250
200
150
100
50

5

0

0
Requirements

1
Systems analysis

Systems Design

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10 11 12

Coding

Weeks in test

Representative average relative defect removal costs

Average defect filtering effectiveness by QA

120
100
80
60
40
20
Customer

System
tests/acceptance
tests

Integration tests

Unit Tests

Design

0
Requirements
specification

Unit Test after
code inspection

System
Tests/Acceptance
tests

Design Review

Integration Test
QA Activity

Defect filtering effectiveness cost

Average Defect filtering effectiveness cost
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Code Inspection

Percentage filtering effectiveness

Average defect filtering effectiveness by QA

Quality assurance activity

Figure 4. Analysis of Software defects to improve quality
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Process creation and implementation
The test and QA process was developed using Technical Action Research in the company where I
was employed. There were two main quality issues in the company. The immediate concern was in
respect to the quality of a released product and secondly with a forthcoming product. The company
developed firmware and software for embedded systems. The thrust of the process improvement was
in the research and development department of the company.
A proposal for improvements was placed to the company directors in relation to testing and quality
assurance practice improvements. An assessment was conducted to determine the nature of the
quality problems and what improvements were required. The improvements were made over three
products on a three year time frame. The improvements were made using the action research
paradigm.
The action research cycle
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Review the current practice
Identify an aspect that needs to be
improved
Plan an improved practice
Act / Execution of the practice over the
course of the project
Observe the effects of the practice
Reflect on the success or failure of the
practice and re plan accordingly
Repeat the practice improvements until
complete

The assessment
The assessment was planned and conducted with a summary of activities listed below:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Review process and project documentation.
Interview the senior participants of each R&D team.
Document the findings of each team assessment.
Compile and present the findings of the assessment.
Act on the findings and plan quality process improvements.

The findings of the assessment were documented in five categories
1.
2.
3.
4.

The overall defect statistics for the released product from all departments.
A quality report from customer support based on customer feedback on the released product.
Current Test case design and test planning for the product
An internal audit of both software, test, support and firmware departments in terms of the
product project and processes
5. An assessment of the development life-cycle and quality system process in general following
from the previous 4 assessment areas.
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Product Quality Improvements
The first three projects (products) were conducted for the company with different development teams
on projects of similar size and complexity. There were approximately 500 function points per firmware
product and 1500 function points per software application and the number of lines of code was 22K for
firmware and between 50K and 70K for the different software application versions.
The table below gives an indication as to the different size and complexities of the three different
projects for company X.
Project
Project 2 Project 3
1
FP
~1200
~600
~1600
KLOC
60K
22K
225K
Figure 5. Project size and complexities

Product 1 - Process improvements
The main changes to the test and QA practices for the first product included
1. Detailed test planning to identify the application components and then determining the test types
to be executed for each component.
2. A risk based approach was taken to the priority of the functionality for customers and the
complexity of the code that was being added.
3. A thread testing approach was taken where testing would be scheduled for the earlier modules
that completed development. This was synchronised with firmware and software so that both
could be tested close to the same time.
4. These tests were scheduled with milestone releases from development.
5. The tests were designed for more effective test coverage of the functionality.
6. The tests were also supplemented with detailed test data and an environment that simulated a
customer’s site.
7. A purposeful defect tracking tool was installed for the recording of defects.
8. The team members were assigned to the project in roles and assigned responsibilities on a par
with their experience.
9. Team meetings were planned at milestone intervals to discuss project progress and for the
discussion of problems from respective department perspectives.
10. Documents were devised which formalized the interaction between departments and acted as
records for project progress.
11. The documentation supporting these new practices was written, circulated and approved before
being placed in the companies Quality System.
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Product 1 Improvement analysis
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Figure 6. Cumulative Defects and defects per component

The number of defects detected during the product testing was a cause for concern. It was good that
the test effort detected a high number of defects but it was an indication that the software was of a
poor standard. The tail end of the curve in the accumulative graphs above indicates an upward trend
towards an increase in the number of defects despite successive builds. This trend indicates that there
are still defects present.
Analysis of the software application defects per component (above right) highlighted weak areas of the
software application for further development work. The number of defects detected in certain
components reinforced the problematic areas that the customers had experienced with an earlier
release.
The defects for the UI were evaluated and the common causes were used for input in to future UI test
case design. These tests could be executed on mock up user interfaces to save development costs in
future. The most beneficial use of such UI testing would be on prototypes so that any issues would be
corrected before costly backend development was undertaken.
The analysis of the firmware testing indicated that there was a sporadic number of defects detected in
different builds and that testing itself were not ideally executed. The analysis of the test and defect
results was fed back in to the next product development process, with some additional improvements.
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Product 2 Process Improvements
1.
2.
3.
4.

All previous process improvements
Revise and improve the UI component tests.
Adopt reviews and testing of UI prototypes.
Request the review and sign off of all development and test artefacts by customer
experienced teams.
5. Implement Usability testing by end users on prototypes and beta releases.
6. Conduct full testing over three iterative cycles of tests.
7. Reuse of all previous tests, environment and data.

Product 2 Improvement Analysis
CNet Firmware Weekly Defects
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UEC6 Defect Analysis
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A prototype for the new UI was developed and reviewed by customers. The outcome of the review
allowed functionality that was not a high priority for customer’s to be omitted. This saved development
time and cost. Usability of features was improved based on customers feedback.
The planned three test cycles were completed in cycles of 15, 15 and 10 days respectively. The test
case design and existing data and environment had proved beneficial in reducing the test effort. High
priority defects were scheduled for fixing in subsequent builds; more test passes could be achieved as
a result.
There are three peaks of defects for both the software and firmware testing above. Full testing can be
achieved in the three cycles. This three cycles approach is cost effective on development and test
teams.
If a comparison is made between the two defect cumulative curves, there is continued increase in the
number of defects detected per for the software (UEC6). There is a levelling off in the firmware (CNet
Firmware) curve indicating test burnout. This levelling indicates that if testing were to continue the
number of defects detected would not increase noticeably. With the software however there is no
levelling off at the tail end of the curve. This is indicative of a number of outstanding latent defects in
the application. The trend of the graph indicates a continued increase of defects detected in
successive builds. This is the worst case scenario for testing where there was a high degree of defect
injection in the design and code stages of development and that it took minimal test effort to discover a
high number of defects.
The test and QA process improved the quality of the product firmware over the course of 2 product
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releases while reducing the overall development and testing time. The inclusion of customers at
reviews added weight to the opinion that the software quality had fundamental design problems that
no amount of coding or testing could eradicate. You can not develop quality in to a product; it must be
endemic in its design from start to finish.

Product 3 Process Improvements
The software product was going to be re-developed offshore in India. The existing application design
was used as a template for the requirements of the new version. The application was expected to be
of a similar size to the existing engineering application with approximately 70KLOC. The project team
consisted of 12 developers and 4 testers (offshore) over an 11 month period.
1. The testing practices, test cases and test data of the previous projects were to be re-used but
in the form of User Acceptance testing since the offshore development house had to conduct
their own Unit and integration testing.
2. The plan was to have three deliveries to the company with certain features delivered in
succession. The three deliverables were representative of the three cycles of testing that were
successful in the past.
3. The high risk areas were to be delivered first. Since this was an application heavily dependent
on the UI, a prototype was to be delivered to Ireland in addition to the three staged deliveries
for assessment and testing.
4. The testing schedule was risk based with high risk areas being tested first.
5. The static testing of the design documents was also planned in order to shift the focus of
quality assessments to earlier in the development lifecycle.
6. The documentation was to be delivered before coding starts. The system requirements
specifications (SRS) document was written and delivered followed by both high level and low
level design documents (HLD – LLD) before a UI prototype and three phased deliveries of the
application itself.

Product 3 Improvement Analysis
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The static testing of the design documentation revealed that the design documents did not provide a
logical design solution to each of the main components of the application.
The initial UI prototype (phase I delivery) which was delivered was 30 days behind the milestone
delivery date. The limited testing that was possible on this prototype revealed that the UI did not offer
the functionality that was required for the application. It was not until build (V2.1) that a sufficient level
of functionality was present that independent testing could be conducted. This build was rejected since
it had eighty three defects detected. The prototype functionality and the functionality of the first release
were not present in the build until the second release V2.2. With this build the first iteration of
functional testing was able to commence. This build and two subsequent builds were rejected on the
grounds that the severity and number of defects was below the permitted quality level. The number of
serious defects was increasing with each successive build (4, 5 and 12 respectively). In The number
of defects increased with each successive build from the contractors. The quality of the software
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produced was below that of the old poor quality software. The test effort was in the low effort and high
output bracket where a large number of defects were detected with minimal effort. This is the worst
case scenario for software quality. The test effort in my company was UAT. The Unit, integration and
systems testing performed by the contractor was below an acceptable level.
A code review was conducted on the delivered code to provide secondary evidence on the standard of
software. The code review corroborated with the findings of the testing, that the standard of code was
sub standard. Based on the test results and code review a decision was made to terminate the
contract and cancel the development project. This early termination saved both time and money for
the company.

Summary
Software quality is not easy to achieve. It is only possible with building quality into a product from the
outset with dedication to quality from all team participants. A quality champion is required to drive the
quality process throughout the product development. Software quality is a continuous process where
successive improvements are made at each project stage and subsequent project.
The implementation of a quality improvement process requires consideration of the team participants
and input from all team members. The customer is the most important team participant in the quality
program. The customer approves the requirements at the beginning of a project and takes delivery of
the product at the end.
Throughout each stage of development, testing and quality assurance methodologies can be
implemented to determine the quality of each stage deliverable. Metrics should be obtained to
determine the quality of the product at each of these stages. By graphing these metrics, analysis of
metrics will indicate where quality problems lie, and where improvements can be made.
The testing and quality assurance process is ideally an integral of the development process. With a
strategy for quality improvement in place and with a suitably experienced helm, working with a
dedicated team, only then can sailing be fulfilling no matter what the weather!
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Abstract
This industrial case presents how an ISO/IEC15504 IT Service Management (ITSM) assessment can be used as a managerial tool for setting measurable goals that will improve in a sustainable way the IT service management processes and serve as a motivational tool for IT
Service employees with a case illustration of how it was used at the CRP Henri Tudor.

Keywords
ISO/IEC15504, ITIL, ITSM, process assessment, management, motivation

1 Introduction
Since Henri Fayol defined the basis of modern management in 1916 [1], control has been a key element of the manager’s role. Control as defined by Fayol is the fifth function of management after planning, organizing, commanding, and coordinating. It is an important function in any managerial process
as planning requires fixing measurable objectives. Without any control it is impossible to say if previous decisions have been beneficial or not to the enterprise. Tudor’s ITSM Process Assessment, previously known as AIDA [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7], is offering an objective methodology based on the
ISO/IEC15504 [8] to control the IT Service Management

2 What is TIPA?
Tudor’s ITSM Process Assessment (TIPA) is a methodology that provides a framework and concrete
steps to perform a capability process assessment of IT Service Management processes. TIPA follows
the ISO/IEC15504-2 standard approach (formerly known as SPICE 1 ) to perform a compliant process
assessment of IT Service Management processes in order to determine process capability. “This
framework can be used by organizations involved in planning, managing, monitoring, controlling and
improving the acquisition, supply, development, operation, evolution and support of products and services.” [9]
The CRP Henri Tudor applied the process assessment ISO standard to the best practices of IT Service Management as defined by the IT Infrastructure Library® (ITIL®) [10] [11]. The latter was developed by the Office Government Commerce, a British independent office of Her Majesty's Treasury,
which was created to „help Government deliver best value from its spending” [12]. It offers an effective
way of engineering the IT services. As the efficiency gains from implementing an ITIL framework are
1

Software Process Improvement and Capability dEtermination
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very high – an IDC study [13] concluded that the application of ITIL brings in average an overall efficiency gain of 30% and a ROI over a three years project life cycle of 422% – more and more companies start to manage actively their IT department. ITIL is today a worldwide recognised set of best
practices in the field of IT Service Management.
TIPA thus offers a standardized methodology to assess IT service management capability which is
objective and thus repeatable. It gives a precise assessment as a certain point in time which can be
used for benchmarking or for goal setting in a continual improvement process. TIPA also includes a
SWOR (Strength, Weakness, Opportunity and Risk) analysis which provides the basis of an improvement plan and recommendations. It is easily scalable to the goals, the size and the industry of the
organisation.
The TIPA methodology involves interviewing a mix of service providers (technicians and managers)
and final users. This provides the data required to understand how the different ITSM processes are
managed and performed. This technique also offers the advantages of reminding the employees the
importance of the service component of the internal IT in an enterprise.

3 Presentation of the CRP Henri Tudor
The Public Research Centre Henri Tudor (hereafter referred to as CRPHT) is the largest Research
and Technology Organization in Luxembourg. Thirty percent of its total income is a grant for mission of
public utility, and the residual funding relies on European or national R&D programmes or comes from
projects directly funded by the private sector. CRPHT has over 300 employees, among which 83%
have a Master’s degree or a PhD. Staff expenses represent almost 60 % of the total expenditure of
CRPHT. The CRPHT is run as a private limited company. Since its inception in 1987, CRPHT has
experienced a significant growth and is sometimes compared to a start up of “public interest”.
CRPHT pursues two main strategic objectives. First, it carries out R&D activities in a collaborative way
in order to improve and strengthen the innovation capabilities of private and public organizations. Second, it aims at being a recognized scientific player in selected technological and scientific areas.
The Centre for IT Innovation (hereafter referred to as CITI) is a department of the CRP Henri Tudor,
which mission is directly derived from the two strategic objectives of the CRPHT. In order to achieve
its missions, CITI is involved in the various stages of the innovation chain: from doctoral research to
technological and methodological assistance, coordination of innovation networks or professional and
scientific conferences.
The CITI is engaged in numerous ISO committees and is involved since many years in areas in and
around the ISO/IEC15504 and ISO/IEC20000 [14] [15]. More specifically the CITI is one of the main
players in Luxembourg Standardization Committees such as Sub-Committee 7 (SC7 - Software and
Systems Engineering) and SC27 (Information Security), within the ISO Joint Technical Committee 1
(JTC1) dealing with Information Technology. Two CRPTH’s employees are also co-editors respectively of two parts of ISO/IEC20000: the future part 4 ITPM Process reference model [16] [17] and the
future part 5 Exemplar implementation plan for ISO/IEC20000-1. Building on this experience, TIPA
was developed at the CITI, whom was the first to use the ISO/IEC15504 framework to develop an ITIL
process assessment.
As this paper will use the CRPTH’s case to demonstrate the added-value of TIPA’s framework, it is
important to consider that the CRPHT has grown relatively fast in the last 10 years, more than doubling its staff, and started implementing ITIL for its IT service management in 2004. The IT Service
department consist of 7 full-time employees and covers the three locations of the CRPTH in Luxembourg.

4 The assessments
Two assessments were performed at the CRP Henri Tudor. The first one was made in 2005 and the
second one at the end of 2008. A first assessment of ITIL processes was made in 2005 and a second
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one in December 2008. As the goal of this case is not to highlight the value of ITIL to improve the performance of IT and its impact on the company, but to determine the added value of the process assessment, the result of both assessments will not be studied in details.
The first step of the assessment is to determine its scope. It was decided with the IT Service Director,
to assess Incident Management, Change Management and Configuration Management processes.
The assessment consisted of 13 interviews of the IT service employees and users (of the services).
As per TIPA’s methodology, two assessors performed the interviews and rated each process. As it
was one of the first assessments ever performed by the CRPHT, it took more interviews and more
time consolidation the data than in the following assessments. The final assessment contained short
and long term recommendations that were to be implemented in the following years. Based on this
report, the IT Service also set new goals for the coming years. The second assessment performed in
December 2008 covered the same three processes plus Service Level Management and interviewed
7 IT service employees and users. We have to note that the second assessment was performed much
faster as both the assessors and assessed knew where they were going i.e. less time was required
explaining how the assessment would be performed and the scope of the assessment was easier to
set.

5 A managerial look at TIPA
As mentioned in the introduction, control is an important element in management. In any planning, one
has to set goals to achieve and these goals normally have to be measurable. Management by objectives [18] is still one of the basis of modern management and it does ask for measurability. Thus TIPA,
or for that matter any ISO/IEC15504 process assessment, serves the purpose of measuring the advancement of what was previously planned. This is important from a management perspective to
measure if the investment in the project has paid off, if the goals were achieved, surpassed or if there
is still a lot of work to do to get there. Moreover, managers are normally cautious to engage in a project where they will not be able to measure its advancement or to set the goals. In this case, implementing ITIL and a continuous improvement process cost money and, without tools like TIPA, it is
difficult to measure. First because ITIL is fully scalable, one does not have to implement the whole
best practices. For example at the CRPHT, which is a relatively small enterprise, we decided to adopt
certain practices but not all of them. Measuring the capability of the processes versus measuring if the
best practices were put in place gives more freedom to the IT Service Managers. They can then define
how they will achieve their goals instead of having imposed on them a way to do, which might not be
aligned on their goals in relation with their industry, size and specific conditions.
For example, one process defined by ITIL is Incident Management, which has for goal to restore normal service as quickly as possible and to minimise impact on business operation. A typical measurable goal could be to reduce by 20% the down time per year, but this goal could be achieved in many
ways. One way would be to add employees to solve the problem when it happens. Another way would
be to study past incidents to diminish the risk of recurrence. Two very different approaches, one which
will increase the cost of IT Service Management and another one which might in the long run reduce
them. ITIL is offering the best practices to improve the efficiency and efficacy of the IT Service Management by offering practices, to put in place a sustainable improvement of IT Service Management.
The problem with ITIL when managers plan and decide where to invest (or divest) money is that it is
much easier to set a goal like cutting the down time by 20% and the budget by 10% than having a
fuzzy and immeasurable goal of implementing ITIL’s Incident Management Process (Incident detection
and recording, Classification and initial support, Investigation and diagnosis, Resolution and recovery,
Incident closure, Incident ownership, monitoring, tracking and communication). The goal is fuzzy because these processes are probably already there in a way or another. For example the classification
and initial support is surely done but the classification might be done mentally by the technician answering the phone and it might not be defined nor monitored – thus making it harder to identify problems.
TIPA offers a very good compromise in the sense that a manger can now set a measurable goal of
rd
achieving in two years the Established (3 ) level of capability in the process, meaning that the process
implementation of Incident Management (to follow on the above example) should be planned, monitored and well defined. This offers goals that will improve not only the end result like reduction of
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downtime and cost reduction but should also lead to higher capability in the process until the continuous improvement level is achieved.
As TIPA offers an objective methodology to assess the capability level, it also serves as a motivator
for IT Service employees whom know there effort will be evaluated in global maturity and improvement
mind-set. Goal-Setting theory [19] has put goals at the centre of organisational psychology; it has
been showed that well defined goals make employees work harder to achieve it. As highlighted in an
interview with the IT Service Director of the CRPHT, without this goal setting aligned on capability of
ITIL processes, IT technicians tends to focus on their speciality, which might be database administration or network management for example but never IT service. Setting a goal aligned on ITIL and
knowing it will be assessed forces them to think outside the box and to start thinking as service managers. It is also important in this equation that TIPA is perceived as neutral and objective, as from a
motivational theory perspective this is an important variable: if employees feel that the goal evaluation
is not objective and that the boss has the final word, goals can become a source of demotivation for
employees.

6 The impact of TIPA at the CRP Henri Tudor
An interview with the IT Service Director confirmed that TIPA has been a catalyst of ITIL implementation at the CRP Henri Tudor. He says that without TIPA is was very difficult to set ITIL goals. TIPA did
not only serve to set the goals in measurable terms but also helped to define them in relation with the
size and mission of the centre. The fact that TIPA involves interviews of both sides of the service, providers and users, gave a more service oriented assessment than they could have performed. This has
been very useful in creating a service culture in the IT department.
Setting clear and measurable goals in the implementation of ITIL has also helped to gain top management support. It is easier to sell the investment when top managers can be reassured that advancement will be measured objectively so that they can follow it without having an ITIL expertise.
Another point the IT Service Director highlighted is that the assessment was made by people from
another unit that were both assessors and users and the feedback from different users (interviewed in
the assessment process) had a great value to attach their work to the end-user - too often forgotten by
the IT technicians. He reinterred the fact that having this feedback from users, especially presented in
an ITIL framework, was a great factor of motivation for the IT service employees, as it does point out
what was well made and what improved, but also pinpoints what has to be improved.
On the motivational front, the IT Service Director also says that TIPA is of a great help to keep people
working on ITIL and consequently working on the improvement of the IT Service management. The IT
Service Director says: “We are a relatively small organisation, in larger one there are people dedicated
full-time to ITIL, here it is only one thing on our mind as we cannot afford someone working full-time on
it. Thus TIPA is a good tool to force ourselves to do something about it. In fact, he adds, without TIPA
our implementation of ITIL would probably go nowhere as there is always something more urgent in
an IT Service department than working on the implementation of best practices...”
The IT Service Director also indicates that TIPA identified problems touching other departments, one
example being the exit management of employees where the roles and procedures shared between
the workers unit, the HR department and the IT Services were not well coordinated.
Finally, the IS Service Director adds that TIPA is a useful assessment for his service. He is the one
that asked for a second one and he says he would love to replace the annual ISO9001 audit by a
TIPA assessment. The reasons: as our auditors of the ISO9001 are not specialists of IT Service Management, the audits are more difficult as the auditor and the IT department speak, in a sense, different
languages. While with Tudor’s ITSM Process Assessment, the questions are much more pertinent and
the conversation is much easier as they do “speak the same language” and have similar goals. He
adds that the ISO9001 audit is mostly useless to him when compared to TIPA. Not only does the audit
just point out to details that have not respected the procedure he wrote, but it does not have any
added value when you make a TIPA. The latter point to the ITIL de facto standard, which, says the IT
Service Director, is an amazing tool to improve quality.
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7 Conclusion
It cannot be denied that managers and employees like to have clear goals, which can be measured
objectively, thus in that frame of mind a process assessment like TIPA, is a great tool to help setting
goals and to assess the advancement towards them. It can also be a great tool to keep an ITIL project
and the associated motivation going. As ITIL has been shown to improve considerably the efficiency
and efficacy of the IT services – offering a very good return on investment – the process assessment
of ITIL, TIPA, can be an excellent catalyst to ensure that the project stays on track.
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Abstract
This paper describes a four years experience of process assessment and improvement for the IT
department of a large retail company. The involved company and the organization of the IT
department are shortly presented. A first process assessment was done during 2005. We describe the
methodological approach, based on ISO 15504 and the assessment results. We also discuss both the
improvement actions and the results of a second assessment, done in 2008, presenting successes
and difficulties. Finally, we highlight benefits, problems and lessons learned.
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1

Introduction

Software process assessment and improvement are significantly used in ICT industry and have been
a significant research issue [Fuggetta 2000]. Case studies have been published for large ICT
organizations [Lindholm 1998] [Lamprecht 1998] [Mc Caffery 2008]. The literature also provides case
studies [Bucci 2000] [Calvo-Manzano 2002] and specific approaches [SPIRE 1998] for small and
medium enterprises.
Software process assessment and improvement is also important for IT departments of non-ICT
organizations, because their business, in many cases, depends significantly on software-related
processes managed by the CIO. The quality of such processes (in house development, acquisition
processes as well as service delivering processes for internal users) is important for the performance
of the whole organization. This is the reason why the methods for improving processes may be
usefully applied to IT departments of the client side in the ICT market.
Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge, a limited set of case studies has been published.
Armbrust [Armbrust 2008] shows an experience of tailoring and deploying German V-Modell XT
process standard in the IT department (80 employees, doing the majority of the development work
internally) of a medium-sized (2,200 employees) company in the mail order business, part of a larger
group. Other experiences have been reported for specific processes like software testing in a large
commercial banking organisation [Downey 2008] or requirements engineering process in different
types of organisations [Sommerville 2005].
In 2006, we published an experience report [Salvaneschi 2006] presenting the process assessment
done during 2005 and the first improvement experiences for the IT department of a large consumer
electronics retailer. In this paper, we want to complete the case study describing the whole
improvement process along four years, the results of a second assessment done at the end of 2008
and the lessons learned.
Section 2 shortly introduces the company involved in the case study and the organization of the IT
department. Section 3 presents the methodological approach of the assessment, based on the ISO
15504 [ISO15504] norm and the assessment results. Section 4 discusses the improvement actions.
Section 5 presents the result of the second assessment, while the last section discusses benefits,
problems, lessons learned and draws some conclusions.

2 Case study
The Mediamarket company is part of the Media-Saturn Holding GmbH, the European leading
company in large-scale retail of Consumer Electronics and Domestic Appliances with a total of 702
stores in 15 European countries, more than 17 billion Euro turnover and more than 48.000 employees
(year end 2007). The Italy based company manages the brands MediaWorld and Saturn and operates
88 stores in the whole country, with 2 billion Euro turnover and more than 7000 employees (year end
2007). The IT department manages a net of about 150 servers and 3000 clients and hosts about 100
software applications delivering services to the users. The IT Department (about 70 employees) is
structured in six areas: AS400 applications, Intranet Web-based applications, Data Warehouse /
Business Intelligence, Data Centre, Telecommunication and Help Desk. The first three areas are
development-oriented. They partially write software internally, while suppliers develop the majority of
applications or tailor market-available packages for the specific needs. The last three areas are
service-oriented and provide services to the other business units of the company.
In 2005, the IT Management decided to run an improvement activity of the IT processes, starting from
an initial assessment. The aim of the assessment was to provide support for a better understanding of
the current state of processes and a more conscious allocation of effort for improvement. The driver
for the management decision was the fast growing process experienced by the IT department and the
need to reach a new stability level for supporting a higher service level for internal clients.
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3 First assessment
The assessment process is based on ISO 15504 [ISO 15504] standard and is composed by the
following steps: selection of interesting processes; gathering of evidences and measurement of
processes quality profile; business goals identification and definition of the required quality profile;
diagnosis and suggested actions. The identification of interesting processes is based on ISO 15504
and ISO 12207 [ISO12207] sets of processes. Table 1 shows the tailored list of processes.

Table 1: Interesting processes for the IT Department
They include the whole set of ISO 12207 processes with some rewording and variations needed to be
more coherent to the IT department characteristics and vocabulary. Table 1 shows four groups of
processes. The first two groups include customer-supplier and engineering processes (according to
ISO 15504 classification). They take into account both system and software aspects. Specific
relevance is given to the quality control activities. The third group is related to project support and
organizational processes. The last group includes activities (partially outside the ISO definitions)
related to the establishment of a good communication practice both inside the IT department and
between IT department and business users. It also includes the knowledge management process
required for maintaining and reusing the knowledge owned by the IT department.
Table 1 lists all the considered processes, while each area is involved in a subset of them. The
process capability level is based on the ISO 15504 classification:
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NA Not interesting for the specific Area;
0 Not performed or partially performed;
1 Performed informally;
2 Planned and tracked with documented evidences;
3 Based on standard and tailored methods;
4 Quantitatively controlled;
5 Continuously improving.
Information is collected and processed through the following steps:
 Kick off meeting with IT manager, area managers and assessor. The project is presented and
discussed. A plan of actions follows.
 The assessor meets both area managers and representative people, collecting the available
information (definition of interesting processes; classification of projects / activities; selection of
significant examples for each class; gathering of available documents for each example;
description of current practices)
 The assessor analyses the information (using the ISO 15504 practices as guideline), discusses
the results with the area managers and presents the final report to the IT manager. A final meeting
involves all the assessment participants.
Figure 1 (left side diagram) shows the measured profile for one of the software development areas
(see table 1 for process codes). The main part of the development processes is planned with
documented evidences (Level 2). Operation and maintenance processes are at level 1. The main part
of quality control processes is at level 1. Support and communication processes are at various levels.
Document and configuration / version management are very well performed al level 3, while some
other processes (e.g. planning) require significant improvements. The large differences in process
maturity are mainly due to business priorities as well as time pressure and locally available skills. The
right side diagram shows the measured profile for one of the service-oriented areas. If we look at the
complete assessment, we see, in most cases, similar diagrams for the remaining areas of the two
classes (development oriented and service-oriented).
Twenty people and about thirty projects were interviewed. The assessment took fifteen days.
The IT manager evaluated the assessment report for identifying the critical issues and for defining the
improvement goals, according to the management drivers mentioned on chapter 2. The rationale
behind the selection of the improvement profiles is essentially the need that every interesting process
should be at minimum at level 2. GDOC1, GCNF2 and GCNF3 processes in the left side diagram are
already at level 3, but this is not true for all areas. Moreover, two groups of processes more oriented
toward supporting service and evolution (knowledge management for all the areas as well as
operation oriented processes for service oriented areas) should reach level 3.

Figure 1: Measured process profiles for a software development area (left) and for a serviceoriented area (right)
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The result is a required quality profile for the processes of each area. For example, figure 2 shows the
measured profiles referred in figure 1 (grey area) and the required improvements (black area). The
required quality profiles of figure 2 are examples. If we examine the whole set of quality profiles, the
required improvements are similar for each profile class (development oriented and service-oriented).
Each area may have in addition some specific required improvements. More details about the
assessment methods and results may be found in [Salvaneschi 2006].

Figure 2: Required vs measured process profiles for areas referred in figure 1.

4 Process improvement
The assessment report includes detailed evidences and examples that are the basis for assigning
process capability levels. These evidences support the explanation of the measured quality and the
identification of improvement actions. The first assessment outcome was an improvement plan that
progressively involved the selected processes. The plan was released in 2005 and has been
implemented (with the needed modifications) during the following three years.
We shortly present the main actions:











Identification of development processes and related standards of documents (We modelled two
types of processes, for small and large projects, and we delivered templates for all the released
documents. We also developed specific adaptations (for example for Business Intelligence
projects);
Quality control. We defined the testing and acceptance process as well as the associated methods
and tools. It was involved an external supplier that now provides the functional testing of each
software application before the delivery. The testing service acts as an independent party both for
internal development teams and external software providers.
Document and version management. We defined the structure of the central document database
collecting, under version control, all the documents released by a project. The database stores
both service-oriented and development-oriented documents, including source code. A
configuration and version management tool supports the whole process.
Help desk and maintenance support. The process was reorganized through the extensive use of a
ticket management tool. The Help Desk area acts as first-line for problem solving and forwards
selected tickets to the development and other service areas. These tickets may become change
requests for development areas.
Planning. It was defined a planning process implemented through a project planning tool. Each
area manager was involved in the responsibility for using the tool, with a central support at IT
Department level.
Knowledge management. The central document database was divided into two parts. The first one
stores all the project-related documents, while the second stores all the application-related ones.
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The key concept is the difference between projects and applications. An application is a delivered
system (composed by hardware, software and services) providing service to internal clients. An
application is typically a long living system (for example, it may be in service and may evolve for
ten years). A project is an allocation of resources for producing a new application or evolving one
or more existing applications. The typical project life is one year or less. It was defined a process
for managing the two types of documental structures and for updating the application documents
at the end of a project. Moreover, the application part of the database was loaded with part of the
most critical information concerning the legacy systems (both for development and service areas).
The main effort was the development, with a tool support, of the data models for the AS400
operational database and the Data Warehouse database.
All the improvement actions reported directly to the CIO and involved an external consultancy
organization. The improvement focused on a subset of processes at a time, moving to another subset
only when the previous one upgraded to a new reasonably stable level. All the people were involved
with a periodical monitoring of the achieved results.

5 Second assessment
The whole improvement process was periodically monitored for evaluating the progress and deciding
the required actions. At the end of 2008, the IT management requested a second assessment for
evaluating results, benefits and problems.
The assessment was realized using the same methods of the first one, for producing comparable
results. Figure 3 shows the new measured profiles for the same software development (left side
diagram) and service-oriented (right side diagram) areas represented in fig 1. The comparison
between 2004 and 2008 measures for these two areas is a good sample of the whole set of areas,
even if some variations exist.

Figure 3: Measured process profiles for areas referred in figure 1 – second assessment.
Development processes (left side diagram) moved partially from level 2 to level 3. In the other
development areas, this upgrade was related to both requirements and design processes, while this
area experienced more problems in design processes. Note the diagram shape concerning the
process SVIL7-Integration and delivery. This shape is the same for all the three development areas.
The delivery process is again an open problem.
Maintenance and quality control processes improved more than the planned goal, from level 1 to 3.
Configuration and document management processes remained at the same good level. The other two
development areas improved these processes, moving from level 1 to 3.
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As we can see from the diagram, planning process where not able to reach the stated goal.
Knowledge management and communication processes improved significantly from level 1 to 3.
We will not describe at the same detail the changes in the right side diagram, related to a service area.
The global shape shows significant improvements, even if not all the stated goals are reached.

6 Benefits, problems and lessons learned
An important question is about the benefits of the improvement effort. Did the improvement effort
deliver significant benefits to the company business? In the following, we will provide qualitative as
well as quantitative evaluations for answering the question.
A first consideration is that the process reengineering, caused by the assessment and improvement
activities, supported the ability of the IT department to follow the growing business needs. The number
of active projects changed from 40 in 2005 to 120 in 2008, while the managed memory space moved
from 5 Terabytes in 2005 to 12 in 2008.
Help desk and maintenance support moved from about 500 managed tickets per month to about 4000,
completely managed through the support tool.
The quality control process provided the functional test of about 45 applications including complex
distributed applications as well as evolution projects with impact on many existing applications. This
testing activity delivered about 6000 test cases. The 9 % of them revealed a serious malfunctioning.
Obviously, we cannot say that the quality control process prevented to deliver about 550
malfunctioning functions to the company users. Even a less engineered process would have revealed
a number of malfunctioning functions. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to say that the testing procedure
with tailored testing strategies and defined test coverage criteria, improved the failures detection,
particularly for the most dangerous malfunctions.
The development processes and the service delivery processes received a benefit, both for internal
efficiency and ability to support the company business, from the well-ordered management of a large
amount of documents. These documents describe not only IT internal information (for instance
software design) but also information with direct impact on business like for example business
requirements or documents for service delivery support. In this case, we are not able to provide
numbers, but only a qualitative evaluation.
A second significant question is about where we had problems and why, and what are the areas
needing further improvement.
We had problems in the planning process. After the first delivery of the process and the associated
tools, we experienced a difficult use, due to the limitation of available human resources as well as to
the difficulty both to plan large projects and to react to numerous smaller business requests. Now the
process is in a revision phase.
The knowledge management process made significant advances, but needs more improvement. The
type and structure of documents required for supporting the evolution of applications must be better
identified for reducing the maintenance cost. Moreover, the applications delivery process must be
improved.
Finally we list and comment in the following the lessons learned during the experience:


Improvement requires time.
It is difficult to implement an improvement process in a short time. Each improvement action
requires an extra effort added on top of the day-by-day job. This is true in the transition phase until
the new way of doing the job is stable at the new improved level.
 Improvement requires continuous effort, monitoring and commitment.
It is not sufficient to define and explain a new process or tool. Managers must monitor the
acceptance of the proposed change and support the real adoption.
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IT manager sponsorship as well as people involvement and motivation are mandatory.
Without a strong commitment and direct involvement of the IT manager, the improvement project
is not feasible. Moreover, the IT manager must motivate all the involved people. Otherwise, the
innovation will be considered like a new bureaucracy and rapidly discarded.
Improvement is incremental and driven both by planning and exploiting opportunities.
It is difficult to concurrently start a significant improvement of many processes. Usually the focus is
on one or two processes at a time. Moreover, the improvement process is driven by a plan of
actions, but in many cases, it may take advantage of not planned opportunities. For example, the
need to deliver a complex project may be exploited for improving the delivery process of all
applications.
Both development and service view must be considered.
An IT department does not produce software, but delivers services. This means that the system
view is mandatory. The service level depends on the application software development, evolution
and maintenance as well as the management of technological infrastructure and user support.

Our final consideration is that, even if process assessment and improvement concepts are less used
in IT departments than in software development companies, they may play a significant role for
improving the value delivered to the company business. The experience above described may be a
good example and may provide useful suggestions.
The improvement process is still going on. The new main goals involve planning process and
knowledge management for supporting the evolution of the in service applications.
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Abstract
This work presents the application of a systematic review protocol for Software Engineering.
This protocol is used as a formal model by applying systematic review to Service Level Management. The objective is to search for papers related to Service Level Management for IT
Services in small settings (including small and medium enterprises). Results obtained show
that Service Level Management area is an increasing research field and there is a need for
more in-depth studies.
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1 Introduction
Nowadays, most countries have transitioned from agriculture and manufacturing economies to service
based economies. More than 75% of the economies of industrialized nations are based on business
services [1]. According to the document “Capability Maturity Model Integration for Service (CMMISVC) Overview” published by Software Engineering Institute [2], demand for process improvement in
services is likely to grow: services constitute more than 80% of the US and global economy. According
to Gartner [3], 80% of the cost of an infrastructure is in service delivery and service support. Therefore, services are gaining significant importance day by day in industry.
Hence, industries need some sort of framework, standards to manage their services, specially the IT
Services, because the development of IT has had a greater impact in the processes of businesses in
the last years [9]. For this reason, IT Service Management (ITSM) has been developed. ITSM is a
discipline for managing information technology systems, philosophically centered on the customer's
perspective of IT's contribution to the business. The IT infrastructure needs to be aligned to the business requirements such that business unit and IT operate in a coordinated effort to achieve the goal of
the organization. There are different frameworks for ITSM. Standards, process and evaluation models
or framework help organizations to improve the management of their services projects. Some public
framework and standards assessed relevant to service management are: ISO/IEC 20000 [13], Information Technology Infrastructure library (ITIL) [5], Capability Maturity Model Integration for Services
(CMMI-SVC) [2], Control Objectives for Information and related Technology (COBIT) [8], eSourcing
Capability Model for Service Providers (eSCM-SP) [4].
The previous models consider the IT Services from large companies’ perspective. But the fact is,
nowadays small companies are gaining more importance. In Spain, according to Central Business
Directory (DIRCE) [14], most companies are categorized as Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs). In
January of 2007, 99,81% of businesses, representing three million enterprises were small or medium.
This statistic shows the importance that SMEs have in microeconomics (see Table 1).
Due to previous issues, a growing number of organizations are focusing on Service Level Management (SLM) process to determinate the level of IT Services that is needed to support the services
offered. SLM provides an approach combining process management and industry best practices to
ensure that the required and cost justifiable service quality is maintained and gradually improved [5].
As a result, SLM becomes a key concern nowadays.
This work addresses SLM process, from the point of view of small settings (include SMEs). Section 2
shows the importance of Service Level Management for IT Services. Section 3 and 4 describes the
Systematic Review Method applied in this research work. Section 5 shows the results obtained. Finally, section 6 establishes a brief summary.

2 Importance of Service Level Management for IT Services
SLM is a vital process for every IT service provider organization in that it is responsible for agreeing
and documenting service level targets and responsibilities within Service Level Agreements (SLAs)
and Service Level Requirements (SLRs), for every activity within IT [6].
Moreover one of the important processes to regulate the qualities and to decrease the cost of IT services is the Service Level Management [15]. Also the ITSM models, standards and proposals give
high importance to Service Level Management in the IT Service Management context.
The main factors to carry out this research focused in a systematic review for SLM from the point of
view of small settings are:
x

The growing current trend to acquire Technology and IT Services derivates of this acquisition by
organizations [16].
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x

The importance of IT Service Management in small settings.

x

The absence of models that help to implement the Service Level Management process in the context of the IT Service Management for Small Settings.

The statistics compiled by the National Statistical Institute (INE) and the Central Business Directory
[8], show that small companies represent the highest percentage. The data are linked to factors such
as income and sectorial concentration of such companies. The INE and DIRCE analyze their situation
within the European Union and their relationship with the employees they recruit.
Table 1 summarizes the study for Spanish companies based on the employee stratum and total percentage [8]. The interest in showing this study is due to the current importance that small companies
have.

Micro-enterprise
3,137.46
94,03%

Small
169.60
5,08%

Medium
23.52
0,70%

Large
6.07
0,18%

Total
3,336.66
100%

SMEs
3,330.58
99,818%

Table 1. Spanish Companies (employee’s stratum and total percentage).
Systematic review gives a summary of the state of the art for this specific topic. In this case for IT Services Management in small settings. In addition systematic review identifies the existing gap in some
topics related with SLM in SMEs. This results can help users who are working with SLM or can help
to know current initiatives in this domain.

3 Description of Systematic Review Method

3.1

Systematic Review Background

Integration of research results was introduced for the first time in twenty century. In 1904, Pearson
calculated the average of correlations between the typhoid fever inoculation and morality. Then, systematic review began to be formalized and at the end of the 80’s systematic review achieves legitimacy as a field of research [10]. Later, Kitchenham [11] evolutes the idea of Evidence-Based Software
Engineering and proposes a guideline for systematic reviews that is appropriate for software engineering researchers.

3.2

What is a Systematic Review

Systematic Review (SR) is used to refer to a specific methodology of research, developed in order to
gather and evaluate the available evidence pertaining to a focused topic [10]. This is the process of
summarize all existing information about a phenomena in thorough and empirical way. At the end,
systematic review draws a general conclusion from individual studies on any phenomena.
A systematic type of review follows a very well defined and strict sequence of methodological steps. A
systematic review begins when researchers are confident that it is necessary to carry it out. It aims to
integrate empirical research in order to create generalizations. In this regard, defined assessment
objectives, reference source, data extraction method are some of the aspects contained in the protocol used for this systematic review [10].
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3.3

Protocol Description

Biolchini et al [10] have drawn up a proposal for how to conduct a systematic review focused on Software Engineering adapting it from other study area such as medicine.
Hence, for this work, the protocol proposed is applied to the “Service Level Management for IT Services in small settings: a Systematic Review”.

4 Prototype Development
Next, the prototype development used for the systematic review of the subject is presented: Service
Level management for IT Services in small settings.

4.1

Question Formulation

The systematic review objective should be clearly established in order to formalize the question:

4.1.1 Question Focus
The systematic review is carried out to identify initiatives and experience reports on Service Level
Management for IT Services in small settings.

4.1.2 Question Quality and Amplitude
This section aims at defining the syntax of the research question (the context in which the review is
applied and the question the study must answer) and its semantic specificity (or question range) described by the remaining items of this section - intervention, effect, outcome mesasure, population and
application. Next, each of them are described [10] specifically for Service Level Management for IT
Services in small settings.
x

Problem: Service Level Management (SLM) is a vital process for every IT service provider organization in that it is responsible for agreeing and documenting service level targets and responsibilities within SLAs and SLRs, for every activity within IT. SLM implementation is needed to ensure
that an agreed level of IT service is provided for all current IT services, and that future services are
delivered to agreed achievable targets [5].

x

Question: What initiatives have been carried out to evaluate processes for Service Level Management in IT service context?

x

Intervention: Service Level Management for IT Services in small settings.

x

Effect: Service Level Management initiatives and proposals for IT services in small settings.

x

Outcome measure: Number of identified initiatives.

x

Population: Publications related to Service Level Management, IT Services and small settings

x

Application: Organizations that use IT services and those who provide them.

x

Experimental Design: None experimental design will be performed.
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4.2

Source Selection

The objective of this section is to select the sources where the primary studies will be executed [10].
To perform the selection the author of the systematic review protocol proposes to address the following issues:

4.2.1 Source Selection Criteria Definition
x

Use search mechanism with keywords and sites suggested by experts.

x

Use papers recommended by other experts.

x

Use papers available on the website.

4.2.2 Studies Language
x

English.

4.2.3 Source Identification
Sources Search. The identification of sources has been based on the criterion of experts in our research area. These sources include journals as: European Journal of Operational Research, Information and Software Technology, Software: Practice and Experience, Software Process: Improvement
and Practice, IEEE Software, Software Technology and Engineering Practice, Computer and research
workshops & technical reports of Software Engineering Institute – SEI, among others.
Search Strings. Keywords from the word set defined in the question were extracted. Combining these
keywords with the logical operators “AND” and “OR”, two search strings were obtained (see Table 2).
These search strings have been adapted for each web browser of the sources.

1

2

Search String
itsm or slm and sla and ((itil or asl or 20000 or 15000 or cmmi-svc or mof or itscmm) and
(small and (company or organization or enterprise or setting)))
‘it service management‘ and 'service level management' and (small and (company or organization or enterprise or setting))
Table 2. Search strings

Source List. These sources have been selected taking into account the defined source search method
(see Table 3).
#
1
2
3
4
5

Source
ACM Digital Library
IEEE Computer Science Digital Library
Springer Link
Science@Direct
Software Engineering Institute
Table 3. Search strings
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4.2.4 Source Selection After Assestment:
First, it was evaluated if the sources fit all defined criteria. Initially, the complete list is right. After
applying the search string to all sources, it was found that some items were common in the IEEE
Computer Science Digital Library and ACM sources.

4.2.5 Reference Checking
Three researchers from the Research Group of Software Process Improvement for Spain and Latin
American Region evaluated the sources list obtained from the previous section and determined, at first
instance, all references as approved.

4.3

Studies Selection

In this systematic review an iterative and incremental procedure is used for studies selection: a) Iterative, to group all activities that could be repeated during the procedure, and b) Incremental, because
the studies are approached and recorded one by one until obtaining the systematic review results [12].
This iterative and incremental procedure is used due to its functionality in other systematic reviews.
This section describes the process and criteria for studies selection and evaluation.

4.3.1 Studies Definition
The studies inclusion (IC) and exclusion criteria (EC) definitions [11] are as follows:
Acronym
IC1
IC2
IC3
IC4
EC1
EC2

Criteria Description
Include papers whose title is related to Service Level
Management and IT Services and small settings
Include papers that contains keywords that match with
those define in the search string
Include papers whose abstract is related to the topic
considered
Include papers after partial or total reading
Exclude those papers that do not match with the previous inclusion criteria
Exclude all duplicate papers

Table 4. Studies inclusion and exclusion criteria definition

Studies Types Definition. Initially all studies related to Service Level Management will be taken into
account. However, the greatest interest will focus on studies that show results on Service Level Management for IT services in small settings.
Procedures for studies selection. With regards to the selection criteria, the title was initially the main
criterion; nevertheless, in some cases it did not provide enough information, thereby reading the
summary of each of them was necessary and in some cases a review of the full text was required.

4.3.2 Selection Execution
x
x

Initial Studies Selection. At first a search execution was conducted to verify the parameters used by each engine and adapt search string to them. Table 5 shows in the column
“Found” the obtained value.
Study Quality Evaluation. To determine the quality of the study, some participants of the
research group, applying IC and EC, obtained the primary studies (see Table 5).
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Sources
IEEE
ACM
Springer
Science@Direct
SEI
Total

Search date
05/11/09
05/11/09
05/12/09
05/13/09
05/14/09

Found
59
12
59
42
10
182

Primary studies
11
3
12
3
3
31

Table 5. Number of studies and results derived from each source
Next, a quality study is evaluated to obtain the assessment results that permit us to quantify those
studies that effectively support the stated objectives.
The previous information constitutes the study basis for following the systematic review process, and
checking the quality of the study.

4.4

Information Extraction

This section begins once primary studies are selected. Then, in this section, extraction criteria and
result are described

4.4.1 Information Inclusion (ICinf) and Exclusion (ECinf) Criteria Definition:
Acronym
IC1inf
IC2inf
IC3inf
EC1inf

Criteria Description
Collect Information about the organization’s trend
respect to service level management.
Classify processes followed by companies for IT service management.
Identify proposed methodologies, methods and procedures in studies for IT service management
Exclusion the information that is not related to the inclusion criteria defined above.

Table 6. Information Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria Definition

4.4.2 Data Extraction Forms
To analyze data and information submitted in selected studies, relevant remarks of the main studies
ideas were made and recorded in a document with a sequence number identification that matches
with the sequential paper number given when it was stored a primary study.

4.4.3 Extraction Execution
Objective Results Extraction: A complete and detailed reading from these studies allowed us to organize and classify then for a later analysis. With an unbiased evaluation of the information, identified and
classified studies records were generated in a structured table containing the following rows: Consecutive Study (sequential paper number), Study methodology (remarks of the main ideas concerned
with the methodology), and Study outcome (data and information of the conclusion presented in each
study).
Subjective Result Extraction: The following rows where added to the previous table: Data about Authors (full names and available contact information in the studies) and Additional Notes (a specific field
to store general information related to subject covered in the study).
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4.4.4 Resolution of divergences between reviewers
In the development procedure for the extraction of the information contained in the selected primary
studies, different perceptions among authors of the studies were presented. However, none of them is
considered as an important divergence, but rather, the findings were complemented to obtain a comprehensive analysis of the paper.

5 Result Summary
After the systematic review execution, the results must be summarized and analyzed using the statistical methods defined during the planning phase. This section presents a summary of the data resulting from the selected studies. This summary is obtained from statistical calculus.

5.1

Studies Trends

In order to know organization trend respect to Service Level Management (SLM), studies related to
any aspect of SLM were classified, taking into account that "SLM" term refers to both Service Level
Agreement (SLA) and Service Level Operation (SLO) terms.
Figure 1 shows two types of trends. 1) Between 2002 and 2006, there is a polynomial trend of order 3
because data fluctuate along the graphic. And, B) from 2006 to 2008 data have a linear trend because
the studies are increasing at a constant rate. The trend shows from year 2006 the increasing interest
related to Service Level Management.

Fig. 1. Studies Trend

5.2

Studies Classification

During the protocol development, and using the studies selection’s methodology and information
analysis found in each study, it was possible to determine that studies could be classified into four
items.
Those studies covering:
A) topics related only to ITSM and SLM.
B) topics related only to ITSM and small settings.
C) a relationship of three topics (ITSM and SLM and small settings), and
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D) other studies that have no relationship with these issues (ITSM and SLM and small settings).
Figure 2 shows the studies percentage for each item according to the previous classification.

Fig. 2. Studies Classification
Figure 2 shows that the 45% of the primary studies (see Table 5) are related to ITSM and SLM what
confirms the trend shown in Figure 1. The 26% shows information related to ITSM and small settings.
However, it is necessary to highlight that only 23% is related to item C) that grouped the three topics
(ITSM, SLM and small settings). Finally a 6% has been eliminated by the exclusion criteria EC1inf.

5.3 Analysis of those studies covering the relationship of three
topics (ITSM, SLM and small settings)
Figure 3 shows the results of relationship related to topics (ITSM, SLM and small settings). In the
analysis, it is noted that 23% of the papers comprise three aspects (basis of the ongoing systematic
review). From here all analyses are referred to this 23% (item C).

5.3.1 Analysis by country
The source of 23% of the papers is shown in Figure 3. United States of America is one of the main
countries involved in the study of ITSM, SLM and small settings, with 29%. The remaining studies are
divided in the countries South Korea, Sweden, French, Canada and Germany with 14% respectively.

Fig. 3. Studies Classified by country
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5.3.2 Analysis by company size
Figure 4 shows information about companies’ size. Due to most of the studies are short of information
about companies, Figure 4 has been made taking into account two criterions: 1) the application of
studies in the companies’ size, 2) the studies did not mention the companies’ size.
Hence, according to Figure 4, most of the companies that support their research are small companies,
85,7%. Remaining 14,3% companies are not mentioned.

Fig. 4. Studies by companies size

5.3.3 Analysis by models
With respect to item C only the 78% have used ITIL. COBIT and ISO 20000.

Fig. 5. Studies Classified by models

6 Conclusions
This work shows the results for Systematic Review of the studies related to Service Level Management in small settings. It was obtained using the protocol proposed by Biolchini et al [10].
The obtained results show the status of the art for “Service Level Management in small settings”. We
can see most of the works have been performed in year 2008. According to the statistics we find from
year 2005 the works on Service Level Management are increasing significantly. This trend confirms
the interest over SLM process showed by Gartner and CMMI-SVC reports.
Other relevant data showed in this work is that 45 % of studies papers deal with IT service management in terms of SLM (include SLA and SLO). The 26% of the studies is related to small setting (in-
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clude SMEs). Moreover, 23 % of studies are related to SLM and small settings.
The studies show that ITIL, COBIT, and ISO2000 are the most important models in a Service Level
management context.
These results can help users who are working with SLM or can help to know current initiatives in this
domain.
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Abstract
In this paper we present the results of a case-study we have performed in a software development organization to understand the extent of CASE tool use in software development, observe both the CASE tool integration problem and the complexity of user interactions with
these tools in practice. The study was performed to further analyze the needs and refine the
details of our research, based on our hypothesis that partial process automation can be
achieved with the support of an integrated set of CASE tools that can execute modelled processes on behalf of users. We have analyzed process definitions of a software organization to
identify CASE tools, user interactions with these tools and structured portions of process definitions. The result of the case study showed the existence of extensive CASE tool interactions
in software development, a number of problems for CASE tool integrations and partially structured process definitions interacting with CASE tools.
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Software Development Process Automation, CASE Tool Integration, Case Study, Process
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1 Introduction
Modeling is often required for successful implementations of business process re-engineering (BPR)
and automated business process support in enterprises [1,2]. BPR involves the redesign of an organization's business processes. When “process automation” is necessary as part of BPR initiatives, process modeling becomes a vital task in re-designing work and allocating responsibilities between humans and computers.
For software development processes a multitude of CASE (Computer-Aided Software Engineering)
tools are employed. These tools provide sophisticated islands of functionality without ample integration
facilities. Thus they can only present software automation capabilities for specific functionality. Existing
integrations are maintained by tool vendors and are almost always point-to-point, resulting in reduced
functionality, integration related problems and vendor dependency.
An issue which further complicates process automation is related with the nature of software development. Software development, especially “new” software development is almost completely a creative, non-structured effort [3]. These processes require flexible flows and decision making ability from
the actors. This is considered as one of the reasons why automation of software development has not
been successful for wide audiences.
We hypothesize that partial process automation can be achieved with the support of an integrated set
of CASE tools that can execute modeled processes on behalf of users. In addition to establishing a
baseline for integration, the approach will unify the two separate process modeling based activities for
process improvement and process automation.
The complexity of software development has significantly risen as software became a core asset for
organizations. It can be quite difficult to analyze these processes as a whole due to complex organizational phenomena involved. Modification of the environment with the introduction of a new method or
technology can be costly, time consuming and can have unforeseen consequences. Even more, both
employees and management may resist change without solid proof for improvement.
Developing experiments that simulate the operation of such processes can also be infeasible because
of this complexity. Experiment designs become complex since they have to take into account a number of critical relationships. It is very hard to find theoretical basis for problems involving CASE-tool
usage and their integrations since they cut across specialized domains of software engineering. They
are also mostly vendor-dependent. To explore the status and issues with CASE tool usage and their
integrations under these constraints and investigate the potential of our hypothesis, we have designed
and performed a case-study.
We have analyzed the process definitions of a software development organization. The software development processes defined by the organization have recently been assessed to be CMMI Maturity
Level 3. The group is solely focused on software development and uses a large number of CASE tools
including configuration, requirements, test management, automated functional testing, UML modeling,
risk management, time tracking tools and IDEs. The case study work involved the analysis of process
definitions written in natural language. The analysis aimed the identification of process model components including actors, actions, events, and interactions. The results enabled us to determine the extent and nature of CASE tool usage and the frequency of user interactions with CASE tools in the organization.
Our paper is organized as follows; Section 2 provides related research on process modeling and
CASE tool integration while Section 3 details our case study design and case study plan. Section 4
presents the results of the case study, the discussions on these results are given in Section 5. Section
6 provides our conclusions and future directions.
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2 Related Research
Process automation is a well-contributed research area. It is widely-practiced on industries like banking, insurance and production which have well-defined and structured processes. On the other hand,
software development presents fundamental challenges to process automation. Our research to support our hypothesis for partial process automation in software development focuses mainly on two of
these challenges. One of these challenges is the current state of the tools used in software development, while the other is the unstructured, creative nature of software development processes.
The tools employed by software development organizations are separated and specialized for each
area of expertise. They offer integration mechanisms that are point-to-point, fragile, inflexible and vendor dependent [4]. The result is automation solutions that are either constrained to individual tools and
processes or are complex, do-it-all vendor-dependent solutions. These factors prevent wider adoption
of automation solutions [5]. Previous work in CASE tool integration frameworks, were grouped by [6]
and [7] as follows:
x

Standardization efforts or middleware services (CAIS [8], PCTE [9], CDIF [10], CORBA [11], RTP
OTIF [12], agent based [13], etc.)

x

Architecture models, infrastructures and tool suites (ECMA Toaster Model [14], ToolBus architecture [15] etc.)

x

Basic tool integration mechanisms (data sharing, data linkage, data interchange, message passing, publish/subscribe services [16], [17])

x

Integrated Process Support Environments (IPSE) like MARVEL, software development process
automation through a rule-based architecture [18]

x

Recent work on meta-model based tool integrations [6]

Although many integration frameworks have been proposed in the literature, none of them have been
widely adopted in practice. Basic tool mechanisms does not support beyond basic requirements while
models like PCTE are too complex to be feasible in practice. Recent advances in modeling domain
rendered techniques like CDIF obsolete. The same is true for IPSEs with the wide-acceptance of specialized CASE tools [4]. Complete tool suites have become impractical; since they were unable to
cover all development activities at the same time constraining the selection of best-of-class CASE
tools.
Software development process automation through process centered software engineering environments has been addressed in the literature including [19], [18] and [20]. This is one of the first attempts to develop a software process automation environment using a tool-suite, named MARVEL.
The approach taken was developing a rule-based IPSE supporting controlled automation. However
the complexity and effort required for developing such a solution outweighed the benefits in practice
[6].
[20] proposes the concepts “process integration” and “process driven CASE environment” over other
CASE tool integration mechanisms. The paper describes an experiment on “Softman” environment
where software process models are developed for this environment. The solution suggested in [20]
considers a single development environment. Implementation for other development environments or
a generic solution however would require extensive additional effort.
Recent model-based research [6] offers tool integration based on semantic technologies. Kapsammer’s work focuses on the development of vocabularies and ontologies for the software development
domain. These ontologies are represented as meta-models to enable CASE tool inter-operation.
We have evaluated Eclipse ALF (Application Life Cycle Framework) [21] as a CASE tool integration
framework. ALF is an Eclipse Foundation project that aims to provide an open integration solution for
CASE tools. ALF provides a common vocabulary (ontology), standard interfaces and a controlling
event manager. This framework helps organizations solve the integration problem without depending
on specific vendors and tools. However, individual tools are required to support this initiative.
ALF uses a BPEL (Business Process Execution Language) [22] engine to execute complex processes
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triggered by events generated by different CASE tools. An example will be the execution of code analysis, security and unit tests on a new revision of code added in the version control repository. Here,
creation of a new revision is the event that triggers a complex series of actions performed by different
tools (possibly from different vendors). ALF integration infrastructure is well suited for automating the
process definitions.
The other challenge presented by software development is the unstructured, creative nature of its
processes. Such processes are difficult to handle using automation software like workflow-systems.
These systems traditionally utilize well-defined, structured process definitions [23,24]. Process automation in unstructured environments has been addressed in recent research on Unified Activity Management [25,26,27,28]. The authors propose an ontology-based representation for unstructured work
in organizations. The solution they provide is not to automate these processes but rather complement
automation efforts.

3 Case Study
The case-study was designed so that its results will provide an understanding of the feasibility of our
proposed future vision to the problems: partial process automation through an integrated set of CASE
tools that can execute processes on behalf of users.

3.1

Design

There were two main questions posed by the case study:
x

What is the extent and nature of CASE tool usage in software development?

x

How frequently and in what manner do the users interact with CASE tools while executing software development processes?

These two questions were fundamental to answer more detailed questions like: How structured software development processes are? What is the complexity of user interventions in these structured
processes? Is it possible to automate these processes? How multiple CASE tools interact and integrate with each other? How are these interactions and integrations managed?
To answer all these questions we have looked for the following information in process definitions:
x

What is the fraction of process definitions containing interactions with CASE tools?

x

Are there any sequences of non-creative (structured) actions within these process definitions involving multiple user interactions with (possibly different) CASE tools?

x

What is the scope and complexity of the user interventions in these sequences?

x

How can these user interventions be classified?

x

Is it possible to remove these user interventions by delegating them to an automated entity (an
“event manager”) for automation?

The questions we have developed posed some constraints on the selection of a target organization.
The organization should be focused on software development. The development process should employ regular use of multiple CASE tools. An organization with defined processes (preferably certified in
CMMI Maturity Level 3 or comparative ISO 15504 levels) is favored.
To provide answers to our questions, analysis of the software process definitions, supporting guidelines and related documents created by the organization was required. A preliminary scan of the process definitions was planned to filter out processes that have no CASE tool interactions and are nonstructured, i.e. not suitable for automation [23].
The remaining processes would be further analyzed. The analysis would employ information gathering
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on those remaining processes to identify the process flow, events that trigger the actions, actors,
CASE tools, related artifacts, extent of user interventions and context information. A tabular format
was developed to keep the information for further analysis. For each process definition, sequences of
actions, events and actors would be modeled using BPMN notation. Based on these process models,
the interactions with the CASE tools would be identified and context information would be extracted.
The analysis would be supported by interviews with process owners and key actors.
The outputs would be analyzed to identify the extent of CASE tool usage, the nature of the processes
and interactions between users and CASE tools. If a process definition is found to have the following
properties, than it is labeled to be suitable for automation:
x

It involves multiple interactions with CASE tools

x

The flow of the process does not include decisions. It does not require decision-making and creativity. It is a structured process.

x

The interactions between users and CASE tools are simple and consist of simple actions. The
interactions are focused over common (preferably single) artifacts.

These processes would provide a basis for the next phase of our study to identify sequences of actions in process definitions that are suitable for automation. They would also help us understand the
requirements for our vision of an automation solution.

3.2

Constraints

The case-study design was constrained to a target organization with defined processes and an existing CASE-tool infrastructure. This choice helped us work on existing process definitions rather than
the observation of actual execution. The same case study may provide a different outcome in an organization with undefined processes or with the observation of actual process executions. However
these different results do not pose any threats to the validity of our case-study since defined processes compared to observed process definitions provide a consistent basis for analysis. In addition to
this considering our vision, undefined processes are inherently harder or even impossible to automate
[5].
Replicating this study on a group of organizations and comparisons of the results would provide more
generalizable results. However the result of the case-study on a single organization would give us an
understanding on the feasibility of our solution for this organization. The target organization we have
defined for our case-study would provide a perfect opportunity for our solution.

3.3

Execution

The case study was performed in a software development branch of a research organization. This
branch develops software and systems for military and civil foundations. To support their development
efforts they utilize multiple CASE tools for requirements management, configuration management,
change management, test management, automated functional testing, project planning, risk management and time tracking. We were provided access to the software development process definitions of
the group which have recently been evaluated to be CMMI Level 3.
Process definitions were grouped similar to the process areas in the CMMI model [29]. We were
guided by the process engineering support group and narrowed our work on process definitions for
Project Management (PM), Configuration Management (CM), Requirements Engineering (RE), Technical Solution (TS) and Verification and Validation (VV). We excluded Process Management (PcM),
Measurement and Analysis (MA), Software Quality Assurance (SQA), Risk Management (RkM), Organizational Training (OT) and Decision Analysis and Resolution (DAR) process areas. These processes are concerned with management and process improvement aspects of the operation, use at
most one CASE tool (mostly software configuration management and change management) and are
mostly unstructured (creative). We have extracted necessary information from only those process
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definitions that have CASE tool interactions and structured flow of actions. We then tabulated and
modeled this information for further analysis.
The most prevalent difficulty we have experienced during our work was the level of detail given in
process definitions. The process definitions were at times ambiguous or inconsistent in providing context, actor and event information. The missing information was obtained from process owners and
actors through interviews or informal questions.
The case study was completed in 6 weeks from December 2008 to January 2009, including the preliminary scan and detailed analysis of process definitions. Analysis and interviews were performed onsite since access to process definitions was restricted. Secondary work like documentation, information organization and further analysis was performed off-site. Due to time constraints on both parties
the duration was longer than originally planned to be around 2 weeks for a single full-time researcher.

Example Process – Obtain commitment to
software requirements

Process Actor
Name
Team Leader

Action

Succeeded By

CASE Tools
involved

Artifact/Data
Assoication

Type of User
Intervention
Get artifact

Get SRS template

Get SRS supplementary
documents

SCM

Project.SRS.Template

Get SRS supplementary
documents

Generate SRS

SCM

Project.SRS.Supplement Get artifact
aryDocuments

Team Leader

Generate SRS

Send SRS to Project
Manager

RM

Project.SRS

Get artifact

Team Leader

Send SRS to Project
Manager

Get customer approval for
SRS

E-mail?

Project.SRS

Submit artifact

Project Manager

Get customer approval for
SRS

Approve SRS

Project.SRS

-

Customer

Approve SRS

Place approved SRS under
configuration management

Project.SRS

-

Team Leader

Place approved SRS under
configuration management

Baseline approved SRS

SCM

Project.SRS

Submit artifact

Team Leader

Baseline approved SRS

RM

Project.SRS

Update artifact

Team Leader

Figure 1 : Process Information in Tabular Format

3.4

Example

To better explain how the case-study was performed a sample that explains the analysis of a process
definition is given below. “Obtain Commitment to Software Requirements” is a sub-process of “Requirements Engineering Process”. The process is defined as follows:
“Team Leader generates “Software Requirements Specification Document” using suitable “SRS Template” from Requirements Management tool. If needed, the generated UML diagrams and draft GUIs
may be given as supplementary document to the SRS. PM achieves the customer approval for SRS.
Once the customer signs off the SRS document, Team Leader places approved “Software Requirements Specification Document” under configuration and change control in accordance with the Configuration Management Plan. Team Leader baselines the approved requirements in Requirements
Management Tool, in accordance with the Requirements Management Tool Guideline.”
This process is analyzed and components of it are identified to produce the table depicted in Figure 1.
A model using the BPMN notation has also been developed to visualize the process. This model is
available in Figure 2. With these representations of the process, we have reached the following
conclusions:
x

The process involves multiple interactions with CASE tools.

x

The flow of the process does not include decisions. It does not require decision-making and creativity. It is a structured process.
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x

The interactions between users and CASE tools are simple. They consist of the following simple
actions: get, submit and update artifact. The interactions are focused on a single artifact, the SRS
document.

Because of the multiple, simple CASE tool interactions and the existence of a rigid structure in the
definition; this process is labeled as suitable for automation.

Figure 2 : BPMN Model

4 Results
For this case study, we have observed process definitions in 5 process areas, related guidelines and
referenced documents. We can summarize our findings as follows:
A total of 110 process definitions were investigated. 88 of these 110 process definitions contain interactions with CASE tools. The distribution of process definitions with CASE tool interactions with respect to process areas is given in Table 1. 54 of 110 process definitions (49%) we have analyzed are
labeled to be completely creative (unstructured) processes, including review, approval, analysis, design and development activities. This is an acceptable percentage considering the nature of the software organizations. These processes are thus considered not suitable for our ultimate goal of process
automation. 30 of these 110 processes (27%) have multiple CASE tool interactions and structured
(non-creative) simple user actions sequences. These are interpreted (subjectively) as presenting partial automation opportunities, through interactions with CASE tools. The distribution of process definitions that provide automation opportunities is given in Table 2. Counting only those processes including CASE tool interactions, the ratio raises to 34% (30 out of 88).
Table 1. CASE tool use
Process Area # of proc. def. With CASE tool use
PM

25

11

CM

17

11

RE

11

11

TS

13

13

VV

18

17

Docs/Guideline 26

25

Total

88 (80%)

110

Although PM process area was included in our analysis, it does not contain any processes with multiple CASE tool interactions and structured (non-creative) actions. If we remove the PM processes, the
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percentage increases to 35.3% (30 out of 85 processes).
Table 2. Distribution of processes providing automation opportunities
Process Area

# of process
definitions

Suitable for automation

PM

25

0

CM

17

5

RE

11

4

TS

13

2

VV

18

1

Docs/Guidelines

26

18 (60%)

Total

110

30 (27.2%)

Total (CASE tools)

88

30 (34%)

Total (without PM)

85

30 (35.3%)

5 Discussion
These results are quite significant since almost one third of all process definitions provide automation
opportunities. It should be noted that these processes are designed without considering any of these
possibilities. Exploitation of these would increase the numbers in significant ways. Almost 60% of all
automation opportunities presented are defined in guidelines and referenced documents. These
documents outline general usage of CASE tools. Their content is developed considering the facilities
provided by such tools.
Although on the process level the numbers are significant, we observed that the amount of structured
actions in these processes is relatively low. We believe the reason is the lack of consideration given to
facilities and integration potential provided by CASE tools, coupled with possible focus on provision of
general guidelines to creative work. This may have resulted in the exclusion of structured work deliberately from process definitions. Of these 30 processes, the execution frequency differ greatly from
“once per change request” to “once per project”. This corresponds to frequency values ranging from
several times a day to once per year. The distribution of process execution frequency is given in Table
3. The value for “per project” execution (60%) is quite significant. We observed that processes executed once per project like project initiation, project closure, and intermediate project milestones have
well structured definitions that provide automation opportunities.

Table 3. Process execution frequency
Frequency

# of processes
definitions

Per project

18 (60%)

Per SRS release

5

Per SDD release

1

Per release

3

Per build

1

Per CR

1

Per requirement

1

Total

30
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All process definitions we have analyzed contain simple interventions by user like adding an artifact to
a repository or changing attribute values. Not surprisingly, these simple interventions did not have
actions that need formalizations as data-mappings. This lack of complex actions can be attributed to
the lack of consideration given to possible automation opportunities.
In this case study, we have found out that CASE tools are used extensively in the organization. It is
directly observable from the process definitions that almost 80% of the processes include interactions
with CASE tools. These tools however are not very well integrated to each other so they act as isolated process automation centers. In addition to this, we have seen that software development process definitions include structured activities that can be represented in process models, and can constitute a basis for process automation.
Through the case-study we have understood that, most of the work performed in a software development organization is non-structured and have creative elements. This could happen to be the reason
why software process automation efforts have not been very successful. However, those processes
also contain structured actions, and coupled with CASE tool interactions, provide automation opportunities. Structured actions we have observed in the process definitions differ greatly from those which
are executed once per project initiation to those which are executed multiple times a day.

6 Conclusions
Based on the data from our case-study, we have gathered evidence supporting our vision that parts of
software development processes can be automated through integration of CASE tools which individually provide isolated islands of automation. Based on the same results, we also believe that process
definitions will be quite different if rigorous consideration to automation opportunities is given.
As a future work, we plan to develop a process model based methodology to exploit CASE tools and
their integrations as a process automation infrastructure.
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Abstract
This paper presents a case study on peer reviews carried out at Budapest University of Technology Software Testing Laboratory. Multiple literature sources were analyzed (models, standards, approaches) in order to understand the code review process and to develop an appropriate laboratory teaching material for both beginners and experienced students. The teaching
material was tested first time, and feedback was collected in three different ways. The paper
presents the structure of a laboratory material, the way of performing it, the resulted data analyzed and concludes with lessons learned and future improvement suggestions.
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1 Introduction
Software quality and software testing became more and more emphasized in Hungary at both multinational and Hungarian companies. This generates the concrete need for continuous improvement of
teaching software quality and testing techniques. In order to satisfy this need, the Department of Control Engineering and Information Technology of Budapest University of Technology and Economics
tries to improve its courses developed in 2001-2003 connected to the topics: “Software Testing” and
“Software Quality and Management” , semester by semester. These courses were developed for students in informatics in their 4th and 5th year of study, right now being used in the new MsC courses for
Control Engineering and Information Technology.
While the software quality and management course is more managerial and focuses on software
processes, the course on software testing is more technical and product-oriented. Due to the different
orientation of the courses we decided to include different approaches of peer reviews into our courses.
A software requirement specification peer review material has been developed for software quality and
management laboratory and a code review for software testing laboratory.
In this paper we present some elements of code and peer review, focusing on the lessons learned
during using these methods in the software testing laboratory. Our article is about peer reviewing on
course materials, as well.

2 Why reviews?
Besides the fact that peer reviews are present in the software industry, they are more widely known in
other fields of industry, and it has been a touchstone of scientific methods since the 20th century. In
software industry peer reviews had a wider acceptance since 1976, when Fagan wrote his famous
article on design and code inspections [5].
Many formal (white-box and black-box) testing techniques are already included into our courses and
laboratories, such as boundary-value analysis, equivalence-class testing, decision-table based testing,
structural testing and others. However, researchers have shown that inspections and reviews also
have a very significant effect on companies ROI [1][3] and a high percentage of saving in specification,
design, code and test planning phases can be achieved [2] using them. Fagan shows that inspections
detected 82% of the faults. In measurements of D. F. Rico, inspections had the second highest ROI%
(3,272%) in comparison with SW-CMM (871%), CMMI (173%), ISO 9001 (229%), TSP (2,826%) and
PSP (4,133%) [1][15]. Further studies [20] and software testing books [21][22] also show that a significant increase in productivity and product quality can be achieved using reviews.
Various benefits can be achieved from different stakeholder views. Karl E. Wiegers describes such
benefits of peer reviews done by developers, project managers, maintainers, quality assurance managers, requirements analysts and test engineers point of view [4].
Many standards and models consider peer reviews being important and focus on describing requirements and best practices for peer reviewing (such as SW-CMM [6], CMMI [7], ISO 12207 [8], IEEE
1028:2008 [9] or PSP [10]).
The International Software Testing Qualification Board (ISTQB) [23] considers inspections / peer reviews a basic static testing technique and it is required to know for the Certified Tester - Foundation
Level exam [21][22].
Due to its high ROI, benefits for different stakeholders, and its prominent presence in the well-known
and widely used quality standards and models, we consider that peer reviews must be present in university courses for future software developers and testers.
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3 Methodology
The purpose of this mini-case study was to examine the problems encountered and benefits derived
during a pilot lecture at software testing laboratory when code review process has been used in practice. Given the objectives, the limited time and human resources available, it was determined that a
combined, mainly qualitative approach with some quantitative aspects should be used. The case study
approach was chosen from the many qualitative approaches available [11][12]. During the case study,
feedback was collected using informal conversations with / among students, and lecturer’s observation. As an additional technique, a web-based questionnaire was used to gain easily collectable and
comparable feedback from participants. We used this technique because of the limited time available
for conversations (2 hours laboratory with 16 participants). Also because of the small number of participants for a survey, the questionnaire was considered only as an addition to our mainly qualitative
approach. The questionnaire and conversations focused first on the student’s opinion connected to the
practical experiences gained during the laboratory. Data collected through the questionnaire was validated by comparison with those collected during informal conversations and observations.

4 Case study
Budapest University of Technology and Economics is a leading university in Hungary in the IT field,
hundreds of IT students are graduating year by year. Software testing course and laboratory was an
optional course until 2009 spring, when it was transformed to a main course of system engineering
specialization. In the semester 2009 spring, 18 students are attending it. (From the 18 students 16
were present at the code review laboratory.) The laboratories were firstly developed by Katalin Balla
and refined later by K. Balla, Z. D. Kelemen and G. Bóka.
It is usual, that some students of software testing laboratory are already working at Hungarian or multinational companies, in parallel with their university studies. They are usually software developers,
software testers, project managers or other technical staff at their companies. Some of them have
more years of experience in software industry, others are beginners. A significant number of students
are involved in the R&D projects run at the University or in joint projects between the University and
software companies. Therefore when developing courses and laboratory material, we have to consider
participants from the both sides: needs of beginners and experienced developers must be taken into
account as well. It is mandatory that each student got the basic programming skills during the first
years of their study, but afterwards they evolved at different levels in different technologies. Their programming language skills are mostly C++, Java, C# or web and PHP oriented.

4.1

Designing the peer review

Taking into account the diversity of our students, the code review material was developed using literature review, brainstorming and expert consultation.
Having the CMMI [6] as a basis we use in teaching concepts of SPI, we still faced that it will be difficult
to implement the peer review process looking only to CMMI requirements. CMMI defines very high
level requirements for peer reviewing: preparation, execution and analysis, but a concrete methodology or a step-by-step process is not included in the model. Therefore a multi-model approach [16] was
chosen: we tried to search further literature to find more specific and more practical descriptions of the
peer review process. We have found dozens of material connected to peer and code reviews. We
selected Fagan’s inspections, PSP, materials of Karl E. Wiegers and IEEE 1028:2008. The selection
was done analyzing the strengths / weaknesses of each approach. The main strength of PSP and Karl
E. Wieger peer review descriptions was considered to be the concrete template they gave for code
reviews, the strength of Fagan inspections was the basis it gives for reviews (eg. how to structure the
reviews, what is the process of review) and the main strength of IEEE 1028:2008 was considered to
be the concrete definition and comparison of different types of peer reviews (management reviews,
technical reviews, inspection, walk-through and audit). The standard IEEE 1028:2008 compares these
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five types of reviews based on the following characteristics: objective, decision making, change verification, recommended group size, group attendance, volume of material, presenter, data collection,
output, formal facilitator training, defined participant roles, use of anomaly checklist, management
participants, participation of customer or users.
Taking into account the CMMI’s point of view and having the focus on code reviews we found “technical reviews” and “inspections” the most appropriate for our purpose in terms of IEEE 1028:2008.

4.1.1 Designing the peer review checklist
Having the template of Karl E. Wiegers [17] and PSP [10] and looking to the most common mistakes
of C++, Java and PHP programmers, we decided to develop two types of checklists: a general one
and a programming language-specific checklist for code reviews. Based on the templates mentioned,
we included general questions having the focus on structure, documentation, variables, arithmetic
operations, loops, branches and others, in totally having 30 questions. Due to the time constraint, the
programming-language specific questions were planned to be developed for the next laboratory.

4.1.2 Choosing a code to be reviewed
A continuous, one-week long brainstorming went among K. Balla, Z. D. Kelemen and G. Bóka regarding the problem to be reviewed. Ideas came about reviewing specific code parts, which include the
most common programming errors, also about writing a small piece of code and then finding the errors
in the peer’s code using the checklist developed. After having experienced teachers included in the
brain-storming, it was discovered, that a part of students struggle with creating long and difficult pieces
of code during programming laboratories, therefore we decided to choose a very easy and small program in order to involve the beginners and experienced developers at the same level.
Looking at the possible solutions we decided to use a well-known example in software testing: the
triangle problem, which is a very useful mini-program for teaching white-box and black-box testing
techniques (see [13] for the specification of triangle problem). Its specification and code are small
enough to be understood quickly and it is relatively easy to make a quick review on it.

4.1.3 Coordinating the way of work during the laboratory
The main constraint to the laboratory work was the time. This laboratory should be fit into a normal
laboratory time which is 2x45 minutes + 2x15 minutes breaks. Other resources as PC-s, development
environment with code highlighting was provided to students.
At the beginning of the laboratory, a 10 minute long presentation on the tasks to be done and code
reviews was given to the students. Review roles and typical techniques were presented in brief, as
well as a web-based review software [14], which was available to use during the laboratory.
The following starting material was provided to the students:
x

task list for the laboratory (see appendix 8.1)

x

specification of the triangle program (the specification can be found in [13])

x

code review checklist (the questions were tailored from [17])

x

code review summary report template (based on the template at [19])

x

web questionnaire for getting student’s feedback (can be found at [18]).

Then students were asked to form 2 persons groups and use the given development environment to
develop the triangle problem in pairs in the first 20 minutes. Students had the opportunity to choose
freely a programming language from the following: C++, Java and PHP. In the next 30 minutes they
got to know the checklist, then they performed the peer reviews on the code of another group. Errors
observed were noted in the checklist and commented in the code. Finally, they were asked to fill a
review report using the template given, summarizing their observations in it. In order to get feedback
from this pilot, informal conversations and a web questionnaire were employed.
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5 Results

5.1

Observations and informal conversations

16 students were present at the laboratory, they formed eight pairs and all of them choose Java for
coding the program. We observed that 20 minutes were enough to finish coding the triangle program
with no major time deviations. After coding, pairs shifted their code to the pairs sitting on their right,
this way creating a circle of reviews. In order to simplify the way of working, from the common review
roles [4][5][7][9] only two were selected: authors and reviewers. The next 30 minutes were also
enough to review the code, based on the predefined checklist with 30 predefined general (programming-language independent) questions. The laboratory has finished successfully, 5 minutes before the
targeted timeframe (2x45 minutes). At the end of the laboratory, students sent their work via e-mail to
the instructor which included their own code, the completed code review checklist, the code review
summary report and the code they reviewed. They were also asked to complete the web questionnaire.
Based on the materials sent by the students, the following findings can be formulated: the minimum
LOC was 58, the maximum was 107, while the average was 80. In total there were 6 serious (for
which a second review process was needed) errors found by 3 pairs. The other 5 pairs have accepted
the codes with minor suggestions. In addition to the serious errors, 10 minor issues were discovered,
from which 6 were related to the program structure, 2 of them were documentation issues, one was
connected to branches and one to checking program inputs.
Based on the informal conversations during the laboratory and breaks, students seemed satisfied with
the timeline and the tasks of the laboratory, many students appreciated the availability of a checklist
for doing such a review, others students considered the problem too simple.

5.2

Result of the questionnaire

The peer review questionnaire (see appendix 8.2) was divided into two parts: the first part was used to
briefly assess the experience of students (7 questions), while the second part contained 9 questions
related to the laboratory. From 16 students present at the laboratory 14 students completed the questionnaire.
The first part of the questionnaire showed that there were 5 students participating with no previous
experience, the other 9 respondents have experience in software development between 1 and 8 years
(for which the average was 1,74 years). 6 out of 14 respondents were working parallel with their studies, most of them at mid-size companies.
The second part of the questionnaire showed that 13 of 14 respondents considered the laboratory
useful and everyone had enough time to perform both the coding and review tasks. Two rating (from 1
to 5) questions were used in this part. The first was about the contribution of pairs in improving the
code quality, for which the average answer was 2,71, while the second one was related to the usability
the of the checklist for which the average rating was 3,86.
In the questionnaire 3 students have mentioned that they would prefer also more specific questions in
the checklist and 5 showed the need for a more complex code.

6 Conclusion
Based on the observations, informal conversations and results of the questionnaire, the code review
laboratory proved to be something new and interesting to students for which they reacted in a very
positive way; 14 of 16 students filled the optional questionnaire, and 13 of 14 considered the labora-
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tory useful. The material sent back of eight pairs via e-mail has shown that both serious and simple
errors can be discovered using even so simple and quick reviews.
There were students who commented that they liked the laboratory (the material and the way of working). This kind of comments appeared both via informal conversations and textually in the questionnaire. On the other hand, others complained about the easiness of the problem to be reviewed, and
comments were made on the checklist used as well.
The average of rankings on the quality improvement of the code and usability of review checklist suggest us that two main improvements might be made:
1. changing the code to a more complex one
2. improve on the checklist by extending it with language specific parts.
A simple problem (and code) was included in order to avoid failures of understanding from the beginners’ side. Even the beginners finished all their tasks in time, which suggest that a bit more complex
problem could be included as well. Changing the code to a more complex one could affect the performance of beginners, but giving more time for the review excluding the coding phase could serve a
good solution. However, using differentiation in code complexity (for beginners and advanced programmers) could be also an alternative solution.
The idea of including language specific questions into the checklist seems useful.. For doing so, most
typical language-specific errors should be collected, included into the questionnaire and injected into
the code.
A further issue connected to the code is the code size. In the students’ opinion it also can be extended
to have a length of 2-3 times the length of the actual one (which was 80 LOC in average).
As a summary: the expected combination of students was present at the laboratory, both experienced
and beginners. Due to their diversity, it can be quite difficult to design a (code review) laboratory which
is appropriate for everyone. However, a harmonization should be made, and we think the usage of a
well-designed, continuously improved teaching material can satisfy both needs. In order to achieve
this, we will continuously improve this training material based on the results of each iteration.
The method used by us (structured questionnaire, observation and informal conversation) in peer reviewing a course material, having both teachers and students participating in the review process will
be useful in reviewing further course materials, as well.
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8 Appendix

8.1

Laboratory Task List

Steps:
1. Choose a programming language (C++, Java, PHP) and form pairs, and look for a pair who
had chosen the same programming language. If there is no such team, choose another programming language.
2. In the first 30 minutes every team should create the triangle program, based on the specification attached. (02_triangle_prog_spec.doc).
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3. In the next 20 minutes review the work of another team using the code review checklist given
(03_code_review_summary_report.doc).
4. Create code review summary report using the template given
(04_code_review_summary_report.doc).
5. Please fill in the code review feedback form found at:
http://zador.cmmi.hu/limesurvey/index.php?sid=48419.

8.2
•

Questions of the web feedback form
Personal Questions
1. Email address
2. Year of study
3. Practical Experience (years)
4. Are you working simultaneously with your studies?
5. Job type
6. How much time (years) did you spent at your current job.
7. Company size

•

Peer Review Experiences
1. Do you consider the code review useful (the code quality as positively affected)? If
not why?
2. How your team contributed to increase the code quality? (1-5)
3. Have you had enough time to write the code? If not how much time would be enough?
4. Have you had enough time to perform the review? If not how much time would be
enough?
5. How useful was the code review checklist? (1-5)
6. How would you improve de code review checklist?
7. Were the appropriate participants present at the review? If not what competencies are
needed?
8. How would you improve the review?
9. Would you recommend anything else to improve the code review process?
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Abstract
Contrary to traditional practices, we consider that software processes should emerge and
evolve collaboratively within an organization. In this article we present our vision of collaborative process authoring, we evaluate and discuss how existing process authoring tools suit this
vision and we suggest a number of improvements to these tools to facilitate the deployment of
a collaborative process authoring method in a large and geographically distributed organization.
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1 Introduction
As the corporate world is growing increasingly aware of knowledge as an invaluable asset, the software process development follows suit. In large organizations, the software processes may grow into
large and complex descriptions of the method know-how of the organization. This holds especially true
if the products developed are large and complex, such as telecommunications or automotive systems
in our case. A geographically distributed development environment further exacerbates the complexity. Process descriptions may be created and maintained using standard productivity software, but in
our experience, specialized software process authoring tools are needed for maintaining complex,
dynamic software process descriptions.
Contrary to traditional practices, we consider that software processes should emerge and evolve collaboratively within an organization. The time of the process developer in the ivory tower is coming to
an end. The software process of the future should be the result of a collaborative effort of the software
professionals of the company, sharing their best practices, methods and learnings.
However, we have found challenges implementing this tenet in practice, especially due to the lack of
proper tool support. In this article we present our vision of collaborative process authoring, we evaluate and discuss how existing process authoring tools suit this vision. Finally, we suggest a number of
improvements to these tools that would facilitate the deployment of a collaborative software process
authoring method in a large and geographically distributed organization.

2 Collaborative Process Authoring
The main purpose of a software process is to support the people involved in the development of software products. There may be other, secondary purposes as well, such as proving the maturity of the
company to a potential customer, or producing a paper trail for legal purposes. In the best case, these
secondary purposes will automatically follow from a good process description. To the extent that they
do place additional requirements on process descriptions, however, we address this issue when necessary.
In this section, we discuss our vision of good software process descriptions and the implication of our
vision on the required features of process authoring tools.
We consider that a good software process description performs the following three tasks: communicate, remind and learn. The first task of a process description is simply to communicate the process to
the project staff. Whenever a new member joins the team, you can point to the process description
and say: “This is how we have agreed to work.” In order to serve this purpose, a process description
will not consist of only work instructions, but also include guidance in the form of instructions, templates and examples.
The second task is to serve as a reminder for the project members, allowing them to check the process during the execution of the project. This differs from the first task in the way in which the process
is presented. When serving as a reminder, the process description needs to display the specific information the reader needs now, rather than present the reader with the entire process.
The third task is different from the others in the direction of information flow. The process description
should be able to learn from the experience of the projects. The process description can then evolve
over time based on the experience and feedback provided by the projects using the process. As such,
the process description can serve as a means for organizational learning as defined in [9].
In order for a software process description to fulfill its tasks of communicating, reminding and learning,
it needs powerful tool support. Although it is possible to edit and maintain short process description
documents using standard productivity software such as a word processor, this approach does not
scale up to large processes. Process authoring tools such as Eclipse Process Framework Composer
[3] and IRIS Process Author [4] simplify greatly the task of creating and maintaining large process
descriptions.
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In the following, we discuss the three tasks of a software process description separately. We argue for
the necessity of each of them and provide a set of requirements we propose for process authoring
tools pertaining to support software process descriptions in their task of communicating, reminding
and learning.

2.1

Communicate: Disseminate Process to All Interested Parties

The software process of an organization encompasses the method know-how of that organization.
This know-how needs to be efficiently disseminated to the project staff in order to be of use.
In our experience, processes are often considered to be an extra burden on top of the “real” work of
developing software, so few software developers make an extra effort to observe the software process
if it is not easily accessible and clearly communicated. For this reason, we often see traditional process descriptions, consisting of a large set of documents either in paper form or represented, e.g., as a
set of PowerPoint slides, failing to be observed by the project staff.
Kellner [11] defines a set of basic requirements on process modeling tools, which we consider to cover
the task of communication well. These include requirements on visualization, support for different
viewpoints, multiple levels of abstraction, the use of a formal syntax, handling of multiple variants and
versions as well as various analysis capabilities. As Kellner formulated his requirements already in
1988, most of them are already well addressed by existing tools. For this reason, we do not specifically list requirements for communicating software process descriptions, but rather focus on the more
difficult tasks of learning and reminding. For further details, we refer the reader to Kellner [11].

2.2

Learn: Collaboration and Tailoring

Ideally, the process description embodies the best practices and lessons learned in the organization,
in order for future projects to learn from the successes and mistakes of earlier ones [8]. The evolution
of the process then becomes a collaborative effort of the company’s method experts, i.e., the project
staff. A process description can in that way be a dynamic knowledge base encompassing the process
experience of the entire organization. As such a knowledge base can grow quite large, it is also important to have the possibility to tailor the process for the specific needs of each project. In this section,
we discuss the needs of collaborative process development and process tailoring.
In order for a process description to be collaborative, it should be possible to comment on and annotate it in a distributed manner by anyone using the process. This is quite a large step away from previous paradigms, where a small group of process experts held the exclusive responsibility for updating
the process description [14]. This requirement does not only have a significant impact on usability, but
also on synchronization mechanisms in order to avoid inconsistencies arising from concurrent updates. Furthermore, there is often a need to make a distinction between parts of the process that are
normative and officially released on the one hand and parts of the process that constitute guidance
and are fully collaborative on the other hand. One example of such a need is if the software process is
required to be appraised with regards to process maturity models or standards such as CMMI [1] or
SPICE [5].
We summarize our collaboration issues in the following three requirements.
Learn 1 Comments and annotations possible for any user.
Learn 2 Support synchronized updates.
Learn 3 Differentiate between normative and collaborative versions of the process.
Every software project is unique. Over the years, many process models have been proposed as solutions for the software crisis and the ever increasing need for efficiency and productivity in software
development projects. But no one process model has yet provided the perfect solution. In the end,
there are no silver bullets that can make every project succeed. In our experience, the specific process needs of a project arise from parameters such as context, criticality, problem domain, size, business model and the experience and personality of the people involved. The agile [12] and lean [16]
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communities today emphasize the need for the process to be defined by the team itself. It would be
inefficient to always start your process definition from scratch, though. For this reason, process engineering today often consists of tailoring the contents of an existing process repository to the needs of
your specific setting [15]. In this way you combine the need for uniqueness with the power of reuse.
The success of a process description then comes to depend on how easy it is to tailor.
In order for a process description to be tailorable there has to be a clear mechanism for extending,
narrowing and redefining process content. When this is done, the need for version handling of both the
original process description and the tailored process description becomes evident. We need to be able
to state what version of the normative process the tailored one is based on. Furthermore, if you consider this feature in combination with the collaborative feature, it becomes clear that the connection
from a tailored version of the process description to its original version needs to be maintained. If this
is not the case, the collaborative work will be in the context of the process instance of the project in
question only, and the lessons learned will be limited to the project in question, thus defeating the
original purpose of organizational learning. Fig. 1 depicts these dependencies between the normative,
the tailored and the collaborative versions of the process description.

Fig. 1. The relations between normative, collaborative and customized process descriptions.

We summarize these issues with software process tailoring in the following requirements.
x

Learn 4 Support version hand ling of the process description.

x

Learn 5 Maintain traceability between original and tailored process descriptions.

2.3

Remind: Providing the Information the Reader Needs Now

In order for a software process description to serve as an efficient reminder, the content has to be
adapted to the specific needs of the reader. A software tester will not want to read 40 pages on requirements engineering and software implementation before finding the parts relevant to testing. So
the reader has to be given the possibility to access the process differently depending on his or her
current role. On the other hand, the tester may be interested to know what other roles he or she
should collaborate with on the activity currently under way or on the artifact under development. So
the reader also has to be given the possibility to access the process differently depending on his or
her current activity and artifact.
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The possibility to access the software process description from different viewpoints was listed as a
requirement already by Kellner [11] and has been further developed since. Today, it is a common feature in process authoring tools, due to the fact that many tools implement the standard meta-model for
software and systems process engineering (SPEM) [13] as published by the Object Management
Group. A meta-model describes the structure of the repository used by a process authoring tool to
store process descriptions. We consider this to be a positive development that, however, does bring
with it some drawbacks.
The standard meta-model is quite complex, which may lead to situations where the software process
description itself gets unnecessarily complex. This in turn may necessitate the creation of company
specific tool usage guidelines, which specify what parts of the meta-model should be used. These
issues encumber the creation of process descriptions that may serve as efficient reminders, since it
becomes difficult for the readers to find the information they need.
For this reason, we consider that process authoring tools should provide a way of easily customizing
the meta-model to meet the needs of the users. The GUI itself may also need to be customized in
order to better present the customized meta-model. Since usage guidelines may still be needed, it
would be beneficial if companies could integrate their usage guidelines closely with the tool.
We summarize these aspects of a software process description serving as an efficient tool for reminding in the following requirements.
x

Remind 1 Enable access to the process through different views based on the need of the user.

x

Remind 2 Support customization of the meta-model.

x

Remind 3 Support integration of company specific usage guidelines in the tool.

x

Remind 4 Support customization of the GUI.

3 Issues with the Current Process Authoring Tools
With the requirements outlined in Section 2 in mind, we have evaluated some of the most popular
open source and commercial process authoring tools available today, namely Eclipse Process
Framework Composer1 (EPC) [3], Rational Method Composer2 (RMC) [6] and IRIS Process Author
(IPA) [4]. In addition, we also included an in-house process authoring tool in the evaluation. The results are summarized in Table 1. We have found that that these tools have some inconveniences that
prevent them from fully meeting all our requirements. In the following, we are going to discuss the
problems encountered.

Table 1. Tool evaluation results (C=Compliant, PC=Partially compliant, NC=Not Compliant)
Req.

In-house

EPC

RMC

IPA

Learn 1

C

PC

PC

C

Learn 2

PC

PC

PC

C

Learn 3

C

NC

NC

C

Learn 4

C

C

C

C

Learn 5

NC

NC

NC

NC

C

C

C

C

Remind 1

1
2

Version 1.2
Version 7.2
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3.1

Remind 2

C

NC

NC

PC

Remind 3

NC

NC

NC

NC

Remind 4

C

NC

NC

NC

Learn: Collaboration and Version Handling

In the first requirement related to the task of learning (Learn 1), we suggest that collaboration between
process authors and process users demands that any user should be able to comment and annotate
the process. We now proceed to present our findings in respect to this requirement.
Many tools are still designed around the traditional process engineering principle, where the processes are designed by a dedicated process engineering team and then exported to the software engineering teams for adoption.
Of the evaluated tools, IPA has the best support for collaboration through its Process Central and Wiki
features. Close behind follows the in-house tool that generates links to the company wiki from every
process entity. Thus, anyone with access to the company wiki can contribute to the process. However,
the changes are not automatically propagated from the wiki to the process authoring tool — they have
to be imported manually (as is the case with IPA as well). EPC/RMC can be configured to provide a
single link for collecting user feedback. It is not possible to specify different feedback links for different
entities within the process.
In Section 2.2 we listed four more requirements which support a process description’s task of learning.
These are related to various aspects of version handling (Learn 4). When it comes to authoring and
documenting process descriptions, a good version control system is important for two reasons: synchronization (Learn 2) and version tracing (Learn 5). Version handling also helps differentiate between
normative and collaborative versions of the process (Learn 3). We now proceed to present our findings in respect to these requirements.
Synchronization becomes an issue in all situations where several actors compete for a limited number
of resources. In this case, several users must be able to work on the process simultaneously without
having to worry about overwriting each other’s changes. This issue is normally resolved by using a
locking mechanism. Two popular locking mechanisms are “Lock-Modify-Unlock” and “Copy-ModifyMerge” (examples of both mechanisms are presented in Chap. 1 in [7]).
Lock-Modify-Unlock prevents other users from editing a locked entity until the lock is released. This is
acceptable if the size of the lock area is small enough. However, if the lock spans large areas of the
process description, it effectively blocks collaboration, as only one user can work on the process description at a time.
Copy-Modify-Merge detects conflicts instead of preventing them. When a conflict is detected, the
slower author has to merge his or her version with the one currently in the repository before it can be
committed. However, if a general revision control system such as Subversion, CVS or ClearCase is
used, this becomes a problem as these systems work with ordinary files. The slower author either has
to revert his or her changes, update the working copy and re-add the modifications manually, or exit
the tool and merge the changes on a raw code level (e.g. if the tool stores its data in XML-files). In
either case, it is a time consuming and error prone process.
IPA has tried to address the synchronization issue by using a built-in Lock-Modify-Unlock mechanism
that works on the process library level. Thus, it is impossible for two users to work on the same process library simultaneously, causing a possible block to collaboration. This problem can be worked
around by making sure the libraries are small enough, which is a good idea in any case as it makes
reuse easier as well. IPA handles version tracing by dumping the process descriptions to XML and
storing them in external revision control systems. The XML dumps can then be re-imported into IPA as
necessary.
The other evaluated tools all rely on external revision control systems for both synchronization and
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version tracing. Thus, they all suffer from the problems mentioned previously in this section.

3.2

Remind: User Interface Issues

As we outline in Section 2.3, a process description’s function as a reminder relies on how efficiently
the user finds the specific information needed at that particular point in time (Remind 1). This in turn
depends on the suitability of the user interface on the one hand (Remind 4) and the suitability of the
underlying meta-model on the other hand (Remind 2). In situations when the user interface and metamodel are overly complex, the user will need easy access to usage guidelines (Remind 3). We now
proceed to present our findings in respect to these requirements.
Most tools use a standardized meta-model such as SPEM [13]. This has the benefit or reducing vendor lock-in and increasing portability between different process authoring tools. However, it has also
led to vendors including in their tools all possible concepts that might be needed to model a process,
resulting in overly detailed process descriptions and complex user interfaces. Few users will actually
need all the functionality, which forces companies to introduce usage guidelines. This in turn makes
the tools harder to use and scare off casual users whose feedback and opinions would otherwise have
been very valuable.
The meta-model in most tools is fixed, i.e. the users cannot define custom entities or attributes. Even
in cases where the meta-model allows customization in principle, the user interface does not support
this in practice. Consequently, the users are forced to model their processes using the predefined
process elements.
Of the evaluated tools, only the in-house tool supports scaling of the user interface, thanks to its customizable meta-model. IPA supports user-defined attributes, making it possible to make some customizations to the meta-model.

4 A Plea for a New Collaborative Process Authoring Tool
In Section 3 we listed issues with many modern process authoring tools. In this section, we are going
to present proposals and ideas to resolve these issues, thereby improving the state of the practice.

4.1 Learn: Integrate Authoring, Publishing and Peer-Review in a
Web-Based System
We believe that the key to continuous process improvement is collaborative process review and editing. To simplify this task we propose to integrate process publishing and authoring tools in the same
web-based system. A clear precedent for this is the wiki, which has lead to massive collaborative efforts such as the Wikipedia. A wiki allows a user to switch from a reader to a contributor role simply by
clicking a button placed next to the contribution to be edited or expanded. There are usually few (if
any) limitations on when or by whom the wiki contents can be modified. However, contributions are
reviewed afterwards by an editor and they can be edited or even discarded if they are not considered
suitable.
In the context of authoring software process descriptions, we propose to use one single web-based
application tool to author, communicate, comment and review software processes within an organization. Although it is possible to use a dedicated desktop-based process authoring tool in conjunction
with a standard wiki to allow free-form discussions in an organization, we believe that an integrated
web-based solution would really foster a collaborative effort where each user of a process description
also becomes a contributor.
One of the main challenges when improving a process description collaboratively is reviewing and
merging multiple contributions from different sources. Although it is possible to use text-based difference, merge and version control tools designed for source code (such as diff, patch and git) or text
documents (such as the revision facilities in Microsoft Word), this may easily lead to inconsistent proc-
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ess descriptions. The underlying problem is that a software process has a graph structure, while it is
often represented as a text (string). Also, complex process descriptions are often split into different
files or pages.
Based on this and in response to the issues presented in Section 3.1, we consider that web-based
process authoring and reviewing systems should implement a model aware diff-and-merge component. This component would allow a user to compare the differences between the two graphs representing two versions of the process description the model level rather than two text strings. The component would also allow a user to merge the two versions using a graphical user interface.

4.2

Remind: Scalable User Interface

We propose that every process also comes bundled with an embedded user interface configuration for
the tool. The configuration would contain information about the attributes and entities that are to be
used for the process, as well as specific usage guidelines as an optional element. That is, instead of
having a complex user interface and a separate usage guideline document that instructs the users
what to fill in and what to leave blank, the tool would only display the fields that are to be filled in and
provide optional corresponding instructions inside the tool, as the user navigates the user interface
(see Fig. 2).

Fig 2. Scaling and filtering of the user interface.

In addition, we propose that the user interface is filterable depending on the needs of the user as described in Section 2.3 (see Fig. 2). A software engineer and a process engineer do not need access to
the same information. This feature is already available in many of the tools3, but only in the exported
process description. We propose that this feature is applied to the user interface as well.
The tool could come with a set of predefined user interface configurations for different types and sizes
of projects. However, it should also be possible to customize these configurations in an easy way, e.g.
similar to the content variability mechanisms of SPEM (see Sect. 6.3.4 in [13]).

3

This feature is called Views in EPC/RMC.
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5 Conclusions and Related Work
In this article we have discussed the importance of a collaborative effort in process authoring and what
we consider are the main challenges in deploying this in practice and how these challenges could be
overcome with proper tool support.
In order to meet the challenges of an industry that requires increased efficiency, agility and streamlining of the software development operations, we consider collaborative process authoring to be of vital
importance.
We have presented three tasks for a software process: communicate, learn and remind. We consider
that the existing authoring tools perform the communicate task well. However, when we consider the
learn and remind tasks, they fall short. The reasons for this are that first, they have been designed
with the traditional process engineering principle in mind, where the processes are designed by a
dedicated process engineering team and then exported to the software engineering teams for adoption; and second, their vendors have included all possible process modeling concepts into them without proper filtering and scaling capabilities. We suggest that the tool vendors shift focus and concentrate on making their tools more collaborative, customizable and scalable to different process sizes.
Among the commercially available evaluated tools, IRIS Process Author (IPA) [4] stands out due to its
innovative way of handling collaborative process development. Its Process Central and Wiki features
come close to the needs we have outlined. The original assumption, however, still seems to be that
process development is driven by a team of process engineers, whereas we propose a completely
decentralized way of working where everyone is a potential process engineer. The linkage between
the normative version and the Wiki version is limited in IPA to a top level link. We would prefer a link
for each process entity. We have been informed, however, that this feature is included in the roadmap
of IPA. It is still unclear how well this feature will interact with process tailoring, as outlined in Section
2.2. The feedback loop from the collaborative version to the normative one is also still unclear.
We can consider that the Cunningham & Cunningham wiki [2] has been used as a collaborative process authoring tool. Many software development approaches have been discussed and criticized in that
web site, and this has been highly influential in the current thinking in agile software development.
However, we consider that free wiki discussions do not replace a structured software process description, although attempts to remedy this situation have been suggested by Wongboonsin and Limpiyakorn [17]. Also, there are no distinctions between the normative version of the processes and the collaborative versions under discussion and review.
In their article “Enough Process - Let’s do Practices” [10], Jacobson et al. present similar concerns to
those presented in this article. They suggest “a shift of focus from the definition of complete processes
to the capture of reusable practices” and that “teams should be able to mix-and-match practices and
ideas from many different sources to create effective ways of working”. In their article, they list some
common problems that many software processes struggle with and provide some interesting ideas on
how to solve them. We think that in addition to the ideas presented in this article, the ideas of Jacobson et al. should be taken into account when the next generation of process authoring tools is designed.
In conclusion, we believe that software process authoring in large organizations is moving in a collaborative direction. In order to support this positive development, we propose that the tool development
effort needs to focus on collaborative authoring, on integrated process presentation and authoring as
well as on more flexible tailoring of the process presentation.
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Abstract
The characteristics of projects and organizations influence process development and must
therefore be taken into account during process tailoring. Software process lines permit process adaptation to include these characteristics in processes. However, it is necessary to define suitable variability mechanisms for software processes, considering the elements that take
part in them, their relationships and their evolution and improvement. An analysis of processes, the elements of which they are composed, and how they may vary, permit the variability mechanism used in product lines to be applied and enhanced to tailor software processes.
Different types of variants and variation points can be distinguished according their use in tailoring processes. These can be used to obtain tailored processes by paying attention to the
elements which will be varied, since the others are managed automatically, thus providing the
means for them to be used through their improvement. The proposed mechanisms consider
simplified tailored process creation whilst simultaneously ensuring transparent process consistence from the process engineer’s point of view.

Keywords
Software Process Lines, Software Process Tailoring, Variability Mechanisms, Variant, Variation Point, Dependences, Software Process Institutionalization
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1 Introduction
Software development has evolved from artisan methods to become more engineering centred, resulting in the creation of software product lines [1]. This approach permits the management of families of
products, which offers some advantages. On the one hand, software product lines make it possible to
tailor products to the user’s needs by making good use of both the similarities and differences between the products. On the other hand, the costs of creating products can be reduced, and the quality
of the product line and its products can be improved while they are generated [1].
Bearing in mind that “software process are process too” [2], several software engineering techniques
have been applied in software process, and this is termed as process engineering. Software process
lines are thus created from product lines [3]. The use of this approach permits processes to be tailored
to the characteristics of both projects (since “just as there are no two identical projects, there are no
two identical processes in the world” [4]) and organizations [5], which is necessary for their survival [6].
Moreover, some process models, such as CMMI, specify software process improvement, which implies that processes need to be engrained in the way in which work is carried out in organizations [7].
In order to engrain, these processes must be tailored according the specific characteristics of each
project and organization. The inclusion of organization characteristics in generic processes by means
of tailoring is thus a key factor in engraining processes in organizations [8].
It is also necessary to learn about the adapted processes in order to improve the way in which the
processes are tailored, and therefore improve the tailored process. Supporting the adaptation of processes by using well defined and well bounded variations implies that any changes are well-known and
well controlled, which facilitates learning about their realization and how to improve it [8]. The mechanisms which permit variations are variants and variation points [9]. The former represent single parts
that vary, and the latter are the parts of the process into which variants can be inserted. They also
define dependences in order to carry out difficult tasks such as guaranteeing the consistence of the
generated processes.
However, in order to ensure ease of consistence and to make its application possible by means of
automatic tools, both a clear specification of the variability elements and a description of their behavior
and the definition of the scenarios in which they may interact are necessary. Tailored processes can
thus be simplified to select the variants which are most suitable for the organization and project, knowing that the process is always consistent.
In this paper we have analyzed the various dependences that may be present in a process line, and
how these dependences affect such variants or variation points. This analysis has allowed us to classify both variants and variation points according to their behaviour and, what is more important, according to how the process engineer views them when s/he is about to tailor a process. Furthermore,
both the view of process lines and the way in which consistence is ensured can be simplified.
Section 2 presents the state-of-the-art in variability in process and product lines and a summarization
of SPEM. Section 3 summarizes the previous approach to manage variability. Section 4 presents the
analysis carried out, which is illustrated through an example. Finally, our conclusions and future work
are presented in Section 5.

2 State of the art
Software process lines are a new discipline and, to the best of our knowledge, very few works concerning variability in process lines therefore exist. In [9] a variability approach to process lines is presented, which will be summarized in Section 3. Furthermore, the Fraunhoufer IESE is working on variability in processes in order to customize software inspection, showing mechanisms based on variants
over several process elements [10].
Several works concerning variability in workflows and business processes also exist. [11] describes
how to use variability in software processes, since organizations must adapt their processes to survive
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[6], in order to manage them as a process line [12]. Variability must be based on conceptual processes, in a similar manner to that of product lines [13]. According to [14] variability allows the propagation of best practices.
However, as process lines are based on product lines, it is possible to apply the software product line
variability mechanisms proposed in literature to the modelling of variability in software process lines. A
variation point is the place in which variability occurs [15], and it has the advantage of adding new
variability implementations, by adding new variants [16], the concrete elements that are placed at the
variation points, each of which implements this variability in a different way [17]. Both of them can be
distinguish by using stereotypes [18]. According to [19], it is possible to specify dependencies and
constraints between these elements. In [20] three abstraction levels for modelling variability with dependencies are presented, and [21] presents patterns with which to build, manage and manipulate
variation points.
If process lines are to be modelled in a usable way, they must be based on process models. SPEM
(Software Process Engineering Metamodel) [22] is the Object Management Group (OMG) proposal
through which to create software processes by using methods. This proposal is one of those most
used by industry because it is independent from any process model.
As is explained in [9], the new 2.0 version of the standard permits variability when methods are being
modelled, or when method components are used to compose process activities. However, it does not,
in itself, permit variability in processes. Furthermore, the mechanisms included in SPEM are not able
to define the core process of the software process line, and the common elements of all the processes
in the line cannot, therefore, be guaranteed. Finally, SPEM does not include specific variability notation to facilitate the use of variability mechanisms when processes are to be tailored. An extension of
SPEM is thus proposed below.

3 Variability in Software Process Lines
An extension of SPEM which permits processes to vary is proposed in [9]. All the elements of this
proposal can be included in a new package in the SPEM ProcessLineComponents metamodel(Figure
1). This new package uses elements from the SPEM ProcessWithMethods and ProcessStructure subpackages, with the aim of adding the variation capability to the process constructors in both packages.

ProcessLineComponents

MethodPlugin

<<merge>>

<<merge>>

<<merge>>

<<merge>>

ProcessWithMethods
<<merge>>

<<merge>>

MethodContent
ProcessBehavior
<<merge>>

<<merge>>

<<merge>>

ManagedContent
ProcessStructure
<<merge>>

Core

<<merge>>

Figure 1: ProcessLineComponents sub-package in the SPEM metamodel
As is shown in [9], variability is basically managed by five elements. The first is the core process,
which contains the common elements of all the processes of the process line with several empty
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points, the variation points, in which the variation occurs. The variants are the concrete elements
which are inserted into the variation points and tailor the resulting process. The LProcElement abstract
class is a super-class of both elements, as Figure 2 shows. Variants and variation points are also abstract elements, and must be concretized from different SPEM concrete process elements as Figure 2
shows, by using the SPEM activity.
The other two elements are dependences between variants and variation points, and the occupation
relationship, used to represent which variant is occupying which variation point. Occupation is a key
element because it makes it possible to convert variation points into process elements, giving support
to variability.
InfrastructureLibrary::Core::Constructs::
Classifier

LProcElement

SPEM::ProcessStructure::Activity

VarPoint

VPActivity

Variant

VActivity

+canOccupy(entrada vp : VarPoint) : Boolean

Figure 2: Metamodel of Variants and VariationPoints in the ProcessLineComponents package
Moreover, process elements such as activities, tasks, roles, and work products do not appear separately in the process models. They are related to each other. These relationships are therefore between variants and variation points as dependences. For example, a product can be an output of a
task (the product is produced by the task), so a relationship exists between the task (source) and the
product (target). When both the product and the task are variants, the relationships become dependences between variants. Dependences help us to ensure the consistence of the processes created
from the process line, and they signify that if an element depends on the inclusion (or exclusion) of
another one, then this dependence must be satisfied by means of including (or excluding) another
element. It is important to know that dependences are defined in the opposite direction to element
relationships because, in order to consider the target, the source must also be considered. Both elements are metamodeled in
Figure 3.
InfrastructureLibrary:: Core::Constructs:
: Dependency

Variant2VariantDependency

-client

Variant
-Occupying

-Supplier
-Client

1

VarPoint2VariantDependency

Exclusive

-Supplier
VariabilityDepencence

*

-Client

Occupation

Variant2VarPointDependency
1

*

-type

VariabilityDependenceType

*

1

OccupationType

-Type

-Supplier
Inclusive

InfrastructureLibrary:: Core::Constructs:
: Generalization

*
-Occuped
VarPoint2VarPointDependency

VarPoint
-Client

Alternative
Optional

1

Mandatory

-min
-max

-Supplier

Figure 3: Metamodel of Variability Dependences and Occupation Relationship

3.1

Process Line Example

The aforementioned elements can be used to define a software process line with which to tailor proc-
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esses [9]. We have defined a process line of the Assessment and Improvement Software Processes
process. This process includes two activities, Assessment and Improvement, and we have defined
variability in both of these. Both have a VPWorkProduct input to introduce variants of work products
(VWorkProduct), and the Assessment activity includes a sucessor VPActivity (variation point of Activity) in which we can place variants of Activities (VActivity) (Figure 4-left). These points can be used to
introduce new elements to tailor the process we are going to create. Figure 4-right shows that there
are several variants related to the core process in order to occupy the variation points.
To create a tailored process, the variation points of the core process must be occupied by the variants
from Figure 4-right. As regards the dependences between the variants (variant2variantDepences)
Figure 4-right shows that this means that the Used Improvement Model will be produced by the Model
Decision task which uses the Result presentation input work product, and the Improvement Manager
role. If we wish to consider the Used Improvement Model it is, therefore, also necessary to considered
the Model Decision, the Result Presentation and the Improvement Manager. The resulting tailored
process is shown in Figure 5.

Evaluator

VPActivity

Scope

VPWork
Product a

Sponsor

Improvement
Request

VPWork
Product b

Improvement
manager Needs and Business
Objetives

Used
Improvement
Model

Evaluation Record
Institutionalized and
Valided improvements

Assessment
Improvement

Model Decision

Responsabilities

Constraints

Additional Assessment
Information
Model

Evaluation Request

Industry Norms Objetive capability
and Test beg
Profiles

Improvement
Manager

Result
Presentation

Figure 4: Assessment and Improvement core process (left side) and their variants (right side)
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Assessment
Improvement

Institutionalized and
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Constraints
Additional
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Assessment
Model

Evaluation Request

Industry Norms
and Test beg
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Figure 5: Process tailored by means of the occupation of its variation points with variants
Figure 5 shows a tailored process created from the process line of Figure 4-left, using the variants of
Figure 4-right to carry out the “include the User Improvement Model into the Improvement Activity as
input work product” variation. It is important to note that since the Improvement Manager role is already part of the core process, it is not included again. Furthermore, this variant cannot be included
because the core process has no variation points of type role. This means that if the Model Decision
VActivity depends on any other role variant which has not already been defined in the core process,
neither the role variant nor the variants depending on it can be included.
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4 Enhanced variability mechanisms to built consistent models
Previously we have stated dependences help to ensure the consistence of the tailor processes, and
drive how to variants and variation points are related [23]. In the methodological framework we have
development; the behaviour of these dependences are vary depending on the elements they related.
The behaviours we have described are the following:
x

Variant-to-variant: these must be used to guarantee that the variants which are going to be inserted do not include inconsistencies between them or the other variants previously inserted into
the process when it is going to be tailored.

x

VariationPoint-to-VariationPoint: these must be used to guarantee that the occupation of variation
points are consistently related to the other variation points which are present in the core process
and their occupation.

x

Variant-to-VariationPoint: These allow variability propagation, i.e., when a variant occupies a
variation point this may force other variants to be placed as a result of variant-to-variant dependences. However, it may sometimes be of interest to include variability in these other variants. For
example, if we insert a task variant, it must be carried out by a role, but it may be of interest to define variability around the role that develops it. These dependences link variation points which are
not included in the core process, but are grouped with variants.

x

VariationPoint-to-Variant: These only signify that the default variant or variants occupy the variation point.

Furthermore, the first two dependences can be defined as either inclusive or exclusive. The first type
implies that if the client element is considered, then the supplier element must also be considered. The
second type implies that if the client element is considered then the supplier element must not be considered. However, only the last two dependences can be defined as inclusive. A new approach is presented by using a modification of the example from the previous section. The consideration of the
aforementioned dependences enables us to carry out a more exhaustive description of the variants,
variation points and the occupation relationship between them.

4.1

New Variants

Variants are components of process lines which permit variability. Considering that dependences affect related variants, we can distinguish between two types of variants:
x

Root variants. These variants are not involved in any variability dependence as the supplier element, unless the client element of the relationship is a variation point. They may or may not be the
client element of any variability dependency.

x

Non-root variants: these variants are involved in at least one variability dependency as a supplier
element.

The type of a variant is not an inherent characteristic, and may be changed. That is, a variant can be a
root variant at one moment (since no variants depends on it), and another variant may later be defined
which depends on the first. The first variant then becomes a non-root variant. Therefore, if a variant is
deleted (because it will become obsolete) other variants can be converted from non-root variants into
root variants.
Specific notations for each type of variant have been created in order to distinguish between them in
graphic diagrams. Variants are represented by means of a “V” placed in the top left-hand corner of the
SPEM element which is used to create the variant. Therefore, root variants use a black “V”, and nonroot variants use a white “V”. Figure 6 shows this notation when applied to activity variants.
These icons and the dependences described in Section 4, are used to draw some related variants in
Figure 7, which shows the difference between the root variant and the others (non-root).
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Figure 6: Icons to represent root and non-root variants

Used Improvement
Model

Model Decision

R
Result Presentation

Organization
Responsible

Figure 7: Set of related variants using the new proposed notation and its dependences
Furthermore, most of the variants and variation points in a process line are interrelated by means dependences. This means that a graph is created over the process line. This graph may be unconnected
or cyclical, according to the dependences defined. We therefore know that by starting from each root
variant it is possible to define a tree of variants which contains the variants the root type depends on
by following dependences.
The definition of root and non-root variants is permitted by using the VariantType abstract class and
two concrete classes associated with the variant class to model the type of variant. Figure 8 shows
variant types related to the Variant abstract class, and how concrete root and non-root variants are
defined by using the example of activity variants (VActivity).
InfrastructureLibrary::Core::Constructs::
Classifier

SPEM::ProcessStructure::Activity

Root

LProcElement
Non-root

VariantType

Variant
1 -VariantType

VActivity

*

Figure 8: Metamodel of variants including the specification of type.

4.2

Variation points

Variation points are empty points that the process line designer places in the core process to be occupied by different variants, which permits variability. However, processes are large, complex structures;
they include several elements and the presence of dependences signifies that the realization of a single variation may imply several variants. Core processes therefore need a greater capability to be
varied and to create consistent processes than the explicitly modelled variation points offer.
Two types of variation points can thus be distinguished:
x

Explicit variation points. These are the points which are explicitly placed in the core process by the
process line designer.

x

Implicit variation points. These points appear in the core process exclusively as a result of the
definition of the process itself. They are not explicitly defined by the process line engineer.

An example of an implicit variation point might be the set of roles working in a process. This point may
be occupied by a role variant. The occupation rules in implicit variation points which ensure consistence in a generated process are shown in Sect. 4.3. Furthermore, a variant may depend on a varia-
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tion point, as is explained in Sect. 4. However these variation points must be explicit variation points.
Since implicit variation points are not explicitly included in the process model, they may sometimes not
appear in the model. But when they are occupied they must be included in the model. Some new
icons have been defined to represent both implicit and explicit variation points with the aim of making
diagrams more readable. Figure 9 shows an empty circle to represent explicit variation points and a
dotted circle which represents an element that is an implicit variation point. Both implicit and explicit
variation points are also shown, using these circles over the original icon.

Figure 9: Circles to represent explicit and implicit variation points, and their application to activities
To allow us to distinguish between both types of variation points, Figure 10 shows the metamodel
which portrays variation points as an abstract class associated with a VariationPointType class. This
class can be defined as an Explicit or Implicit class, to represent the type of variation point. It can be
used to define specific variation points, as is shown in the variation points activity (VPActivity).
InfrastructureLibrary::Core::Constructs::
Classifier

SPEM::ProcessStructure::Activity

ImplicitVarPoint

LProcElement
ExplicitVarPoint

VarPointType

VarPoint

1-VarPointType

VPActivity

n

Figure 10: Metamodel of variation points with the specification of their type

4.3

Obtaining tailored processes from software process lines

Obtaining tailored process from a process line involves placing variants in variation points making use
of variability. In Section 4.1 root and non-root variants have been defined, along with the implicit and
explicit variation points defined in Section 4.2.
Moreover, to achieve correct tailoring it is important know why the variation is carried out. That is, what
is the objective of carrying out that variation in the process. The objective is achieved by means of
variations and is satisfied with the variants that the process engineer selects to vary the process. That
is, from all the variants in the graph, the objective variants are those selected by the process engineer
to vary the process. They themselves control the manner in which they and other variants are inserted
into variation points. According the variants of Figure 7, we know that the Used Improvement Models
root variant is also an objective variant, because it satisfies the “include the User Improvement Model
in the Improvement Activity as input work product” objective variation in the core process of Figure 4left. Other variants are part of the tree created from the objective variant because of their dependences.
Variants can be seen as root or non-root owing to the configuration and dependences of the process
line, which implies the type can be seen as a state (Figure 8). However, variants are objective at the
moment at which they are on the point of becoming part of the new tailored process through the occupation of a variation point. Objective variants can therefore be distinguished through the occupation
relationship which links variants to variation points. The Occupation class in
Figure 3 thus adds the new isObjective:boolean attribute in order to distinguish the variants that satisfy
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objective variations.
As occurs with root variants, trees can be created by starting from objective variants and following
dependences. These trees are composed of root and non-root variants. Used Improvement Models is
the objective variant of the variants shown in Figure 7, and the remaining variants are therefore part of
the tree it has created.
Furthermore, root variants and objective variants are related. Root variants may be included in a tree
of objective variants for two reasons. The first is when the root variant is selected as an objective variant, as occurs in Figure 7. The second is when it is pre-selected as a default variant of an explicit
variation point (and related because of a VariationPoint-to-Variant dependence). Non-root variants are
included in this tree because the root variant depends on it. However, the process engineer may also
select a non-root variant as objective variant. In this case, it is considered to be a root variant, its variability dependences as a supplier element are not considered and it defines its own tree.
When objective variation trees are going to be inserted in the core process the occupation of variants
in variation points is limited owing to consistence. Variants include the canOccupy (v:VariationPoint)
procedure shown in Figure 2. This procedure, which is defined for explicit variation points, ensures
that variants are placed in suitable variation points because of consistence. As objective variants are
selected to vary the process, they must satisfy the canOccupy procedure with the explicit variation
points they are going to occupy. As regards root variants, if they are an objective variant they must
satisfy the canOccupy procedure with an explicit variation point. If they are not an objective variant
they are included in the tree because they are the default variant of an explicit variation point. Both
reasons signify that the root variant must be placed in an explicit variation point and this point will be
suitable for the variant. In the case of non-root variants acting as objective variants, they must occupy
an explicit variation point as is explained with root variants.
However if non-root variants are not the objective of a variation they are considered in the core process owing to a root variant. There is therefore consistence between both variants as a result of dependences, and there may of course be consistence between the root variant and the explicit variation
point of the core process (Figure 11). The consistence of non-root variants is thus ensured through the
root variant. This means that it is unnecessary to check the consistency of the points they are going to
occupy, and they can of course occupy implicit variation points, or explicit variation points. Table 1
summarizes the variants that can occupy different variation points.
Consistence between them ensured
by means Variant2Variant
Dependencies

I

Core
Process
Figure 11: Ensuring consistence between non-root variants and implicit variation points by
means of root variants
As we have seen, inserting the variant tree of Figure 7 into the core process of Figure 4-left is not possible because it does not have a role variation point, as was explained in Section 3.1. However, by
using the proposed approach, this situation does not occur, since the role in this tree of variants is a
non-root role variant and is not the objective variant. It can therefore occupy any of the implicit role
variation points in the process, according to Table 1. The set of variants can be thus considered in the
core process and it is possible to carry out the proposed variation, as is shown in Figure 11
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To sum up, non-root variants are able to occupy implicit variation points. This makes it easy to ensure
consistence in tailored process models, because it is possible to place the variants that are not the
objective of a variation in generic places of core processes (named implicit variation points). Variants
may thus be improved, or can be reused from similar process lines, and will be suitable for use.
Table 1: Occupation rules according to variants and variation point types
Type of variant

Type of variation point it may occupy

Root variant

Explicit variation points

Non-root variant but objective variant Explicit variation points
Other non-root variants

Either explicit and implicit variation points

5 Conclusions
This work shows that it is necessary to tailor processes to make them usable. A variability mechanism
based on variants and variation points additionally makes tailoring possible. These elements are
therefore added to SPEM in order to enable process lines and tailored processes to be created. A
classification of both variants and variation points, have been presented according to the dependences that are defined between them and their behaviour. Furthermore, we have analyzed how they
are used to configure tailored processes and thus how their type affects the way in which they may
interact with each other, showing an example of their application.
Overall, this approach facilitates the user’s capacity to personalize his/her own processes according to
his/her necessities. Tailoring is simplified to the decision of which variants will satisfy the objective
variations, and the selection of the variation points they are going to occupy. Moreover, process consistence is automatically ensured in a (from the user’s point of view) transparent manner by controlling
the behaviour of the elements and managing related variants in the correct way.
This approach is also applicable to process modelling tools to allow them to model process lines, and
enables processes to be automatically personalized. What is more important, since variants are
atomic elements they can, if necessary, be readjusted during the process execution, and their use can
be studied to improve the way in which they are used to improve processes, or to create new variants
according to new variability necessities.
Furthermore, considering that variants are organization assets, they can be use to tailor different core
process. Other variants can be created in order to better tailor processes. Both variants and core
processes can be improved in their own way. The use of the presented approach to configure processes signifies that variants can be used to tailor processes throughout their evolution and improvement.
Future work is focused on three directions. The first is to carry out experiments to prove the understandability of this approach, and its application to real process families will later take place. Its application in the COMPETISOFT [24] process model will be carried out to adapt the model to several organizations in various Latin American countries. The second is to include this approach in process
modeling tools with the aim of supporting process line management and process tailoring.
Finally, we are working on process institutionalization environment [8] which will include this approach
and offers other capabilities such as the flexibilization of process models during their execution to
make them similar to real processes. Furthermore, this makes the realization of process mining over
variants and core processes possible by using the resulting executed processes to improve the variants, the core processes and thus the way in which processes are tailored.
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Abstract
Software process modeling has evolved fast during the past few years. New dedicated modeling standards and process-based tools have been introduced. Emerging trends of the process
modeling could bring even more radical changes. These changes have affected the work of
common software industry practitioners. Results of a qualitative survey, which was conducted
amongst Finnish software practitioners, are presented in this paper. The goal of the survey
was to map the attitudes of the practitioners towards the use of software methodologies and
software process modeling in their own work. In addition the practitioners provide expert
analysis on the emerging modeling trends. The answers of the practitioners are analyzed in
this paper and conclusions are given on how the practitioners see the current state and the
near future of the software process modeling.
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1 Introduction
Software process modeling and software process models are essential techniques in making understandable process descriptions. Efficient modeling and clear, up-to-date process models are essential
part of many software process improvement (SPI) activities. Several different techniques have been
used to construct the models: Work-flow diagrams, more advanced business process modeling languages, and also dedicated software process modeling languages. Development in the field of software process modeling has enabled new applications for the models and brought the models closer to
the every-day project work in the software industry.
Many practical applications of the process modeling require strong tool support. For example a simple
task like keeping a process model up to date can become laborious with basic office tools. Existing
modeling language standards simplify and in many cases enable the implementation of modeling
tools. Modeling languages standards are also essential for model reuse and model interchange between different organizations. There has been swift development in both modeling standards and tool
support during the past five years. This development has increased the software industry’s interest
towards the software process modeling.
Second version of the Software Process Engineering Metamodel (SPEM) modeling language standard
[1] was released in 2007. The SPEM modeling language has provided a foundation for development of
new generation of software process modeling tools. IBM has constantly published improved versions
of its Rational Method Composer (RMC) [2] modeling tool which is indirectly based on the SPEM standard. Partly based on the RMC code, almost identical tool is freely available through the Eclipse Process Framework (EPF) project [3]. The EPF project also distributes models of several popular process
methodologies. Latest advancement is the IBM's Team Concert tool [4] which uses simple process
models as a mean to configure the project tools (e.g. user rights, version tracking rules and communication). Microsoft has also same kind of ideas in their Visual Team System product [5].
This paper reports the results of a qualitative survey of software practitioners' attitudes on software
process modeling. There were three goals for the survey. First goal was to get objective information
about the current state of the process modeling in the software industry. This was done by obtaining
information about practitioners’ personal attitudes towards process modeling and also about the
underlying work methodologies. Second goal was to get expert analyses on the upcoming trends of
the process modeling. Third goal was to evaluate the research team’s own beliefs of the process
modeling which were based on the literature and the team’s own experiences.
The research was conducted as a two-part qualitative survey. In the first part the respondents answered the web-based questionnaire at their own pace. The questionnaire included mainly open questions grouped in three categories: 1) Influence of work processes in respondents' own work, 2) influence of process models in respondents' own work, and 3) analysis on the upcoming trends of process
modeling. In the second part of the survey the answers of the selected respondents were supplemented during personal interviews. The interviews were done after the preliminary analysis of the
answers of the first part questionnaire.
The survey results were analyzed by our research team. The team consisted of both university researchers and industry practitioners. The idea was to use a scientific method to get relevant results,
which would also serve industrial needs. During the analysis the research team tried to find common
elements and also contradictions in the answers to form meaningful conclusions. In addition to the
qualitative analysis, the team used straightforward quantitative methods to analyze the respondents'
answers to certain, individual questions. It should be noted that the percentage values presented in
this paper can not be directly generalized outside this study.
The structure of the paper is following. In Section 2 the respondents' opinions on the impact of the
software methodologies, processes and models to their every-day work are presented. In Section 3
respondents' views on the selected software process modeling trends and the future of the software
process modeling are analyzed. Section 4 presents the research team’s plans on continuing and extending the research of practitioners' opinions on the software process modeling. Finally in Section 5
the paper is concluded.
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2 Current State of Modeling
The questionnaire was send to several software companies from the research team’s partner network
in Finland during spring 2009. Twenty practitioners (N=20) from fifteen different companies participated the survey. The total number of people who actually received the invitation to the survey is hard
to determine, but about one fourth of those who opened the survey web page actually filled the survey.
Respondents’ company sizes varied quite evenly from micro companies to large companies. The roles
of the survey respondents varied from developer and project manager to process engineer and company executives. When the more detailed work descriptions of the respondents were analyzed there
was usual variation between the work descriptions. No particular sector of the ICT industry was overemphasized. Most of the respondents worked in the various software development projects, but there
were also respondents working in e.g. ERP system development, methodology engineering and maintenance projects. The exact distributions of company sizes and respondent work roles are presented
in Table 1.

Table 1 Company sizes and roles of the respondents
The respondents were inquired about the methodologies and process frameworks their employees
had implemented. This was done to better understand the use of process modeling and modeling
needs in respondents' everyday work. Based on the detailed answers, it can be said that most of the
respondents were quite well aware of the methodologies used in their companies and the maturity of
the used methodologies.
It was found out that 85 % of the respondents recognized at least one methodology to be used in their
company. The methodologies used in the respondents' companies varied and there was not one
clearly dominant methodology. For example ISO standards, ITIL, RUP or variant, CMM(I) and Agile
methodologies were mentioned by multiple respondents. Half of the companies used more than one
methodology. Usually a standard methodology was accompanied by company's own process methodology or guidelines. The maturity of the used methodologies also varied: 40 % of the companies had
used a methodology for several years and 40 % were at the beginning of the methodology adoption. It
could be seen from the answers that almost all of the companies were constantly developing their
processes and evaluating underlying methodologies.
The information presented above is mainly background information. The respondents' views on the
benefits and drawbacks of the methodologies and process modeling are analyzed next.
By analyzing the overall attitudes of respondents it can be concluded that 65 % of the respondents
found the process frameworks beneficial for their work, 15 % had negative experiences, and 20 % had
neutral attitude. Negative experiences seemed to be result of poorly defined or too inflexible processes. Although many respondents had positive overall experience, most of them also found some
negative aspects in the use of the methodologies. In addition many respondents emphasized that the
use of the guidelines and the methodologies has to be adapted case by case in order to get the most
out of them.
More detailed analysis of attitudes revealed that the many respondents saw the methodologies as a
kind of foundation for either the development work itself or the improvement activities. Many of them
also said that methodologies enable reuse of practices which in turn saves time in different phases of
project work. On the other hand the reuse could lead to repeating old mistakes. Other more negative
attributes connected to the methodologies were inflexibility and unnecessary overhead caused by a
methodology.
Although only 20 % of the respondents worked mainly with methodology improvement issues, almost
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all respondents had participated in the process improvement activities: 55 % directly, 35 % indirectly
e.g. by giving feedback about the process, and 10 % had not participated at all.
The use of the software process modeling was investigated by a set of yes / no claims about the state
of the process descriptions and modeling in the respondents' companies. The answers are collected in
Table 2. It can be said that while the use of standard methodologies was unexpectedly high in the
respondents' companies the use of process modeling seemed to be more normative. The table shows
that the advanced process modeling techniques like dedicated modeling tools, formal process models
and use of modern process modeling language were still rare in the companies. It is also notable finding that number of the ”unknown” answers increased when more technical issues were inquired.

Table 2 How the work processes are documented in respondents' companies
The process modeling tools and languages the respondents use in their work was also inquired. 35 %
of the respondents used dedicated process modeling tools, 25 % used some other tools like drawing
software while 40 % did not use any process modeling tool or language. SPEM was mostly used
modeling language while Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) and Universal Modeling Language (UML) were also in use.
The concrete use of the process models revealed that about half of the respondents used models just
to access common document templates or checklist. Only one fourth of respondents mentioned process models as a tool for process tailoring and software process improvement. The question about the
use of process models also showed that many people used the word “model” as a synonym for the
word “methodology”. This was confusing because the research team used the word “model” to represent a result of modeling efforts.
The respondents would develop the use of the process models and modeling in their company in various ways. Only 75 % of all respondents actually answered to the model development question. All of
them saw improvement possibilities and were able to specify clear development suggestions. Many
respondents mentioned that the modeling tools should be improved and the use of dedicated modeling language increased. One respondent noted that this could take longer than expected: "Formal
modeling is our next step but this step is bigger than we first thought".
Some respondents wanted to increase flexibility of the models. One rationale behind this was to enable tailoring of the models for different situations. There were also suggestions about making a library
of more detailed process models for different small scale situations. This approach resembles the
emerging practice-based process modeling [6] [7] which is probably still quite unknown amongst the
practitioners. Rest of the respondents wanted to increase the use of models by making them clearer,
easier to read, and more comprehensive. Also training for using the models was needed.
Answers about the process modeling seemed to suggest that the maturity of the software process
modeling was lower than the maturity of software methodologies which were used in companies. 85 %
of the respondents knew that their company utilizes at least one development methodology but only
60 % used some kind of modeling tool. It also seems that the respondents were more familiar with
methodologies and their use than meaning and the use of the software process modeling.
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3 Emerging Trends
The second goal of the survey was to get practitioners' analysis on the vitality of emerging software
process modeling trends. Three most interesting modeling trends were selected based on the research team’s previous research [8] and the recent advancements in the modeling techniques. The
trends that were presented to the respondents were:
x

Distributed process modeling. Distributed process modeling is an approach which emphasizes
bottom-up modeling practices. Portions of the process models are done in the projects where the
process is used. This approach is opposite to the top-down, process engineer led process modeling. In practice, both aspects have to be taken into consideration. Techniques for distributed process modeling are proposed e.g. in the paper [9].

x

Light-weight process modeling. Light-weight process modeling means focusing only on the
most important elements during the process modeling. Idea is to quickly form a starting point for
longer modeling efforts or to quickly illustrate the current state of the process. The approach is opposite to the traditional business modeling techniques where target is to generate very accurate
models. Techniques for light-weight process modeling are described in the papers [10] [11].

x

Decrease of project-process-gap. There's always overhead when process description and
methodologies are enacted into an actual project organization. The gap can lead to process deviations and make measuring the project difficult. The gap can be decreased with modern process
modeling techniques for example by configuring the project tools using the actual process descriptions. Ivar Jacobson has discussed about the project-process gap and developed a practice-based
method to deal with the issue [6]. Process modeling techniques for reducing the gap are presented e.g. in the paper [12].

The respondents were asked to evaluate whether the techniques described in the trends would be
applicable to their own work and if they would benefit from these trends. They were also inquired to
analyze if some of the techniques were already applied in their companies.
Surprisingly many of the respondents had hands-on experiences on the distributed process modeling:
30 % of them had at least tested the principles related to this trend. Half of the respondents had positive attitudes towards this trend while others were neutral about the trend. The respondents liked the
idea that the process users can directly affect the process models. They also saw that it is efficient to
define process where it is used. This way there would be less process deviations in the project level
and the overall process model would better resemble the reality.
The respondents found also many possible pitfalls in the distributed process modeling. The largest
concern was the integration of the distributed models into one company-wide model. Many respondents mentioned that strict distributed modeling would not work, but traditional top-down techniques
would still be needed to accompany the distributed modeling. There were worries about extra workload and insufficient skill levels of the project workers who would have to participate more actively in
process modeling. As a solution the respondents offered a modeling facilitator who would do the actual modeling in co-operation with the project team, and take care of the integration and other technical issues.
The light-weight process modeling was a little bit more unfamiliar concept: Only two of the respondents had tried the techniques related to this trend. Controversially to the previous trend even 70 % of
the respondents had positive attitudes towards this trend. The respondents liked the idea to model
only necessary elements and reduce unnecessary overhead. The trend was connected to the principles of agile methods by several respondents. Iterative process development was also mentioned.
The largest problem with light-weight modeling was how to identify the most important process elements and define the detail level of the modeling. Solutions for this problem were not found. Some
respondents also identified that the light-weight process modeling has very focused applicability: It
works best for sketching and piloting new methodological ideas, and for forming a starting point for
longer lasting process modeling efforts.
The decrease of the project-process gap with process modeling techniques was clearly the most abstract concept for the respondents. Although 65 % of the respondents had positive attitudes towards
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this trend, the analysis was not as detailed as with the previous trends. The main message was that it
is hard to see how the project-process gap is actually decreased because the tools and modeling
standards do not yet fully support this approach.
The survey was concluded with the question about the respondents' own opinions on the future trends
of the software process modeling. Almost all respondents saw that meaning of the process modeling
and process methodologies will generally increase in the near future. The respondents emphasized
the importance of the development of the both process and project tools, and their interoperability. It
seemed that there are methodologies, modeling languages and tools available already but their maturity is still quite low. Full potential of the modeling technologies is still to be reclaimed. Optimistically,
the respondents believed that this will eventually happen.

4 Further Work
As mentioned before, this was a qualitative survey and therefore percentages presented in the paper
give only hints on which issues were more important and which were less important for the respondents as a whole. Because of the small sample (N=20) the percentage values themselves are not
statistically significant.
This study acts as a starting point for a longer research on the practitioners' attitudes and expectations
towards the software process modeling. The qualitative analysis presented in the paper was a necessary step to form understanding of the modeling issues that are important for the practitioners. Next
the research team is planning to conduct a statistical survey that will provide more comprehensive
information on tighter formulated set of hypotheses.
In the study presented in the paper the population and the sample was limited to the Finnish software
practitioners. Therefore conclusions can be drawn only about Finnish software industry. In the following study the survey will be conducted in several other countries as well. There might be regional differences on the attitudes since the software methodology culture seems to vary geographically. In the
following study the research team expects to deepen understanding on the differences of the attitudes
of different employee groups by using more formal statistical analysis.
It will also be interesting to follow how the field of the software process modeling will evolve in the near
future. As the study continues the research team will observe how well the expert analyses of the respondents realize.

5 Conclusions
There should not be big surprises in the overall results of the survey for those who have followed the
recent development of the software process modeling concepts, methods, languages, and tools. Practitioners welcome, with healthy criticality, new methodologies that will improve their ability to do their
every-day work better. Naturally the methodological frameworks do not offer a silver bullet, but some
kind of structures and guidelines are clearly needed in the software work.
The software process modeling concepts seem to be still a little bit unfamiliar for the practitioners,
although the project and development methodologies are quite well known. Reason for this might be
the immaturity of the modeling languages and the tools. It should also be noted that only portion of the
practitioners actually modify the process models, and therefore work directly with the modeling tools
and languages. For others it is sufficient to understand the models and maybe give constructive feedback about them. This situation might however be changing because of the trends presented in this
paper.
The unity of the practitioners' answers for the survey was interesting. Despite the fact that the respondents represented many different work roles and different-sized companies, they all looked quite positively at the methodological issues and changes in the process modeling field. Maybe the people who
are interested in these kinds of issues became selected as the respondents and this somehow biased
the results. However, it can be said that there are people in the software industry who are open-
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mindedly willing to adopt new methodologies, but at the same time they expect to see direct improvements in their work environment.
Acknowledgements: The authors wish to thank all practitioners who participated the survey from Digia,
Codebakers, Ericsson, RP5 Software, Samlink, Sesca and several other software companies.
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Abstract
ADV is a Spanish Small Medium Enterprise (SME) software manufacturer interested in
improving processes to approach software factory philosophy for projects. As a result of a joint
project with Universidad de Alcalá, a new process for automating code production has been
devised following a component-based approach. After applying this approach to production of
COTS software, benefits reported by developers suggest a significant improvement in maintainability and quality as well as in cost reduction although adaptation and training requires
medium-high level of effort.
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1 Introduction
ADV is software manufacturing SME located at the Technology Entrepreneurship Area of Alcalá de
Henares (Spain). Software products of ADV are used by more than 400 companies covering different
areas as digital printing companies (57%), cardboard manufacturers (11%) and a great variety of customers, none of them represents more than 2% of the business. It usually collaborates through R&D
projects with Universidad de Alcalá (UAH) in the area of software development and engineering. In
2007 it launched a project to implement an improved process for code generation for environments
based on Visual Studio, .Net and Postgres Database. The idea was to apply to code generation and
test a philosophy equivalent to software factories.
Obviously, the term software factory embraces a variety of concepts not always equivalent. On one
side, Microsoft has included this expression to its .net framework while promoting a fast component
integration scheme with a limited conceptual framework. In fact, [4] defines a software factory as production approach where tools, processes and contents are configured to allow automation of development and maintenance of archetypical products, adapting, assembling and configuring components
of its MS Framework. However, during 21st century, many software factories initiatives conceived as
work centres promoted by large multinational companies have been implemented. In many cases, the
idea was centred in specific types of development projects and the emphasis was on adequate location (off-shore, near-shore, close-shore, etc.) to promote cost savings (e.g., salaries, installation costs,
taxes, etc.) where life cycle was limited to detailed design, code generation and testing; project teams
were permanent and using always the same routines and processes. Adopting this view, definitions as
“high productivity environment for software development to achieve competitive solutions in time and
cost for the customers while following software development standards” or “service unit where each
group of specialist is responsible of a specific phase of life cycle: definition, specification, development, testing and implementation”, etc.[5] are applicable to these initiatives. In general, high level of
organization and coordination, mature processes, management disciplines and automation with tools
are common characteristics [6].
ADV decided to work along this line of specialized work on code generation for developing specific
products through intensive use of tools and component-based process. Best practices extracted from
traditional process models were implemented for initial phases of life cycle, especially on requirements
management. In order to address this challenge, a specific light-weight process supported by tools
was created as recommended in [4][7]. The basic idea is productivity enhancement through a component-based philosophy [8][9] with strong tool support.
In this paper, Section 2 presents implemented life cycle and development processes while section 3 is
focused on process automation. Section 4 presents some results from the implementation of the process and Section 5 outlines conclusions and future lines of work.

2 Process for design and code generation based on components
The R&D experts (2 researchers) and the development team (2 developers) of UAH began the project
with a series of meetings with managers of ADV as well as subsequent proposals of code generation
processes to optimized it to the specific characteristics of applications portfolio of the company. The
result, after several versions and test, was a sequence of four activities which has been implemented
as guideline for detailed design and code generation of each application starting from a data model as
seen in Figure 1. Defined processes and activities are the following ones:
x

Process 1, Data model and data base definition. Starting from specifications a description is
generated as a component which may be reused for application which is based on the same model. It is also possible to get this definition from an existing database.

x

Process 2, Generation of data components. Adopting a component-based approach within a
mutilayer architecture, next step is the generation of control classes of relations between applica-
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tion and database. According to the proposed methodology, code generation is supported by
common components which are independent of specific data base to be chosen; they will be
complemented by those generated in step 1.
x

Process 3, User interface generation. Graphical user interface components for the presentation
layer will be generated from the components generated in previous phases. Again, a series of basic components are available for the organization but developers may create more advanced ones
combining basic elements. It is also possible to combine predefined styles to components to enable customization.

x

Process 4, Application composition. Last stage (consistent with traditional component
methodologies [8][9]) is the composition and integration of components. Here many of the
advantages of following previous steps arise because developers do not need to dive in the code
to generate the application. Thanks to supporting mechanism based on tools, a step-by-step
process is devised and code is automatically generated. Anyway, developers have the option of
changing external view of the application because several global styles may be applied to
components. EuroSPI Listings.

Fig. 1. Implemented process for code generation

3 Automation details
This component-based process for code generation adapted to a portfolio of business applications has
been implemented using several tool complements added to Visual Studio environment. This enables
a compact support to development where it is possible to integrate controlling and management
mechanisms like configuration management of components and elements with the subsequent supporting actions. Development size with the corresponding supporting libraries was 30 KLOC. Major
difficulties arose in the integration with Visual Studio due to some inconsistencies in the documentation regarding its real behaviour.
In general, all basic steps integrate Wizard-like helpers to assist developers. This enables a good
standardization of code as well as better results during testing given the fact components have been
exhaustively tested. All these features lead to easier maintenance.
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Fig. 2. View of one of the components of the supporting environment

4 Benefits perceived by developers
As presented above, this paper presents a project to improve productivity and quality based on implementing a new code generation process within the life cycle of a SME. Given the characteristics
and environment of the company, it was decided to intervene in the smallest portion of development
activities to generate value for developers with a strong tool support integrated within other process
like configuration management and project management.
In order to analyze impact of this initiative, developers of the company who have experienced the integration of this set of process and tool environment in their daily project practice were requested to
answer an anonymous questionnaire. The sample included programmers as well as project managers
with an experience in software development ranging from 2 to 23 years (average of 8.1 years). Collected data are still limited because not all the technical workforce of the company has experienced
the new methods in real work although 7 and internal and 7 external workers have answered the survey.
Results can be summarized as follows:
x

100% of respondents report reduction in effort to generate code for applications. A 54% reduction
is the average of their estimation. A basic application with a limited amount of objects and tables
(e.g., classical basic library management system requires a bit more than two hours to have an
almost final version).

x

71.4% considers this generation process have a strong impact on getting higher reliability of code
whereas the others rank the improvement as light.
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x

85.7% report a high enhancement of code maintainability whereas the rest suggest a light one.
Improvement of maintainability is supported by the fact applications are based on a common
structure and developers always work in the same level of abstraction.

x

57.14% of respondents indicate that new process and associated tool support requires a big effort
of adaptation by developers: the other half ranks the required effort as medium. They reported an
average effort of 4 days to reach an adequate level of command, of course once a minimum expertise in Visual Studio and .net is present.

x

However, 100% accepts the new approach because benefits overcome the inconvenience of the
adaptation phase.

Although these are not definitive data, management of the company as well as developers are satisfied with the results.

5 Conclusions
Although software process improvement proposals tend to be centred in general life cycle processes
and known process models, for many SMEs their firsts steps to gain productivity as well as process
maturity is to implement specific actions with not so conventional methodologies. In this case a software manufacturing SME which core business centred in COTS software for industrial decided to work
on the line of component-based development because it would offer more solid benefits. Thanks to an
R&D project, ADV is benefiting from a more mature code generation process fully integrated with a
strong tool support to its main development environments based on .net and Visual Studio. It is also
integrated with configuration management processes supported with a CVS system through an integration utility (WinMerge). ADV is not planning the implementation of SPI based on general models
(CMMI [10] o ISO 15504 [11]) in a short term although it is included in its long-term strategy. However,
informal evaluation of current processes of ADV done by managers suggest the company would cover
practices associated to an equivalent to level 3 of staged representation of CMMi in different areas.
As an ongoing line of action, company is implementing a full automated monitoring and effort measurement process to feed data to its project management process thanks to the capture of Visual Studio
events and its recording in local files as activity log data for developers. This data will help in the creation of more precise estimation methods for projects once a significant database with cumulated historical data, especially because the MS solution (Team System) is unaffordable by a SME. Anyway,
UAH and company have agreed to collect more data on real usage and benefits through questionnaires and effort information captured from configuration management system and environment events:
the objective is to analyze more precisely the impact of the solution
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Abstract
In this paper, we describe a framework with three perspectives that is the basis for handling
any process improvement and operational implementation of organisational change successfully in even the smallest set up. It adds the perspective of the individual as a supplement to
often referenced process improvement and change models, obtaining the ability of improving
small and medium sized enterprises (SME’s) with low costs, fast results and high rate of success.
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1 Introduction
The Small and Medium sized Enterprises (SME’s) we meet are often challenged by very limited overhead for long-term activities not directly linked to the business. Their perspective is to make the next
project reach its goals and ensure continuous business.
Experience shows that many process improvement initiatives do not obtain the expected results, if any
business improvement at all. It also shows that it is often very expensive and long-term before benefits
start to come. To obtain a step in maturity from e.g. certified CMMI level 2 to level 3 takes at least 2
years for most organisations. At the same time the correlation between more and better businesses in
the short run is low, when the organization e.g. follows the CMMI model default recommendations.
The stories that more than half of all CMMI improvement initiatives fail, are also heard in the SME’s.
Many investigations have tried to find the reasons for this low rate of success, though not been able to
point to one single or few root-causes. What we have observed in some development organisation, is
that a lot of effort is put into analysis of what changes to focus on, but very limited effort to ensure the
new and better world is actually implemented to change the way individuals do their job. E.g. that an
organisation of 100 developers can use more than EUR 100.000,- for an analysis of the best place to
start, but then simply ask the middle management to do the implementation with very limited extra
time and no extra budget.
We have also seen that organisations, in order to avoid putting development projects at risk, centralise
the improvement. This result in a major effort for the centralised group is to obtain and keep resource
allocation for the improvement tasks, while projects reduce the effort for implementation as they often
do not see the benefit of being involved.
In short, seen from the small and medium sized organizations, the risk is high and probability of success is limited, e.g. for obtaining ROI or even reduction of internal problems. There will most likely be
other, much more prosperous initiatives with less risk to invest the limited resources in…
This picture leads many organisations to only quick fix the problems on the short run. Problems do
arise and need to be taken care of, but they see broad initiatives as high risk and very expensive.
They reduce changes to a few people in one project, with no money for competent support or optimal
solutions. Sometimes this does actually solve the concrete problem on the short run, sometimes not.
In any case, they forget the optimisation when the team splits into new projects. The investment only
gave a limited pay back.
In the investigation of the Danish company Systematic and how it obtained CMMI level 5, Pries-Heje,
et al (2008), there is the finding that not before level 3 was obtained the organisation had learned how
to do efficient process improvement that lasts.
In order to change the organisation we see a need to have a less detailed investigation and to invest
more money in obtaining a lasting change.
We see a need for focusing on changing the things that are needed – here and now – and to implement the change in a way that reduces the project risk instead of increasing it.
We see a need for organisations to understand that doing process improvement requires structure,
knowledge and skills in change implementation, to obtain success. Often this is not seen by the organization or not accepted to be a capability important enough to build up in a structured way.
We often meet companies with major process challenges, and to be able to help, we need an approach that companies quickly become comfortable with and where they feel they control the activities
and expenses. It must be flexible to adapt to the situation in hand, taking the people and their view of
the world into account. Most importantly, it must be able to predict and create visible improvements in
both micro-steps and in larger initiatives, with a very high chance of success.
We believe an approach like this is beneficial for anybody, who is involved in operational process improvement!
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2 Perspectives in Process Improvement
We see three main perspectives, which any organisation need to be aware of and use to define goals
and set expectations from. This we base on the above and inspiration from CMMI/Bootstrap structure
of processes and their dependencies doing process improvement, Agile development focus on creating value and risk minimization through focus on delivery with short intervals, Change Management as
seen by Kotter (1996/2002) listing the foundation for success with change implementation and
Weinberg (1997) focus on changes start with the individual and in the end rely on good change agents
- and our own experience gained in working with SME’s, saying you need to respect the short term
focus and start where each company are to obtain success.

Who to involve
…
Organization
Group or team
Individual

Personal

Challenge

Project

Clarification
Proof of Concept

Org. standardization
Optimized
Areas to improve

Injection
Improvement program
Improvement activity

Figure 1 Framework for setting expectations and goals for Process Improvement activities

The framework is described in more details below.
An important point is that you do not need to do it all from scratch. The framework must be used to
decide where to start and where to stop each iteration. You do one small step at a time, deciding for
the next step, when you are ready to start it.
It is an important principle to finalize each step before moving resources to other tasks. This is an old
truth e.g. described by Kurt Lewin in 1951. He called the principle Unfreeze-move-freeze and it is a
very important point when changing people and organizations. If you stop before you have ensured
the change has become a part of the organisation and people’s daily work, people will go back to old
habits and the way “we used to” and you wasted your change effort!
The ability to help is one more principle, not shown in the framework, but still very important! We see
the words below by the Danish philosopher Søren Kierkegaard as a primary guide, when helping people and organisations. They were published in 1859 (here in a translation from 1998), but are still very
true for anybody helping other people to improve:
"If One Is Truly to Succeed in Leading a person to a Specific Place, One must First and Foremost
Take Care to Find Him Where He Is and Begin There.
This is the secret in the entire art of helping. Anyone who cannot do this is himself under a delusion if
he thinks he is able to help someone else. In order truly to help someone else, I must understand
more than he - but certainly first and foremost understand what he understands. If I do not do that,
then my greater understanding does not help him at all.
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If I nevertheless want to assert my greater understanding, then it is because I am vain or proud, then
basically instead of benefiting him I really want to be admired by him. But all true helping begins with a
humbling. The helper must first humble himself under the person he wants to help and thereby understand that to help is not to dominate but to serve, that to help is not to be the most dominating but the
most patient, that to help is a willingness for the time being to put up with being in the wrong and not
understanding what the other understands.”
The learning to take from this is always to start with an understanding of people involved and the
situation they see. Even though you challenge the way people work, always remember to respect their
view. This is done from beginning to end in any improvement process, as it is not the change agent,
but the people in the organisation that are expected to change – to work differently – to forget old habits and get new ones! To do that they do not need orders or cosmic truth! They need help, support and
guidance. They need to see the benefit of changing themselves. They need to feel in control of their
own future.

2.1

Who to involve

When starting to discuss process improvement you first need to identify the people and organisational
elements to be involved. This is important in order to:
x

Define a scope with clear boundaries making it possible to manage.

x

Set expectations both for those who must be involved and for those that will not be involved.

x

Take the first step in the sizing and set up of the activity. The more people to be involved, the
more effort and risk will be in the activity before doing the freeze.

The defined levels are as follow:
1. Individual: The first level is a single individual or a couple of people. Discuss the improvements
directly with the individuals that need a new way of working.
2. Group or team: Next level is to do processes in collaboration. Still, this will include only one manager or project manager. Handling the process improvement is with individuals present at one location, working closely together on a daily basis.
3. Organisational: An organisational entity with a more complex management structure, e.g. development departments with a matrix organisation with both a line and project manager, influencing
the way people work. Now the handling of Stakeholders become more complex and need much
more effort.
4. Several organisations: More than one organisational entity, e.g. distributed development on several locations. Consider this not just as a process improvement, but an improvement programme
as it will be impossible to handle in one unfreeze-move-freeze operation.

2.2

The Area to Improve

The Second perspective is what to implement and to what level it needs to be implemented. It is to a
certain extent the staged CMMI/bootstrap/Spice structure, though added the level of abstraction concerning organizational goals, starting from the individual and ending in managed organizational optimization. This is important in order to:
x

Define a scope with clear boundaries within the processes that must be optimized and make it
manageable.

x

Set the expectations for capabilities of the people and organisation after finishing the unfreezemove-freeze iteration.
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x

Identify and find competences and tools to be used for the implementation.

Processes are what people do. This is reflected here by each level of abstraction depending on the
former.
1. Personal: The first and most concrete level for a process is the personal level, i.e. the extent to
which the individual is capable of performing a given process optimally. Some processes are designed with focus on the individual, but any process has an individual level that needs to be in
place, before the next level can work efficiently.
Examples of personal processes are pair programming, performing a review for a peer, preparing
documents, personal planning including estimation of tasks, quality control of own tasks, personal
metrics and evaluation for optimization of the personal process.
2. Project: The next level is the processes that make a group or a team capable of working together.
Examples could be Scrum, user stories, any project management activity also risk management,
quality planning, monitoring and execution e.g. like test management. Also supporting processes
like configuration management including change and defect management, effective reviews of different nature, measurement set up, … Note that this level can only be successful, if you also are
capable of handling the first level of personal processes.
3. Organisational standardisation: When processes are used, the next level is to take them to
become standardised in the organisation, making cross project and department collaboration and
optimisation possible.
Examples are to obtain agreement of commonalities and diversity in company processes and criteria for selection in each case. This is typically built around a management system and a quality
department, though it can be done differently. It includes areas like managed training in processes
and tools, structured maintenance and optimization of common processes or a common test platform for all projects.
4. Optimized processes: This refers to processes seen at CMMI level 4 and 5. As the author has
not been working with these areas this will not be discussed further.

2.3

The Improvement Activity

The third perspective is extremely important, as it is about starting where people are! The idea is taken
from Kotters (1996/2002) 8 step model, with the first step being to identify the reason for changing and
the injection going through all steps in a short time span. Weinberg’s (1997) focus on the individual is
added, setting the optimal strategies and support for implementation.
The reason for discussing this is to:
x

Define a scope with clear starting point and clear and measurable goals as ending point.

x

Setting the expectations for the maturity of the implementation after the iteration is done and including the concrete activities.

x

Offer an opportunity to ask all the questions, that enable you to learn what the persons you are
about to help, really know and really need.

Even though you yourself as change agent, or just someone in the organisation to change, might
know exactly what is needed, it is not the same as if everybody in the organisation is ready for it! We
meet people at the following levels of change readiness and use the appropriate activities:
1. Challenge: Find out whether there is a potential benefit to gain. Is everything running smoothly?
How does your group or organisation perform compared to comparable industries or in relation to
a given maturity model? This can be done as a 2 hour informal meeting with a couple of key persons or be a set of structured sessions with many participants. Depending on your organisation,
the situation and the goals you have.
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2. Clarification: Find out where to start – where you will gain most. Again this can be short. In some
cases, someone in the company often has a good idea of where to start. Though always do some
checking and comparison with a maturity model like CMMI to ensure you do not start improving
areas experienced to be high risk, if other areas are not in place. In addition it is recommended
doing a session with key stakeholders, to start up the commitment for the changes to come. This
is often sufficient for a 2-4 month long unfreeze-move-freeze iteration. If your company is looking
for initiating a long-term strategic initiative, assessment or appraisals based on a normative model
like CMMI, will be a good way to start. However, do remember to balance the effort for clarification
with the effort and possibilities for changing your organisation.
3. Proof of concept: Will it work? Try it out without putting all projects at risk. This is like a pilotproject, with few involved persons to isolate parameters under test and focus on the process optimization and evaluation. You must be very aware that the goal is to demonstrate, how to succeed,
not “just” run a pilot. In addition the involved persons must see the evaluation as open minded and
that it may take any direction. The result is a decision to continue deployment, perhaps with some
optimizations, or to close all further activities with the evaluated concept.
4. Process injection: Deploy! When taking the decision to implement a change, the challenge is to
do the unfreeze-move-freeze as fast and smoothly as possible, as the transformation is often a
chaotic, insecure and frustrating state for most people to be in. People will always be less efficient
and it is a high-risk state for a project to be in. To obtain a fast transition and secure “freeze”, a
plan is created based on Kotter’s (1996/2002) eight step model for implementing changes and
Pries-Heje (2004) role model for the IT-diffusion process:
– Reason for change is clearly defined.
– Vision and goals stated with ending criteria.
– Sponsors and stakeholders listed.
– Those to do the implementation are listed with clear resource allocation, responsibilities and commitment.
– Short term milestone including how to ensure results are visible to all stakeholders are
defined.
– How to ensure institutionalization is defined, including process measures.
Use the principles of action-learning including support, coaching and short feedback loops, working with actual tasks during learning to increase empowerment, motivation, risk reduction and ensure project progress within hours or days. An injection has a complete cycle of 1-3 month. Not
more!
5. Improvement programme: For large strategic initiatives more focus must be put on the involvement of senior management stakeholders. The unfreeze-move-freeze concept and management
of the activities will need to be on more than one level of abstraction. The principles of the eight
steps and roles to be manned are though the same.

2.4 Use the Framework for Maturing People and Organisation
Step-by-step
The way to use the framework is straightforward.
Start with an open mind! Learn all you can about the involved persons’ situation and view points. Why
do these people need improvements? What business drivers can you find? Why do they feel a need to
change? What are the primary challenges for doing development? What improvement would make a
big difference for the business? Note that the answers must be said out loud in the group of stakeholders. If their view is not homogeneous, this is the time to find out!
If you find no reason for changing – recommend NOT to start an improvement initiative! You will create frustrations and not improvements! This we actually observe from time to time – that a group or a
manager say they want to implement a new process, but when asked, they can not give any reason
for doing it, except that it would be “nice to have!” That will not be sufficient for keeping priority! Don’t
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do it!
Do this activity even though you might know the answers. The communication and common picture in
the group of stakeholders is a basis for success with any improvement activity!
Then check that the people involved represent the scope of the improvements discussed and check if
key stakeholders are missing. This can be at any level of the organisation. If so, get them involved or
agree to do so very soon.
The above are the first steps in maturing the involved people to have a common understanding and
agreement of the goals. Actually, this is the first step in a “Challenge”.
Introduce the framework, one perspective at a time.
Using the business input you got in the beginning, pinpoint where the organisation and people are and
discuss what focus would address the improvements needed, pointing to the three perspectives. Look
for differences of opinion between the involved stakeholders and make sure these differences become
visible.
Who to involve

Ensure that an agreed statement for why
changes are needed is formulated and also
an agreed statement of what bright future is
expected to be obtained. Note this is not in 2
years time, but within the next 2-3 month!
Now you can easily point out one initiative to
focus on, both an area to improve, the relevant group to involve and an activity to do!
The stakeholders must agree to the goals
and then you can formulate a concrete deliverable – a specific process that is improved,
what improvement activity is involved and
how to measure or indicate that the goal is
obtained. In this way, expectations are clearly
set and the tasks to do are clear for all involved.

Goals
&
plans
Improvement
activity

Areas to
improve

Figure 1 The framework gives input to plans and goals

3 Examples
In the following you will find two examples, selected to show that both agile methodology like Scrum
and traditional process concepts like formal inspection, fit well into the framework and process injection.

3.1

Small Software Development House Increase in Size

A small software development company of 8 software developers were originally started based on a
completely new type of product. Most work was done as prototyping together with the customers. But
lately their role has become more like a traditional supplier, as the customers also mature within the
business area.
They knew changes needed to happen, as they could see it became still more difficult for them to deliver as agreed. No challenge needed! The question of where to start and what to do, where unknown
to the company. They needed a clarification.
A clarification session was therefore the first step. Managers, technical sales and developers were
placed in a room and taken through a 2 hour managed process to identify and prioritise the most im-
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portant areas to improve and the most important areas to ensure continued.
The clarification results showed that the informal and flexible handling of daily work should continue,
but also that visibility of progress and ability to plan and to have a high chance of delivering on time
was needed, in parallel to handling small tasks from customers expecting results in weeks and not
months.
We ended up agreeing Scrum would be the solution that fitted their needs, changing everything concerning development in the entire company. We planned an injection.
First iteration was to train the personnel and implement Scrum in Development, including getting the
Product Backlog and its update every month in place – and to ensure NOTHING was done, unless it is
prioritized in the backlog! This was in place in one Sprint taking one month.
Second iteration was to mature the process and anchor ownership and process responsibility by maturing the ScrumMaster and implement Scrum in the quality system.
After two months a mature Scrum implementation was running! The result is that now release is done
on time and when relevant key customers are even invited to see and discuss intermediate results at
the review meeting once a month.

3.2

Medium Sized Organization are Challenged by Quality

In a development department of approx. 60 developers doing products with software, hardware and
mechanics, they where challenged by too many quality issues showing up during initiation of production for new products.
The organisation had done an analysis of root-causes and found that problems did not originate from
a single source or process step, but originated from most activities and areas in development. Several
initiatives where launched and additionally they had a feeling that formal review would also benefit, but
how?
When we were involved, the organisation therefore did not need a challenge. They knew improvements were needed. They were also clear about the next step to take. It was checked and found that
there was a broad support for the selected improvement: An injection of formal review. The task was
therefore to tailor Fagan Inspection to their specific needs and do a detailed plan for implementation.
The management and the task force for the initiative accepted this. A few days later the injection was
running with training, coaching, support, set up of process measurement and implementation in the
quality system. An evaluation done 3 month later showed that defect levels improved and that reviews
where done with positive feedback. There were still opportunities for using reviews in even more areas
and for more deliverables. A process responsible was trained and placed in the organisation, making
the organisation capable of doing the next iteration themselves.

4 Conclusion and Discussion
Our experience in working with process improvement show that mainly two things go wrong for SME’s:
x

The perspective of the individual is often forgotten

x

Managers and change agents are often abstract in their communication of outcome, business
benefit and consequences.

This results in lack of help with the improvements from those to perform and those to sponsor the improvements and they end up being “resistance to change”.
We have used the described framework both as a tool for communication with management and for
planning/follow-up on improvement activities. We often get the response that “…now it makes much
more sense!” Often when the dialog starts, people find it difficult to discuss process improvement, but
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when the framework is presented and we are specific, discussing the challenges which the company
experiences and how it fits into the framework, the enthusiasm increases. Now they can see which
specific actions can improve their situation, the amount of resources this will require and the fact that
this will be manageable with a high chance of success.
The framework is very concrete in conveying the meaning and gains for the individual, including what
each person needs to do to meet the goals. The time of “personal chaos”, when moving from old habits to new ones, is extremely short. That reduces risks and frustrations. E.g. communicating an injection is to use a calendar, show when the one hour training is done and when they will be doing a session with a well-defined deliverable - mentioning this is done with support available on site. And so
on… This may give a few questions, but we have only met resistance when the up front challenge was
not done well, thereby not resulting in clear reasons for change and visions for where to end. Visions
that everybody could agree to!
The plan made will be very concrete and often goals are measurable or at least it is clear which criteria mean success or not! When defining the goals, we sometimes see that it is not understood why this
is important to do in this details, but half way through, when the goals have been used several times to
get the improvement back on track, this is understood!
We have though seen that larger companies have difficulties to see e.g. an improvement organisation
already in place, fit into the framework. We believe this happens because the framework does not
itself visualise how to organise improvement programs. It has never been the intension to model this,
but to focus on the concrete implementations, being part of such a programme. Therefore this needs
to be added, when discussing larger improvement set ups.
We are sure that following this framework and approach will increase the chance of success in many
improvement activities, as even the largest process improvement initiatives in the end is about changing individuals!
If you do not agree, we hope you will use the time to challenge us…
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Abstract
Top-down process improvement approaches provide a high-level model of what the process of
a software development organization should be. Such models are based on the consensus of
a designated working group on how software should be developed or maintained. They are
very useful in that they provide general guidelines on where to start improving, and in which
order, to people who do not know. However, the majority of them have only worked in scenarios within large companies. We aim to help small software development organizations to adopt
an iterative approach by providing a Process Improvement Web-based Tool. This paper presents research into the proposal that a small organization may use this tool to define and implement a set of agile project management practices that can be strengthened using the
CMMI-DEV 1.2 model as reference.
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1 Introduction
Nowadays, software processing in an industrial environment is key to the productivity and efficiency of
development activities and competitive strategies against adversaries. However, since the beginning
of the 1980s the software industry has tried to increase its quality and productivity by applying new
methods and techniques. It has been recognized that unfortunately the fundamental problem for many
companies is the incapacity to manage the software process. In recent years there has been on-going
demand for better services and functionality in software products. Many methods, techniques and
tools have been developed. Nevertheless, software products still suffer from excessive costs, delays
in delivery and low quality. To satisfy the various requirements for software processing both large
companies and Small Enterprise (SEs) have made a central effort in Software Process Improvement
(SPI). As a result, SPI has emerged as a new way of solving these problems. An indicator of this is the
increasing number of international initiatives related to SPI, such as Capability Maturity Model Integration for Development v1.2 (CMMI-DEV) [29], ISO/IEC 15504:2004 [14], SPICE [13], IDEAL [17], and
ISO/IEC 12207:2004 [12]. These SPI models have been presented as an alternative to achieve an
increase in the quality of services and products that software organization provides.
This interest in software improvement in large enterprises is now being extended to small settings.
However, the problem is the high implementation cost, which is independent of the size of the company [19]. Because models have been developed for large enterprises, only a few small and medium
software organizations are aware of them. It is recognized that for small settings, projects or teams,
process improvement efforts are difficult and frequently overwhelming; however, the need for improvement remains and cannot be ignored. Nevertheless, SPI is not explored sufficiently by IT departments in many organizations; hence any development of an SPI initiative becomes completely
chaotic as important concepts are unknown or not applied. Apparently, SEs typical issues including
the software process management activities are as follows; no principles for the manner of performing
tasks including plans and procedures, ad-hoc task performance relying only upon the experience of
practitioners, and an insufficient number of staff with appropriate skills. Furthermore, small software
development organization needs an automated tool supporting the way it effectively manages its software processes [31].

2 Related Work
We have researched the characteristics of typical SPI Tools for small software development organizations and projects. Unfortunately, there is not too much research about SPI Tools development to help
the improvement initiatives in SEs. SPI Tools generally automate the process of assessment based on
the standard model framework for software process, such as ISO/IEC 15504:2004 and CMMI [28].
The existing SPI Tools usually include some or all of the following characteristics:
x

Collecting and managing general company information, assessment goals, project and process
instance information, assessment items, etc.

x

Selecting which processes to assess.

x

Generating questionnaires.

x

Modifying the software process model for domain adaptation and the changed versions of the
process model.

x

Self-evaluating tasks by software practitioners.

However, the main objective of these tools is to conduct the process assessment to ensure a project’s
compliance with specific standards in software development organization. Thereby they can be intended only to automate the process of software process assessment. All software tools for imple-
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menting and maintaining improvement initiatives can be divided according to the model under maintenance: CMMI or ISO/IEC 15504. The other aspect of division is open source software (including academic tools) and commercial software. Table 1 summarizes the current SPI tools from process model
and assessment method perspective and provides a brief description of each one.
Table 1. Academic Tools for SPI.
Name
SEAL OQ [9]

A visual Approach to Software Process Improvement [10]
PIASS [22]

SPIS [7]
Process Management System [5]

Taba Workstation [20]

KMT [1]
Knowledge-Based System [2]

Description
SEAL of Quality SPICE assessment tool is an automated
tool to support the conduct of assessments in Phase 2 of
the trialing period using the embedded model described in
Part 5 of ISO/IEC 15504.
The tool software used MS Access and its aim was to
explore software process visualization.
Process-Improvement Activity Support System was developed as an integrated environment that provided tools
necessary to make an assessment of targeted software
processes.
The Software Process Improvement support System
indicated ‘how to’ perform SPI activities.
The system provides two different approaches to its use.
One was an internal assessment and improvement process at the level of software process appraisal. The other
was a self-controlled improvement process.
The Taba Workstation is a Process-centered Software
Engineering Environment (PSEE) that supports software
process definition, deployment and enactment.
Knowledge Management Tool facilitates the SPI implementation.
The Knowledge-Based System evaluates an organization
at a determined CMM level and as such limits the need for
the services of an auditor in those cases in which the
system’s response complies with the requested CMM
level and the necessary associated skills.

In analyzing commercial software most attention was paid to the commercial tools of one of the leading companies HM&S; these tools are designed for working both with ISO/IEC 15504 and with CMMI.
Table 2 summarizes a list of commercial tools that provide guidance in SPI initiatives.
Table 2. Commercial Tools for SPI.
Name
CMMI v1.2 Browser [33]

CMM-Quest [25]

Appraisal Wizard [3]

SPICE 1-2-1 [30]

IME Toolkit [11]

Description
CMMI v1.2 Browser allows users to navigate easily
through the CMMI-DEV. This CMMI browser covers the
continuous as well as the staged representation.
This software tool rates and analyzes the software development processes compliant to CMMI-DEV v1.2 and uses
ISO/IEC 15504 as its assessment method.
Appraisal Wizard is based on the SCAMPI [18] method
and supports almost all CMM models. This tool assigns all
values to different assessment instances (practices,
objectives, process areas) and provides large and detailed support.
SPICE 1-2-1 assigns values to base and generic practices; it has a medium rate of difficulty when organizations
try to use it. Also, SynEval (another tool from SynSpace)
helps the Assessor and/or particularly the Lead Assessor
to argue around the results from several assessments to
analyze them.
Management Information Systems (MIS) developed the
free tool called Interim Maturity Evaluation Toolkit based
on CMMI models. IME Toolkit assigns numerical values to
practices and generates a score for process areas.
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MKS Integrity Suite [21]

The MKS Tool fully supports SPI initiatives and complies
with certifications such as CMM and CMMI. The MKS
Tool provides automated audit tracking and control.

However, such commercial software is defined by a relatively large price tag (from $900 to $15,000
USD) which is out of the price range of SEs. Its main features are a well organized subsystem of the
assessment presentation, a sufficient amount of tools for maintaining the process improvement, and
integration with other tools. However, despite all the advantages affirming the existence of efficient
assessment and maintenance tools nowadays, there are also some considerable drawbacks. Furthermore, few tools can really help a SE, taking into account its particular circumstances; but hardly
any provide an automated mechanism to create improvement plans. That is, there is a limit for being
able to provide more helpful and diverse support for establishing SPI initiatives and managing the
whole process of SPI.

3 An Automated Tool to Support SPI Initiatives in SEs
According to Jones [15], three major investment elements are involved in CMMI-based improvement:
assessment, definition/infrastructure support, and deployment.
However, our experience shows that small organizations have a disadvantage with resources for assessment and definition but have a distinct advantage in deployment. A frequent misconception about
implementing CMMI and IDEAL is that they work only for large organizations (their cost and complexity appear to make it impractical for small businesses to implement). Nevertheless, there is a lot of
researches that contradict this assumption [32] [24] [23] [26]. We think that this idea may be supported
if we are able to design and implement a Web-based tool to manage the improvement information of
any small organization and guide it to improve its software process. To avoid this issue, the CBA-IPI
[6] has been used to self diagnose and guide the SPI implementation efforts. Since then, some gap
analysis and internal evaluations using SCAMPI have been performed in order to guide the SPI activities. We implemented a Questionnaire-Based Appraisal (QBA) as an assessment tool because it can
be applied to many people, it is cost effective and non-invasive, provides quantitative data, and the
results can be analyzed promptly [16]..

3.1

Components of the tool

We are trying to provide a Web-based tool (called SysProVal) that establishes an iterative approach to
Process Improvement (PI) which a small organization could adopt. Following this approach to PI, the
focus of the first step would be to understand what exists in the organization and determine what
causes significant problems. Then solutions could be devised in the action plan and evaluated in pilot
studies or even controlled experiments. Only after a solution is found to be effective and efficient, it
should be integrated into the existing process or that process be modified. Such an approach is inspired by the Quality Improvement Paradigm (QIP) recommended by several researchers and practitioners [4]. SysProVal consists of an SPI manager and mechanisms for: comparing the current practices with CMMI-DEV-adapted practices for SEs; assessing the selected process; generating an adequate improvement plan; and using the iterative elements of the tool. SysProVal provides three types
of user interface components: (1) the top management interface, (2) the project manager interface,
and (3) the SysProVal interface.

3.2

The Top Management Interface

The purpose of the top management interface is to support the whole range of SPI activities in an
integral manner in terms of necessary guidance for SPI activities, communication support, and learn-
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ing support. The interface provides access to:
1. The Process selection browser, which provides a checklist indicating to the top management
what processes can be selected. Each process selected is stored in the Organizational process repository and is associated with the description stored in the Effective practices for SEs
component.
2. The Role selection browser, which allows the top management to select who is the project
manager to be evaluated. They can also decide whether to delegate the internal role to the
SysProVal manager, or address the SPI initiative with an external assessor.
3. The Communication interface, which allows the top management to send email messages using links incorporating objects from other interfaces, such as reports, questionnaires, or new
assignments. Through this interface, top management can be informed about the progress of
the SPI initiative, consulting results, reports, or progress status.
4. The Reports generator, which allows the top management to obtain any information on the
SPI cycle at any time; they can control the performance of its project managers through the
assessment process and obtain the final results and graphics derived from the entire process.

3.3

The Project Manager Interface

The purpose of the project manager interface is to obtain all information about organizational practices
to develop software products and to allow them to have a good understanding of what is going on in
their development process (weaknesses and strengths).
1. The Tutorial interface helps the project manager to obtain all knowledge needed to use the
tool, interpret the results, understand each question, and improve its work.
2. The Visualization interface provides the project manager with the tools to draw a new process
or reuse existing ones (in accordance with CMMI-DEV activities).
3. The Current status report interface presents a categorized level of performance, in accordance with the assessed process. The project manager can meet its own level of performance. This interface just provides performance level results to project managers; the entire results of the organization can only be reviewed by high-level management through the reports
generator.

3.4

The SysProVal Interface

The purpose of the SysProVal interface is to allow the top management of an SE to explicitly state the
goals of the SPI activities, and to have a good grasp of the current progress of SPI activities in all improvement projects. Moreover, project managers can directly participate in the SPI activities through
assessments and Improvement Plan (IP) generation.
1. The Questionnaires interface guides project managers to obtain all knowledge from their daily
labor. Previously, top management had selected which process to be evaluated or what process to be modified. This interface uses the ‘levels of performance’ from the two-phase mechanism proposed in [8].
2. The IP interface generates the improvement plans for each improvement project conducted.
This interface uses knowledge management using databases to manage both information and
people.
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4 Implementation and Evaluation

4.1

Implementation

We have developed the proposed system in PHP using MySQL as a database management system.
PHP is free software released under the PHP License. We think that these conditions are favourable
and affordable for any SEs. This work is structured according to the first three phases of IDEAL. Although these phases are presented sequentially, in most cases they are overlapped.

4.1.1 Initiating
The SPI initiating phase was clearly covered and came from the executives of the organizations;
therefore, it was not necessary to get any buy-in or work to get executive support and commitment.
According to Mondragon the PI infrastructure has three groups [19]: the management steering group
(MSG), the engineering process group (EPG) and, the technical working group (TWG). For small settings, IDEAL recommends at least one full-time employee. Satisfying the one full-time employee requirement recommended in very small organizations is a challenge. The first question posed was from
which part of the organization should the PI leader be drawn? Should the PI leader be a top executive,
a manager, or a practitioner? We implemented the third approach (a practitioner as a leader of the PI
effort) and it is currently providing the best results. The second important issue in the initiating phase
is the training concept. We developed an SPI tutor that satisfies the knowledge acquisition process
according to the SEs necessities. This is not a certification course or even a formal course. This tutorial manages the lessons and promotes the inclusion of new topics as the improvement project progresses. If the performance of the project manager is low during the assessment, the tutorial recommends topics and alerts top management for monitoring and control.

4.1.2 Diagnosing
In order to characterize the initial state of the organization’s software processes as well as to assess
the improvements done through the SPI cycle, we implement an assessment mechanism [8] inside
SysProVal as a “seek step” of PI efforts. This mechanism uses closed questions and limits the number
of possible answers to seven. Each type of answer has a unique interpretation and indicates the performance level of a practice. The level-perform-answers determine the percentage in which each practice is performed. This varies from ‘Never’ with a value equal to 0, ‘Rarely if ever’ with a value equal to
1, ‘Sometimes’ with a value equal to 2, ‘Usually’ with a value equal to 3, and ‘Always’ with a value
equal to 4. The validity-answers don’t have numerical value. Giving a specific weight to each answer
will enable SysProVal to easily analyze the results of the assessment and to identify which practices
are common within the whole organization and which ones are not performed at all. The assessment
mechanism proposed here is part of the questionnaires interface and has been based on the two
types of practices established by the CMMI-DEV dividing it into two phases. The first phase is related
to specific practices while the second phase is related to generic practices. As an example, the following figure shows the results of the initial SysProVal assessment for one small organization through the
current status report interface. The charts showed in Figure 1 summarize the percentage of effective
practices for SEs component already addressed in the existing processes of the organization, and the
results are automatically grouped by SysProval according to CMMI-DEV. This information is sent to
top management by the reports generator.

4.1.3 Establishing
In the “improvement step”, SysProVal sets the priorities, then develops the approach and finally generates the action plan to improve the current process with the obtained data from the previous phase.
The outcome of the “improvement step” is a detailed implementation plan that is composed of eleven
domains: specific actions, schedules, milestones, deliverables, decision points, resources, responsi-
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bilities, measurements, tracking mechanisms, and risk management and mitigation strategies (see
Figure 2).
Clearly, the IP interface of the SysProVal tool, when applied to software projects in small organizations, produces a detailed plan with very similar features to those of large organizations. Therefore,
given the organizational experience of using CMMI models, it is natural to think about the CMMI-DEV
as the supporting process for planning, tracking, and controlling the SPI implementation activities for
the improvement team. The IP generator organized the obtained information from “seek step” using
databases. The most primary and preliminary requirement for a knowledge management in SysProVal
is to manage the acquired data from the assessment interface.

Figure 1. An screenshot of reports generator
The contents are obtained through the recording of events and experiences in a specified format and
the capturing of good and bad practices from the web-based assessment. Conversion of performance
levels in the form of information and storing them in the database is achieved through the engineering
technique of data-mining. The transformation identifies important aspects of the knowledge domain,
for example, notions, attributes, activities and associations with other process areas. SysProVal identifies similar notions and these are clustered based on their attributes (poorly performed, partially performed, and adequately performed). Giving a raw text to DMS, the captured activities are represented
in the form of eleven knowledge domains and are stored in an object-relational data model [49] of the
organization’s processes.

4.2

Evaluation

The main objective of this research is to demonstrate that a small organization may use SysProVal
and the CMMI-DEV model as a framework to strengthen defined agile project management practices,
improve the project performance, and achieve high CMMI-DEV capability levels. We think that this
idea may be applicable to other process areas, but the data that has been gathered so far corresponds to project management activities, thus we decided to limit the current scope research to the
project management category of the CMMI-DEV model.
Our first goal is to articulate capability level 2 compliance with the defined Web-tool discussed in this
paper. This work is being carried out, and current findings will be presented here. Next we will articulate capability levels 3 and 4. Theoretical Capability Level 2 and Level 3 compliance will be documented by third quarter 2009, and actual Capability Level 2 Compliance is expected to be confirmed
during an official appraisal planned for one of the organizations in the first quarter of 2009.
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Figure 2. An screenshot of reports generator
Project Planning (PP) and Project Monitoring and Control (PMC) were already analyzed for Capability
Level 2 Compliance. We will continue to gather data for the implementations of these process areas
and we will articulate Risk Management (RSKM) and then Integrated Project Management (IPM), Organizational Process Definition (OPD) and Organizational Process Focus (OPF) development to prepare for Capability Level 3. As a direct result of this project, information regarding to the small settings
community and the issues associated with software development were generated. This information,
however, needed to be extracted, organized, and analyzed with SysProVal, in order to be useful in
addressing the above research questions. The data consists of artifacts generated as a result of the
SysProVal evaluation.
The CMMI-DEV practices provide the environment and structure for this research. As part of this study
these researchers created an advisory group for a small organization to provide guidance for the project and insight into the environment of this organization.

5 Lessons Learned and Preliminary Findings
We have reported on our early experiences in using a Web-based tool as a foundation for implementing the CMMI-DEV in small organizations. Our research has shown that SysProVal makes the CMMIDEV implementation easier through the first three phases of the IDEAL model. SysProVal has good
coverage of these phases at a project level. However, it is important to ensure that the action plan
(derived from CMMI-DEV) is followed faithfully by all the teams and project managers in the organization. To this end, the “seek step” mechanism proved to be a convenient and useful diagnostic tool. As
mentioned above, SysProVal has good coverage of the “seek and improve” steps at team level.
Therefore, most of the CMMI-DEV implementation has to be at organizational level. Even if all the
teams are following the CMMI-DEV by the book, there are still many organizational aspects that have
to be covered. Implementing an initiative to provide an SPI tool oriented to small settings and focused
on the SEI family of products was a good decision. This family of products includes models, an implementation lifecycle model (IDEAL), assessment and appraisal methods. These products provide a
consistent and complementary set of tools that facilitate the implementation of an SPI initiative. However, it is too difficult to adopt them in very small settings without a specialized guide. SysProVal is a
huge shortcut to implementing such models. A SysProVal launch was performed to define the detailed
plan for the establishing phase. Table 3 shows a summary of the number of major activities and estimated effort for the implementation of each level related to CMMI-DEV (Levels 2 and 3) in the assessed organization, according to the plan provided in the SysProVal tool. The row called Set Infrastructure refers to the set of activities required as prerequisites before starting the implementation of
all activities related to CMMI-DEV levels. SysProVal covers the first three phases of the IDEAL model
to achieve a PI in software organizations through adaptation of CMMI-DEV in small settings. Actually,
we are validating the Acting and Learning phases.
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Table 3. Commercial Tools for SPI.

Set Infrastructure
Level 2
Level 3

Number of major
Activities
12
60
65

Estimated Time (Hours)
320
675
1300

6 Conclusions
Though CMMI and ISO/IEC 15504 have exploded onto the market as models to follow when organizations want to apply process improvements, there are many organizations that are still not using these
models. The CMMI is considered to be one of the best known models that focus on software process
improvement for achieving quality software in small settings. The CMMI-DEV, however, is relatively
new, so there has been little research written on which data collection and action plan generation tools
can be employed when using the CMMI-DEV approach under the special conditions of small organizations. This research, therefore, developed an instrument to evaluate the current status of Project Management practices. Its purpose was to investigate its feasibility in small settings and to influence the
direction of future research. One limitation of this study is the generalization of its findings based on
the limited amount of data collected and analyzed relative to the number of small organizations. This
suggests that this qualitative study will be increased by quantitative studies to strengthen the data
supporting the need and applicability of SysProval to the small organization community.
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